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CHAPl'ER 10.- ...
~o ;Fifth Mo;ryholoecal Phase..! Post-1956

Introduct ion:

This chapter will deal with the city of' :Baghdad in ita present

development which commenced after 1956. The previous developmental

processes, social economic and morphological, prepared the city for its

present evolution. To study the city in its present phase of development

is to know hon far the city has been influenced by its past and the

socio-economic and technological factors which ore mainly western.

This chapter can be considered as a pivot connecting the city's con-

temporary growth with what has been discussed previously.

The analysis of the city structure in this period made use of

various resources, the main ones being the master plan of the city

prepared by Polservice, a Polish team of planning consultants, information

of tvide variety and general nature supplied by soV'eral governmental offices

such as .Ama.na.t al-Asimah, the Ministry of Planning, the 1v!inistry of

Public Works and Housing, and tho Department of SurveYing. The latter

supplied an aerial photograph of Baghdad taken in 1962 on the scale of

1:10,000. All maps supplied to the writer contained only general location-

801 information and gave neither altimetric information nor plot boundaries.

They are also out of date as the oity has grown rapidly. The governmental

information provided is not accurate nor does it cover the city a.s a unit.

For certain years it is incomplete, and available material deals mostly

with the Liwa of Baghdad and its a.d.mi.nistrative components. The aerial

photograph of lBghdad was valuable, though out of date. It gave a

better idea of the intensity of development in various areas o.nd in

general indicated tho urban pattern of tho city. The city of Baghdad

still needs a detailed survey of its land-use and structural layout.
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Fortunatoly the Polaervice team are now undertaking this colossal task

with the help of Iraqi engineers. It may be presumed therefore that

new base maps on larger scales such as lI2,~00 and 1:1,000 will

become available eventually.

Ot'ling to tho lack of information on present Baghdad, the t-Jriter has

been obliged to car.r,y out intensive fieldwork covering among other things

a land use survey of tho city (See Appendix A).

During its rapid and vast post-1956 expansion, Baghdad became a very

complicated city. To ease the ~lysis of such a large city, a general

regional scheme has been adopted. The city has been considered as

. consisting of eight large component regions. The division depends on

historical, functional and morphological crit0ria.. These eight mor

phological aroas will be briefly discussed in this chapter. Four of

them are located on either side of the oity (Figs. 10.:1,10.2). They are

(1) Old Rarkh (2) Greater Karradat Mariyam (3) Greater Kndhimiyah

(4) Greater 16nsur on the West Side (South-Western) (5) Rusafah

(6) Grea.ter Adhamiyah (1) Greater Karradah al-Sharqiyah (8)~ al

Jaish (the Army Canal) area on the East Side (north-eastern). Each

of these composite regions consist of several smaller constituent sub-

regions.

In its modern growth, Baghdad has been influenced by ma:ny mor

phological frames similar to those observed in the English town of

Alnwick~ 'Morphological frame' is a technioal term indicating the

existenoe of an antecedent plan element, exerting a morphological

influence on subsequent development on the Bame site in a. variety of

ways, and usually passing some of its features on as inherited outlines.

The main morphological frames of modern Baghdad are represented by

earlier roads and villages some of which may date as far back as the
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tenth century. Kraiat, al-Durah, Rhrradah al-Sharqiyah, 2ufuraJtiyah

and Abu Ghraib villages together l'lith the roads linking them with the

Old TOlffl are very characteristic morphological frames that played their

role in fashioning the modern morphology of the city.

The main topics of this Chapter are: Tho modern growth pattern of

the city, the major factors behind the rocent uncontrolled expansion,

the main problems associated with this unprecedented grol'rth, tho analysis

of eight morphological rogions, tho functional and morphological composi

tion of the modern suburbs, tho socio-oconomic structure of Baghdad, and

motorization and mass transport in Baghdad•

..~:l{~J1dadrs mo'\orn gr:o.mh patt,crn: (Fig. 10.2)

As obsorvod in the preceding four morphological phasos, Baghdad has

an intimate functional and morphological relationship with the River Tigris.

The main pattorn of growth was linear, llith some interspersed

nucleations at vantage loops of the river, represented by Kadhimiyah,

Mhamiyah and la.ter Karradah al-5harqiyah all of which acted as morpholo

gical framos. This linoar pattern had always accorded with the genoral

direction of tho river, i.e. north-west to south-east. In the course of

development tho Old TOlffl and tho detached old nuclei of Kadhimiyah,

Mhamiyah and Ka.rradah al-Sharqiyah morged together croated tho large

townacapo of modern Baghdad, though this merging occurrod earlior on the

East Side.

As montionod in Part II, the introduction of flood control in l~56

meant that the city as well as southern Mesopotamia became free from the

floods of al-Rafidain, and tho old dyke no longer represented tho effective

limit to any massive outward growth in the north-east. Thus ordinary, i.e.
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residential growth could now leapfrog the city's first fringe belt on

all sides. For the first time the city adopted an open circular type

of physical growth, much more rapid than it had ever been since the
},

ei~h century when Baghdad was first built. The built-up area reached

a diameter of up to 27 kIn within its new municipal area of 850 sq.. kIna

which had been increased more than eight-fold compared with its pre

1956 size (100 sq. lans). The open pattern of growth has combined

nuclear and linear forms. The former was evolving around certain

physical or functional points such as bazaars, mosques and. street

junctions associated with older nuclei, while the latter occurs along

the main arterios of transportation in the modern suburbs.

Simultaneously with this physical growth Baghdad is evolving

functionally towards greater cOmPexity, which increases its national

and .Arab appeal and in some respects oven its international importance.

The building boom of Baghdad during the last two decades has taken

the form of three typos of building processos (1) vertical expansion,

through the replacoment of single-family houses by multi-storey

structures in alre~ settled areas, (2) filling-in of interstices in

the built-up area, i. e. building on vacant plots and land alrendy

partially developed, (3) extension of tho existing built-up area on the

phoriphery of the city by the erection of nel'1 houses on newly sub-divided

land. The last typo is the most important one in providing a massive

supply of dwellings to accommodate a large number of people•

.As it stands, Baghdad has four house types accounting for much of

the largest part of the city's building fabric, i.e. the traditional

one or tl'lo-storey courtyard house, the modified one- or two-storey

courtyard house, the covered one- to three-storey house, and the ane

ta two-storey western house. They have already been studied in the



Fig 10.3c ~adhimiyah Old Town, sive period stages of development.

Tra itional zuqaq and c t ard house areas around al-Kadhim shrine,

regular streets pattern with modified courtyard houses on its north

si and western type houses immediately to south and north of the

( ) orchard area. Part of Kraiat, river side urbanized village at



Fig 10.3b R safah's Traditional courtya d house area, fragmented by successive
generations of break-through streets.
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previous parts of this investigation and are associated with different

types of streets (Fig. 10.3a). The first type goes with narrow,

tortuous streets fronted ldth blind walls and the heavy doors never

faoing each other. These streets are almost closed in on the first

floor by projecting wooden shanashil and cater exclusively for human

and aninal traffic. The second type is associated with straight and

wider streets, tho ground-floor walls having large regular ldndovls,

while doors mostly faco each other. Houses on such streets are

terraced ~dth projecting metal-balconied windows, and their streets

are used by wheeled traffic. Tho third and fourth house types alternate

\-lith each other, and as the latter type has many styles l-dthin the

western framework thoy gave the street a west 3m suburban look. The

street system here is of the grid-iron pattern and~ o~ the streets

aro of the boulevard type and designed mainly for vehicular traffic.

Houses here are for single families and are mostly detached, standing

in their own gardens.

The traditional centre came to be a segmented island surrounded

by 'modern' developments in every direction (Fig. 10.3b). This contrast

is to be found also around the shrines of Abu Hanifah in .Lldha.miyah and

al-Kadhim in al-Kadhimiyah, reflecting the absence of planning, the rise

of economic and technological standards, western influences and the

o.dvent of vehicular transport (Fig. 10.3c).

The fourth typo dominates the areas developed outside the dykes

after 1956, the first within the limits of the traditional centres of

Baghdad, while the second and third are found within the limits of the

dykes on the East Side and the l~osul-Basrah railways on the West Side.

Tod.D\Y J30.ghdad's scenery presents two very different pictures:

outside tho secondary fixation line the streets are almost devoid of
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human beings and inside that belt the townscape is too congested in

parts to be appreciated in its full character. The following two

tables (10.1, 10.2) &how the incidence of house types in the surveyed

areas by morphological phases.

Table 10.1: Incidence of Houso Typos in the surveyed maha11ahs by
morphological phases (Fig. 10.4)

1vhha.11a.h
Pre-1920 1920-1936 I 1936-1945 1945-1956 I Post"'-1956

%'-I~N-o.-1-%"":-0-."--N-o-.-r-l-%-:-o~IN!-o-.-r'-%::---:I;-N-o.---r-,,/O-:----

10.00

11.11

11.11

16.67

30.00

88.89

53.33

90.00

100.00

I 100.00

I 100.00

100.00

100.00

2

1

3
8

8

10

7
10

! 20

44.44

/12.50

70.00

11.11

46.67
I

10.00 I $'

I I ~

4

41.66

31.25

87.50 1

7
1

7
1

5

5
7

10.00

33.33

68.75

1

3

11

I i
25.00 I 2 I 16.67

f 80.00

88.89

1>00.00

11.11

100.00

3

Suq Hamadah 8

Sayid Abdullah 8

Aguliycll 5
Harah (Mhamiyah) 1

I
Shiukh (Kadhimi- 10

yah)

Al-Buahuja
(Karradah a1
Shnrqiyah)

Orfaliyah jBattt-
Bustan a1- ..

Khas aw.nn

Ataifiyah

Al-Dumh

Al-Washash

Kraiat I
Al-Iskan I I
Al-lhmun I I
Al-Thawrah I •

Hai Dragh I I
AI-Mansur I . I I : I I I 7

----y35l ·'9 :18 f7ilt--.-~'-,6"""'O-i ~17~''''''1~-..~6-0f";11"1l.97! 87 I
e • • • l'

Total

Source: Fieldwork 1971 - See Appendix A Table 00..

From the above it appears that only 20 houses or 36.36 p~ cent

of the houses in the six traditional maha11ahs have been built after 1920.
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This suggests that the traditional parts of the city have maintained

their physical pattern. In Orfaliyah, on the other hand 31.25 per cent of

the houses were built after 1936. This expresses the fact that there

was a considerable amount of vacant land in the develeped area of the

third morphological phase, 1920 - 1936. Almost all the houses of the

last six mahallahs outside the Inner Fringe Belt are western houses

developed after 1956.

The contrast between the density of inhabitants in trIO selected

mahallo.hs belonging to the pre-1920 and post-1956 periods is shOl'ffi in

the table below. It appears that the average number of porsons per

houso in Suq Hamadah is more than tl'lice that of aI-Mansur, while the

average number of persons per family in the former mahal1ah is about

double that of aI-Mansur.

TablelO.2: Residential (Dwelling) Density in tho l-Jahallahs of
Sucrh amadah and a.l-Mansur.

Ml.hallah Morphological Average No. Average No. Average No. of
Phase of families of porsons persons per

per house per house family

Suq Ha.ma.dah Prc-1920

1
1.3 9 7

AI-Mansur I Post-1956 1.14 4.14 3.63. I ..... .

Source: Field ;,ork 1911, See AppendiX A, Tables A, rJl.

Most of the suburban houses are occupied by one family only.
density

This has naturally reduced the population ,,(See Chapter 12).

At present three elevational levels can be distinguished in

l3a.ghdad.; one- to .two-storey houses, so common in old and modern

lhghdad, constitute the lower level. Domes, minarots, water tanks and

some buildings of threo- to four-storeys constitute the medium level,

whereas the huge buildings of more than six storeys, mainly located in
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the business centre, constitute the upper level. In this respect

Baghdad's centre represents the peak of plJiysical development as an

expression of the functional importance of this small area (see chapter

14).

T)10 major factors bohind the r.ecent uncontrolled e;pansion:

Soveral factors, i.e. governmental, socio-economic and technological

ones have been interacting in speeding the contemporary expansion of the

city. Tho introduction of effective flood control was a major event end

accelerated the modern growth, in 1956 (See Chapter 4). The population

growth both resulting from natural increase and migration played a

great role in this expansion (See Chapters 9 and 12). The industrial

development of the city in its present morphological phase was another

essential dynamic factor reinforcing the modern wave of suburbanization

(See Chapter 13). Other factors are to be discussed presently such as

road and transportation development as well as direct and indirect

governmental intervention.

The government has aided the present expansion in ronny ways. The

establishment of the Development Board in effect brought about the

recent residential policy of free plot distribution in 1951, greatly

accelerated after tho 1958 - Revolution (Soe chapter 8). The encourage

ment of co-oporative housing societies for the professions (Soe chapter

8) and the post -1958 nationalization of the vast lands and properties

of tho royn1 family, most of which were distributed to the professional

co-operativo societios, wore ~~~thor factors in speeding the prosent

city growth. Tho Real Estate Bank financed members of building

sooieties or governmental departments at the limited interest of 2 to 5

per cent. to build houses. Tho payment extends over a fifteen year
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period in monthly or yearly instalments. The importance of this

is discussed in Chapter 12.

Furthermore the government has allowed land sub-division for

housing beyond the 1956 boundaries of the city •. This

abnormal rate of land subdivision has been associated with fast

physical growth.

In the period 1958 - 63, the government wanted to attract popular
in

support and did not hesitat e to spend heavily/carrytng out speculative

town planning, no doubt at the expense of other forms of investment.

Land subdivision has encouraged individuals to bUiY plots in

distant suburbs. They went up to 10 lans beyond the built-up area to

localities where land costs will be less. Actually, though the home

bUiYer feels he is obtaining a bargain by bUiYing a cheap plot beyond

the city, the saving ~ prove to be a false one, because of the cost

of travel and the non-existence of many urban facilities.

Another hurried governmental decision giving momentum to the

present mode of physical expansion was that for the extension of the

city boundaries in 1956 by Act No. 1089. It was taken for tho two-

fold reason of increasing municipal revenues and prOViding land for

new housing. This created many problems for Baghdad. Several villages

have been incorporated within the new urban boundaries and services

should be provided for the new areas such as water supply, roads,

pavement s, et c.

The government has added greatly to the north-east expansion of

the city by the construction of Qa,na.t a1-Jaish (the Army Canal) as

will be discussed later in this chapter.

To complete the factors accelerating the physical expansion one

has to mention road and transportation development.
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Transportation development has quickened the rate of, and to a

large extoot has patterned, modern pl\Ysical expansion. Many external

roads have been improved in this period e.g. those to Hillah, to

Syria. and to Kirkuk, and new roads have been constructed such as those

to Kut and to Mosul. These highw8iYs have given the peripheral

morphology of the city its present pattern (Figs. 10.1, 10.2). Each

of these six ecternal highroads has attracted urban land uses, along

both sides for considerable distances. Usually the intensity of urban

development is higher in the first reaoh of the streot nearer to the

old parts of the oity while it thins out as the street proceeds out

wtU'ds and finally it disappears. The influences of these land uses on

forms emerging along these streets also varies. The s~ line is

higher where the land is most densely used, while it is lower in the

distal section, giving each street its oharacteristios denoting its

ago and functional signifioanoe.

It is a well established morphological fact that the towns cape

is not statio; urban morphology is always dynamio, a faot whioh could

be used to explain the frequent ohange in the pattern, intensity, and

nature of the land uses, and forms, whioh line and evolve along these

arterial roads. :rOOst of the new residential suburbs emerged along the

six major highw~s to whioh there is direct vehicular aooess, numerous

side roads entering the main road. This is dangerous and obstructive

to traffic, as it creates many potential collision points and enoourages

parking. With this spread the oity has hastened its metropolitan

period when maxv urban land uses, i.e. housing, industries and

oommercial services are decentralizing.
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The major probl.ems of present gz:owth:

In its present dynamio expansion, Baghdad has many problems in

oommon with other oities, suoh as housing, slum and sorifah settlements

(see ohapters 9 and 12), traffio oongestion, waste disposal, exoessive

land use and land speculation. This has been aggravated by the absenoe

of any oomprehensive plan. Orol-7th has been so rapid during the last

two decades that in terms of paved streets, telephone, sewage disposal,

sohools, health institutions, mosques, eto. the government has simply

been unable to keop paoe with it. To determine the magnitude of these

problems and. the means to solve thom, detailed and aocurate surveys

of every activity in the oity are needed. Unfortunately, no preoise

statistioal information about the capital is availa.ble.

An an underdeveloped oountry Iraq is oharacterised by an unfa.ir

distribution of all kinds of servioes oxoessivoly favouring tho capital.

On tho basis of lil-18.s, fughdad dominates the other liwas in all respects.

In Baghdad tho oonoentration of educational and health institutions has

attracted great "18.vas of migrants, resulted in the vast physical

expansion of the oity, and decreased the offioiency of such ostablishments.

Jtr their migration to Baghdad and other major towns, the illiterate

fallahin have demonstrated a considerablo desire to improve their sons r

health and educational status, indicating that there is an important social

revolution working inside Iraqi rural society (Seo Chapter 9).

In 1969/70 Baghdad Liwa had 24.59 per cent of the primary schools,

34.53 per oent of the seoondary schools, 40 per oent of the universities

(Fig. 10.5), 2S-' 7 per cent of the primary school teaohers, 39.31 per oent

of the secondary sohool teachers, 35.56 of the primary school pupils,

40.06 per oent of the secondary sohool pupils and 78.69 per cent of the

higher education students of the oountry~
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Likewise, in terms of health facilities Baghdad Liwa dominates

the other 1iwas. In 1968 it had about 31 per cent of the country's

hospitals (Fig. 10.6), 43.29 per cent of their total number of beds

and 66.67 per cent of the private hOSPita1s~ It also led the other

1iwas in telephone services, Baghdad City alone possessing 61.5 per cent

of the telephone capacity of the country~

Characteristically, the distribution of these facilities is not

even in the 1hra itself. Baghdad City monopolises most of the

facilities leaving the other areas, whether urban or rural, in a rather

primitive position. For example Baghdad had 85.19 per cent of the

governmental hospitals found in the liwa in 1971.

Furthermore the field survey has shown that the distribution of

such facilities is not right \dthin the town itself. The problems have

increased with the recent expansion of the built-up area of the city.

Most of the new suburbs have no 'high schools' planned shopping centres,

health centres, family planning centres, child welfare centres, local

parks, p1~ng fields, clubs, libraries, places of worship or entertainment

facilities. The following table iIl.ustrates this situations

Table 10.3 : Elements requirod by interviewees in the surveyed post-1956
maha11ahs (Fig. 10.7).

..-- . . . . --.

Facilities required for maha11ahs

lOO.ucationa1 Health Social Entertain Sewerage Street im-
ment provement

Al-Durah 16.67 16.67 - - 66.67 75.00
Al-Washash 6.90 27.59 6.90 17.24- 24.14 13.79
Al-Kraiat 33.33 2~.67 20.00 - 33.33 33.33
Al-Iskan 33.33 44.44 11.11 - - -
Al-Mamun 16.67 33.33 16.67 25.00 58.33 -
Al-Thawrah 6.90 6.90 6.90 - 10.30 41.40

j Hai Dragh 11.76 52.94 11.76 - 23.53 17.65
Al-Mansur - - - - 100.00 -. . .. . . . . ..

Sources Fie1d~ttork1971. See Appendix A, Table U.
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It is to be noted here that many of the interviewees particularly

in a1-Tha~rrah, a1-Iskan and a1-Washash did not state what they require

as their new settlements are a great improvement on their old 10calities.

Also some of the families were not a\'lare of what they needed. Some of

them were suspicious of the writer's questions since many 1'10uld suspect

him to be a government representative likely to report their complaints,

resulting in their being treated even less favourably. In suburbs

such as Kraiat, Karradah a1-Sharqiyah, Sulaikh, Durah et c., boys use

the river as their swimmi.ng pool. Only if the schools buildings are

designed as schools can pupils find some recreational facilities such as

p1~grounds for volley or basket tall, gymnastics, etc.

Most of the disadvantages of the new suburbs are observed in the

low-class suburbs, which sometimes even lack an efficient water supply.

In some of the migrant settlements one outside water standpipe still

serveS a number of dwellings in a similar fashion to a village spring or

well.

Al-Thawrah, the migrant locality for example has the lowest

proportion of educational establishments. Many of the pupils from this

locality attend sohoo1s located in other parts of the oity as either

there are no schools in their mahallahs or there are no vacanoies within

them. Insuffioienoy of sohoo1s at secondary level is even more apparent.

While the ratio of schools per 100,000 people in Adhamiyah is 18.9/

100,000 it is only 2.8/100,000 in Al-Thawrah. The average ratio for the

city as a whole is 11.21/100,000. For every 5,290 people in Adhamiyah

there is a secondar.r school; while for al-Thawrah the ratio is one sohool

for every 35,668 people.

From the field survey it appeared that the old mahalla.hs have the

highest concentration of educational facilities, compared with the modern
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suburbs and particularly those of low-class communities such as al-

Thawrah. However, most of the schools in the traditional parts of the

dty function in rented traditional houses lacking~ necessar,y

requirements found in the modern schools.

The following table shows the availability of educational

establishments in the surveyed mahallahs:

Table 10.4: Etlucational efficiency of the surveyed Uahallahs.

Horphol- %of pupils attending schools
ogica1 - ---lliahallah Phase in the nearby I distant

same mahallah mahallah
mahallah (either j (vehicle trans-

I (walking) walk or port)I

by vehicle
I

I
* I1. Suq Hamadah 2 90.99 9.01 -

2. Sayid Abdullah 2 11.43 14.29 14.29

* 83.33 16.613. .Agu1iyah 2 -.
1 4• Harah (Mba- 2 100.00 - I - I

miyah)* I
;

I I
I 5. Shiukh (Kadhi.- 2 13.33 26.61 I -I

miyah)* I I
6. Karradah al- 2 62.50 31.50 -

Sharqiyah

Average 80.26 11.36 2.38

7. Orfaliyah* 3 64.29 17.86 11.86 I

8. Bustan a1- 3 55.56 33.• 33 I 11.11
Khas

Average 59.93 25.60 t 14.49

ttl I !9. A'f. fiyah I 4 62.50 31.50 -I* I 15.00 8.33 I 16.6110. Durah I 4 I,
82.76 I 6.9011. Washaeh 4 -

I j

! Averago 73.42 I 15.28 I 7.86 !
I. •

* low-class
2/continued••
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%of pupils.attending schools
I

Morpho1-
}'!ahallah ogical

Phase in the nearby ! distant
same maha11ah mahallah

I mahallah (either (vehicle

I (walldng) walk or transport)
by vehicle)

I I
12. Kraiat I 5 80.00 60.00 -!

13. Iskan

I
5 66.67 22.22 11.11

i 14. Ma~ 5 100.00 - I -
I * i

5 41.38 20.69
,

6.90I 15. Thawrah j

j 16. Hai Dragh I 5 47.06 11.76 41.18
j

,17• Mansur 5 62.50 12.50 25.00

i

I I

IAverage I
65.27 21.20 I 14.00I

. .. . . ... 0 1

Source: Field: l-zorld971. See Appendix A, Table lib.

This ta.ble indicates that about 98 per cent of the pupils in the

traditional mahallahe attend schools located eithor in their mahallah

or in a contiguous one. For the low-class suburban locality of al-

Thawrah only 62 per cent of the students attend schools in their

mahallah or in the nearby one. While only 2.38 per cent of the pupils

in the traditional maha11ahs attend distant schools, using vehicle

transport, tho porcentage increasos in the crowded mahallahe of the

third morphological phase and in the suburbs developed in the fif'th

morphological phase.
I

As was soon in tho fourth morphological phaso, the schools of

Baghdad fall into two accommodation categories. viz. government-ol-med,

built mainly to function as schools. or rented by the government a.nd.

therefore in unsuitable buildings. The latter category is concentrated---_ ....

in the old parts of the city and housed in traditional or modified

* low-class
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They lack sports grounds, adequate rooms and

sanitary facilities and are generally ver,y crowded. The former category,

Le. state-owned schools, are located mainly in the suburbs, though a

large number of them are located within the limits of the pre-1956 city.

Many of theso school buildings, whether rented or designed as

schools, fail to function properly otang to the high percentage catering

for a dual or even triplo type of school.

The percentago of rented primary schools in l3aghdad Liwa for the

sohool year 1970/71 was 26.11; the percentage for rented secondar,y

schools being as high as 35.86. For the same year the percentage of

combined primary schools was 33.70, that of combined secondary schools

15.19. Somo of tho buildings even house four schools. Besides, 6.25

per cent of tho primary schools were constructed of mud, and are

therefore not suitable as schools. This means that 64.12 per cent of

*the primary and secondary sohools used buildings unsuitable as schools.

The wholo school accommodation, rented schools, combined schools and

mud-constructod schools, should be replaced by more appropriately

distributed and better designed buildings. Thus Baghdad desp@rately

needs a comprehensive educational plan not only to find schools for

the various levels but to place thorn at tho right sites. Unfortunately,

the min factors dotermining the location of schools are not the

population distribution and ease of accessibility, but the land values,

:L'onts, personal decisions, and somotimes the personal relationship

between the person responsible and some of the property owners.

* In 1965, tho Polservice Master Plan of Baghdad stated that 25 to 30
per oent of the school buildings are unsuitable for their purpose.5



In 1970/71 the annual rent for schools in Baghdad was about

a quartor of a million I.D., a sum which could be invested in building

about 16 schools with 6 - 10 class rooms. In 1965/66, the 1.finistry

of Education quoted 35.29 per cent of Baghdad's schools as being

rented, 23.53 per cent as requiring partial restoration, 17.84 per cent

as being deteriorated structurally and 9.77 per cent as being built

with mud. This moans that 86.43 per cent of the school buildings were

not fit to function as schools~

Noither is tho distributional pattern of health institutions

appropriato. While 68.27 per cent of the population live on the East

Side, thore are their 60.27 per cent of tho city's hospitals and 55.38

par cont of its dispensaries. This rather proportional distribution

does not reflect the real loeational pattern. Rusafah has 13.82 per cent

of the population of the city but only 4.35 per cent of the city hospitals,

though it does havo 13.85 per cent of the dispensarios. The eastern

suburbs on the other hand, have 34.34 per cent of the population of the

city, but only 17.39 per cent of the hospitals and 6.15 per cent of

the dispensaries of the city, reflecting a great deficiency in this

respect.

The \meven distribution is also expressed by the fact that for

each 197,558 people in Rusafah there is only one hospital, in contrast

to Karradah al-sharqiyah whore for each 29,988 inhabitants there exists

a hospital, and tho ratio of hospital per each 100.000 reaches 3.33

compared with 0.5 in Rusafah.

On the l'lost Sidotho situation is slightly better - Karradat

l.1ariyam for example, has only 0.35 per cent of the population but

~.70 par cent of the hospitals of the city. ~ contrast, the western

suburbs havo 14.76 per cent of the population of tho city and only
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8.70 per cent of the hospitals. The ratio of hospitals per 100,000

population was the highest in Karrada.t Mariyam and Kadhimiyah.

The imbalance in the location of health institutions influences

main~ the poor-class communities. Ambulance services which are
;)

again uneve,.ly distributed throughout the city, cannot be used by the

pUblic, unless the patient is critically ill. The large size of the

city, however, results in many areas being too far al'lay from the

nearest available health institution. Specialized hospitals, are very

few and far from adequate as moat of them Berve not only Baghdad but

the whole country.

In general the Wost Side has better medical facilities, as there

was a hospital for each 50,375 people, and a dispensary for each 15,633

people. For Rusafah there is one hospital and one dispensary for each

69,698 and 27,105 people respectively. The ratio of hospitals per each

100,000 people on the West Side is better than that on the East Side,

being 1.99 hospitals for the former and 1.43 for the latter.

The field survey, as seen in Table 10.5 Yielded some interesting

and perhaps uaoful data. Only 1.44 per cent of the interviewees

frequonted public health centres located in their ma.hallahs. Actually

all these live in mahallahs developed before 1920, i.e. traditional

I1Bhallahs. No interviewees in tho post-1920 mahallahs visit public

health institutions there, since there are none.

The highest percentages of interviewees who complained about

the lack of medical facilities in their mahallahs were located in the

traditional mahallahs, followed by interviewees living in the areas

developed after 1956, then by interviewees living in areas developod

during the fourth morphological phase (1936-1956), and the lowest

percentage appeared in the mahallahs of the third morphological phase.
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From the same table it appears that the highest percentage of

interviewees \'lho frequent public hospitals viz. 66.45 per cent, came from

those who inhabit mahallahs of the third morphological phase. This is

owing to the fact that all of the families here belong to the lOlol-income

class. Uost of tham are Christian migrants from the north.

The second 101-mst percentage was found in mahallahs developed in the

fourth morphological phase. This is because tl-l0 of tho three componont

mahallahe aro poor localities. This was followed by a lower percentage,

but still more than 50 per cent of the families living in the traditional

mahal1ahs. Four out of the six maha1lahs of this part of the city are

incorporated within the low-income strata of society.

The low percentage (35.43) of families living in suburbs developed

atter 1956 results from the fact that the area incorporates two high

c1aso mahallaha, and three middle-class localities, who could afford

the charges of private clinics.

As tho area developed in the third morphological phase has

recently been engulfed by the expanding business centre of the city, it

attracts a large number of private clinics,thus deriving patients from

the same area.

The low porcentages of interviewees who frequent private clinics

located in the mahallahs developed in the fourth and fifth morphological

phases results either from the absence of such private clinics or from

the fact that these mahallahs are inhabited by a high percentage of middle-

and high-class people. 60.25 per cent of the interviewees in the

mahal1ahe built after 1956, attend private clinics, indicating both their

economic order and the fact that the areas are still dominated by

residential land usc.



As a result of the present health situation, the medical

institutions have failed to provide proper health services for the

increa.sing population of the capital. This has lowered the standard

of medical treatment. Consequently and as seen in the Table 10.5, a

high percentage of the interviowees were obliged to visit private

clinics where presumably they find better treatmont. Alse public

clinics are not appropriately placed throughout the city, hince the per

contage of complaining interviewees in various maha.llahs.

Ta.h1e 10.5: Health fncilities, in the surveyed areas according to
their morphological phase:

.. I . . .
Phase of develop- %of intorviewees frequenting I %of interview-

ment .. oos oomp1aining
public health Ipriva.te insti- of health
institutions tutions service defici-

I
ency in their

outside inside outside inside maho.11ahs
mahallah ma.ha.1- maha.1- mo.ha.1-

1a.h 1ah 1ah . .

1. Pre 1920 52.39 24.55 20.89 6.77 27.72

1920-1936 66.45
I 12.702. - 11.10 51.87 I
I

1936 - 1956
I

3. 64.18 t - 22.34 10.71 I 21.42

4. Post 1956 35.43 I - 60.25 15.17 . 27.38
I. . . . , . . ... .._-

Source: Field 'Worlc1971, See Appondix A, Table }lb.

AB a direct consequence of the unsatisfactory and unplanned

distribution of health centres medical treatment became an important

item in the oxpendituro of Baghdad's families regard10ss of their

oconomic status. Tho following tab10 indicatos this fact, nccording

to tho class of the interviowees:
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Table 10.6: The average percentage of monthly expendituro of inter
viewed families for medical services:

'/0 of expcnditure spent I Average monthly expenditureClass on medica.l treatment of each class on all items
(I.D. )

High 6.28 89.65

Middle 7.04 48.30

ww , 7.14 27.34. . . ....--.- .

Sourco: Fie1d'~orlc1971, See Appendix A. Table G.

Tho lo\'lor olo.sses are thus tho most badly affocted by the present

health situation of the city, which noeds a comprehensive study and

plan to copo with one of the most essential needs of tho community.

The fragmented pattorn of the city contributes to the diseconomies

in \-rater consumptien, coupled with the vertical dovelopment
-4

particularly in tho contro. Now 3/per cent of all buildings in

Baghdad aro estimated to be higher than 3 storeys, concentrated along

main stroets and in the contre. One of the major roasons for the

unso.tisfactory supply of wator in somo of the new SUburbs, is becauso

of tho fact that many houses used to bo built within a short time,

without taking permission or ovon informing tho water supply organisa-

tion of tho oity.
,

This makes it impossiblo to predLct precisely the
-I

quantities of water noeded within a partioular period of time.

Tho sowage and refuse disposal system is neither adequate nor

modern. In this respect :Baghdad is backward. Although tho idea

of the smmge system started in the 1930's when Gorman experts were

asked to devise a plan for the city, the system itself has not boon

completed.



According to the surveyed arens, the following table shows the

percontage of housos connected to tho main sewage system of tho

city according to thoir morphological phase.

Tablo 10.1: Tho existonce of sewago system in the surveyed areas.

H::>rphologica.l phaso of tho aren ' 1~ of houses connected
to main sewage system

Pro-1920

1S'20 - 1936

1936 - 1956

Post - 1956

16.67

100.00

16.67

Source: Field:work 1971. Seo Appendix A, Tab:e Ob.

This tnblo ahowo that most of tho houses dopend on the septic-tank

syatem for dispooal of their liquid refuso. The percentago of surveyed

houooo linked to tho city seHago system or tho socondary sewage system,

woro 11.11 on tho West Sido and 37.50 on tho East Side of the city.

To solve thosC'. probloms Amanat al-Aaimnh should be provided

l'lith sufficiont tochnicnl staff requirod for tho groat job of planning

tho city properly. Town planners in offico are not in a positbn yet

to participnto in, or guido, such development. Thero aro fOl'l of them

and these aro fully engaged in routine offico work. The lack of control

sproads ovan to tho quo.lity of buildings that are being put everywhere,

whother in tho centre or along tho major streets in the suburbs.

This haa resultod in architectural chaos and in visual disharmony. With

the continuous physical expansion, forms of construction c.nd shapes are

multiplied day by day. Thesetarchitectural acrobatics' are oven recorded

by the caricaturists of local nm'lspapers.
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As tho officioncy of Amanat a.l-Asimah hns not increased in

tho samo proportion as tho rapid development of the housing areas, one

noticoD a mnrkod drop in the level of services renderod to different

communitios. Tho overall national oconomic systom did not allow

Amanat al-Asimh to increo.se its rOVE;llue to meet the grOt"li.ng public

deIDDJ1d for municipal services. This has increased tho gulf between

tho crowing noods end the city's effectivo responso to them. l1oreover,

tho rocently osto.blishod Supreme Economic ]bard took ovor the

rosponsibility for dovolopment, loaving Amanat al-Asimah ~dth a feeling

of depondenco on sources of finance other than the population of the

urbon centro. Gradually the relationohip botwoen the citizen and

stato is growing faster a.nd bocoming strongor than the relationship

botwoen tho citizen ond Amanat al-Asimah. Thus thore is a basic need

to restoro tho relo.tionship botweon .Ama.nat al-Asimah end. tho citizen,

ond to redffino the fnding bordorlino botweon the entity of an urban

centro o.nd that of the national state.

Thoro is hardly o.ny mutual discussion or interchange of

information botwoon oity plo.nning and national planning. This gulf

is deepened by tho absonco of regiono.l planning \olhich could nct as

o.n intormodiary botl-IOOn the t\-10.

Hero it is worth suggosting that all tho autonomous or somi-

nutonomous agoncies of Government rendering sorvi ces in J3a.ghdad urban

area should work within a dofined and agroed framework, and should

co-ordinato in their works?

The lo.w oovoring lend. ta.xation goos bnck to tho nineteenth

century, and. 'tms chnnged only by Act No. 35, 1927~ This a.ct nuthori

sed .Amn.nnt nl-Asimah to levy a tax of 10 per cent of the annual revenue

of commercial ostnblishments, rented houses end. factories within the
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municipal boundaries. It excoptod,however, roligious and governmental

institutiono ntJ \loll aD landa of loss than 150 sq. m in size~

Only occasJionnlly haD it boen enforoed. Many landlords owed

the government considerablo amounts of taxes. Laxity and corruption

Dide by side, with tho nbsenco of eno\1&h staff in tho dopartments

concorned to fulfill tho requirement of tho act render it in man,y

caDeD a merely 'acndemic' law. l.\Y claiming absonce, tho landlord

could avoid po.ying taxes for many yoars.

Characteristically, Baghdad has wst lUJounts of vacant lands

*and reoidual dosort. They aro ripo for development, but owners

do not develop those. plato for Dovern1 roasons. This can be seen

in ronny ouburbo on either sida of tho oity. Amanat al-Aaimah should

mve tho right to levy ohnrges for such vacant or uneoonomic use.

Landlords intend to koep their lando dormant~ or vacant so as to

roaliso a much greater valua later aftor the expected development

initiated through tho efforto of others have taken place.

Moving froe ono Duburban area to another and from tho city

contro to any of tho ouburbo one MS tho impression that Baghdad is

a diojoillted city, for thore aro largo open spaces right inside the

city and botwoen cost of the inhabited and built-up areas. A glance

at maps of BaGhdad (Fig. 10.1) leavoD littlo doubt that most of

tho new dovolopment is dono in a piocemeal manner, creating many

munioipa1 problems. Tho hybridization processes commenced in the

previous period have acce1eratod in thio period. Physically, in its

external expallDion and in tho modornization of its Old Town, :Baghdad

* Dosert rosidual illDtead of the European agricultural residuo.1, is
found in lhghdnd's fringo bolt, consisting of parcels of rosidua1
dODert land engulfed by tho oxpansion of tho built-up area. 9
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haD bocomo a hybrid city, part Arab and part Westorn. Tho new

suburbs lack tho Arc.b oivic sonao of articulated grouping. Tho

monotony of disporsod and linear develop~cnt of detached housing

replacos tho coopooito grouping around the mosque or other traditional

institution. Gonerally, living has bocomo more lonely, as ~ be

oxpocted with cost mterial icprovemcnt. }.fost of the now localitios

soom to boer no rolationship to tho local regional oharacter of the old.

Thoro io an onorcous gulf botweon tho noighbourhood concopt and what

is boing devolopod in tho now suburbs, whoro the feeling of unity

hao boen loot.

The relationship botwoen inhabitants of most of tho new suburbs

aro baDod on profossional statue and economic order ao against the

traditional oconomcally heterogenoous structure of the Old Arab

cahallaho (See Chaptor 8).

AD wo hnvo Doon in Chapter 8, tho new economical or occupational

sogregation of inhabitants was impooed by tho govornment. Whon the

lattor distributod ploto to any particular occupational group, it did

not allot nqy plot to individualo from other occupations. In addition

tho law forbade recipients to soIl their plot to any other porson.

This artificial social grouping and its consequent morphological

featuros is ono of tho charactoristics of Baghdad representativo of

many othor Arab towns. It is questionablo, however, whethor this

olass or oocupational segregation, which was created by governmental

decisions, will continuo, as alroady there are indico.tions that plot

exchangos, rontals and re-salos to mocbors of other economic orders

havo takon placo. This procoss has been obsorved in the surveyed

professional 'cadinahs' of al-Iskan and ol-Mamun. It "Tas also noted

by Fox and will probably alter the imposed pattern eventually;O
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20 per cent of the surveyed houses in al-Maroun and 14.29 per cent

of those in al-Iskan madinahs were sub-loased to dwellers from other

occupations.

Although roligio-ethnic factors of major importance in the

evolution of most of tho traditional mo.hallahs have declined in

significanco, it can still be observed in some of tho modern suburbs.

This is seen o.g. in Hai Dragh where all interviewed families were

Sunnahs. The geographic origin of people still plays 0. role in the

spatial distribution of 0. great number of people in Baghdad (Soe

Chapter 16). Tho development of public bus services has made it

possible to live at greater distancos from the Old Town. Most of the

suburbs now aro linked with the city by those services and thoir

people commonly spend much timo and money on transport. The average

porcontage of monthly oX1)on~iture of the interviewed familios spent

on transportation was 11.52. The following table indicates the

importance of transport expenditure in four of the surveyed suburbs

along the artorial roads to Mosul, Syria, Hillo.h and al-Thnwrah.

Table 10.8: Percontage of monthly incomo spent on transport by
interviewees in four of tho surveyod suburbs (Fig. 10.8)

Locality

Al-Washo.sh

Al-Mansur

Al-Duro.h

Al-Thawro.h

%of expenditure on transport

17.79

13.27

10.87

10.16

Source: Fieldwork, 1911. See Appendix A, Table a, ,8.
A new dimonsion thus entered into the lifo of tho citizens,

that of distance. Thus tho jostling of the old quarters is replaced

by personal isolation in remote localities, which nothing can ever



Fig. 10.10

a. The ne\o1 break-through street in al-Karkh looking
south
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b. The same street looking north
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alleviate except when eno withdrQ:ws into tho narrow confines of

one's walled garden. Tho ever increasing scale of ~ainly residen-

tial accretion o.nd filling-in, thus is beginning to cover all

vacant land around Baghdad. Today the city has abandoned its

tradition of turning its face towards tho river but is advancing

towards the desert on either side in an unprecedented growth of modern

suburbs. The open .stretohes between Baghdad and the settleoents along

the roads to Kho.nagin, Baerah, Hillah, Syria and Mosul nrc being

steadily filled by residential and other urbo.n lo.nd uses.

Another problem which rosulted from the present oxpansion of

the city was that several villages wore incorporated within tho now

urban boundaries, such as Abu-Ghrnih, Zufuraniyah, Durall, o.nd Krniat

(Fig. 10.1) and services need to be providod for tho now areas such

as water supply, electricity, ronds, etc. These villages still

retain their rural charactor and old nuclei, though tho occupational

structuro has boen relatively altered. They represent distinct

morphological frames influencing the modern townscapo of the city.

Baghdad1s Qnjor morphological regions (Fig. 10.1)

Tho o.nalysis will deal with tho morphological regions of

modern Baghdad considering tho factors influencing their pattern o.nd

development. Tho discussion will start with the Wost Sido followcd

Qy the East Side.

Tho Wost Side.

As mentionc~ before this side incorporates four norphological

regions as follows:

10.10

Old Karkh (Figs. 10.9a,~) includes the western section of

Baghdad I s main businoss core. Togother with Karrndo.t l1ariynm it

;.
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covers an area of roughly 5 x 1.8 kra at an average altitude of

32 &l above sea-level \lith a very slight inclination towards the

Tigris approximately 6 c~kD. The pre-1920 town of Karkh rises more

than 2 m abovo the surrounding area (See Chapter 4). Bocause of

peor weight-bearing capacity here the Po1sorvice 11aster Plan

recoI'ilL1onded low buildings of one # two storeys and high buildings

only whore economically justified.

Old Karkh possossos the mest historic patterns and buildings

which for cultural, architectural, /lIld historic reasons should be

rostored. The Old Town of Karkh incerperates the whole West Side

portion of Baghdad 1s main business contre. 90 par cent of it is

built-up as it is doninatod by traditional courtyard houses. In

harmony \lith the prevailing c1mate and culture the old fabric is

still maintained (See Chapter 16). 70 per cent of the surveyed

houses in Suq Hamadah Mahallah were restored once each, and only 10

per cent of the houses woro built after 1956 replacing deteriorated

houses. 70 per cent of the surveyed houses in the same mahallah were

built before the 1920 /lIld 20 per cent between 1920 llIld 1936. With

400 - 600 houses per ha traditional Karkh is a very compact settlement.

The average Ibuilding coverage I per houeoin the surveyed houses was

Ii88.5 sq. m, while the avorage Iblock-plan I of those houses was

154.2 sq. IJ. It appearod that 9 porsons on average live in oach

house.

Along tho lJain stroots of Old Kar1ch, i.e. al-Nasir, Musa al

KadhilJ and othor streets, together with the bridge-hend of al-8huhada,

all types of commorco, businossos and sorvices are concontrated in

buildings of frolJ two to fivo storeys. Multi-storoyed buildings rosult

* In the caso of the traditional house, the ceurtyard is reconed as
/lIl integral part of the block.
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from the functional devolopment enhanaed by both population growth

and trWlsportation development, from the 1930 ,I S onwarg,. Many

khans, alwahs and traditional houses have been replaced by them.

The bridges of al-Shullada and their teroinal squares where several

break-through streets meet, mark the hub of building developoent.

This is soen in terIJs of continuous rows of buildings as well as

by their haight, Ull@atchcd by any of the traditional buildings.

The second, third and occasionally fourth floors arc used mainly

as hotels and offices. The ground floors, on the other hand, are

occupied by shops, services and gahwahs. This has increased the

traffic problem as the area attracts custooers from a wider rogion

within and without the city.

'Tha greatest concentration of industry, workshops, warehouses

and garages are located along the primary fixation line of the

Inner Fringe Belt i.o. Sheikh Mnruf Streot (Soe Chapter 11). There

are a considerablo nunber of dotoriorated housos in this part, some of

which wero replced by new houses but ~tainingmost of the elements

of tho traditional style, particularly the courtyard. This section

is lacking in basic oducational and cultural facilities, health

services, childrens playgrounds and other recroational facilities,

while thero is 0. mains supply for drinking lIator, thero is no

sowage systom or organized system of garbage disposal. 69.23 per cent

of the interviewees in Suq Hamadah Mcl1.a.llah complained of the non

oxistence of a sowage systom23per cent of the inadequacy of the

educational sorvice and 15.38 per cont of tho doficiency of health

facilitios.

Old Karkh is dominatod by its closo zuqaq network which has

been cut by sovoral broak-through stroets with four traffic lanes
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without', centrnl sopara.tion. Between 1967 - 1971 a new break-

through street was cut, leaving this part of the city with

the appearance of having been pillaged or struck by an earthquake.

Land o.long ihlB street is now owned by Ar:1anat nl-Asinah. Because of

their centrnl location, plots lining the break-through streets

aro too expensive to be bought by inividuo.ls but at the SOLle time

Amnnat o.l-Asico.h does not havo the necesso.r,y funds to develop them

a.11d this has resulted in hoo.lth risks detriuento.l to the city (Fig.

10.10).

This situation can be reLmdiod by reselling these plots with

p~ents spread over appropriate periods and by allowing certain tax

exeoptions, especially on building licences. A reconstruction

dendlino should be enforced and it is nlso favourable to co-opera.te

with othor Arab businossmen frou Kuwait, Libya, etc. who have shown

an intorest in building along sODe of the brenk-through streets.

Podostrian traffic is higher in Old Karkh, where the Dajor

suqs, bazaars~ and congrega.tiono.l mosques are located. Roto.iling is

frequently dono on the pavements and thus pedostrians are forced

to use tho roads, disturbirJ8 vehicular traffic and increasing the

nuober of accidents. FurtherIJore, the area is used as a torIJinus

and transit for many bus routos, rJoinly using o.l-Shuhnda Bridge.

The absence of any riverside stroot aggravates the traffic problem,

the bo..l'l1~ of the Tigris being occupied by rosidential buildings on

promisos of services and offices of administration, which practically

cuts the river off frou the body of tho town.

2. Groater Kq.rrp.dqt Mnriygn:

Greator Karradat Mnriyo.Il1 (Fig. 10.9 0.) includes Shawwo.ka.h,

Duriyiin, So.1ihiyah and Karra.dat Mnriyo.ra. The land-use structure of
* .

The. te:ID BUg denotes t'On'j? covered shopping place, while bazaar is used
to J.nd.J.cate covered shopping thoroughfare.
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Groater Karradat l~iYaD is shown in tho table below.

Table 10.9: Tho land-uso structuro of Old Karkh and Groator Karradat
MariyOll.

I Typo of land use Land in ha %

Sorvicos and public facilitios 39.6 5.35

GovernDont buildings 46.8 6.33

Singlo fD.IJily housos 35.0 4.73

Old Karkh 96.0 13.00

Industry and warohousos 16.1 2.17

Transport (oain ronds and
parking) 70.0 9.47

Public opon spacos 16.8 2.28

Palm grovos 31.0 4.20

COLlotorios 2.0 0.27

Wasto and vacant land 317.0 42.9

Railways 68.7 9.3

Total 739.0 100.0

Sourco: Polsorvico Consulting Enginoors~ Mastor Plan of Baghdad"
Karkh City Contro" Warsaw (1968).

Most of tho buildings in Karradat Mariyon Salihiyah Shawvokah

and Duriyiin woro built aftor 1920. This ooans that thore aro no

courtyard housos of tho traditional typo. Modifiod courtyard housos

are locatod botwoon aI-Mansur stroot and tho rivor" o3inly in tho

first scction to tho south of aI-Ahrar Bridgo (Fig. 10.11). The rost

wero built Dostly beforo 1945 whilo a soall percentage was built

aftor that dato. Most of theD aro singlo-faoily housos. Tho proportion

of open-spaco in Shawvo.kah, Duriyiin and Salihiyah is highor than in

Old Karkh, but lowor than in Karradat MariyOJjJ.
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Shawwakah's and Duriyiih's residential significance is declining

as fringe-belt land uses are stendily and continuously replacing them

in the current consolidation of the belt, involving as this does some

absorption of contiguous former residential accretion. Owners have

left these houses which are now either occupied by more than one family

or by warehousing, workshops, low-grnde hotels, garages, shops etc.

In this wa:l Duriyiin, and to a lesser extent Shawwakah can now be

considered part of the Inner :Fringe :Belt of the West Side.

Salihiyah covers the area between al-Jumh4riyah Bridge and 0.1-.•
.Ahrar Bridge (Fig. 10.11). There are a few government buildings in

this area such as the Traffic Headquarters on the river, the Radio

*T.V. station, police stations, the post office in the main street and

the Ministry of Housil16' and Public Works on Abdul Nassir street.

These institutions develpped in al-Salihiyah as distal extramural

elements. Sandwiched between the Old Town of K'arkh and tho new accre-

tbns outside, a residential area developed during the 1930's and 1940's

mostly simultaneously with and around the above-mentioned institutions.

This constitut.cd a developmental context rather analngous to the fringe-. ,
~

belt aureole described for part of Newcastl~11 •

The main shopping centre for the area is concentrated along 0.1

Mansur street, the oldest in tho area, and the streets running at right

angles to the Tigris, particularly near the bridgehead of al-.Ahrar.

This has resulted in morphological changes similar to that already

observed near al-Shuhada Bridge but on a smaller scale. The do~e'lop-

ment here is of more recent age and still retains its residential nature.

*This government-eontrolled T.V. stat~on, which opened in lS56, was the
first fully fledged T.V. station in the l.liddle East.
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Population density is less, houses arc more spacious and of suburban char-

acter, but proximity to the business centre hne influenced the rate of

development experienced by the area. However, the whole area is ~ti.ll....
dominated by residential function which takes various forms. The houses

are from the north to the south modified courtYard houses, covered

courtyard houses and western-type houses. Deterioration owing to age and

lack of maintenance hae begun to affect the houses of the norther part.

Karradat· Ka.riyEU:l (];Jig. 10.9a)

This is located to the south of al-Jumhuriyah :Bridge built in 1958

and has a high conoentration of important government buildings and

embassios. Many of the houses are one to three-storeys high, erected on

privately owned land without any overriding general plan, and are single-

family houses built mainly after 1945. The average plot here is 200

to 1,200 sq. m making the donsity from 80 to 300 persons per ha. Many

of the great residential units here were abandoned by their original

oocupants and leased either to the government for economic reasons,

but equally because the original inhabitants wanted to live as far as

possible from essential government buildings for political reasons.

Thus the prestige usually attached to such areo.s in European towns did

not apply in :Baghdad's case. The Polservice Master Plan proposed that

this area should be the governmental centre of the capital. This part

also has cultural and community functions for the city as a whole as

al-I<huld Philharmoni c Hall, cinemas, Baghdad's swimming pool and a number

of schools are located in the area. 60 to 70 per cent of the buildings

i d ndit O 12
in K'arradat I.1ariyom are n very goo co J.on.

(A.1ing to the fragmented pattern of recent t mainly public develop-

ment the area has no olear-cut functional and visual character. There
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are inadequacies in public cultural facilities such as playing fields,

. primary schools and health services.

As a capital Baghdad attracted~ empassies and foreign delegations

who followed the government's shift from its traditional intramural sector

in the north-west of Rusafah to this modern part. Until 1958, most of

the.Ef)bassies were situated in three sections: Waziriyah which was the

royal headquarters, al-Nidhal street and Karkh, whore the British Embassy

is located.

These institutional developments added to both the expansion and

consolidation phases of the Middle Fringe Bolt of the West Side. The

presidential and parliamentary palaces inaugurated the extensive institutio

nal southward fuvolopment of the proposed government centre in a way

similar to that observed in Newcastlo upon Tyne;3 However, the present

planning undertaking has played its role in conditioning such development.

The built-up area is advanoing to the south particularly after the

construotion of tho .Arbat Ashar Tnmmuz (14th July) SUspension bridge

in 1965 connecting Karradah al-Sharqiyah with Karkh and Kadhimiyah

(Fig. 10.1). Tho opening of the suspension bridge has alroady assumed

morphological significance by rerouting private commercial traffic on

either side of tho city and croating a new internal artery by which traffic

could be easily diverted to 'by-pass tho more congested parts of the city.

To the west of Karradat Mariyam and almost to al-Khir canal the

land is sparsely used by temporary agriculture, palmgroves, petrol stores,

and stations, sarifahs and land. sub-divided for housing. Most of these

land uses are part of tho ,9tlne:~ Fringe Belt ~(See Chapter 11).

Karradat M3.riysm has a roughly rectangular grid system of streets,

its directions being parallel and perpendicular to the Tigris (Fig. 10.11).

The ~jor traffic arteries have two carriage-liays, each of three lanes,
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with a central dividing strip. Al-Mansur street is exceptional in

having six traffic lanes without a dividing strip for most of its

length. The main streets arc lined with commercial premises, hotels,

offices and coffee-houses attracting vehicles of all descriptions.

The functional development along other streets in Greater Karradat

~hriya.m has been more local in character, influencing street morphology

only in certain sections and on the ground floor of buildings. Rep1ace-

ment processes have not started yet on aQY large scale. This area,

particularly to the south of al-Ahrar Bridge, is undergoing functional

specialization. The government bogan to concentrate many of its offices

here. This has led to the decline of the residential importance of the

area, which encouraged the wealthy families to abandon their houses.

As a result commercial and other service functions were discouraged.

The concentration of governmental institutions in this area rep-

rescnts functional segrcgatipn, a typical corollary of later stages in

the oonsolidation phase of the Inner Fringe Belt. This moans that as

with Newcastlo upon 'l'yne, l3a.ghdad's Inner Fringe :Bolt, particularly

extramurally, is undergoing a spontaneous and slow 'sorting-out' of land

uses into distinct functional section~4

Greator Karro.dat Mariyam has throe bridges, emphasizing its functional

importance. There is thus considerable flow of traffic to and from the

suburbs, for purposes of work, entertainment or shopping in tho city

centre. Most of these streets and roundabouts have thus beon rendered

inadequate, causing frequent congestion. Traffic capacity is reduced

by cars parking along kerbs, the narrow cross-seotions of roads; tho

laok of separate bus "st·ope am it;a.d.equate intersections. The Polservice

team found that of the vehicles parked daily in Old Karkh and Greater

Karradat Mariyam 7 per cent were private cars and trucks, and 23 per

cent of the buses parked in this particular area, the remainder parking

e1se"here.
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3. Greater Kadhimi,;rah:

This morphological region includes the two major sub-regions of

Ataifiyah and Kadhimiyah.

Ataifiy!h (Fig. 10.12)

Ataifiyah with a population of 42,842 in 1965, lies at a height

of 32 m above see level. Owing to the poor weight-bearing capacity of

the area (0.8 kg/cm
2

) the Polservice Master Plan discouraged high

buildings unless necessary. Ataifiyah is well provided with open spaces

and water-supply ODd has a partial sewage system. Tho area lacks

pl~grounds, schools and recreational facilities. Although it developed

0. certain degree of nucleation and a scatter of shopping centres, mainly

in the northern part of tho bridgehead and al')ng the main street running

towards the Tigris, they are of 10001 character. Thus most of the

inhabitants gTavitate towards the neighbouring centres of traditional

Karkh, Rusafah and Kadhimiyah for major services.

Tabla 10.10: Commercial efficiency of Ataifiyah in terms of percentages
of intervieweos frequenting shopping centres.

Place of lhil~ ne~ds Non-perishable Luxury goods

Shopping No. 1 %
goods No. p-No.
,

%
I

Ataifiyeh 10 I 100 4 40 9 90
\

I

Business I 2 20 - -centre

I
I ,

. I IKadhimiyah 4 40 1 i 10
I

Source: Fieldwork 1971, Appendix A, Table I.

Tho average size of plots in Ataifiyah ranges from loss then 150

sq. m to mora than 800 sq. m. Tho streets in Ataifiyah BS well as other

suburbs, are laid out on the grid-iron pattern. The houses vary from
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row houses, chiefly near tho bridgehead. to detached houses within their

own gardens. Depending on tho type of houses found. in Ataifiyah one can

discern two distinct aroas of residential pattern and evolution (fig. 10.1~)

firstly thero is tho congosted area with smaller residential units, narrow

lanes, lessor community facilities, and above all giving the impression

of a poorer section. Secondly there is less oongested area which contains

largo residences, with more open spaces, and enjoYing mora community

facilities.

Accordingly, in broad outlines, two distinct localities come into

being. Limited- and. low-income groups cannot afford the prices of large

plots and group themselves therofore in areas near tho bridgehead of al

Shuhada where land is subdivided into small plots, mainly of 150 sq. m

each.

It is significant that tho number of rented houses in this and

other areas vlithin tho limits of tho 1956 city has increased. Tho

owners of those houses came after 1936 from the Old Town and later moved

ago.in to better suburban areas. 60 per cent of the families interviewed

in Ataifiyah \'lOre house tenants, as the original owners had either moved

to distant suburbs or o~med more than one house.

The construction of the raihroy bridge in 1951 speeded up the

development of tho community. Within the next decade, Ataifiyah

expanded as a middle-class settlement between the Tigris and Shalchiyah,

and betvleen Jc.ifir and Kadhimiyah. Baratha mosque, where the Shiahs

believe that Imam Ali, the fourth caliph and the first Shiah Imam had

prayed, had promoted the development of this settlement (Fig. 10.12).

In addition, the site is locatod along the heavily trafficked r'Jad ~

linking '!Carkl). and Kadhimiyah. The development of this settlement is

accompanied by an increase of housing for high middle-class families,
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starting to fill-up the area bet\'1een Karkh and. Kadhimiyah in ribbon or

in scattered form, replacing and interspersing \uth orchards and

palmgroves. The Tigris itself has attracted rlealthy families building

their rather splendid houses, sometimes with more than 1,200 sq. m to

each. Consequently land prices along the river and the main streets

have jumped from their 1940-value of from 50 to 500 fils to 3 to 25 I.D.

per sq. m at present, \'lhereas further to the west of the Karkh

Kadhimiyah road the land has remained c:heaper. Thus the built-up area of

Kadhimiyah merged with Karkh, not from tho riverside as might have been

expected, but from the west along the :Mosul high road (Fig. 10.1).

This rood, together with the Mosul railway line, has attracted residential

and other urban land uses as far as Kadhi.miyah Railway st£'.tion, some 10

kIlls from Karkh. Besides the residential and commercial land uses and

open spaces, Ataifiyah has its own industrial features, mainly mills on

the riverside.

The street system of Ataifiyah has a T-shaped pattern: the main axis

is the pre-exi.sting l'tIusa a1-Kadhim stroet, linking traditional Karkh with

Kadhimiyah. Its width varies from 1 to 12 m. From this street there oro

several cI1ossroa.ds perpendicular to the Tigris I to the east, and to the

railway in the wost. The traffic volumG measured in 1966 by the

Polservice team reached 200 to 1,000 cars/hour on }.fusa al-Kadhim street

and 950/hour in the direciiDn of the rail/road bridge:5 Musa a1-Kadhim

street has a tuo fold function i. e. rosidential and commercial. The

residential density declines when moving away from both Kadhimiyah and

Knrkh. This constant decline is observed in Ataifiyah, compared with

both of tho traditional nuclei i.e. Ka.dhi.miyah and Karkh. This street

as \'1011 as tho main transverse streets of Ata.ifiyah running to the

Tigris promoted a now spatia.1 specialization. ldany shope developed a

string-like as well as a scattered pattern. The former developed in those
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parts of tho street traversing Kadhimiyah and Karkh,. while the latter has

omerged in Ataifiyah.

However, Karkh and Kadhimiyah occupy higher ranks in the commercial

hierarchy of modern l3a.ghdad than Ataifiyah. They serve a l'Tider area even

beyond the City of fughdad. Karkh is part of :Baghdad ts business centre

while Kadhimiyah 0\-1es its high rank to its religious position.

As in other suburbs there are no organized parking spaces in this

area, neither is pedestrian traffio s,oparated from road traffic.

Table 10.11: The land-use structuro of Ataifiyah.

:

I
I

I
j
I

1.19

*3.66

26.34

11.15

2.46

100.00

95.75

468.59

121.13

82.16

11.85

r~~fam:_e_:...ou-s-o....s--_.-._'_·....1""·----~1"'~-1-:""10""""+·2"'9-.-3-: .......·-1

,

I Sarvi,ce & public facilities
I

I
Industry & warehouses

Transport

I
! (main road & raill'lays)

I Opon spacos (palm groves)
i,
i Waste & vacant land

~ Cometories

Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, Master Plan of :Baghdad, Karkh 
:North Central District, Warsaw (1968).

Kad]li.miyalu (Fig. 10.13)

Kadhimiyah is about one kilometv.·, in diameter. It is one of the

oldest settlements within the Baghdad area, developed around al-Kadhimts

Shrine (1.81 ha) and alwa;ys intimately related to the history of Baghdad.

* Including small' areas of the northern parts of traditional Karkh.
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e:t U
The shrine is enclosed i~ ~angle and is one of the prominent spiritual

and architectural centres of the city. A sacred Islamic monument, it

forms an important element in the silhouette of Baghdad, providing

visual orientation with its slender minarets and domes. Residentially the

area has traditional courtyard houses, massed arQUnd. the shrine in a

semi-circle, with modified courtyard and western houses beyond it

mainly to the south-east and south between the river and Uusa al-Kadhim

Street. Like Baghdad Kadhimiyah has its sarifah and kukh settlements

which occupy the areas to the west of the traditional complex. Clay,

bricks, mats and sheet iron are the main construction materials. The

total number of houses including sarifahs was estimated by the Polservice

I-faster Plan at 56,424. The average density of inhabitants was 247

persons;ha reaching 600 persons,lha in the old sections, and dropping to

just 50 in the wealt~ area~6

The writer's field survey in one of the traditional mahallahs of

Kadhimiyah (Shiukh) showed the area to be very congested. The average

number of persons per family was 6.94, and on average 1. 7 families lived

in each house, making the average number of persons per house as high

as 11.8.

The settlement ranks high within the commercial structure of the

city, occupying the second grade a.fter the business core in traditional

Baghdad (See chapter 14). The main reasons for the construction of the
Istirbadi
jtazaar were firstly the growing number of inhabitants, following the

establishment of the tramway line between Karkh and Kadhimiyah, terminat

ing as it did near the rear of the bazaar, and secondly the thriving

pilgrimage industry. Statistics for the years 1960-1965 show that the

number of visitors to Iraq from abroad amounted to 200,000 including



Fig. 10.14

a. Kadhimiyah from the air looking south-east with the
break-through street of al-Fajr running to the Tigris

b. One of the minarets of the shrine of al-Kadhim

-r· 0
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70,000 pilgrims. The Polservice I>!Ja.ster Plan put the average number

of daily visitors to al-Kadhimiyah at about 3,000. This number

increases about ten-fold during religious festivalB~1

Consequently, the area has developed a large number of restaurants,

hotels of all descriptions, gahwahs, hammams and various kinds of

services. In terms of the communication pattern the shrine typically

acted as the terminus of the major streets and zuqaqs. Until recently

the central area l'laS devoid of aIf3" vehicular traffic. However, in the

1960's a few breale-through streets were cut clearing away some rather

fine architectural features , many traditional houses and alwahs among

others (Fig. 10.13, 10.14, a, b) • The shrine surroundings thus began

to present an environment similar to that of l-fashhad in Iran:8

Tho main break-through street of al-Zahra was cut to connect the

new bridge over the Tigris, built in 1951, with the shrine. This

bridge has activated development in this direction where the middle and

ICkier middle classes built their houses in western type. Many casinos,

a public park, a swimming pool and a girls' domestic science school

emerged in the area, giving it a 1'1estern pattern compared with the

traditional sections.

Like Karkh, Rusafah and .Adhamiyah, Kadhimiyah has two types of

street system: the pre-1920 traditiona! type and the new rectilinear

break-through type imposed on the former. As always the new streets

cater for vehicular traffic and have resulted in important functional

readjustments with new spatial segregation of functional specialization

and greater locational choice. The old and new types of street system

reflect the sequence in the ph;ysical and functional developments of the

city and its various parts. Streets affect the timing and incidence

of residential and. other building booms while the volume of these booms

naturally is influenced by the population growth and their economic



Fig. 10.15

a. A break-through street leading to al-Kadhim Shrine.
Building weights decrease away from the shrine.

b. Al-Aimah Bridge; the modern part of Kadhimiyah is shown
in the background
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status.

Under the stimulus of new vehicular streets commerce, businesses

and services begin to emerge. They are accommodated either in modified

houses or in new buildings replacing old ones along these streets.

Thus these new buildings, mainly multi-storeyed, ~ecame accessible

not only totbe business centre and its immediate vicinity but also to

variouS distant areas. Through these dynamics the whole physiognomy of

traditional Kadhimiyah has been influenced and is changing. Along

the new streets building heights are greatest and decline as one

proceeds away from them and from the shrine (Fig. 10.15a).

AHay from the break-through streets the old section ·is characterised

by its high densit~r of housing and population, its inadequate network of

services, and its deficiency in sanitar,y conditions, recreational or

sports facilities and parking places.

In 1957 al-Aimah Bridge replaced the pontoon bridge moored in the

1920's, o.nd thus for tho first time the twin outlying religious

communities of Kadhimiyah and Adhamiyah were linked by an easy and stable

means of communication (10.15b). This bridge has initiated a ,new wave

of urban devolopment, \"1hich is still in progress and is typified by

domestio and commercial activities bordering the streets starting from

either end of the bridge.

All families interviewed in al-Shiukh (Kadhimiyah) complained of

the absence of any sewage system, 47 per cent of them wanted the

zuqaqs paved, 17.6 per cent indicated their needs for sport and social

centres, and about 24 per cent complained of the lack of health

facilities. In tho modern areas, public facilities and basic services

such as schools, health institutions, shops, workshops, mosques,

mainly without minarets, local administrative offices, coffee;~u-s.esetc.,
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are dispersed throughout, with some concentration along the main arteries

or intersections. Transportation here is carried by streets running

concentrically from the Tigris to the traditional core, contrasting with

the close zuqaq system in the latter. The industrial plants in

Kadhimiyah are badly located within the expanding housing areas.

Table 10.12: The land-use structure of Kadhimiyah, 1965•

Industry, workshops and warehouses

Old to~m, including al-Xadhim Shrine

Modern development (1920-67)

%

8

20

3

5

31

24

9
.. ~

I

100.0 I

24.00

37.70

263.00

205.90

(1,1.24 ha),L, 76.:.0
r 835.30Total

Sarifah and kukh shanties

Date-palm groves

rlasto land and cemet.eries

Transport including railvmy

•
I

Io--o zo.......n...ea ........ ......--. ~d in ha

I

! 58.80
f

Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, l~ter Plan of Baghdad,
Kadhimiyah Central District, Warsaw (1967).

4. Greater l~sU£ (Fig. 10.1)

This largo and disjointed morphological region is the most recent

part on the West Side. It includes all localities developed beyond

the Basrah-Mosul railway incorporating al-Shulah, al-Hurriyah, a.l-Salam

Tobchi, al-Woshash, al-Iskan, &i Dragh, al-~hnsur, al-Dawoodi,

al-8hurtah, al-Zira'h, aI-Harthiyah, al-Qadisiyah, al-l3a.iya. and Abu

Chraib settlements.

Among other factors discussed earlier, the road and transport

development was a major element stimulating westward expansion.
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The l4th-July street was built in 1956/51 linking Kadhimiyah \'1ith

the 14th-July Suspension Bridge from which a road. leads to the new

university. It can be considered as a part of the :Mosul highwaJ",

and has attracted both residential development of low and middle class

families and land uses of fringe-belt nature (See Chapter 11). The

area between the 14th-July street and al-Khir Canal is occupied now by

houses and other urban land uses. This street indeed has aided tho

north-western erlension of the city.

As a result of building activities beyond al-Khir Canal,

particularly along the highwaJ" to Syria, the new street of 14 Ramadhan

was built in 1963, connecting Kadhimiyah with the netv tvestern suburbs.

Its effect on the morphology of the city is comparable with that of

Qanat al-Jaish on the East Side. It pulled the gro\'rth of the city westward

under the dominance of upper- and middle-class residential development

(Figs. 10.1, 10.2).

Various kinds of shops have emergod along it causing a distinctive

physical change in tho street (See Chapter 14). The change from residen

tial to commercial functions has affected the overa.ll land value pattern

of tho Wost Side. Land values per sq. m have doubled more than eight

times within less than a decilde (1960-68) making the street in some

respects comparable to al-Sadun street on tho East Side, though on a

smaller scale. Some of the houses on 14th Ramadhan street have been

modified and in somo cascs have even been replaced by 2- to 3-storeyed

buildings, in which the top floors remained mostly ·residential.

The largest ribbon devolopment along the highway to Syria. terminates

at AbU Ghra.ib 20 kmrfrom the centre of Baghdad. Abu Ghraib has been

included recently l-lithin .Ama.nat al-Asimah's boundaries. The hight1a\Y to



Fig. 10.16

a.

b.

Abu Ghraib: buffalo owners' housing scheme simi1
to that of al-Fudhai1iyah

The main street of al-Baiya - a typical business street
in the lower middle and low class suburbs
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Syria was the first one built during the second world war as a :part

of the desert route between Mesopotamia and the ~'icditerranean Sea.

As a result of the l'lestward growth of the city al-Washash Barracks, now

ehanged into the finest park in the city, situated on tho Syrian highroad,

has been Brindwiched between the high- and middle-class suburbs and some

other institutional urban centres.

Between Abu Ghro.ib and the Old TOl~, vigorous accretion and filling

in is taking place, giving the Syrian highway its present appearance.

The construction of the new airport to the south of Abu Ghraib lrill

enhance 1 such development. Abu Ghraib, now a semi-urban set-t':ement

already integrated functionally lvith Baghdad proper will also coalesce

physically l-vith it in the foreseeable future. Already a

considerable area has been o.lloted to housing co-operatives many of

l1hich have subdivided their blocks of land to be distributed to their

members. The pre-existing village of Abu-Ghro.ib with 10,554 urban and

31,989 rural population in 1965, is now undergoing urbanization £'rom

Baghdad which has recently absorbed it administratively (Figs. 10.2,

10.160.). Like Knaiat Abu:.Ghraib reflects the rural-urban conflict

displayed in tho contrasting forms emerging in its area and giving it

a distinctive pattern. At present Abu Ghraib still retains some of

its rural character though it has central administrative institutions

as a nahiyah centre, besides specialized educational services represented

by the complex of an agricultural college and school of veterinary

medicine and a militar,y acade~.

1~ industrial enterprises have emerged on either side of this

street, which acted as a nuoleus for incipient Outer Fringe Belt of the

city (See Chapter 11). HOlrevGr, most of these industrial developments

have been engulfed by residential development, thus marking a new stage

in tho urban expansion of the city.
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Tho highwa;y to Hillah gives another major impetus for a south

Vlostern urban appendage. Al-Baiya' vlith a population of 31.112 in 1965

and 12 kQfrom the Old Town, and al-Durah at a distance of 15 lana,

developed along the Hillall highvlaiY'.. Their urbnn development began in the

1950's and. a.ccelerated after the 1958-revolution. Al-Durah madinah has

a.ttracted a big Armenian and As~yrian minority, most of whom came from

Habba·ni.yah. It had a population of more than 15,000 in 1956 (Fig. 10.2).

.. Like mnny of the nel'1 suburban settlements in Baghdad, a1-

Bo.iya' has a main street, Shari al-Amanah, lined vr.i.th one- and tvTO

ailbreyed houses, but this soon changed to a major residentia.l and

commercial street. Al-Baiya' now has a sub-centre within the commercia.l

hierarchy of Baghdad, and at the same time has its own local miniature

commercial and servi ce Imrarchy.

Ground-floor rooms have been converted for commercial purposes,

coffee-houses and workshops. The first floor is kepreither for

residential or professional uses such as dentistsand doctors, who con

centrated in the first section of the main street. This main street

intersects almost a.ll the other streets of the settlemonts (Fig. 10.16b).

The spatial distribution of shops in al-Ihiya and most of the new

suburbs is a random one, a goldsmith's shop adjoining a bakery v1hich is

followed by a carpenters or bicycle hiring shop and a mattress mal:er.

Pharmacies, bakeries, mattress makers' shops, plumbers, glaziers shops

and coffee houses are the main premises developed along the main street of

the post-1956 suburbs. Coffeo houses, hal-lever, occupy mainly the

corners of buildings and along the intersecting streets. Grocers are

widely distributed mostly at tho intersections of main and cross streets.

Usually, houses of the neli suburbs are of one or two storeys, thoso

along the main streets having two. .As a representative example of low
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middle-class settlements a1-Baiya r has a branch of the Bata shoo firm,

a cinema, a mosque, several Husainiyu.hs (Shiah masjids) and a hammam.

Several of these settlements have attracted branches of central banks

particularly after 1969. Very recently land beyond a1-l3aiya has been

subdivided and sold to various professional co-operative housing societies,

some of which 'haVG begun building operations.

Along the 140sul highw,\¥, and to tho south-west of Kadhimiyah, a1

Hurriyah (rFreedomr ) madinah was developed in this period. Al-Hurriyah

is a tJpica1 example of unchecked and unhea1th\Y' urban devo1opment. It

emerged as a rosult of tho promulgation of the law t"1hich permitted land

sub-divieion early in the 1950 l s. Building operations began in Hurriyah

the First and Second in 1956 and in the Third further to the west only

after 1963. The average size of plots varies from 166 to 198 sq. m in

the First and Second Hurriyah and betvlOon 150 and 200 sq. m in the Third.

The average price per sq. m ranges from 2 to 3 I.D. along the secondary

streets and from 5 to 10 along the main streets of .Ahmod al-Ashur,

al-Dabbash and Nuwab a1-Thubbat.

Tho loeationa1 pattern and quality of shops and services, vror~

shops, coffee~ ho.useEt etc. are similar to that of a1-Baiyar and are

determined by the economic status of the inhabitants. The main streets

have attracted such poorly organized and equipped establishments. The

population of a1-Hurriyah vas 91,775 in 1965, most of it of poor or low

middle class, a mixture of Ifurds, Sunnahs, Shiahs, v-lOrkers, mostly

migrants, petty officiaJs and sUba1te~arm;y officers.

This unchecked roadside location of residential development has

turned tho highHllYs into slovl-moving transport f10Hs creating hazards

for their inhabitants.

By the Hosul highw,\¥ a1-Taji settlement, 30 kms norlu of Kadhimiyah

has como lrdthin the commuting zone of tho capita.1.
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~he East Side (Fig. 10.1)

The four composite morphological regions of this side are

Rusafah, Greater Karradah al-Sharqiyah, Greater .Adhamiyah and Qa.nat

al-Jaish area.

1. Rus.c;ta}1 (Fig. 10.11)

In 1965 the population of Rusafah and Groater Karrada.h al-Sharqiyah

was 130,000 including about 40 per oent of all employed people in the

city. Most of the Old TOrm of Rusafah (80.65 ha) has been developed

beforo 1920 (See Chapter 6). As has been seen in ohapter 4, the

average altitude of this area is not more than 32 m in most places.

However, in tho oentral part of traditional Rusafah the ground rises

2 to 3 m higher than the surrounding areas.

Residentially, Rusafah is ocoupied mainly by traditional courtyard

houses of one or tvl0 storeys. The housing function is gradually

giving nay to business, service and oommercial land uses, as the core

of the business oentro of tho city is situated here. Host of the original

owners of these houses have moved to the city suburbs (See Chapter 12).

Tho effect of this is demonstrated by the surveyed two central maha.llahs

of Sayid Abdullah and Aguliyah. In the former, more than 55 per cent

of the surveyed houses were rented by newcomers, while in the latter

mahallah all of them were so rented. However, Sayid Abdullah Hahallah

lies further to the east of the oore of tho business area, while

Aguliyah is lo~ted right in the oore along aI-Rashid street (Fig. 10.11).

Most of the houses in the area betueen aI-Rashid street and the Tigris

have ohanged their re~idential function, mainly to oommerce. Tho pattern

of traditional Rusafah is oharacterized by an extremely vm-ied run of

zuqaq and agids with jettied shanashil (See Chapter 6). Hero as in
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traditional KarkhJ the density of houses and population reaches its

ma:ximum of betv1een 300 to 600 persons~. The avorage number of

persons per house in the surveyed maha11ah of S~d Abdullah was

9.66, rising to 11.6 in Aguliyah, tho more central mahallah. (See

Appendix A, to.ble Pa.)

Rusafah like other traditional centres, lacks basic .services such

as sewerage and waste disposal systern$, as well as children's pl~grounds.

The area is almost totally built up.

After lImodernizationll by building repl~cements carried out in this

section tho area has become a. jumble of buildings of many architectural

styles and uith strildngly different heights varYing from one to more

tItan twelve storoys (Soe Chaptor 14) (Fig. 10.18a,b).

Tho area botl'1oen :Bab al-Madham and al-Ahrar Bridge comprises

the bazo.a.r complex with its associated institutions. Here o,;·number

of distinctive functional sub-sectors can be distinguished such as

the finn.ncial sector which differs morphologically from the surrounding

tro.ditional fabric, being functionally homogeneous, the bazaar netl-Iork,

with its characteristic Arab atmospher, and others (See Chapter 14).

Culturally there are IIk1JlY mosques,,\churches and schools, unevenly

distributed throughout tho Old Town (Fig. 10.19). Industrially, the

area is characterised by small-scalo firms, vlOrkahops and lolarehouses,

garages, joiners and. other mechanical and metal l-Torkshops (Soe Chapter 13).

These establishments constitute the contral intramural part of the Inner

Fringe Belt on tho East Side, particularly since the late 1950's.

Sanitar,y facilities and. buildings here are of a very low standard.

Because of the lack of space Sheikh Omar Street has in fect become a

singlo elongated \'lorkshop area. Traffic in Sheikh Omar is chaotic and.

there are no pe.vements. Gar repairs are carried out on tho sides of the
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ma.in streets cild right in the middle of ma.ny of the side streets

(10.20). The general layout of the street system in Rusafh is a
all

rectangular grid. Almost/of the streets arc heavily congested with

traffic. Illegal parting along tho kerbs adds to the problom. There

are few traffic signal installations, and traffic jams are a regular

feature, particularly during rush hours.

There are no parking spaces in this busy business area and virtually

all open spaces and street kerbs are occupied by parked cars. In 1966,

the Polsorvice Master Plan of ~hdo.d put the average daily number of

parked vehicles in Rusafah and Greater Karradat I,rariyam at 10.000;9

All tho major brea.k-through stroets of Rusafah meet in tho J3e.b al-

Sharji area to tho south andBab al-Uudham area. to the north of tr.aditional

Rusafcll. In the former area. al-Tahrir square came to be the major square

in the city, acting as a traffic bottlenoclc. Seven major arterios
{)f

converge in this square, so llork 141.S already started on !nOl-T underpass,
~

ond on a modification of the square to cope with the traffic increase

and tho functions of the area. This square a.oquired a high land value

with tho functional extension of the commercial centre to the south.

It is nO\l lined with multi-storey business and office bUildings,

restaurants, 0. park ond. an ornamental pool. After'1961, an impressive

brass and marble monument depicting the history of Iraq's people l'ms

erected in tho square. Tho main southern streot emerging from this

square is the rocreatione1 promenade of Abu NUl-laS, al-8a.dun and 0.1-

Nidha1 streets, all of whieh have attracted urban growth southwards

beforo and after 1956.

The second peripheral square, l-There the through streets join is

of Bab a1-Mudham (tho north gate). It is the junction type of square,

of great importance as it is the centre from l-lhich students and citizens
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make for the va'I'ious colleges of the university scattered in 0.1-

Waziriyah or for the main governmental offices, concentrated to the

north of traditional Rusafah~ The rebuilding of the medical school

hospital and the existence of various health institutions have stabilised

the importance of this area.

2. .Great.or Karr,fUiah al.-Shprsiyah: (Fig. 10.1)

This region incorporates B9.ttawiin (Orfaliyah and J3u.stan al-Khas),

al-8odun, Ihr.iyah, Camp Sa'I'M, al-I'~sbah, Karradah al-Sharqiyah

(lXIkhil and Rharij including al-Bu Shuja), al-Zhr.iyah and al-Jadiriyah

(The No\v University area).

lhttawiin is characterised by its two-st'.:>rey modified courtyard

and covered courtyard houses fronting straight streets (See Chapters

1 and 8). These houses are occupied at present by multi-family units,

mcinly Christians dral'111 from the north of Iraq particula'I'ly after the

politically unstable period 1958 - 1963.

Since its development in the 1920 f s this area. bas been a Christian

stronghold. 15.5 per cent of tho interviewed families in Orfaliyah and

all of the families in Bustan al-Khas uere Christians. In choosing their

ma.ho.llahs the religious factor \'lM decisive for 52.27 per cent of the

interviewed families in Orfa.liyah and 58.82 per cent in Bustan al-Khas.

This area is very crowded, being comparable only to some of tha tradition-

301 mahallahs.

Table 10.13: The avorage number of persons per house and family in
l3a.ttawiin.

r li.Tahall~· j~AV~;ag? ~::-rl-Av~e--r~ag~e"""'n-o.""""'-A""~-e;;;:;;'~~ persons per
I of fa.nu.1J.es of persons . ho:;.:u9s~e --;

I per houso I per family excl.bachelor incl.bachelor j
I I tenants tc"'''',....·ts

f
· a'rfaliyah t

l
! eo 2.75' , T' 6.23'~ {7.l3 - ;;~o '-j

Buatan 0.1- I I
vt.._ , 2.13 i 5.12 10.88 12.25
AUc.loS i I •

"Source: Fieldwork 1971, Appendi'x ·A;-·-;;T~a~:b";l~e~s""A~.-o:.Pa:::--.-'''''''----,"--''''''''-''''''''--
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In this area it is not unusual to find more than 32 persons or oven

more thnn 40 living miserably in one house, which results in bad moral

and health conditions.

Further to the south and on the east edge of these areas of modified

courtyard houscs come the ~ovcred courtyard and western houscs. The

average residential plot of the modern part is between 200 to 1,000

sq. m. Hero as on the West Side, tho density of housing decreases as

ono goes south. Most of tho houses to the south of aI-Nasir Square

are oach occupied by a single family.

Al-Sadun and Il~dyah aroas have developed along al-Sadun and

al-Nidhnl streets. This area represents the concentrated modern section

of tho business centre of Baghdad with a diversity of services, modern
Cl

shops, ";rest"urants, hotols, offices, cinemas, many airlino and :f]ourist

agencies, etc. (Figs. 10.17, 10.18 b. ). These two streets, particularly

o.l-Sadun, ere undergoing rapid modification and alteration as commercial

premises graudally spreading southwards replacing many residential units.

Consequontly the stroet sho~1S a haphazard mixture of styles and building

hoights. The heigM and physical structure of the street as surveyed

by the writor is shown in Figs. presented in Chapter 14.

Al-Sadun street is growing towards the south-east and it is likely

that Karradah al-shaI:qiyoh commercial sub-centro will mergo tdth the

business coro of tho city by means of this stroet. It is like most

of the suburban streets, having many roundabouts, with four carriage

lanes, and a planted or paved contral area.

The UnlQ1o~m Soldier I1!mumont was constructed in the style of the

great arch of ctesiphon, in front of the recently completed al-ffiuiliid

Frid.n\Y Mosque. :Both reflect the modern trends in architecture,

influencing the neVT :&ghdadi scene.
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This stl'eet, although attracting most of the modern busincss

ElXld recreational establishments, fails to attract pcdestrians during

daytime as its pavements are exposed to direct sunlight •.

At night both this ond Abu l-TUi"TaB streets, attract flocks of Baghdadi

youth, sceld.ng the \lestern type of recreational and shopping contres

(See Chapter 14).

The other main street of the area is al-Nic1.hn.1 street. It has

many workshops, hospitals, administrative offices, embassies, car

shovlrooms, shops and house"s. It is less attractivc to businesses

and retailing than al-Sadun street as it is :further away from tho

business centro, ond therefore it retains a good deal of its residential

nature. Gcnorally, plot frontages of 30 m dominate al-Sadun and

al-Nidhal streets. In the course of the shift of population, i. e.

suburbnnization and economic development, the frontages of many houses

have boen changed olti.ng to oither rebuilding of houses or amalgamation

of block-plan~. Consequently both stroet character and building

morphology havo clU'.l1ged. Tho hearer tho streGt is to tho centre the

granter is its metamorphosis.

Another important street in the area. is the river-side street

of Abu NuliaB vlhich reached nearly to the suspension bridge in the south.

This street functiens o.s the major recreational quarter of the city

during tho evening. It is lined l·ti.th mansion-like houses built before

1945, hotels, gahv~hs, bars, restaurants, auction shops and

institutional buildings (Fig. lO.20b). Host of the house Ol·mers a.long

Abu-Nuwas lJtreot, have moved to distant suburbs and consequently

these buildings 1uJ.ve c1l.a.l'lged their functions but without e:ny essential

changes in their forms.
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In tho Bummer season, uniquo Baghdadi fish shops omorgo along

tho mud. bank of tho Tigris. Both oasinos and fish shops aro rented

scaoontllly or annuallz,r from .Ama.nat al-Asimah, and each casino is

cnclosod by a piCket fence and festooned ldth strings of colourfUl

olectric lights.

Their clientole is attracted on summer evenings from' allover

tho city and its commuting zones, to eat, play table games, drink

soft or alcoholic drinks and pass the time in gossiping and endless

political discussion. Numerous fish selling stands are carerul~

pIacod nem' the most frequented casinos along the street, l'lhere they

display livo fish in tubs. Clients ond fishermen alike enjoy

spending time in chnfforing for thoir fish and l'lhon both arrivo at an

agreed prico, tho fish is killed and roasted on the site over open

brush firos. Clients sit and wait in one of the nearby casinos,

Imoml to fisherman, and the roa.sted fish is later delivered by one of his

assistants, most of '-Thom are young boys. The coffee house thus became a

sort of restaurant too. Several 7- to l2-storey buildings have begun

1;'0 emorge along this street, mainly used as hotels or government

offices.

Being at 36 to 31 m) a.bove sea level Karradah al-Sharqiyah is

one of the lOl'IOst areas in Baghdad. '.: : Apart from some part of

Karra.dah near tho suspension bridgo, where there are relatively old

settlements with some traditional houses, the rest of the houses

developed after 1936. .As shown in (table 10.14) "".more than 41 per

cent of tho surveyod houses in al-Bushuja, l-lere built bet''Ieon 1936 and

1945 and 16.67 per cent after 1945. This illustrates the fact that the

area is still undergoing residential devolopment.
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Table 10.14: Age of houses in al-Bushuja. (Karradah a.l-Sharqiyah)

Source: Field 'Work 1971, See Appendix .A, table Oo.f

The modern houses built along the main street of al-~hhdi were

mo.inly of tho covered-courtyard and western type accommodating ono

family cacho Tho average block-plan is betweon 200 and 1,200

sq. m. 11o.ny of theDe houses underwent some essential or slight

ado.ptation so as to function commercially, or to be used for business

and services. l~ detached houses were replaced by apartment

buildings of 2 to 5 storeys. Tho upper floors \oTore mostly used as

dnellings.

Karradoh al-Shn.rqiyah enjoy.s a high status in the commercial

hierarchy of the city. There is a large concentration of shops of

all ldnds, workshops mixed ldth buildings for public facilities and

administration, as well as houses. There is no wholesale trOOing in

this or most of tho other commorcial sub-centres (See Chapter 14). The

lond uso structure of Greater Karradah al-Sharqiyah is shown in table

10.1~.

Al-l,fahdi and al-Tamiah (tho University) Streets represent the

arteries which attracted the earliost commercial, services and housing

units. Al-Tnmiah Strcot and tho v1estorn part of al-Mahdi Street

have two earriegowoys, each 7 m wide. Tho new University of fughdad

will occupy tho tip of the peninsula (Ja.d.iriyah). This has begun
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Table 10.15: Land-use structure of Greater Karroo.ah a1-Sharqiyah, 1965.

t
I

I
I

I
t

!

Area(~__! ....~ .---......--.- r

l58.00! 23.00

I . I

j ~ Use ••_... .-:+
I Sorvices and public facilities

ISingle fami1;}r houses
I
I Trensport o.nd communication
II Public open spaces
I

I Cometeries
I

j Waste lend nnd vacnnt land

I
! Industry and l1o.I'ehouses

r'I

i Total...: ----_.........._._...,~---~ ..-----.~.--.--.

151.35

101.00

19.00

18.00

155.00

80.65

21.91

15.52

2.80

2.6D

22.50

11.10

Sourco: Polsorvice Consulting Engineers, l~ter Plan of Baghdad,
Ruaafah-Karradah City Centre, liarsaw (1961).

to affect the \'1holo pattern of land-use and land va1ues in the area.

Tho southern rosidentia1 street, 10 m)wide, is of no sight-seeing

value sincCl it doos not reach tho river.

Al-Hahdi Street is the oldost. The whole complex of the subsequent

development along this stroot had to fit into pre-existing outlines of

al-liahdi Stroot using this as its morphological frame;O linldng the

outlying villago of a,l-Karradah lorlth traditional Rusafah. After the

1920 l s it wns improved to cater for horse-dralin carriages and cars•

.tU-Jamia.h Stroet was doveloped :for vehicular use to connect Rusafah

with tho new university in 1(o.rrndah peninsula.. Al-Mahdi and a1-Jamia.h

streets parallel to each other and to tho Tigris as well. 130th streets

ha.ve exorted a much greater in:flucncc upon the growth pattern and.

functional structuro o:f tho buildings lining them. Traffic is generated

by the spacing of Bettlements, and trc::.:ffie volume on particular routes
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is affected by location and siting of nevI development. HOl'1eVer, the

street system of the area came as the result of various interacting

factors, i.e. historical development, river orientation and recent

planning.

Planning is seen more distinctly in the case of al-Jamiah street

which attracted high-class commercial and other services as it traverses

well~to-do residential areas. HOl-1Gver, face-lifinJ has commenced on

the ground floor. The distribution of shops is still scattered.

This is in contrast with the morphological frame street of al-Mahdi which

traverses a denser area inhabited by lower income groups. Metamorphosis

is more vigorous here as most of the buildings, particularly near tho

main junctions are affected by adaptation and in many cases by replace-

mente The upper storeys of the new 2- to 5- storyed buildings are

used as residences offices and other services. The new buildings

have mostly replaoed houses developed after 1936. This expresses the

functional importance of this section, induced by population ro-

distribution.

Industrially Greater Karro.d.ah al-5harqiyah has its own importance.

This will be discussed in Chapter 13.

3. Greater ~ZaJ:s' (Figs. 10.1', 10.21, 10.22)

Greater A.clhamiyah incorporates traditional .Adha.miyah, Kraiat,

Sulaikh, Raghibah, Khatun, Kasrah, WaziriYah and Iwadhiyah. The

population of this area was about 20,000 in 1965, most of whom are

Sunnahs, reflecting the importance of the denominational factor in the

existing grouping of people in particular I1m.hallahs of modern

Baghdad. 66.67 per cent of the intervietved families inhabited
of

l1d.hamiyah because/the proximity Abu Hanifah's shrine.

The average height of this area is 32 m above mean SGa level.
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Residentially, Mhamiyah has the four types of houses kno\-m

in lhghdnd, reflecting the architectural development of the area

(Fig. 10.21). The traditional courtyard houses are located near

the bridgehead around. Abu-Hamfah' s Shrine, mainly to the south

of it. These houses are homogeneous in shape, style and material

used. Their built-up area is characteriZed by the maze of zuqaqs.

The population density reaChes 800 persons/ha~l Like other

traditional quarters of J3a.ghdad, traditional Adhamiyah laeks basic

community and service facilities. Ibst of the houses developed

around the old core are occupied by a single family each. The

average plot of the surveyed houses in Old .Ad.hamiyah was 126.67 sq. ro,

while the average number of persons per house vlaS 8.

Commercially, Adhamiyah like KD.rradah al-Sharqiyah acquired

a second-rank centre compared with traditional fughdad. Commercial

activities are either of nucleated or linear pattern, both

emerging not far from Abu-Ifunifah's Shrine, the spiritual, cultural

and architectural centre of Adha.miyah. However, Waziriyah, Raghibah

Ia1atun and Sulaikh have their own commercial sub-centres, serving the

immediao local communities· (Figs. 10.21, 10.22) (See Chapter 14).

Ad.ha.mi.yah has a leading cultural position in Baghdad because of

Abu-Hanifah's Shrine and most of Baghdad University's colleges, scatterod

throughout the area, attracting students from allover the country.

It also possesses the medical complex, including the hospitals and

colleges of medicine, pharmacy, and dentistry. Schools and mosquos

are widely scattered, reflecting the age and maturity of the development

of their surroundings.

Industrially there ore several kinds of firms, ranging from small

workshops to the modern textile industry located on the Tigris, south-
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west of the royal tombs, and there is also a warehouse concentration

in the south-eastorn part of this area, which form an integrated

industrial sector with Sheikh Oma.r street as part of the Inner :Fringe

Belt. Industries and. warehouses occupy 0.23 per cent of the aroa~

However, tho district is mainly residential as 53.3 per cent of the

land is occupied by dl'le1ling.' houses. Outsido Old Adhamiyah the

street systems of this large morphological area are linear, rocta.:ngular

and radial. Tho rectangular and radial systems are located in tho

modern residential sections. All the systems are successfully

integrating the area into the wider framework of the city. The pre

existing linear pattern is the oldest of all being the morphological

frame for further development. The linear pattern originated to link

the tvlin trnditional nuclei of Rusai'ah and Ad.ha.miyah in the context of

rivcr conformation.. Al-IIl1am al-ildham, the oldes!; street, and the

more modern stroet of Abu 'l'o.lib run parallel to the Tigris. Tho

earliest and major type of developments along those streets were of

tho high-clnss rosidential variety. The rate of development has

depended on the price of land, on population growth and transportation

improvement. Howover, the area nearest to the river was the

most expensive, thus attracting rich families. These arteries were

soon col01~ized by oontinuous and intermittent pattern of retailing,

commerce and other land uses. Most of the houses flanking these

streets have been adapted in various degrees and when necessary

replaced by 2- to 4- storeyed buildings in the same lia:y as in

Karradah. This is scen in particular sections such as al-Iwadhiyah,

al-Kasrah and Old Adhamiyah, indicating the uneven distribution of

population. The other three sub-systems of streets, i.e. recta.:ngula.r,

radial and triangular, have developed on the basis of planning decisions
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either to serve particular high-class localitios or to integrate with

the major linear pattern. However, their ability to attract other

than residential land uses and so changing the morphology of the

area has been less pronounced compared with that of the old main roads,

because these areas still retain their residential nature and are at the

same time more secluded from transit traffic.

Abu-Hanifah's Shrine, the bridge of al-Aimah, the rail/road bridge

and the North Gate (Bab al-Mudl1am) are the main starting points for

arterial roads and therefore attract commercial activities.

The commercial subcentres are fairly well spaced out, faithfully related

to the stage of residential evolution along the streets. The main

roads havo tvlO ca.rriageways, each of three traffic lanes, with a

dividing strip. The traffic volume varies from one street to another, dep

ending on socia-economic status of the areas served by them. In rush

hours it reached 1,950 cars,/hour in al-Imam al-Adham Street. This

area is a major terminus for several local bus routes as woll as a

stopping placo for several long-distance buses.

The area lacks major public parks but has a number of orchards,

mainly palmgroves, in the northern and central parts. Cemeteries

are concentrated around. Abu-Hanifahfs Shrine. These cemeterios have

been cut by some new break-through roads and by clearance for parks,

especially to the 't'lost of the shrino (Figs. 10.21, 10.22).

1m important morphological element in Greater Adhamiyah is the

pre-oxisting rural settlement of al-Kraiat, which will be discussed

as representative of several other pre-oxisting villages, i.e. as signi

ficant morphological frames in Baghdad's modern townscape. These

morphological frames have influenca:le..nd been influenced by the overall

morphology of Baghdad. Al-Kraiat, a. typical Village located on the
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Table 10.16: Functional Structure of Greater Mha.mi.yah.

land Use r Aroa(ha) r %

One-family housos 548.00 5a:~0

Services & Public facilities 147.47 l4·~1

Traditional Adhamiyah 24.90 2. \!f.J

Industry & warehouses 2.38 0.23

Transport (railW€l\Y", main roads
135.20 1.3. ~'2

& parking) I
6.8.8Open space (palmgroves) 71.60

Cemeteries 4.73 0.45

Wast eland & vacant land 95.72 13.30

1 lfJ30.00 100.00 I
I-

Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, Master Plan of :Baghdad,
.A.d.ha.miyah Central District, Warsaw (1968).

Tigris opposite to Kadhimiyah, was incorporated within the city of

Baghdad when the latter extended its municipal boundaries in the 1950's

(Fig. 10.2). In 1956, the first vehicular street bisecting the village,

was metalled. The owners of the demolished houses were compensated,

and some of them built new houses of brick, concrete and steel, in a

western style. 90 per cent of the surveyed houses in Kraia.t were

developed after the construction of the only new street in the fifties.

60 per cent of the houses used concrete in their construction, and

80 per cent of these have roofs built of brick, tiles and steol.

The rate of urbanization in this Village, however, lolaS further

increased by the growing conta~ between the village and the city. .A

bus route was established, linking tho village with Baghdad and tans

are increasingly used. The urban development now forms an integra.ted
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ribbon along tho main streot.

Though it was still residential, the refashioned street generated

new urban land uses affecting the morphology of the settlement ~ The

penetration of the urban element is exemplified by theanergence of a

host of scattered shops as Hell as a number of coffee housealocated at

vantage points in the street. HOltlOVer, :f1oday this street still shows the

dualism of urban and rural features.

Most of tho people in al-Kraiat are Shiahs, thus they have

intimate relationships with Kadhimiyah across the river. All the fif-

teen interviewed familios in Kraiat were Shiahs. The main occupation

of the people is farming, thus supplYing the city with bedding plants,

vegetables, fruits and dates. Lorries and pick-ups are the main means

of transport. The nel-l generation have gradually abandoned agriculture

and have become inolved in urban occupations.

Table 10.17 shows the occupational structure of the intervioltled

families in al-Kraiat, which indicates the influence of urbanization on

it, but at the same time reflects its residual rural characteristics

which still persist. All 25 economically active persons in the inter

viewed families were males. On average each family has 1.67 active

*members. The dependency ratio in al-Kraiat was 40 per cent as compared

with al-Mansur which has a dependency ratio of 48 per cent •

.ligriculture is still the dominant occupation of the poople. Even

the traders hore can bo considered prActically as agriculturists.

This is because they are marketing only the products from their own

farms and orchards.

* The dependency ratio (R) gives the number of dependents, i.e. those of
ages 0 - 14 (D).} and over 65 (~) per 100 adults of working age(w):

R = (11. + D2) x 100 22

w



i . 10.23

t

b.
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Table 10.17: The Occupational structure of the economically active*
persons in Kraiat.

Occupation No :-j %
.

i

Agri cuItlll'G 12 48
.

Officials, .Army and Police 6 24

Traders 5 20

Workers 2 8
I. -

25 100
....

Source: Field work 1971, Sec Appendix A, Table E.

Although tho occupational characteristics and the resident

population are diversified, most of the land is still in agricultural

use. This is similar to l'1hat Abu-Lughod fol.Uld in the northern

wedge of Cairo~3

4. .Qa.pat al-Taish areo.: (10.23)

Likc Grentor M3.nsur on tho Wost Side the Qo.na,t o.l-Taish o.rea

occupios a largo scction of tho East Side developed mostly after 1956.

It includes a1-Shab, a.1-Su1aikh a1-Tadidoll, al-Qa.hirah, Arbat Ashar

Tammuz (14th July), Jo.milah, al-ThavlI'ah, al-Dhubbat, Tol-lfuhpmmad ,

Baghdad al-Tadidoll and other settlements along Khanagin highvlE:lJT. After

the construction of Qano.t al-Jaish (Army Canal) considerablo nEDb8P~ ~

of thoso settlements developed in its vicinity. To enable expansion

on this side tho nerl Northern Dyko was built in 1961, 4.5 l~to the

north-east of tho old dyke (Soo Chapter 4). The whole situation on the

East Side has been revolutionized by its construction and has added a

new dimension to the recent pattern of growth (Figs. 10.1, 10.2, 10.23).

* People eged between 15 and 65.
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Though it attracted development to an area stretching some six kIns to

the north-east, it has itself followed the classical orientation of the

city I S previous growth, i. e. north-\vest to south-east running parallel to

the Tigris like the major streets built in the city before 1958.

Q,anat al-Jaish is a straight canal, 27 kIn long, starting from the

Tigris north of Baghdad, and joining the Diyala River to the south-east

of tho city. Its 'Lottom is 4 m wide its top surface 11 m. The average

dopth of this canal is 2?t m. Gardens 56 m wide,lined both sides beyond
which two parallel streets were constructed, each 12 m Wide. fiwtde~ pum{ho/tts
established at tho intake point of the canal, with a capacity of 3,000

m3/hour, to facilitate the southward drainage of the water. Tho main

purposes in building the canal were flood control for urban expansion,

r'
beautification of the area, and amelioation of desert condition on the

"East Side of Baghdad. This canal has proved that it has more than economic

significance. It provided the necossary impetus for enormous urban

devolopment, mainly of a residontial and recreational nature. It

also became the most prominent single feature in tho landscape of modern

Baghdo.d. Its importance as 0. promoter of residential development came

to be more than had been expected. Many residential estates (hais) have

quickly emerged o.nd building operations continue Vigorously. HO\lCVer,

so far it has failed to attract significant commercial activities. It

is nm'1 one of tho most popular recreational centres on the East Side of

the city. Gardens and casinos as well as a children's sports contre and

a camping sito have boen developed along the canal. The enormous housing

development which took place along it was aided by the fact that almost

all the land located on either side is owned by the state, which has

distributed plots nt nominal prices either directly to government offi

cials and employees or indirectly through professional co-operative

societies. Qanat al-Jaish indeed has changed the whole pattern of tho

city, and by 1965 about 400,000 of the total population Were living
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in the area directly affected by it. The number has now reached

perl1aps a million.

The new arterial roads running towards Khanagin, Basrah and

Kirkuk have plOJ"ed their role in the expansion of the city to the

north-enst of the Tigris, -in a similar w~ to that on the Wost Side.

Development along the~nhighw~ stretching as far as

al-Ubaidi and al-Rashad is more than 11 kmsto the east of the city.

Like the highway to SyI-ia this rood is comparatively old having been

built during the second World War. Al-Kamaliyah is a new settlement

along the Khanagin road, some 20 ~ due south-east of the city and is

occupied by lOl~class families, its population being more than

11,000 in 1965. On the same rood but further east al-Rashad madinah

was built in 1963 on an area of 15,000 sq. m to house homeless and

blind people. Al-FUdhailiyah with a population of 6,898 in 1965 is

another recently built settlement where plots and 289 houses were

distributed to buffalo owners. The other buildings aro mere sarifahs

and kukhs, and tho settlement lacks any kind of hygienic or sanitary

facilities. Ense of movemen~ and accessibility has also enco~aged

further prong-like industrial development along the Khanagin highw~

almost reaching Khan :&.ni Saad Nahiyah 31 kIDs to the east of Baghdad.

Basrah highway is another arterial road on the East Side being

one of the most significant and frequently used arteries for transport

purposes. This highway extended the urban growth of the city in this

direction as far south as Jisr Diyala on the other side of the

Diyala river. Although growth was interrupted by the existence of

aI-Rashid l3a.rracks, yet tho development, mainly residential and industrial

has loapfrogged and re-appeared beyond the Barracks with various

patterns including the cluster, scatter and. ribbon variations. A
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considerable number of houses here have been developed on state

owned land distributed to various professional housing societies.

The existence of al-Hikmah University, a private American University

now nationalized and incorporated within Baghdad University, and the

expert;mental fields of tho agricultural college give these areas

cultural significance.

This urban appendage is comparable with urba"'l extensions

along the other radial highw£l\Ys. Recently and to avoid aI-Rashid

Barracks, all traffic has been diverted further to the east, to cross

the newly constructed bridge in the southern part of Qa.na.t aJ-Jaish,

vrhich vlill naturally accelerate urban growth in that direction.

The third eastern radial highwDY was constructed in 1971.

It emergos from beyond Qpnat al-Jaish, linking the north-eastern

corner of the country with fughdad via al-Khalis sottlement in

Diyala Liwa. Its morphological significance is demonstrated by the

neli urban upsurge of a number of residential areas, some of l1hich '\-Tere

however, begun before the construction o:f this highw£l\Y, but have been

accelerated in growth by it. Host of' tho rosidential areas here are

of low and low-middle-class communities. A considerable part of the

land being privately ormed a community of' heterogeneous occupational

structure has omerged in contrast to singlc-occupation residential

suburbs.

~ho Functional o.nd Morpholpgi,cal tompositiop of' tho J.iodern, Suburps:

Baghdadts post-1956 suburbs dif'f'er considerably in size and

standard. This is intimately related to thGir period of development

and to whother the settlement is governmental pr private or intended

f'or a low or a high-class clientele. Yet all these new suburbs are

characterizod by great uniformity, even monotony, a consequence o:f the
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lack of originality in house design and street layout on the part

of developers and clients. In tune with such indifference social

traditions, climatic factors and the requirements of land-use differ

entiation were ignored almost completely in the plan of these

suburbs (Fig. 10.24).

The geometric gridiron system is distinctive in almost all the

post-1556 suburbs, equally in the poor and high class localities. All

the three master plans of :Baghdad have suggested such geometric street

systems as the only way to 'modernize' the city. However, when

accepting and partially implementing such plans, the government

showed that it had no planning awareness or experience.

1~ of the new suburbs have wide roads, sometimes with six-lane

carriageways, encouraging fast driving and short-cuts at the risk and

inconvenience of the community and pedestrians. This was done in

the suburbs where development density is low, while the pre-1956 city

has its bottleneck problems.

lQany of the suburban streets have failed to attract functions

other than residential. This is because of the small size of these

localities as well as the ease of accessibility to other functional

centres by vehicular transport.

Almost all suburbs eJq>anded in size, both in area and population,

through a process of transfer from the over-eongested residential

areas of the Old Town. The impetus for the individual landowner to

build his residence in the new suburbs was given by the gradual

completion of the street pattern. Locations on roads early to be

paved were the most attractive, for they benefitted not only from the

ease of transportation on the new residential roads, but also

assured the prospects of commercial nucleation. As the ground. floors
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of residential structures were turned over to commercial purposes

the seed of urbanism germinated: new localities were born, a cluster

of which matured into a community. Subsequently numerous

'madinahs' came into being. Some of the suburban communities have

stabilized their urban personality affecting a harmonious inter

relationship of their various urban functions.

Thus some of the suburban madinahs came to be distinct units

of urban functional organization in Baghdad, with relationships to

the urban pattern of the city with which they communicate functionally

in ma.ny ways, and therefore form an organic part of the townscape.

Almost all suburban houses are open to the outside world

compared with tho traditional houses which are inward-looking. In

some of the houses, a sizeable space is left for a backyard and front

garden. As a social practice, the backyards space is used, ,',

by families, whereas front spaces are used by the males of the house.

The social tradition of secluding womenfolk from sight-seeing, has

led to the development of the backgarden which in some ways plays

the role of the courtyard of the traditional Arab house where women

can meet, eat and gossip without being seen. The influence of social

tradition on the incidence of gardens in modern houses is shown in

the following table.

Table 10.18: Inoidence of gardens and their relative location in
some of the surveyed mahallahs (Fig. 10.25)

Suq Hamadah (a) )'

U
Sayid Abdullah(a)
Mansur (b)
IiIamun (b)

Garden location in p.c.
of houses surveyed

!
Mahallah

Back

100
110

I

I
I

Front

100
100

of the number

:
, Side

10

100
100

(a) = Traditional mahallah (b) = Modern mahal1ah.

Source: Fieldwork 1911, See Appendix A, Table Ob.
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The new suburbs are also characterized by an excessive number of

roundabouts, imposed on the ne\o1 gridiron street systems. These

are western models, completely ignoring the desert climate of

Baghdad. Therefore though superficially the new suburbs have a

'planned' appearance, some of the forms are environmentally inappro-

priate. Prescribed western geometric patterns pay no attention to their

environmental rolevance or to the need f'or the creation of' integrated

residential areas.

Functionally the new suburbs are characterised by f'ive main

components of' urban structure, viz. residences, commercial service

centres, ways and means of transportation, industrial and public

utilities. Residential use is the predominant land use in these

suburbs. The road pattern in part ref'lects the individual size of'

the residential unit. A wide varioty of residences exist which dif'f'er

in size (150 - 2,000 sq. m), period characteristics and degree of' modern

f'acilities contained in them. Generally residences near the business

centres are among the oldest and the most congested, those f'urther

out are among the youngest and perhaps the best. Houses In.th a

larger plot possess gardens while the smaller ones do not. Accordingly,

the residential density varies within one community and between the

various communities as a whole.

The second f'unctional component is represented by commercial

services. Morphologically, most of the commercial development is

of either clustered or linear pattern. There are also some scattered
i

shops particularly in very recently developed areas. The main

commodims available in these local shopping centres are those

catering f'or daily needs especially bread, vegetables, f'ruit, meat and

general provisions.
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No building in the shopping centres of the new suburbs is

totally devoted to commercial purposes. Shops usually occupy the ground

floor, while the upper floors are used mainly as residences.

Furthermore, most suburban areas show an innreasing tendency to

develop linear shopping centres along main streets. Another

feature is the increasing replacement of houses on major traffic

streets by commercial bUildings, the latter being either specialized

or combining commercial and residential uses. All the time houses aiong

arterial roads are being pulled down or at least facially altered to

accommodate commercial and service establishments, a kind of land-use

metamorphosis.

Shopping centres, especially alonga-telial roads, cause traffic

jams at peak hours as happens regularly in aI-Mansur, Baghdad al

Jadidah and elsewhere. In such localities land values have been raised

particularly at street junctions (See Chapter 14).

There is no distinctive spatial pattern, each individual service

establishment is placed as close to the settlement nucleus as

possible, depending on the owner's ability to pay the rent for any

specific location.

Generally, two main types of transportation systems can be

found in the suburbs. The first connects each residential area with

the Old Town. The other is part of a wider regional transit system

passing through Inal'>\Y of Baghdad's suburbs along major arterial roads

and connecting the city with other areas beyond. The peak-hour

patter.n is almost the same for both types of transportation, since a

large majority of the local residents are employed in other parts of

l3aghdad, mainly the Old Town. From the following table based on

interviews of families in four of the surveyed suburbs it appears
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that more than 58 per cent of the economically active persons of

these four suburbs work in Old Baghdad~

Table 10.19: The importance of the Old Town in Attracting workers
from four surveyed suburbs.

I
Suburb I %of persons working in the Old Town

Iskam t 36.36

Washash I 30.00
, Mansur I 87.50
i

l :Mamun I 80.00
I

!

Average I 5 8.47
I .. - .

Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A, Table If'.

One of the main oharacteristics of the land use pattern in the

new suburbs is the complete absence of car parks, whether public

or private. This a.:f'fects the stabilization of the business centres,

most of which are not fully anchored and have hesitantly though

steadily followed the main roads. This has encouraged kerb-parking

for long distances on either side of the streets.

Besides the land uses already mentioned there are othersin

these areas. Schools are widely distributed, and because of the

fact that many of them are not well spaced, some serve only pupils

from the community and others those from various parts of the city.

Most of them have parent-teaoher organizations which build

up a closer relationship between family, school and community, and

help in the social and cultural intogr~:ation of society.v
Functions like general meetings, debates, parties and exhibitions are

arranged by these associations. The importance of school and its

place in society makes it a natural focal point of the new

residential areas.
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Mosques or churches again are widely scattered and in many

areas such as Harthiyah, Raghibah Khatun, etc. are badly located

serving the population very unevenly.

~ocal point o~ many o~ the suburbs.

The mosque is an important
p

83.33 per cent o~ the worshipers
II

.in the ~amilies interviewed in al-Hamun and 80 per cent in al-Uansur

~requent mosques located in their mahallahs. This indicates the

signi~icance o~ these religious institutions in stabilizing the

li~e o~ the new localities and the degree o~ sel~-s~~iciency.

IndUstrial land uses and warehousing are to be ~ound either

scattered or concentrated in various suburbs. Most o~ these

industrial establishments are larger than those ~ound in the Old

Town and some o~ their labour contingents exceed 200, as in al-Durah

or Camp ~~rci~h(See Chapter 13).

Co~~ee-houses (gahW3hs) are a popular land-use element in the

majority o~ the residentia.l areas in the townscape o~ Baghdad and

~orm the most common meeting places particular~ those o~ low-class

inhabitants (See Chapter 19). In virtually none o~ the suburbs

developed after 1956 are there any hotels, which re~lects their

characteristic function as dormitory suburbs.

The expansion o~ the suburbs resulted in a rather monotonous

townscape. Only minarets, water tanks and a ~ew scattered three-to

~our-storey buildings along tho main arteries reach markedly above

the average flatness o~ theroo~ll:imo~ the new suburbs and constitute

an upper level in the pro~ile o~ modern laghdad as they 00 in the

traditional parts (fig. 10.26).

This dominantly 10\'1 height re~lect.sthe primary ~unction o~ the

new suburbs as dormitary madinahs ~or residents who had left the

Old Town '.'"f'or various reasons. Non-residential land uses were
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developed in varying degree only to keep pace with local demand or

partly to cater for wider tributary areas. Professional services

and commercial establishments are basic necessities of the suburbs

and should therefore be provided at an early stage in the development

of a suburb. Instead, they have lagged behind "'in the development of

residential areas, leaving a1rea~ established inhabitants poorly, or

not at all, served with some of the primary commodities and the

provision of e1ementar,y luxuries and professional services, especially

A~"
However, in some of these areas such as aI-Mansur" lhghdad 0.1-

Jadidah, commercial and service establishments seem to have caught up

with a good deal of the demands of the inhab~tants of these areas as

well as some others who are drawn from through traffic. This fact

is testified by the amount and variety of goods of various kinds and

tastes which are available in the commercial centres of such areas.

Service centres occur on main arteries intermittently for considerable

distances in the we11-deve1oped areas and less so in those most

newly developed.

The commercial efficiency of the surveyed mahallah will be

discussed in Chapter 14.

T,he Socio-economic structure of ~hdad

Next follows an analysis of tho main traits of Baghdad's socio-

economio structure based on the findings of the writer's field survey

(See Appendix A.)

Moslems form the greatest part of the population of the city,

accounting for 90 per cent of the total population of the city in 1965.

In the overwhelming majority they are Arabs, followed by Turks,

Kuras and Iranians.
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Relig~on is still a prominent fact of determining the residential

distribution of many people. This is observed particularly in

areas developed before 1956 (F1g. 10.27). Christians living among

Moslems in the nerl suburbs had obtained their houses from the government

as in aI-Maroun. Some of them have already sold their houses to buy

or rent a different one in another mahallah with a larger Christian

community.

An interesting finding was that 51.67 per cent of the Shiahs living

in the houses surveyed had come from the southern liwas, rlhile 37.78 per

cent of Sunnah families came from the northern and Ramadi Liwas, and

65.22 per cent of Sunnah families were original Baghdadi's compared

with only 41.5 per cent of Shiahs of the same origin. Most of the

migrant Shiah families (51.61 per cent) chose two mahallahs, 1. e. al-

Thawrah and al-Washash, whereas Sunnahs have a tendency to a wider

distribution, though 56.25 per "cent of them chose three particular

mahallahs, viz. lfunsur, Hai Dragh and. Washash. The choice of al-

lfasha.sh by Sunnahs was mainly for economic reasons, 1. e. 10\'1 rent, rlhile

the main reason for Shiahs was proximity to relatives as well as

economic considerations. One of the other findings \<{as that there was

a strong relationship between belonging to a ~rticular class of

population and the percentage of this population originating from

migration.. The lower the economic class of population, the higher was

the percentage of population coming from migration.

in the following table.

This is shown

Table 10.20: The relation between economic sta.tus and migration.

I1iahallah
! Average monthly income %of migrant
1 per family I.D. families

Mansur 618.88 25.00
Hai Dragh 69.18 47.06
irashash 32.95 I 65.52
Thawrah I 28.4. I 96.55 ..

Source: F1eld .'WO'!k 1971, See Appendix A, Tables E,J.
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The study showed that the popula.tion of Baghdad has three broad socio-

economic classes. Occupa.tion and income were considered as criteria

of the class position which is to a certain extent related to ethno-

religious affiliation. In the field investigation the living standard

of Baghdad's population appeared as very differentiated. The level of

existence of the majority is beloH the standards acceptable for modern

life, and. there is still a. wide gulf between the incomes of the higher

and the lower classes. This is expressed in 't'lealth, power, attitude,

dress and pa~rn of houses. The interviewed families (276) have been

separated according to family income~27

!Ugh-income Graul?: Families in this group earn more than 100 I.D.

Professional and. business men

per month. This reprosents 7.25 per cent of the interviewed families.

The professional structure of this class was ·as follows:

%
12.50

Police and. army officers

Civil servants

Retired

8.33

41.66

37.50

100.00

High-class families are concentrated in two mahallahs, i.e. in

11.76 per cant of the surveyed settlements.

Middle-Income Gr0;UQ: The average monthly. income of the family in this

class was between 50-100 I.D. This group accounts for 28.26 per cent

of the interviewed families. The professional structure of this class

....--------...-..--......_--_-...~._----------- ........-..-.._....~._~~
* The ayerage.,~ual per capita income in Iraq was 20 - 30 I.D. in 1949~4

The increase of per ca.pi-ta income in subsequent years is owing to
the growth of 9~1 revenues. In 1931 the oil revenue amounted to just
400tOOO~.....;.~~~~ th~y had jwnped to 200 mil~i~n f.. 25 Al-Ui~ai put
the annual'per co.p1ta 1ncome of the Baghdadi c1t1zen at 70 I.D. 1n 1957,
~nd.e::..:wi~~r;~averageof the country, excluding income from the oil
J. LI..t;I"ry.
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was as follows:

Civil servants

Workmen~' in governmental and
private employment

Professional and business men

Agriculturists

Retired

Police &army officers

Vendors

Soldiers

%
40.00

19.20

10.40

9.60

9.60

8.80

1.60

0.80

100.00

Families of the middle class are distributed more widely over the city

than the high-income group but are still concentrated in six mahallahs.

It was strange to find that Sayid Abdullah, a pre-1920 maha1lah,

was within this order in spite of the fact that more than 50 per cent of

the families do not own their houses. However, 100 per cent of the

interviewed families were original Baghdadis.

Low-Income Group': The average monthly income of each family l-laS

bet"lOen 26 - 50 I.D., accounting for 64.49 per cent of tho interviewed

families.

The professional structure of this class was as follows:

Workers

Civi1 Servants

Police &soldiers

Vendors

Professional &Business Men

Retired

%
57.20

18.68

9.73

6.23

5.84

2.33

100.00
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Low-class families show the greatest dispersion. Tiley dominated

nine of the surveyed localities 'tdthin the fixation line of the IImer

Fringe-Belt and beyond it. Those mahallahs represent more than

52 per cent of those surveyed. It "laS found that more than 66 per

cent of the interviewed families living in these mahallahs were

migrants.

The Polservice Master Plan of Baghdad stated that 5 per cent of

families were high-class, 20 per cent middle-class, and 75 per cent low-

class.

The field study showed that 1'1hilo the average number of persons

per family in the low-income group is 6.55, the average number of

rooms in their houses is 4.45. On the other hand, the average number

of persons per family in the high-class groups is 5.02, the average

number of rooms per house being 5.87. Size of rooms carmot be

considered here as virtually all the poor-class ('families are tenants

sharing their houses with other families. Those who owned their

houses as in al-Thawrah settlement are living in government-designed

houses with much smaller rooms.

into the following major ty.pos.

Generally Baghdadi families fall

The simple or natural monogamous

family is associated with tho new generation, mainly living in t-1estern

houses in the suburbs. Tho joint family still e:xists in :Baghdadi
eJ-

society consisting the parents, their children, and the eldest married
')

son with his children. The son here is playing two roles, the first

as a son in his father's family and the second as a husband and father

for his wife and children. Sometimes there are two married brothers and

perhaps other relations. The percentage of joint families in the

surveyed areas was 27.12.

The polygamous family has the husband, his l'Tives and their children.

TIlis family has two kinds of brothers: full-siblings and half-siblings •.
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In numerical terms, the number of this ldnd of family is declining

for economic and socia.l reasons. Almost none of the educatfd'.l people

can afford or ldsh to practice polygalIij'".

One of the findings of the field ~ survey nas that the family in

:Baghdad is generally a monogamous one of patriarchal type. This is

shotm in table 10.2.1 belou. From this ta!be it appears that 93 per

cent of the interviermes l'18ro married Inth one wife. All those
vJiM

married with two or mOrO;\rlere in the lm'l and middle classes. liarriage

with a relative soems to be very important in all classos, though it

is higher in high-class society. Christians have a. low percentage of

marriage with relatives, apart from Dtu-ah, and thoso who did marry

relatives came mainly from the same villago in the north.

In the Iraqi family it still is the man's exclusive task to earn

tho liVing for the family as a r1hole, while the l'lOmen as a rule is in

charge of the household and of the education of the children. Ther-

fore most women stay at home. This pattern however, has begun to show

a sl01'1 but st.eady declino. In 1:-65 it was found that 10 - 20 per cent

of the t'lomen in particular economic classes earn an income away from

hOUle~8 In the familios interviewed they accounted for about

28 per cent of tho total number of income-earners, the percentage

of \-lOmen in families of the highe~': income classes worldng away from

hOUle being greater than that of women in the lower classes. Table

10.22 shows the percentage of women worldng in the three economc

orders of the interviewod families. The rather high percontage of

worldng women in tho low class groups does not reflect the prevailing

situation in Baghdad because this class incorporates three Christian

mahallahs. But for that, the percentage would definitely bo lot'ler

than what was found in the middlo class group. If one excludes the
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Table 10.21: Marriage status in the surveyed maballahs by class (Fig. 10.28)

i

Mlhallah Married men with

one \·ti.fe Itwo wives four lvives
,

three wives relatives
% I % % % as wife

I
t % II , - .. . .

High Class

IMamun 100.00 - - - 66.61
I ! ,

Mansur 100.00 I 50.00 Ii - - - I. . . - .
r;oo.oo r~---!

..... -
Average - - i 58.34t............

Middle Class

Iskan 88.89 11.11 - - 66.61

Kerradah al-Sharq~ 15.00 12.50 6.25 6.25 51.89iyah

~i Dragh
,

41.06100.00 - - -
S£1;Yid Abdullah 90.09 9.09 - - 45.45

~taifiyah 90.00 10.00 - - 54.55

lKraiat 100.00
,

! 13.33- I - I -I I

I ! ! I -----:
IAverage 90.66 1.12 1.04 1.04 51.49

I

Low Class

IHnrah (MhaIJiyah) 100.00 - - - 44.44

Ishiukh (Kadhimiyah 82.30 11.65 - - 19.05
•l

lBustan ~:&i~~o.- 100.00 I 11.65

I
- - -

I

ItTfAli-~ WJ.J.n 93.18 6.82 - - 26.61
yah i

I
lHashash 89.29 10.11 - - 58.06 I
Thawrah 86.21 13.19 - - 19.31 I

50.00
I

Aguliyah 100.00 - - -
lDurah 100.00 - ! - I - 66.61

I ISuq Hamadah ! 92.31 1.69 - - 84.62
I I

Averago 93.31 t 6.30 - 1 - I 49.61.

Source: Fieldwork, 1911, Appendix A, Table -8.
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Christian ma.hallahs, the percentage of women among income earners in

the low class drops to 5.65 per cont. This justifies the conclusion

that for the majority of the population, the percentage of working

\-lomen is proportional to the income order of the group~

Table 10.22: Tho percentage of working women among the tota.l munber
of income earners.

Income class Working women as a percentage of
the total work force of the
respective class

High Class I 29.92j I'-
l·iiddle Class 8.05

I L:lw Class 11.80
i .

Source: Field . 1911, See Appendix A, Table E.

From the field survey several interesting facts emerged concerning

the nature of housing accommodation according to the three economic

classes. Tho average size of high-class families was less than that

of all interviewed families. As may be expected the average number

of' rooms per house is higher in high-class areas than among the lower

classcs.

The average number of persons per room was 1.89 times higher in

low-class houses and 2.08 times higher in middle-class houses compared

with that found in high-class houses. The average number of persons

per room and the average number of persons per family was less in the

high class than the average of all classes. On the other hand, the

average number of rooms and the size of block-plan per house was much

greater than those of the houses of' the lower classes. In the higher

classes the average area of block-plan per house was 3.39 and 4.14 times

greater than those of the middle and low class houses respectively.
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This can be seen in Table 10.23, below.

Table 10.23: Average family and house structure of the surveyed
areas accprding to income classes.

Income No. of Persons No. of Persons No. of rooms Average block-
I

Class per family per room per house plan per house

High I 5·;02 1.20 5~87

I
886.29

Hiddle i 6.04 2.46 4.30 261.58
I

6.55ww I

I 2.50 4.45 187.08,
I

Source: Field l'1Q;rk 1971, Appendix A, Table A. cPo

On the basis of Polservice1s sample study their Master Plan of

Ilaghdad put the average:: number of persons per family as 7 for both

the middle and high classes and at between 8 and 10 for the low

class. It also gave the average number of rooms per house as

5, 4 and 3 for the three classes and the percentages of population

by classes as 5 per cent, 20 per cent and 75 per cent for the high,

middle and low classes respectively~9 whereas the writer's field

work produced corresponding percentages of 7.25, 28.26 and 64.49.

One family, ie. 0.36 per cent of the 276 interviewed families,

was observed to live in a multi-storey building, i. e. one of three

storeys on the main street of Karradah al-Sharqiyah. The failure

of high-rise buildings to attract lhghdadi families is owing to the

long-standing social tradition of living in a separate house to

secure maximum privacy, and also to the fact that nearly all multi-

storey residential buildings were copies of designs from climatically

and. culturally quite different regions. The new buildings do not

have roofed balconies, terraces, deep loggias, porches and other

elements observed in the traditional courtyard house. The

requirement for privacy has been paramount in all types of houses,

old and new. For those built before 1936 it had been satisfied by the
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use of blank outer walls, dog-leg entrances, high window sills and

courtyards. In the post...1936 houses privacy is achieved by additions

and modifications such as the height of garden walls and roof parapets

among other instances. This is indicated in the table belol'1.

Tnble 10.221-: Priva.cy devices on Baghdadi houses according to class

I
. » .. . • I

%of houses having %of houses havingClass garden walls higher roof parapets
than eye level I higher than eye level

I
High 50.72 I 58.57I

63.33
I

Middle I 85.00
Low 33.33 60.58

Average 49.13 I 68.05,
I

. . -
Source: Fieldwork 1971, Appendix A, Table D.

It appears that middle-class families were the most conservative.

This nctual1y results from the fact that !:lost of the 10\'1-class houses

have neither garden nor roof parapet, ~ poor-class families sleeping

in their court-yards at night 8 Roo'f construction is expensive for

..

them. Furthermore, most of the houses distributed to these families

by the government have low garden 't"lalls and parapets as they are mere

copies of European or American styles. Nevertheless, a high percentage

of their owners have subsequently :heightened these walls as a social

necessity. Most of tho gardens, particularly among the middle and

low classes, are situated at the back of the houses where they do not

need rmy walls as they are bordered by back neighbours' blank walls.

All :Baghdc.di houses are one to three storeys high. In general

single-storey houses are associa.ted 't"dth low-class families and multi-

storeyed houses with higher classes. The average number of storeys of

the surveydd houses by economic classes was as below (Fig. 10.26)
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Table 10.25: Average number of storeys per house for different
income groups in the surveyed maha11ahs.

---........... T ...
I I

Class one storey t\"l0 storeys I threo storeys--
no. % No. % No. r %I

High 2 14.28 15 85.72 - -
Middle 22 40.80 I 35 57.60 1 1.60 II t

Low 56 48.50 I 45 50.80 1 0.70 It I-
Source: Field.vlOrk 1911, See Appendix A, Tables E, 00..

The two throo-storeyed houses in the middle- and low-class areas

are e:::ceptional cases as they are o\-med by a landlord agriculturist

in Kraiat, and a landlord in Orfaliyah who has left his house to live

in the now SUburbs, the house nO\'l being rented by several families.

The throe income classes can also be easily distinguished by

the places they fr.oquent in their leisure time, by the quality of

their houses, the daily or monthly expenditure and the furniture they

own. While all high-class families interviewed owned T. V. sets and

refrigerators, these items were f01.U1d in only 37.41 per cent and

41.69 per cent respectively in low-class families. For the middle-

class families the percentage also was IIlllch higher than what was

f01.U1d in the low-class as shown in the table bolow.

Table 10.26: Domestic equipment of different income groups

-
Class T.V. o\'mership % Refrigerator ownership '/0 Bedding

Ownership

---- .. . ~

High 100.00 91.67 100.00

Middle 59.94 68.88 18.04
Low 37.41 30!31 41.69-- . .

Source: Field:.wctk 197l , See Appendix A, Tables E, H.
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Motorization;, in fus.hd.a;d:

There is no doubt that the various means of transportation have

played a prime role in the development of the different morphological

patterns of the oity. Both the internal structure and external

morphology of a:ny oity is highly influenoed by its street system and

by motorization though the effeot varies '\oridely depending on the

nature, age, location and functional "',significanoe of eaoh street,

the ovorall distribution pattern of population acoording to their

sooio-ooonomio status and tho land-use pattern of the oity. Mostly

streets attract various urbnn functions suoh as residential,

commeroial and industrial, owing to the ease of movement and accessi-

bility of both goods and people.

No traffio oensus lms been made within the City of :Baghdad, and

like tho statistios of other oopeots traffic oensuses are based on

liwD. units. Tho Oity of J3a.ghdad. as well as other Mesopotamian tOloffiS thus

lack a:ny Idnd. of survey of tho movement of people to and from their

plaoos of work and. the amount of money and time spent in this movement.

HOv1Over, steps havo been taken in 1971 to assess the traffic nOli

in particular parts of the city. The resUlts will be of vital

assistanoe in understanding the present situation and in a.

functional olassifioation of streets. Baghdad Liwa has alw~s led

the other liwas in the number of vehioles. In its geographical key

position, Baghdad is a gathering and distribution oentre for produoe

of its hinterland, which practically COVers the whole oountry.

In 1970 !laghdad had 9/661 lorries (29.52 per oent of the

oountry's total), 3,902 buses (42.2 per oent), 13,766 taxis (64.39

per oont) and 30.319 private oars (65.86 per oent)(Fig. 10.29.)
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The high -'Percentage of private cars in Baghdad Liwa reflects the

high economic standard of its population compared with other liwas,

while the high percentage of taxis indicates the horizontal expansion

of the city, which is inadequately served by public buses.

While the ratio of private cars in Iraq was 4.87 per 1,000

inhabitants in 1970, it was 12.64 in Baghdad. In the same year an

average of one person in 205 owned a car, but in Baghdad the ratio l'TaS

. 7030*one J.n '/.

For the period 1961 - 1970, the growth of motor vehicle registration

in Iraq and Baghdad has been increa.sing at the average rate of 4,474

and 1,866 per yoar respectively, depending on government regulation

**regarding general import-export policy.

There are no car statistics in the City of B9.ghdad, nor do the

authorities knot-T tho locational pa.ttern of car ownership in the city.

All cars holding the Bughdad registration refer to B9.ghdad Liwa,

an arrangement \"1hich should be changed to make proper traffic planning

possible.

However, at tho end of 1965, the Polsorvice 1-1aster Plan of Baghdad

estimated the total number of registered motor vehicles 'uhich included
j.

motor c,ycles as follows:

Passenger cars

Trucks

1Io-~or c,yc1es

51,800

8,200

3,100

63,100

* It is a low ratio compared with developed countrios. For example, .
in 1964, there was ono private car for every 8 persons in the U.E.31

** Tho grol-Tth in tho number of cars can a.lso be seon from the fact that
in 1961 there was on averago 9 transport vehicles per kIn of roads;
incroasing to 13 cars per Ian in 196;. In England the corresponding
ratios were 38.1 and 86.2 cars per km of road.32
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According to the materials obtained by the social survey

conducted by the Polservice team among the inhabi-tants of 13aghdad,

the structure of Ol-mership of private cars was as follovlS:

Table 10.2·7: Car ownership in Baghdad by class

i Social grOUP' l~~~hlY r-%-o--p.....oP-::::...~-·....in~-:---;ndex
Income i group. Approx.

I.D. I number

-----ICars
Approx. No.

I
4,3004:1000

100:1000

jlO-50 I
I

51-100 i
I

Low class

High class

lfi.d.dle class

,

75 t' 1,180,000

20 315,000
I

100: 5; 80,000! 200;1000 16,000

_~~T....ot_a._.l~ ........--.._I_""""'...... -_.>_: lO~~ 1.,5;:;T.30!lOOORoo .
Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, lfaster Plan of Baghdad Vol. 1

Warsaw (1969) p. v-4.

It was found that the follovling districts have the largest number

of registered cars: al-lfansur - about 8,600, Karradah al-8harqiyah

(including- Masbah) 5,100, and Ke.dhimiyah and Adhamiyah each about

5,000. Each of -the latter tl"10 districts include a number of modern

suburbs (Fig. 10.30). The districts haVing the smallest numbliI' of

registered cars nere al-fuiya with about 800, and al-Thawrah with

about 200.

If one considers the places of registration of vehicles as the

origins of the traffic, and the pla.ces of work and other functional

centres as journey destination centre~, then more interesting and

useful data l-till be achieved.

Private cars are of trivial importance in the internal

transportation of Baghdad. The percentage of car elmers is strongly

correlatod with tho economic order of the community. This was distinct

in the surveyed mahallahs as shown below.
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Table 10.28: Car ~'mership in Baghdad City by classes: (Fig. 10.31)

Class %of car owners

High 62.50

Middle 6.96

ww 0.02
J

Source: Field vlOr~,1911, See Appendix A.,
Table Na.

Furthermore, the field stuqy revealed that the highest percentage

of car owners was found in the post-1956 suburbs, followed by areas

developed in the third morphological phase, i.e. 1920 - 1936, and

after that by the areas developed during the fourth morphological

phase, which includes two low-class maha11ahs. None of those interviewed

and living in the pre-1920 city owned a private car. However, the

distance dimension increases according to the morphological phase of

the area, as well as the high-class maha11ahs located in suburbs

developed after 1;56. This is shown in the table below:

Table 10.29: Car ownership in Baghdad City according to the morphological
phase .of the area:

MOrphological phase %of car owners

Pre-1920 -
1920 - 1936 8.83

1936 - 1956 3.33

Post-1956 21.96

Average; .3 10.85. - . . ---
Source: Field' wprk1911, See Appendix A, Table Na.

For l3ughdad, traditional Rusafah is the main journey-destination,

becausc of the concentration of business, commercial (Wholesale and

retail), recreational, administrative and other cultural land uses which
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naturally draw people from all other residential areas.

In 1966, it l'laS found. that about 9,000 cars, i.e. about 50 per

cent of all cars being parked in the vicinity of places of work,

were in Rusafah. In Baghdad as well as in most of the .Arab capitals

transport links between outlying suburbs are negligible.

Fbr Baghdad as well as other cities, there is an intimate

relationship between the residential districts, i.e. garaging

areas of vehicles and. the distribution of the functional centres

of the city, i.e. places of work, shopping, entertainment, etc.

This relationship determines the traffic circulation between the

residential areas and. centros of interest.

If the statistical relationship were knol'm, it would be

possible to determine the structure of vehicular traffic; i. e

vehicles on the streets and the vehicles parked during rush hours.

It would help in determining the amount of traffic between separate

areas and its distribution compared with the number of registered

cars and. number of parked vehicles. However, a disttnction should

be made betwoen passenger car units and lorries.

Field observation indicates that the cars terminate in the

Old Town of the city and can be categorised into three kinds;

private cars owned by the govornLlent and business employees; cars

ear.r,ying Bupplies for the commercial firms and shops, and cars of

people visiting professional or governmental offices on personal

business.

As in many other large towns, there is no great volume of direct

through traffic in the City of Baghdad. Transit traffic accounts

for 0.2 - 4.1 per cent of all incoming traffic depending on its

direction.
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Besides this there also exi.st s broken transit traffi 0,

involving a break of journey tOrm before oontinuing.

The volume of traffio entering daily (for goods and passengers)

along the five major radial roads of the oity, was as fo11ows: 33

Mosu1 highway entranoe

Syrian highway entranoe

ilillah highway entrance

Bnsrah highway entrance

Khanaqin highway entranoe

1350 vehio1es

3000 vehio1es

4300 vehio1es

3750 vehio1es

1750 vehicles

Through these entranoes, Baghdad reoeived its supplies of

agricultural, animal and industrial produots, as well as national

*and international visitors, particularly during religious festivals.

It is important to point out that in spite of the differenoes between

the pressures on these roads, all of them are of similar width to

And for example the Hi11ah highroad on whioh more

than 4,000 motor vehio1es pass per day, is about the same width as

:Baghdad - Rashidiyah whioh takes only a few vehio1es per day.

In 1971 and aooording to the information provided by the transport

union of Karkh o.nd. Rusafah there were 3,655 vehio1es (taxis and

buses of various types), running from :Baghdad, to various parts of the

oountry, in regular servioe. The frequenoy of these vehicles varies

* Baghdad lacks fast and easy roads linking the oity with its
immediate tributary agricultural areas. In many cases a farmer in
a villagE) situated 45 KIDs from the capital has to spend. five hours
to reach the city. He has to walk to the nearest road and wait for
the first DOans of transport. This could be a lorry ~r 15-year 0:1. ...
woodon-bodied bus, and he has to sit on the top of a load or be
squeezed in with the passengers. Some of the farmers even have to
attach themselves to the side of the vehicle, which results in
breaking a fe~ motoring regulations and may even cause the death of
the passengor. 4



Fig. 10. 3:J,. Dislribu1ion of Traffic on Main Routes (lifter Po/service. Mosrer Plan)
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greatly deponding on the destination nnd the sea.son of the year

and tho religious festivals.

Vehicles originate either from Karkh or Rusafah's Inner

Fringe :Belt, where large garages wore established in 1969/1970, one

on oither side. These two garages have incorporated all other

terminal garages previously sontt ored throughout the pre-1956 city.

Their it1portance is shown belm-I.

Table 10.30: The total number of vehicles running from KOrkh and
Rusafah Terminal Garages.

Taxis % Buses %

Rusafah 656 56.11 , 1,182 47.89

Karkh j 521 43.89 1,286 52.11

/p Ittl 1,187 100.00 2,468 100.00
,

Source: Personal interview with the transportation Union of Rusafah
nnd Karkh, Baghdad, 1971.

alreacij:
As/mentioned)there is no statistionl information about the

traffic volume on Baghdad's streets. In 1965 the Polservice Master

Plan chocked tho traffic flow in 152 points throughout the city,

proving a large c.mount of traffic in the central streets and the

intra"'Ci:tU" stroets leading to the traditional central areas (Fig. 10.32).

In In£lJly oases the volume of traff'i c during the peak period

amounted to as IlUU'liY as 2,000 vehicles per hour in one direction, and

along al-Sadun street and Damascus street it even reached over 3,000

vehicles. However, these two streets lead to the most prosperous

suburbs of the city, as well as to other parts of the country. This

fairly high volume of traffic lasts for several hours, but it is

heaviest during tho rush hours of 7.30 a.m. - 8.30 a.m. and l2.3C p.m.
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3.00 p.m. i.e. l-vhen work begins and finishes. During the late

evening and at night the traffic declines (Fig. 10.33).

The increasing traffic pressure on the central area. led to

numerous decisions for the construction of the break-threugh streets,

mainly running in a north-west, south-east direction. Theso streets

on ei~her side of the river soon became the major central business

streets of the city, attracting various urban functions and adopting

chaotic orchitectura1 forms.

Consequently, the modern urban fabric introduced forcibly into

the most traditional sections of the city, resulted in increased

social and morphological heterogeneity, so characteristic of Arab

towns after the second World Wor.

Although in common with other metropo1isos Baghdad is having

increasing traffic problems, yet it has its om specific problems,

aggravated by inadequate supervision of the internal traffic flow,

and the 10N standard of efficiency of the traffic police establishment,

viz. 700 officers in 1969, having only 51 cars and 84 motor cyc1es
35

who in lbghdad aro reduced to a1w~8 begging God to solve the problem

as they ore not able to intervene. Baghdad badly lacks effective

traffio legislation although the number of cars is increasing

substantially and open spaces are receding because of the growth of

other urban developments. With pavements being narrow vendors ore

a1wtl\Ys encroaching upon the main streets, adding to the traffic

problem which is moreover increased by the lack of o:ny direct and

convenient links bat~Qn most of the suburbs developed after 1956 and the

poor access from some of these districts to the main roads. This is

responsible for most of the intra-city traffic passing thro~h the

central orea, whether its destination is thereor not.
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The absence of any functional classification of streets has resulted

in a situation \-lhere almost every street except the local ones, are

motorable and accessible not only for local traffic, serving the

adjoining areas, but also for transit o'traffic from other unrelated

areas.

Baghdad stroets lack trafficUights, even at roundabouts which

are the most common form of junction, and pedestrian crossings, and this

also contributes to the traffic problem. The design of most

roundabouts is of B.l.i orthodox circular pa.ttern, which does not facilitate

easy traffic flO\°I. Therefore, their design should be readjusted to

avoid the unnecessary blockage of traffic so common in the pre-1956

streets of the city.
t\no:l

lhghdad also lacks riverside streets... parking spaces. Nor are

most of the governmental and private buildings, whether located in the

centre or otherwiso, provided with parldng places. The lack of parking

areas in Baghdad is responsible for the common Baghdadi pre.ctice of

kerbside parking almost an;ywhere in the city. While this has a negligible

effect on traffic in the outskirts it is highly detrimental to the

traffic flo\'1 in the central area. Sometimes cars in the central area

park two or even three abreast, reduoing the width of the carriageway.

Cars also park on intersection corners reducing visibility for drivers and

endangering both passongers and pedostrians. The high rate of road

accidents i11ustrato the traffic situation in Be.ghdad and the rest of

the country. For every 104 cars in Iraq there is a traffic accident,

while the corrosponding ratio is 375 in Italy, 935 in France, 1410 in the

36U.K. and 2,000 in tho U.S.A.

Fig. 10.34 . shows the traffic accidents in Baghdad City during

1969~7 Most of tho road accidents took place along the entro.nces of the

city, particularly along the Klmragin, Mosul and Syrian highroads, owing
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to the absence of proper traffic supervision and because of the

ignorance of drivers about traffic regulations, and affected particu

larly mini-bus drivers, vlho drive hazardously when competing with each

other for passengers.

All unbuilt sites in the central area are used for parldng.

These open spaces nrc the result either of tho croatian ef new streets,

or demolition, and are therefore only te~oro.r.y, unpaved car-parkB,

not organized zones. Furthermore, streets are misused by workshops

such as tile vlOrks, repair garages, cycle~hire shops, gahwnhs, casinos,

restaurants, to.:x:i. agencies, car shows, auction shops and a host of

other mobile land. uses, which encroach upon the streets, increasing

the driving risks.

:&ghdad's bridges, six at present, play their otm pert in the

internal motorization of' the city. Three of them are located within

the limits of the Old Town. Apart from al-Jumhuriyah and the

suspension bridgo they arc of limited traffic capacity, the central

bridges being over-used, particularly at the peak hours when they

bocome completely congested (J."ig 10.35).

The reasons for this are that the bridges aro of lirnited width,

and are incorrectly approached owing to the traffic system. The

central bridges of al-Ahrar and al-Shuhada, measuring 8 m each, are

inadequate for tl'10 lanes of traffic (one in either direction). The

bridges aro used by huses and. lorries of all description.

The railway bridge 6 m wide, vlhich endangers the normal traffic

because of contiguity with the railwoy track. Only the suspension

bridge at Karrndah al-Sharqiyah, has considerable capacity reserves.

This perhaps is because tho route does not continue in the southern

direction.
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Thero has been a recent re-organization of traffic to reserve

the capacity of the central bridges, al-.LThra.r, al-8huhada, each 2 to

3 lanes, ond al-Jumhuriyah Bridge with 4 lanes.

To re-route tho intra-city motor traffio another three bridges

are going to be built: one near the Presidential Palace, one in al

Durah areo. iind a third in Bab al-lfudham area. They will provide

oonvenient cross-river routes for traffic from different pe.rts of the

West and Enst Sides of Baghdad. lU-Durah Bridge will oonnect al-Durah

industrial and residential area with the South Rusafah industrial

aroc, and also with the .Basrah highlvt3\Y, and thus provide a southern

by-pass to ,R"1.ghdad for traffio from the southern liwas ldshing to get

either to the holy cities of Najaf, Karbala and Kufah, or to Hillah,

:Monul and tho Damascus highway.

Pu1?lic Trans~o:r:t:

Traffic in Baghdad is a nightmare mixture of many modes of

transportation, involving travel at greatly varied speeds and with

virtual disregard for lane discipline. 1111 kinds of traffic make

frequent use of their horns, whether it is allowed or not. The main

internal passenger transport media are publio buses, owned by the

government, privata buses of all kinds, taxis, Which are lJostly owned

by indiViduals, although occasionally by companies, private cars and

horse-drawn carriages. It is not unoommon to find oivilians, wealtlw

and middle-class paoplo 0l'il!::;Jg taxis, which aro put in service, being run

oither by tho owners or b,y salaried drivers •

.At prosent, buses are used for mass transport in Baghdad. The

development of the public bus services has aided both the present

areal expansion of the city, as well as being a cheap Bolution to the
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commuting problorJ of the inhabitants of tho nOl-l, widely spread

rosidential suburbs. The averagc chargo for a 7.3 kin journey is

15 fils (1ft penco), so that ma,2\Y lines of the Baghdad buscs are

1.U1economico.l.

To indicatc tho groat pe.rt ployed by public buses~ fughdad huses

provide laore than 50 per cent of the buses in the c01.U1try as a whole~8

As has been seen in earlier chapters, Baghdad Transport Adminis

tration was established in 1938, but it had to wait until 1943 to

cotmlonce its services, when it owned 21 l-1ooden-bodied buses. The

area served by the buses in 1943 was 10 lonsin radius, ';l., figure which

has increased to 50 kJIU during the recent physical expansion of the

city, i.e. five-fold within three decados.

In 1969 the number of Baghdad buses rose to 687. out of the

1,083 buses existing in the country.

The average number of operating buses in 1947/1948 was 96, and these

transported 45,510,300 passengers. In 1969, and owing to the

population explosion of the city, the number of operating buses was

increased to 467, transporting 184,254,575 passengers~9 The average

number of passengers per month is 15,354,575.

The average number of daily passengers in 1947/1948was 128,000

rising to 511,819 in 1959 and 506,051 in 19691° During rush hours

and religious occasions naturally the number of passengers increases

considerably. The average monthly passengers served by .Waes in 1967

is shown in (Fig. 10.36). It was more than 13 Iiunion in all in ~
C

one month with an increase in Yarih, April, May and June owing to

the weather boing more agroeab1e during these months, therefore

attracting visitors from allover the country.
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The following table shows the importance of the major t'JIedia of

intra-city tra»eport in the surveyed areas by classes:

Table 10.31: ME:dia of transport in the surveyed maha11ahs

. .

Class Porcentage of interviewees using

Public buses r Mini-buses-t Taxis I Private cars

High 33.33 - - 62.5°

Middle 36.25 24.06 .1'.13 I 6.96

ww 33.60 18.62 9.14 ;-

IGencra1 Average 36.33 17.90 8.41 10.85.
Source: Field wo!k1971, See Appendix A, Table Na.

From this table it appears that the majority of interviewees use

public buses. lv"rini-buses are of secondary importance, f'ollowed by taxis.

People who use taxis are charged per head and not as in .Europe.

More than 60 per cent and 52 per cent of' the middle and low class

interviewees use public buses and mini-buses but only 33 per cent of'

high class interviewees, most of' whom own private cars.

Most of tho buses aro over 15 years old. According to data f'rom

1969/1970, Baghdad has 687 husos, 332 of them English double-deckers,

the rest sing1o-deckers, these being English, German, Egyptian and

Hungarian,. most of' which are of' low C',o,pacity, seating 65 passengers plus

standing spa.ce.

There are six depots, three of them with current caintenance service

f'a.ci1ities, for the public buses. MOst of them are located on the

Inner and Middle Fringe Be1ts,_ on either side of the city, e.g. :Bab al

Mudham at the northern end of Sheikh Omar Street,. with 7,200 sq. IJ

area., Sheikh Oma.r Garage, 10,000 sq. m , Tal Muha.z:JIJad Garage 27,000 sq. m,

a,l-Ataif'iyah Garage 17,000 sq. m, and Waziriyah and Dawoodi Oarages.



*Each garage houses between 120 .·150 buses.

In 1971 there were 102 routes for the public buses, covering

a distance of more than 1,000 kms,of which more than 80 per cent is

within the city boundaries. They serve almost the whole city, and

a number of settlements outside the municipal boundaries. During the
in 1960

last decade the number of routes has increased from 391/with a total

length of 353 knI to about 100 in 1970 with some 1,000 knltl

Most of the bus routes have their starting points on the periphery

of the Old Town, or from the central bridgeheads.

The starting points are located proportionately in the areas,

or not far from the areas where a great majority of the inhabitants

converge and disperse ever,y day.

Table 10.32: The main bus centres in the city:

Area No. of routes ~ of the total
no of routes

E9.at Side

AI-Tahrir square 29 28.43

Al-Maidan and AI-1&:. In ,- 21 20.59
uniyah squares

l3ab al-MudharJ square 18 17.65

Al-lCsir s~e 2 1.96

I .Adha.miyah 2 1.96

I Al-Nahdhah square 1 0.98

Baghdad al-Jadidah 5 4.90I
I .- -
I .78 76.47
~est Side

Al-Shuhada square 11 10.78

Jamal Abdul Nasir square 4 3.92

Kadhimiyah 6 5.88
-

Total 21 20.59

** other Places 3 2.94

Gonera1 Total 102 f 100.00
.

SQ~t:'~: Pub1J.c :Bus .AdmirustratJ.on, Route Map of Baghdad publJ.c buses 1571•

* Pr~~:te garages and their locational pattern will be discussed in
Chapter 14.

** The other three routes start as followsz al-Ziwiyah-Ja.miahi CustOD'S

stores - Second Police Town, and al-:l'aji lhrracks.
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From this table it appears that more than 67 per cent of the

bus routes start from the peripheral squares of traditional Rusafah.

78 per cent of the city bus routes originate froLl the Eastern Side

cotlpared with the West Side which had only 21 per cent of the lines.

Al-Tahrir squore alono, had more than 28 per cent of all the

linos, indicating its increasing significance.

Most of the bus stops* in the central areas, where tho most

congosted junctions are, should be replaced as they create difficulties

for other vehicles using these junctions.

The nUIJber of routes passing through the city centre, and

serving tho suburbs, and the frequency of buses running on those

routes, does not tloet the transport dooands of theso areas. Buses

do not o.1woys run according to the principle of the shortest nnd quickest

oonnection betwcnn the various parts of the city and its centre.

The tlunioipal transport routes are served by betweGn 70 and 80

per cent of the number of buses12
5000 of the incapaoitated

buses are either in repair depots or are awaiting spare parts or

mechanics who are not readily available, or are kept in reserve.
b

Table 10.33: Tho running frequency of 13aghdad t s ~iO buses.
I

Running frequoncy in minutes No. of lines %

1 - 5 - -
5 - 10 46 45.10

10 - 15 33 32.35

15 - 20 "? 14 13.73,
_f·

6 5.8820 - 30 j'

30 - over r 3 , 2.94

.- . ,
t 102 f 100.00,

.~;.:J,. .

* In 1911, therG were 5,675 bus stops with an average intervol of
345 m with request stops in the suburbs. The average length of
each payable trip is 7.3 kID.
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On central routes where soveral lines r'.ltl, the frequency

increases to one bus every 5 oinutes or less. On particular streets

buses may run every 30 seconds. The average number of trips per

working dey of 18 hours from 5.30 a.D. to 11.30 p.m. ·:·.ranges bet'\olOen

25 and 135 depending on the size and economic standard of the area

linked between the starting and destination points of each routes.

The average speod allowed for public buses ranges between 10 and

30 km per hour, depending on whether the bus operates in the central

or peripheral parts of the city.

From field observation tho average frequency of buses decreo.ses

during rush hours owing to increased congestion during these times.

In 1965, the Polservice team studied journey times, which

illustrated the time efficiency of the mass transportation pattern.

Their analysis of journey times was illustrated by using mass

transportation, busos and vans (mini-buses) jointly. They oonsidered

al-Tahrir Square as the centre of the pattern. FrOD their results

thoy deterIJined tho oxtont of I:UlSS transportation and the number of

inhabitants served on individual journeys, f'or access to tho centre.

It appeared that more than 43 per cont of the inhabitants of' :&ghdad

had journeys of' Doro than 50 minutos, and loss than 10 per cent had

journeys of less than 20 tlinutes on public buses. On publio buses

and mini-buses ootlbincd the average journey-time decreases o.nd the

majority of the inhabitants had journeys of loss than 40 minutoB.

This is mown int.table 10.34.

From this table it appears that only 9 per cent of the popula.tion

can arrivo at tho centre within a titlo of loss than 20 minutos; the

rest spend Dore than that in commuting to the contre. Mc,re than 82 per
,

cent of the popula.tion spend more than Wf an hour in their trip to

the centro. This indioates the fact that lhghdad has become a. large
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city with the mnjority living in the suburbs.

Table 10.34: The length of journoy-times for access to the centro by
buses and buses and mini-buses combined*

Journey time Buses Buses and Mini-
in Ulinutos No. of inhabitants % buses . combined %

0-10 26,000 1.71 53,000 3.49

10 - 20 • 114,000 7.50 302,000 19.87

20 - 30 126,000 8.29 348;000 22.89

30 - 40 225,000 14.80 355,000 23.36

40 - 50 339,000 23.30 231,000 15.20

I 50 - 60 225,000 14.80 164,000 10.79

+ 60 445,000 29.28 67,000 4.41

I Total J 1,520 ,000 100.00 I 1,520,000 100.00 I
-- • .

Source: Polservico Consulting Engineers, Master Plan of :Baghdad,
Harsaw,1(1969) v - 17u

The Polservico Master Plan estimatod that between 80 per cent

to 85 por cent of the passenger traffic was directed towards the

Old Town of :Baghc1o.d. There was only a small nmount of journeYing

between separate residential a.reas, which according to the Master Plan

accounted for about 15 - 20 per cent of tho 1'1hole traffic.

* The calculatod index of the transporta.tion aooessibility of the centre,
that is tho average time needed for travel from home to the centre,
amounts to 45.9 minutes :for the bus, and to 32.7 minutes :for bus and
van used in combination. The maxitlUIJ time needed for travel to the
oentre is 90 Ulinutes by bus and 60 Ulinutes for oombined bus and
van.
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10 per cent of all the daily passenger traffic in the rush

period of 7.30 - 9.00 a.c. was found to be directed towards the

central area, while the second peak period between 1.00 - 3.00 p.D.

accounted for about 8.5 per cent of the daily load of the municipal

buses.

Owing to the existence of various functional centres beyond the

1956 limits of the city, it was observed that, during tho corning rush

hour, the size of passenger traffic directed away froc the central

area, approaches about 6 per cent of the daily load during the morning

rush hour~3

Froc field observation it has been found that generally tho

intensity of bus occupancy is not very high, and the buses are normally

occupied to about 70 to 90 per cent of their full capacity.

Usually, about 70 -80 por cent of the bus capacity is occupied

at the starting points, and a further 20 - 30 per cent of the passengers

get in along the route, but at the same tice perhaps about 10 per cent

of the passengers get off along the way, therefore between 80 - 90 per

cent of the pnssengers arrive in the central area.

Mini-bus transportation:------------
The municipal mass transport buses are spontaneously supplecented

by a fairly largo number mainly of Ford tranait vans (mini-buses)

taking 12 - 14 passengers. As thoro are no data about this aspGct of

the registered vehicles, theln nucber has been osticated by contacting

the Transport Workers Union and assessed at 2,427. In addition there

were in 1971, 850 buses of all descriptions14·

The van routes have their starting points on tho periphery of the

1956-oity, sometices near tho startil18' points of the public bus routes.

Those routes are permanent, though not very organized. The Dini-bus

stops to collect passengers upon request, or to drop passengers, a.t ~
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point along the routo. The stnrting point for mini-buses are Bab al

Sharji. 1l.lawi al-Hillah. Kadhimiyah Salihiyah and al-Shuhadnh bridgehead.

The routes where sevoral lines run have a frequency as high as every 15 . .

seconds as in the case of al-Nidha1 streets.

The I:linimum and maximuo time needed for travel to the centro by

mini-bus is nearly half the time that is noeded on tho public buses.

Usually. mini-buses are full when starting from the central areas. and

perhaps 20 - 30 per cent of their passengers alight o.long the way at

request stops. On the other hand. they are not necessarily full when

starting from tho residential areas; but collect passeneers while

heading towards the central areas.

Taxis

statistics about to.xis again are not available. According to

traffic police headquarters. there were 196 taxi agencies (companies).

each having a fleet of 4 - 20 vohicles deperiling on the location, age

of settlel4lent and the wealth of tho area15 There are l4loroover

certain defined routes, along which fixed numbers of taxis run their

services. Tho 1l1.u:lber of the taxis having such defined routes was

estimated by the Transport florkers Union at 1.809~6 Most of these

taxis are run by individual owners or by hired drivers.

Theso taxis operate in t1'ro ways, either commencing a journey only

when full, taking norIJally five passengers each, or cODl:lencing when

not full. and collecting passGngers along the way at request stops.

E1ther way passengers are charged per head.

Along their fixed route. taxis I:light work up to 2 a.m. They

operate along 4 fixed routes on the West Side and another 16 routes

on the ~st Side. The other taxis. which are the most COI:lCOn in
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Baghdad, have no fixed starting point or routes, and operate whenever

the driver wishes. Such taxis, particularly in the poor suburbs,

offer the same services as mini-buses, as they :frequently carry !Jore

than seven passengers each.

In Baghdad one can order a taxi at any time, day or night. Taxis,

like buses, are used :frequently during the rush hours and also

benefit froIJ the long intervals between buses during the non-rush.

Since the 1950' s the number and. icportance of horse carriages for

pa.ssenger transportation has declined substantially. This was

because of the successful co~etition of car transport as well as

new regulations restricting the areas to be used by arabanahs

(horse-drawn carriages). In 1970, and bocause of the depressed

situation of tho arabanah owners, several areas in the capital wore

n110wed to be served by arabanahs. In 1971, the nUIJber of arabanahs in

comtlission in Baghdad was estiootcd at 263. The average daily revenue

for araba.nahs is slightly over 2 I.D~7 They concentrate in the

religious areas, and on the periphery of tho 1956-city, where car

transport is not convenient.
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CHUTER 11

Modern Fringe-Belt Development.

As a direct consequence of its vast pnysical expansion in modern

times, :Baghdad has at present a set of three fringe belts, the first or

Inner Fringe Belt (IF.B), the second. or Middle Fringe Belt (JIFB) and

the most recent or Outer Fringe Belt (OF.B) (fig. 11.1).

These fringe belts reflect successive growth stages of 13aghdad

during its history. Each of them is a self-perpetuating zone of

characteristic land-use elements, going successively through its

initiation, expansion and consolidation phases. Although these fringe

'. belts have their own unique characteristics yet they can be compared
1

with those of other towns.: Like those of AlnWi:ck Baghdad's fringe
)

belts are separated by other, mainly residential, integuments~

The first two ft-inge belts of Baghdad, i.e. the IF.B and the

I~ have developed a belt-like zone originating from the once stationary

fringe of the town along the old town walls in the case of the former

and from the temporarily stationary fringe within the city's dykes and

railway installations in the case of the latter. The OF13 on the other

hand has initiated its incipient dispersed urban development without

having an antecedent fixation line or any pnysi("al contact with those of

the IF.B and MF13.

However all three fringe belts are initially characterized by their

mixture of certain land-use elements seeking peripheral location for

various reasons though the belts react and. develop Bubsequently in

response to what is happening in the city centre. The functional

development and consequent changes taking place in the fringe belts,

whether intra or extr~urally, reflect the interplay of various economic.,'

social, technological and planning factors.
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Iraq has no topographical survey maps and plans such as those

available in Britain. None of the obtainable maps show plot boundaries.

To trace the history of individual plots in the fringe belts is impossible,

not only in Iraq but in most Arab countries. Howeve~, Baghdad Old Town

had a precise and detailed map with plot boundaries in 1918~and'as

described in Chapter 6, the built-up area then was not filling the

walled town.

A sizeable unbui1t intramural existed in Rusafah, being the urban

fallow resulting from the repeated destruction of former built-up areas

during the long centuries of l3aghdad's decline. While this vacant

land was being gradually filled between 1918 and 1956, the city

authorities kept no maps recording the new plot boundaries. This has

increased the importance of the field investigation carried out by the

writer to give a fair review of the modern evolution of the city's

fringe belts.

The Inner Fringe Belt: (~g. 11.1)

Among three fringe belts, Baghdad's IFB is the first and unlike

that of ma.rv British towns of medieval origin, was the only one in the

city before 19201 It has evolved around its primary fixation line,

i.e. Rusafah's e1eventh-cen'~TYand Karkh's early nineteenth century wall,

surrounding the traditional kernel or Old Town of Baghdad in a characteris-

tic asymmetrical pattern. Like that of Alnwick, Baghdad's IFB has two

different plot and building patterns, viz, the relatively restricted,

c1osc-grained traditional intramural inherited outlinesand a much

larger coarse-grained historically more recent and so morphologically

* This map was supplied by Amanat a1-Asimah. It derived from an enlarged
air-pho1P BUI'Vey of the city on the scale of 1:880. There is no reference
on the map as to the original source of the air-photo, butthe writer
believes that it was taken by the R.A.F. in the years 19+8-19.



Fig. 11.4

a. Buniyah losque - modern ele ent in the Inner Frin
It of the est Side

b. The ne.., dyke, al-Saddah al- hamaliyah, surroundin most
of the modern develop ent of the East Side for flood
control
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The intramural development o£ the IFB is

dominated by traditional and modi£ied traditional buildings lining the

tissue-like zuqaq system o£ the Old Town.

As seen in previous part s o£ this study, the £irst £ringe belt

was evolving mainly intramurally during its initial £ixation phase.

In the third and £ourth morphological phases o£ the city, i.e. between

1920 -1956, and as a result o£ the population increase o£ the city "the IFB

around the city walls began to expand transversely on the West Side where

the £lood risk was less.

In the £i£th or post-1956 morphological phase it has become an

IFB proper, entering its consolidation phase. This means that the

IFB has gone successively through its £ixation and expansion phases6

during which it was in£luenced by £loods. The expansion o£ the IFB

be£ore and aft~r 1956 was stimulated by the introduction of additional

or 'secondary' £ixation lines in relative proximity to the original

or 'primary' one and represented by the dykes on the East Side and the
II•.,.

railways on the West Side (see Chapter 7) (Figs. 11.1, 11.2 _, 11.3).
It

In the present morPhO~~Cal development phase of the IFB one can

trace two.distinct sub-phases, a first one during the period 1956 - 1963,

during which the fringe belt was more Shi~ng in nature owing to the

existence of the spontaneous sarifah and kukh settlements in its

extramural and a second one after 1963 when those settlements were

demolished and new permanent housing areas were developed as a typical

morphological correlative7 to house the migrant fallahin.

In both sub-phases then, the IFB of Baghdad has been influenced by

a characteristic ~ringe-belt element £ound in large cities allover the

!hird World, i. e. the shanty towns of rural migrants. As has been seen

in the previous chapters particularly Chapter 9, the chronology o£ the
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modern development of the city, especially after World War II has been .

influenced by these sarifah and kukh accumulations.

Baghdad's sarifah and kukh development itself passed through a

cycle of three phases, viz. an initiation period in the 1930's and

1940's a climax phase in the 1950's and early 1960's and a recessive

phase after 1963.

Fallahin migrants tried to st~ in one chosen area as long as

possible. Thus they avoided the lands that were attractive to ether

urban land-uses, and so the floodable areas on the East Side and the

sites along the railway on the West Side became their 'favoured'

sites. This means that on either side, the city has had its own

light and transient extramural element of sarifahs and kukhs.

These illegal extramural squatter towns exhibited greater topographical

freedom, and at times extended for more than 5 lans to the east.

However, some scattered or clustered sarifahs were found intramurally

both within the fringe-belt and outside it on vacant unfenced areas

within the built-up area. Sarifah shanties hore have interspersed

with other pemanent intramural land uses, such as cemeteries, small

industries, warehouses, garages, governmental institutions, transport

facilities and some dormant land.

Sarifah towns developed in either a scattered, a clustered or a

large irregular block colonization pattern. The first two patterns were

evident in the 1940's and early in the 1950's when they were passing

through their initiation and expansion phases, while the latter pattern

'Was developed in the 1960's when they entered their climax and then

recessive phases.

Since their emergence and up to now, sarifah and kukh structures

have proved to be extraordinarily mobile in nature both extra and intra-

murally. Repeatedly both within and. without the fixation lines, either

. I,
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or the government have forced these constructions to be

moved, In addition urban land-use dynamics themselves frequently

required the clearance of sarifahs from many intramural sites.

Usually, other urban land uses ore ready and able to p~ for using

such lands compared with the temporary constructions of sarifahs
h

which pay aoting for using the land. One must remember that the
A

fallahin migrants themselves are prepared for such mobility. Their

constructions are light and cheap and at the same time they are able

to find alternative sites particularly those owned by the government

and religious bodies. Generally the land here is rent-free.

Government-owned land was extramural before 1956 and since then

has become 'desert residual'. Accordingly, almost all sarifahs

became parts of the consolidating IFB or the expanding MF.B. The

year 1963 marked the second sub-stage of sarifah development, which

may be called the 'reoessive phase'. In this year sarifahs were

demolished and their lands became the major axes along which various

urban developments took place usually of fringe-belt character with

some residual residential integuments.

In this sub-phase, the intramural areas were almost filled mainly

with permanent fringe-belt elements, 'thus acquiring a more complex,

heterogeneous nature oompared with thc expanding extramural because

of historical, and more so functional, factors. The same sub-phase

can be observed in the evolution of the IFB of the West Side. Here,

however, extramural development came earlier than on the Eaat Side

because the West Side was saf.ely from floods. The eXistence of al-

Khir Canal helped in fashioning the pattern of the western IFB as

will be Bcen presently.
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Since 1968, the evolution of the IFB has again been influenced

by a nell wave of sarifah and kukh shanties despito severe restrictions

imposed by the government. Temporary. sarifahs have emerged on either

side of the city mainly along the fixation lines of both the IFB and

the MFB but showing a tendency to expand slowly and persistently. They

have chosen areas that would not be developed for urban uses in the for-

seeable future such as al-Khir Canal (Fig. 11.3. b) or al-Chazali

cemetery thus reinforcing fringe-belt development at least temporarily.

At present one ce.nnot say how much further sarifah and kukh settlements

will develop. It remains to be seen whether lhghdad will again exhibit

the unpleasant feature of large sarifah accumulations by the end of this

decade.

It will depend on government decisions and more importantly on the

improvement of the depressed rural condition of lower Mesopotamia.

Since 1956, land uses seeking cheap~er land but relatively near to
V

the centre, have been accumula.ting all the time a.long the fixation lines,

and it is easy to distinguish between new and old fringe-belt land

uses and the associated buildings accommodating them.

New fringe-belt land uses have needed larger sites, more modern

buildings and vehicular transport. As in other towns lhghdad's fringe

belts discourage residential land uses partiCUlarly those of the upper

midde and 1" high-class. Accordingly the proximal extramural 'desert

residual r of both the IFB and the MFB which lay either 'fallow' or had

been colonized by sarifahs have attracted these modern extramural land

uses. Since 1956 the IFB has entered its consolidation phase when

warehouses, garages and various types of workshops have :"11;1."(1 gradually

filled up the intramural vacant land between the primary fixation lines

on either side of the city and the medieval kernel. Simultaneously with

these repletive developments, new streets were emerging, the major of
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which run parallel to the primary fixation lines, with crosswise

secondary streets.

As a result of the expansion of the city, elements in once distal

extramural location such as al~ashash Barracks, now al-Zawra Park and the

cemeteries of Sheikh Maruf on the West Side as well as the Christian

cemeteries on the East Side have merged with the new urban development.

Most of the small and low-standard housing elements toot emerged

on the ed€e of the Old Town -of Rusafah, intermingled with other fringe-

belt land uses, were of the long-lease variety. The housing coloni-

zation started on the northern section of the primary fixation line,

beyond the old Baghdad North station and east of the Coca Cola factory

and ended near the dismantled :&.ghdad East Rail'Wa\Y station. To the

north and south of al-Wastani Gate, both the houses and graves have

used some of the bricks of the old wall in their construction. Housing

of the poer cil.asses, interspersed with governmental and industrial

land uses, has accreted to the east and has almost touched the wall line

to the south of al-Wastani Gate. Inhabitants of some of these houses

work in the nearby workshops of Sheikh Oma.r street. A slaughter-house
the

WD.S built in/1950'.s close to the eastern cemetery and the Baghdad
~-Jn~

East RailWCl\Y station)\dismantled and transferred from its intramural

to an extramural site in 1958. :f'urther to the east beyond the secondary

fixation line amidst a wild jungle of sarifahs. The eastern railw'\Y'

line became another backbone for the expanding IFB of Rusafah. Thus

fringe-belt alienation8has occurred in the intromural of the IFB though

the old sta.tion building continued to be used by other peripheral land

uses. The nOli railWD\Y' marked the western limits of new middle and

lower midJ~class residentia.l areas developed after 1969•
.If
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houses
Early in the 1950's, government-sponsored/distributed mainly to

world.ng class people were built filling-in the area between Sheikh

Omar street, and. the wall line to the south and near the old railw03"

station. To the south of the cemetery of al-Sahrawo.rdi new lend uses

typified by garages, private and governmental factories, slaughter

houses and cattle and sheop stables.

The dominant form of the new large buildings associated with these

modern fringe-belt land uses are of' a oovered or a courtyard type, the

latter usually being adopted-fot garages. The area to the south-east

of the new transverse street of al-Thnwrah, and right througlI to the

southern end of the old wall, has been subject to land-use development

in the last two decades. The main land uses here were a burial ground,

whore tho sizeable cemetery of a1-Ghazali is located, together with

expanding sarifah colonies.

The southern intramural corner, where aI-Arman Camp has emerged,

begun to be occupied by poor houses in 1939. The area.is now filled with

mainly one-storey houses developed in a gridiron pattern of streets.

A considerable numbor of houses herq particularly near Sheikh Omar

street, have changed their function to be used as repnir garages and

shops selling car and machine nccessories. This has naturally contributed

to tho consolidation phase of the Im . The gradual alienation of

residential units to other fringe-bolt land uses along the IF.B is a

characteristic phenomenon here. The area between al-Thawrah street and

Sabat al-Tairan is ownod by the al-Qailani religious endowment and has

been developed by subdivision into plots of 130 to 160 sq. m each with

standardized houses of one storey, three bedrooms and a 1ml1. These

houses are rented on loases for periods between 5 to 10 years, the

annual rent value of each plot being between 80 and 120 I.D. t while the
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annual rent value per house is between 180 and 240 I.D. ' Almost all

these houses are inhabited by poor and low or middle class Christian

families. Most of these families are Armenian who had emigrated from

Turkey to Iraq for political reasons. Most of the Armenian inhabitants

are employed as skilled workers in the oontiguous repair garages and

indeed many of them own such garages.

Despite the shanty towns, industrial and other urban land use

developments that had already taken place in the old intramural of

Rusafah during the period 1940 to 1956, the IFB oontinued with its

expansion phase, showing however, initial signs of consolidation by

more compact development. This subsequent consolidation phase is

expressed by both the new streets and the buildings emerging along

thom, accommodating industries, warehouses and the like. After 1956

and for the first time in its modorn development, the IFB commenced

its permenent extramural development on the north-east side, so long

held back by the absenoe of flood control. Most of the developments have

been proximal extramural as they are developing in close contact with

Rusafah's wall and old dyke, i.e. the combined primary and

secondary fixation line on this side. Among the several factors

which helped such extramural expansion are the transference of the

railway beyond the old dyke, the construction of transverse streets,

the encouragement of the government as the major land owner here

and the unattractive nature of this area for residences. Major

developments here have taken the form of a governmental bakery, a large

secondary school, garages of various types, sheep sheds, a la't'ge

nucleation of shops selling all kinds of goods as well as a sizeable, if

Ullb\Ygienic open market mainly providing cheap food stuffs. This

extramural represents a large, open-grained zone of irregular

accretionary plot and building development. The availability of
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freedom more or less analogous to that observed in Alnwick~O This

extramural of Rusafah's IFB is still in its expansion ohase,

undoubtedly to be followod by a consolidation phase.

In spite of the vast expansion of Ihghdad, the north-western and

soutl1--;ee.ilttftl parts of Rusafah's IFB have maintained their character.

They remain typical fringe-belt sections surrounded by built-up areas

differing from them functionally and. morphologically. Owing

to theIr more central location, they are dominated by cultural

land uses such as colleges, hospitals, schools, offices and also by

some industrial units and. shopping premises.

This institutional and industrial concentration represent a

distinct ftmctional segregation within the IFB similar to that of

Newcastle upon Tyne~l In :&ghdad's example however, the functional

segregation has come about by spontaneous "as well as predetermined

development. Since the 1930's in fact the consolidation and renewed

expansion of theso two parts of the IFB the north-western and the

south-eastern have absorbed or replaced considerable sections of the

adjoining accretions and also transformed the vacant land and orchards.

When this colonization process advanced, a kind of functional segregation

took place displacing the sparse residential units and absorbing

the orchards and desert residual.

This functional development has practically revolutionized the

morphology of the area. Actually the morphological changes began to

take pla.ce Vigorously even in the proximal intramura.l to accommodate

typical modern fringe-belt land uses such as gahwahs, repair workshops,

garages, cinemas, industries and the like. However, the extramural

elements are of various sizes but high building coverage comprising

• o., ".
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modern land usos seoking peripheral location for one reason or another.

On the West Side, the same processesmve been observed. Here

the antecedent or primary fixation line, viz. Karkhts wall, had dis

appeared, being replaced by the consequent street of Sheikh Harui'.

In the course of development the vacant land of the pre-1945 intra-

mural was colonized by poor-class houSes, and industrial and commercial

land uses before 1956. At the inner boundary of this intramural the

traditional zuqaq system suddenly stops to be sUbstitutQ.d beyond the
"....-.....

boundary by new broader streets running towt;U'ds the consequent street

of Sheikh l.fu.ruf'. Along these nOli streets, houses developed either in the

third or fourth morphological phases, presenting modified courtyard,

covered courtyard. or western types. Sheikh Ma.rui' street separates two

types of fringe-belt development, the intramural with compact mostly

traditional fabric on characteristically small plots, and the proximal

extramural with larger plots used for land uses other than houses.

This street was on the edge of the town and was separated from the

extramural secondary tfixation point' of :Baghdad West Railway station

(Figs. 11.3b) and. nearby cemeteries by vacant land which began to be

filled by accretionary repletion, dominated mainly by poor-class

houses, kukhs and sarifahs, cattle and sheep stables, garages and the

like.

As a result of this urban dynamism, the cemeteries were reduced in

area by the construction of new streets connecting the railway line

to Turkey with Sheikh Marui' street.

Filling up occurred in the broad extramural between the Karkh Old

Town and al-Khir. Canal (Fig. 1l.3.b) expanding the IFB south-westward

while at the same time consolidation took place in the intramural.

EJctramural filling-up is represented ;by the residential gro\'1th in the
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form of poor- and middle-class houses, railway works absorbing a

large part of Sheikh Maruf Cemetery, and. other industrial and govern

mental development. In the end residential intrusion into the

proximal extramural between Sheikh Ma.ruf street and the railway

amounted to fringe-belt alienation;2 i. e. the absorption of this

fringe-belt component by functionally quite different residential

integuments, such process involving colonization of some palmgroves

by houses. During the course of development the consequent street

of Sheikh 1~ underwent rapid trans~rmation. Continuous demolition

and replacement is taking place along this street. Many of the tradi

tional or modified-traditional houses have been altered, particularly

on their ground floors. Shops of all kind, repair workshops, g'3.I'ages,

gahwahs) carpenters' shops, low-grade restaurants and hotels are the

main new elements introduced in the last two decades.

The main sheep markets of the city are located extramurally near

the Jewish com etery on the eastern fringe belt and in Rahmaniyah to

the west of Sheikh Uaruf street. Sheep merchants (suppliers) buy

sheep from various local and regional sources, then they house their

sheep in special brick and mud stables. The peri~heral location of

these markets has a two-fold advantage; it is oheap to rent and is not

far from the centre, where the main retail outlets are located.

The sheep sheds are known locally as jubahs. Eaoh shed is an

open space divided into a number of small sheep pens. Each room is

rented from 100 fils per night (;~"i, regardless of the number of sheep

to be housed. Originally the jubahs of al-Rahmaniyah were part of

the oemeteries of Sheikh Junaid and Sheikh Maruf (Fig. 11.3.(0.

The people running this business have adopted their own rural life

in these locations. They live beside these sheds in miserable health
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\V

two mud 8Dd :brick rooms. There are no bathing or hygienic latrine

facilities. They indeed endanger the hygienic safety of the city.

The main elements of the IFJ3 here are the old airport, institution

al buildings, the railway establishments, cemeteries,_ industrial

development, garages, a1-Za~ public park, open spaces and poor

housing areas. These were added to by new fringe-belt land uses of

quite different style to those examined on the East Side, and are

typified by the Baghdad International Fair, playgrounds, schools,

and a number of professional social clubs.

As a result of the westward expansion of the city, the old

airport coming already in the fixation phase of the IF.B as an element

of the distal extramurally has been engulfed. Its location was now

too c1osoi1 to the centre of the city, and therefore dangerous to

the rosidential areas. In the present consolidation phase of the

IFB and on grounds of safety and noise a new airport 8 kIns west

of the centro has been constructed in 1969, inaugurating the institu-

tive phase in the development of a new 'outer' fringe belt. The

new airport has a single runway of 3,300 m in length and. 45 m in

width.

In 1910/11, The Old :Barracks of al-Washash, just to the south

west of the old airport were demolished and their site changed to one

of the best public parks in the city occupying 6 sq. kms.

Compared with Europe, where the gardens and open spaces are

desired for the sake of sunlight, they are desired in Baghdad for

freshness and coolness. Thus the development of al-Zawra Public

Park is appreciated. Gardens in tho Arab countries depend on the

efforts of man, where a water supply must be provided during the periods
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of drought. Arab gardens thus differ from the semi-wild park gardens

of north-west European countries.

The IF.B here has been further expanded by the establishment of a

cluster of sooial and professional clubs beyond and before al-Khir canal

in the al-~ansur high-class residential area. These institutions have

given a new functional weight to this side of the city, particularly at

night when they arc in use. These developments were coupled with the

building of various governmental buildings such as the Karkh Court

Building, the Children's Music Library, the Fine Arts AcadelI\Y, The

Artificial Limb's Hospital and the like. They were aocelerated by

the development of the aI-Mansur football ground, al-I~sur Secondary

School, and the :Baghdad International Fair, all easily effected because

the area was o\omed by the state. The :Baghdad Inllernational Fair, developed

on an area of 250 sq. km three-qu.arters of which is already occupied,

was established as the Baghdad Arab Fair owing to participation of all

the Arab countries and in 1961 was recognized as an International Fair.

The number of participating countries was 20 in 1911, with 88 foreign

firms representing another 15 countries. The Fair has its own commercial

importance, as ma.ny commercial contracts and business transactions are

signed annually. The duration of this fair is between 1st October and

the end of that month, during which the tourist industry flourishes,

particularly from surrounding countries. Incidentally, the fair

became a year-round centre of recreation attracting visitors from all

over the city. It has its own gahwahs, children's games centre, and

other facilities.

At this stage of expansion, the IFB has nearly touched the once

distal, extramural racecourse of aI-Mansur. However, only a patch of

high-middle class and high-class residential area separates the newly

emerged extramural fringe leIt unit B from it. Al-!,!ansur CompB.n\Y was
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established in 1923. It was blOwn as the Iraqi Race Co. Ltd., as

it ran the horse races in the 'city, originally inspired by the British.

This company has bought a. considerable part of aI-Mansur agricu1turaf

land and built the present race-course in 1941/48. Several splendid

houses began to emerge in its vicinity early in the 1950's, followed

by more high-class residential areas. Since then, al-Mansur has become

one of the leading residential areas in the city.

In 1968, the 'Jockey Club' was established. Its members are

drawn from the aristocracy and high ranking government officials and

officers. Racing takes place three days a week, and. daily customers

range between 5,000 and 6,000. Not far from the race-course a new

functionally integrated b\rl ph;ysically detached element was imposed on

the area, horse stables colony consisting of 100 stables owned by the

club. The annual rent of each stable is between 50 and 120 I.D.

Until 1956, the race-course was secluded from the town proper, but it

is now enveloped by residential areas in all direction. Morphologically

the race-course complex added to the disharmonious character of the area.

At present, both the race-eourse snd itsrtables constitute a social

nuisance to nearby inhabitants and a number of the interviewees in al-

Mansur asked for its removal. This is because the stable complex

being used also as a place of recreation and amusement of all kinds is

morally unacceptable to the traditional sentiments of .Arab society in

Baghdad.

As a result of the expansion of the city further to the west, and.

because of the regular complaints of ma.I\Y of the residents, a new

race-course of 25 sq. km in the Abu Ghraib area, along the highlia3" to

Syria, is to - be inaugurated soon as a new element in the OFB. The

whole IFB of Karkh came to be an almost continuos contact zone between
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the Old Town of Karkh inside the primary fixation line, i.e. the

wall, and. the area of modern accretions outside. This accretionary

development was encouraged by the early twentieth-eentury emergence of

the secondar,y fixation line, i.e. the railw~s which acted as a new

backbone for extramural expansion.

The Middle Friooe Belt.

The contomporaneous development of the eastern dyke on the 1lB.st

Side and. the railll'a\Y on the West Side has influenced the tOwtlscapo

evolution of Baghdad. Since 1920 and. along these two new fixation

lines the HFB has evolved in a north-liestern and south-eastern direc-

tion on either side of the city. Only after 1956 was this longitudinal

expansion parallel to the river ~omplimented by a transverse one.

In contrast to Alnwick, Baghdad's ~~ does possess fixation lines

dividing its 'intramural' development from its 'extramural' accre-

tionary zene. The fimtion lines as already mentioned are the

city dyke in the east and. the railway in the west. It means that the

MFB of Baghdad is somewhat similar to the IFB, though the closely

knit in,tramural zuqaq system of the latter is not found in the former.

In :tb3 development along the secondary fixation lines the NF.B
~ ;

has assumed discontuous belt around. the pre-1956 city, reminscent of
.~ ~

the ring-like development of the IFB encircling the pre-1920 city.

The MFB came to be a major geographical component in Baghdad's

modern development situated in a 'intermediate' position between the

IFB and the more recent third or OFB, al~s provided that all fringe-

belts were separated :from each other more or less by zones of resi-

dential integuments. Up to 1956, the development of the l.IFB remained

intramural in relation to the dyke on the East Side, because develop-

ment outside it was impeded by the threat of floods. The longitudinal

growth of the :MFB followed the overall pattern of growth of the city
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parallel to the Tigris and. extending to as much as 20 ~ in length from

al-Sulaikh in the north-west to the Diya1.a River in the south-east.

On the West Side the development of the II1FB was a longitudinal one

between Kadhimiyah in the north-west and al-8ha.lchiyah . in the south-

east, as well as a transVerse 'extramural' one, the latter occurring

much earlier than that of the East Side owing to the physical differences

already described. This extramural development beyond the secondary

fixation lines of the West Side created new larger buildings different

from thoso of the intramural and. absorbing sizeable positions of open

country.

After 1956 and because of the introduction of more effective flood

control, the MFB on the East Side began to evolve extramurally and

like that of the West Side evolved scattered or clustered patterns inter

*spersed with desert residual and occasional housing areas.

Owing to the extramural development, the fixation line began to

be cut by new roads and square8. On the East Side tw1/6ve primary or

secondary streets were built, linking tho new suburban developments

with the mother city, and accordingly influencing the evolution of both

IFB and the MFB. The new streets normally connect two entirely different

components of the city's townscape, the pre-1956 part with its distinctive

historical, cultural and land-use admixture, and the new homogeneous,

western-looking suburbs. There is a striking difference between the

street systems of the new suburbs and the traditional central area.

* Desert residual had formed a continuous outer position of the extra
mural, but in close contact with both the primary and secondary fixa
tion line of the IFB and the fi:xation line of the MFB. later ma..ny
desert parcels were engulfed by development of urban-built-up areas
around them analogous to the agricultural residual in Europe. 13
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Along the secondary fixation line on the East Side, starting

from the south and north ends of Rusafah's wall, new land use elements

of the MFB have emerged with some similarity to those found. around.

the Old Town of Rusafah.

To start northwards from the northern end of the wall, there is

firstly urban fallow as the result of Baghdad North Rail~ Station

having been dismantled. Several colleges belonging to the University

of :Baghdad. occupy a considerable part of this section and building

operations are still proceeding. The cultural complex of the

University institutions is interrupted by some industrial development.

A large modern, medical-cotton factory developed intra-mura.lly between

the central library of the University and the dyke lines. To the east,

beyond tho dyke, a new middle-class residential area has evolved

round the new, extramurally located University of al-MUstansiriyah,

on Sari aI-Din Street. Between the area stretching from the College

of nlucation to the recently built. Iraqi Scientific League, some

fringe-belt land uses emerged. The intramuraUand uses to the west

are interspersed with a mixture of lower middle-class houses and a

few mansions. As nJight be expected tho owners of the latter type

have latterly evacuated their houses, and newcomers of lower classes

and sometimos other land uses have replaced them.

buffalo owners occupied this strip after 1958.

i.o. extramurally, there emerged one of the most

Some of the cow and
1h.L-

TOil east of the dyke,

distinctive industrial

areas of the city. It is now surrounded by more residential units.

This industrial sector with the conti~guous University of al
l,;

Uustansiriyah, extended the MFB across the dykes since there is no

longer ~ danger from floods •

.A:f'ter the building of the Scientific League the dyke was traversed
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by the modern highWCW to IG:rkuk, which incidenta~y attracted more
A

residential development. This road is used at the same time for

linking the modern low- and. lower middle-class .1oC'.s.lities to the

north-east of the city along Qa,nat a1-Jaish with the pre-1956 city.

After 1943, poor-e1ass houses with an average plot of 150 sq. m

were developed intramura1ly further south from the Scientific

League Building. Erlramura.lly, to the south of the industrial site,

rapid residential development initiated in 1962, has been taking place.

In a1-Sulaikh near the northern end of the dyke vacant land as

well as some of tho pa1mgroves began to be absorbed by dispersed

residential development. Already the northern transverse stretch

of the dyke has become a new consequent street extended eastwards to

Qanat a1-Jaish.

Residential development beyond the dyko at its northern limit is

faster than that within the dyke limits, mainly because land in the

formor situation is owned by tho state which has subdivided and

distributed it to various professional co-operative housing societies.

Land within the dyke on the other hand is privately owned and ranks

among the most expensive residential areas in the capital. Accordingly

the building process here is slower, a sizeable residual of desert

and palmgroves remaining, surrounded by further development to the

east and north.

Ta:r.ning now to MFB development in the southern part of the East

Side, several sizeable buildings were developed intramurally to

the-wast of the dyke, mostly after the 1940's. Bui1i: .by the

Government, they consist of the Directorate General of Surveys, the

Police Hospital, tho Acade~ and. the police force schools. Here are

also three of the Christian cemeteries, viz. the British cemetery,
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whep,e a number of British soldiers were buried, the Armenian cemetery,

being the largest r and. the German Cemetiry being the smallest. All of

them developed either late in the last century or early in this

century as extramural features of the IFB, but have now merged with

the intramural land. uses of the expanding MFB, as a characteristio
1 14.

example of Ifringo-belt translation. These cemeteries are better

organized than the rather congested and not very pleasant-looldng Moslem

cemeteries. Despito the vast expansion of the city the cemeteries in

!
!

:Baghdad have survivod as it is not possiblein use these tracts for more

appropriately central urban land uses because of present legislation and.

religious traditions. .As it is these cemeteries which aggravate the

unl\ygienic condition of the town owing to their disorderly

administration.

Early in the 1960 l s the extramurally located old brick kilns \'lere

replaced by mainly modorn residential development, new ones being

erocted in the OFB of tho East Side. Together with the demolition of

sarifah accumulations this replacement is a good example of fringe-

belt alienation.

The houses developed intramurally along the dyke between the

Directorate General of Surveys and Tel-Uubal11II!B.d, are of poor- and

middle-class nature and are interspersed with governmental buildings,

small factories and. schools. ~ramurally, most of the land is still

vacant or elso covered with the dobris of the pre-1963 shanty towns in

the area.

The proximal extramural development has added to the expansion

of the UFB in this part, exomplified by the People's International

stadium, tho largest in the capital, built by the Gulbenkian

Foundation in 1961/68, as well as the large Children's Pl8\Yground..



They represent a large fringe-belt enclave with in the expanding

residential integuments. The dyke opposite the stadium was cut by

al-Muthana street, whero other peripheral urban land uses, mainly

governmental institutions, such as the Passport Office and the

Employment Department, have been accommodat ed. The main intramural

developments here are a number of embassies, a police hospital, the

Iraqi Engineering Society, the headquarters of the sewerage

administration, the social club of the Oil Uiniatry employees, the

Assyrian ClUb, tho Traffic Police Department I aI-Salam Hospital and

others.

The area along the "rest side of tho dyke between al-1-futhana street

and the College of Teclmology has been colonized by various ldnd.s of

industries, warehouses and workshops.

~ramurally, on the other hand, desert residual once occupied

by sarifahs is tho main feature to date. The grounds of the old 0.1-

Mashtal Race Course has been colonized by industries, institutions

and housing development, thus helping to consolidate the MIm.

This phenomenon commenced after 1945 and. reached its zenith in the

1960's. Beyond the patches of desert residual on the East Side emerged

one of tho more luxurious residential areas of 1S.ghdad, that of the

eastern al-Thubbat (army officers) to~m.

Just before Tel ~hUuumnad to the east, a new street was cut

through the dyke, linking the new University on Karra.dah peninsula

with the eastern suburbs and al-Uashtal Race Course in the distal extra

mural. Intramurally and as a continuation of the industrial zone

Baghdad's governmental bwcer.y developed.

New middle-class housing areas have accreted beyond the dyke

merging with tho poor-class locality of Tel Muhammad.
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The intramural strip bet\'leen the University street and the dyke

*at al-Rashid Barracks is the southernmost industrial section of the

city. It might bo considered as a continuation of the eastern

industrial arcaof intramural Rusafah along Sheikh Omar street. Here,

as woll as in all the other industrial sections of the city, residential

units aro randomly intormixed with other land. uses owing to the lack of

any zoning control.

Ioost of the housing of Tol Muhammad is now in its initial stage of

deterioration. It had been developed between 1946 and 1951, when more than

2,000 hOUSOD with an average of not more than 150 sq. m each were

distributed to poor communities in stages at nominal prices of less than

800 I.D. each.

On tho West Sido, the same processes of longitudinal and crosswioe

expansion have taken place, mainly af'ber the second. World War.

The nell urban development leapfrogged the traditional extramural

fringe-bolt land uses devoloped along and. beyond Old Karkh1s town

walls such as tho railwDY lines, the old airport, the railwaJ' works, etc•

.As a socondary fixation lino on the West Side the Uosul-lhsrah railway

played the role of D. reinforcing backbone along which the western MFB

developed in a manner analogous to rThat has already been discussed for

tho East Sido.

In tho area between tho northorn end of Old Karkh and the northern

end. of tho built-up area of the city the IIBin devolopments have been of

an industrial naturo, exemplified by the railway l'Torkshops and sidings,

various kinds of confoctionery works, mills, repair and textile industries

and also by low-class housing. The fringe-belt land uses here took a

more stablo pattorn than tho other seotions where functions and forms are

changing continuously. In this area, and along al-Khir Canal, further. .........-.._-----------......;...---._-
* Originally this barracks was IFB distal extramural element. At present

it has been considered as a pa.rj; of the MFB being a kind of fringe-belt
translation noticed in Alnwick. 15
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poor-class housing areas, agricultural residuals and kukh shanties

have developed. Here as in other parts of the city the old palmgroves

are unfortunately receding owing mainly to land. speculation.

In 1945-46, the detached Village of al-Washash began its urban

dovelopment and transformation. Up to 1945 its inhabitants reached the

city of lhghdad. by animal transport and there was no permanent road.

In 1945 the land, state-owned, was subdivided and sold at 250 fils

per sq. m,' but the prices have increased since then to between 2,000

and 5,000 fils par sq. m, in 1971. The average size of the hoURo lots

*at al-Washash is betwoen 150 and 200 sq. m.
pre-1956 city

The southern part of thef'.o between the south-east limits of a,1-

Karkh and the southern end of the city, is traversed by the railway as

its fixation line accompanied by sizeable agricultural and desert

residual by al-Zswra Park, petrol depots, several governmental offices,

embassies and scattered high-class residential units. ~velopment

here is very slow because of government intervention. The Po1service

Mastor Plan as agreod by the government, zoned this area ~ a cultural

and recreational precinct.

It is worth noticing that both the extra- and the intramural land

uses of the MFB have the modern characteristic of requiring much more

land than was needed in the ('.ase of the IFB. Also Baghdad's fringe

belts at any rate on the East Side, are different from those of IIISniY

i.\1ropean towns, whether one takes the IFB or the MF:B in that the

development of lhghdad's extramural was held back much longer. This is

* The ownership conditions of this area are very strange. Each inhabi
tant having built his houso owns only three-quarters of the plot, the
other quarter belonging to the government. Consequently owners here
aru considered also as partial tenants. Originally, the land was
owned by the government. The earlier fallahin of this Village built
their housos which in some ways still retain rural features. After
a certain period of time thoy claimed the ownership of their lands, but
the government, for unknown and perhaps unwise reasons, retained owner
ship in one quarttirrof each plot, creating thus an acute legal problem
requiring an equitable solution.
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natural and to be expected as here the city continued to grow up to

1956 entirely within the limits of the secondar,y fixation lines except

for the purely temporar,y sarifah settlements. Thus the extramural land

uses of both the IFB and the MFB because of their very recent forms

contrast more sharply with the nearb:r intramural.

The outer Fringe :Belt.

:Baghdod's OFB began its development before 1956 on the West Side

and only after that on the East Side because of the hazard of floods.

However, on either side, the OFB emerged along the current periphor,y of

tho built-up area. The main feature of l3a.ghdod's OFB is that it

developed os an interrupted or broken zone without antecedent fixation

line. Governmental planning decisions, fringe-belt translation, and

the existenoe of isolated 'fixation points' have helped in its develop

ment. The existence of ancient roads and earlier rural and urban -

elements as morphological frames have also influenced the evolution of

the OFB. Mal\y things have contributed to the fixation stage of the

OFB on the Wost Side such as the establishment of the new race-course

with 102 stables, each for the accommodati:m of 12 to 32 horses, and

the new airport, tbQ .bui1ding of the new jail in 1910/11, costing more

than one million I.D. with a capacity of 3,000 prisoners, and the

construction of fringe-belt conditioned poor-e1ass houses for both

mi1itar,y personnel and civilians, such as the village of the buffalo

owners known as Qariyat al-Illahab a1-Abiudh, built in 1964. Man~

garages and workshops havo been transferred from the IFB , the MFB

and indeed other ports of the city to the OFB. This has influenced

the evolution of the OFB in its role as a morphological correlative

to intra-urban cha.nges~6 Some of these original buildings received

now functions, mainly of fringe-belt character others being knocked.
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down and so forming urban follow'·: before being replaced by new

buildings to accommodate new functions~

The OFB ot the East Side is less distinctive, though all the

bri ckworks of Rusafab were transferred to the east along the Khanagin

highway. The edge of the city on this side has also seen some

institutional and industrial development, particularly in the south

eastern parts. These are typified by the ice and flour mill, mental

and neurological hospital of al-Shammaiyab, the Youth Reformatory

School of al-Ra.shad, and other elements. It is important to remember

hore that this side is less safe from flood than the West Side,

hence the construction of tho new dyke of al-saddah al-Shamaliyah

(Figs. 11.1, 11.4b) (see Part II) which took over the same lvdrological

role as the elUtern dyke had done before 1956, and as yet is geograph-

ically speaking moroly a new outer limit to expected urban development

on this sido, but not an antecedent fixation line as in the case of the

IFB. l·!ost of the housing developments are taking place within the

limit of this supposedly flood-safe area. The evolution and expansion

of the QFB is thus more advanced on tho West Side than the East Side,

despite the fact that tho former has no fixation line. However, this

incipient OFB like that of Alnwick is characterized by the prominence

of large plots, irrogularity of structure, low street density, dis-

I

continuity of street system and disjointedness outwards.

Furthermore, the OFB development on both sides is conditioned by

simultaneous rapid growth of residential integuments before it' : can

consolidate as a continuous zone. On both sides of the city the

OFB ia characterized by its disjointedness, incompleteness and weak

intogration with surrounding rosidential areas.
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The complex of the outlying Agricultural institutes at AbuGhraib

and some old juss works have inaugurated the OFB on the West Side not

far from the highml\V to Syria. Recently the belt has been expanded

by the introduction of further industrial installatbns, garages, a

customs office, schools and other elements. It has also incorporated

sone new fairly large residences on either side of the city.

From the above discussion the major morphological characteristics

of Baghdad's three fringe-belts may be summarized as follows:

Like the IFB end 11FB the OFB shows a tendency towards expansion

which will lead to gradual consolidation as a zone, but the timing of

each phase of growth differs from one fringe belt to another. The IFB

virtually reached its consolidation phase in the 1950's on the West

Side and in the 1960's on the East Side. 'rhe 1m however, is still inter

rupted by desert residual and other vacant land particularly extramurally.

The OFB is still in its initiation phase, with signs of incipient

consolidation only along the highways to Syria on the West Side and

Khanagin on the :East Side.

The IFB has been the oldest and developed around the town walls as

its primary fixation line which have marked the stationar,y edge of the

city for about seven centuries. The fixation line has developed into a

consequent ring-like road in Karkh, whereas in Rusafah it has been per-

petuated by the establishment of the dyke close by. It is also the

only fringe belt having reached full maturity and being characterized

by traditional features except where replacement has taken place by wa:y

of 'site succession,;T It i~ the most compact-belt in laghdad with a

close-grained intramural and courser extramural in comparison with

the development along the other two, more recent, fringe belts, where

new elements have the opportunity of occupying larger plots in the

open desert around Baghdad. For physical reasons the IFB has had
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enormous width on the West Side with a far-flung distal extramural,

sometimes disjointed.

The MFB has developed around the new secondary fixation lines

on either side of the city, at a much later time, discontinuous as

compared with the IFB and. characterized by larger plots. Most of the

MFB and the OFB units are newly formed compared with those of the

IFB which are mostly inherited. The differences between the forms

and patterns of Baghdad's fringe belts are the physical expression

of the functional evolution inspired by the new cumulative needs of

a developing metropolitan organism. The MFB and OFB enolose more

vaoant land oompared with that of the IFB, resulting in lower

average building ooverage within the outer belts and giving the

periphery of the city its loosely structured phy'siognou\y.
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CHAPrER 12.

?opulation Growth .AAd-Hollsi~.

It is intended in this chapter to analyse the population growth in

Baghdad city particularly in its present morphological phase. The

recent population growth has been accompanied by obvious movement

between the centre and the suburbs.

Traditional mahallahs have an incroasing rep~l1ent effect on

residential land use owing to the functional'development'

"

of tho city centre. Consequently the city has expanded in all

directions. This was accelerated by the great waves of migration

which created peripheral housing areas. This chapter deals with the

residential structure in terms of density of houses, house ownership

and housing problems. Associated problems resulting from the

unchecked growth of the population, and physical expansion of the city

urgently require comprehensive city plaJlning within a regional and

national context. Here the acoute housing needs and its solution have
u

been briefly discussed.

As in other Hiddle Eastern, ~ountries)population data in Iraq

are of no practical value~ they cover liwa, qadha and nahiyah units.

Cities have been overlooked in many respects. The available details in

I3aghdad's case for example deal with Ifadhimiyah Qad.ha, Tikrit Qadha.

Abu Ghraib Nahiyah and so on. :Each of these units has rural and

urban components. There are no clear-cut dividing lines between the two.

Information about rural and urban population totals are available, but

without the existence of any established boundaries between them.

I~ urban mahallahs appeared in the censuses within nahiyahs or

qadhas, which include many rural settlements. Thus it is impossible

to know precisely the locational pattern of the urban popula.tion shown

on any maps. This is true of almost all the administrative units of
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:Baghdad. Details of population data with regard to certain aspects

such as sects or exact profession do not exist. There is no informa-

tion about occupational structure by mahallahs. In the 1957 census, the

population of Baghdad Liwa was classified by qadhas according to their

sex, educational status and age-group. Each qadha comprises a number

of .urban and rural settlements, and perhaps some sub-qadhas (nahiyahs).

The use of statistical information by qadhas is of no practical value in

studYing a particular town. The state of statistical information thus

permits only a generalised presentation of the problem. The basic source

for the study is the General Census Report of 1957 and the Preliminary

Report of the 1965 Census. The complete and detailed resu1t~of 1965 Census
rue-
is'not yet available. Neither are the data illustrating the demographic

/

events between tho tuo censusss. Scientific analysis of the results are

still not available even for the Master Plan of the City; which contains

no accurate asscssment of its population.

The two census reports are not uniform in tabulation, methodology

and organization. Thus the data presented in tho study have their

*limitations.

In 1965 the overall population density of Iraq (434,000 sq. lan)

was 19 persons per sq. lan.

The density of population of Eaghdad Liwa was 108.8 persons per

sq. lan. Compared to other liwas this is the highest figure, as shown
the

in/table below.

* It is important to point out here that even the official data are
commuted and corrected in the publications on demographic problema
of Iraq. (Hasib: United Na.tions Publication; Doxia.dis Association;

and Marthclot)~
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Table 12.1: Population density of Iraq by Liwa~ 1965 (Fig. 12.1)
I

I%of"~e total
- ..

Li.l-las Overall %of tho total
density Population Area of Iraq
per sq.

kIn

:Mosul 20 11.4 11.6
Arbil 23.5 4.3 3.5
Kirkuk 23.6 5;5 4.5
Sulaimaniyah 34.0 4.9 2.7
:Baghdad 108.8 26.2 4.5
Diyala 25.0 4.8 3.6
Ramadi 2.3 3.8 3L5
Hillah 65.0 5.2 1.6

, Karbala 47.3 4.1 1.6
Kut 22.6 4.. 0 3.4

t .Ama.rah 18.9 4.2 4.1
I

I Basro.h 37.3 8.1 4.1
I

I Diwaniyah I 46.6 I 6.6 19.0i ,
Nassiriyah

1
34.5 I 6.0 I 3.3

j I
! I.. - d

Source: Directorate General of Civil Status, Preliminary Report of
the 1965 Census, Baghdad (1911).

fughdad Liwa has the highest density because it accommodates the

capital; has an efficient irrigation system and dominates the other

liwas in almost all other aspects. In 1968/69 for example, ::Baghdad Liwa

had more than 88.66% of the country's total number of industrial,

agricultural, constructional, transport, commercial and insurance

establishments~

For Hillah and Diwaniyah Liwas the rather high density is

becauso of the existence of relatively good irrigation systems. For

Karbala Liwa it is because of religious factors. Three of the twelve

Shiah Imams are buried there. This has attracted Shiahs, Arab and non

Arab from allover the Islamic world. A considerable number of people
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come to this lhra to spend the evening of their life there. B9.srah is

the main port of the country and. has very rich date groves. The Iraqi

Petrolewn Co. Ltd., is the main factor attracting population to Kirkuk.

In :Baghdad as lorell as in other Liwas, the density of popula"l;ion

varies widely betweon one administrative unit and the other. While the

average density was 108 persons per sq. km, the highest and. lowest densi

ties were 4, 017 and. 4.6 persons per sq. km respectively, owing to various

reasons such as distance from the capital, the availability of vater

and transportation (Table 12.2 and. F1.g. 12.2).

The density map of :Baghdad Liwa does ,not reflect the real gradient

of density, though it is based on the smallest administrative units.

There is no information about the population according to the census

enwneration districts, as the census considers only the administrative
the

units. 13osidos, in Iraq/smalleet administrative unit has not necessarily

the smallest area. For instance in Baghdad Liwa the biggest unit in

area is a,l-Dur Nahiyah, which is the lowest administrative unit.

From the table 12.21., one can see that the rural density for eaoh

unit also varitswidely. In Baghdad Liwa tho rural population density

was 48 persons per sq. km. Rural population represents less than 50 per

oent of the total population of the liwa. When excluding the city of

Baghdad, the rural density in Baghdad Liwa varied from 3 persons in al

Dur Nahiyah to 66 persons per sq. km in l.fa.hmud.iyah.

The population of botn Iraq and Baghdad has increased oonsiderably

between 1947 - 1965 as shown :in. -ta,ble 12.3.



Table 12.2: The administrative units of :Baghdad Liwa; their total, urban and rural popu1ationi and the genoral, urban and
rural density of population, 1965.

9.2

5.8
1.2

25.3
3.6
5.5

8
9.1
2.7

897.5
3.4

1169.6

292.6
1736

1415
1.5

15.2

4.9
3

66
60.8
45.4

3.7
17.8
4.8

908.5
25.8

-
\.'37.• 6

469.1
513.9

2847.3

1013
31.7
61.4

91.4
64.4
50.9

11.8
25.7
7.4

-·8C)•.9

9,921 0.89
6,785 0.61
4,144 0.37

1,5471 0.14

202,405 18.26

1
-

150,761 13.60 1.806
4,419 0.40 F8.8

152,067 13.72 ~017.5

- 111,4,622 1().34 ~ -
5.55 33,409 3.01 745
8.60 ?55,255 23.03 330.2

6.97 99,086 8.97 ~428
2.44 921 0.08 I 43.2
3.39 8,519 9.77 I 76.9

1.26

2.73 ',1:0,623 0.96
2.74 1,650 0.15
1.93 2,370 0.21

0.46
1.21
0.67

56,772
87,320

70,845
24,791
34,434

27,65'2
27,795
19,597

4,707
12,277
6,806

0.601 12 ,817

0.69
0·90
0.56

8.00
1.21
2.02

1.80
1.39
1.03

24.50 /370,150 136.44

9.
35 1 - 1-14.28 152,636 15.30

1.73 32.353 3.18

5·40
4.25

16.13

14,344

38,315
29,445
21,567

14,628
19,062
11,950

202,405
303,397
36,772

522, 217

1~
'-9'0;181
342,575

!§~~
25,712
42,953

0.84
6.44

0.83

0.2?

0.61
0.74

54

165

168
1282

Administrative Unit -pe:' s~. ~.rl-~ ITot~l ~? ofI 'f. I Rural 'f. IUrban Po ;.

Populat1on Popula- Popula-
, ... ~. I tion I tion

(1) Rusafah Qadha~ I I . I· -t·- .. ---
Rusafah Qadha ce~~re I
Karradah Nahiyah
Salman Pa k
(2) Adhamiyah Qadha:
Adhamiyah Qadha centre
Thawrah Nahiyah
Rashidiyah "
(3) Karkh Qadba:
Karkh Qadha Centre

'l'V..amun Nahiyah ~'-, ~ 121
t- Mansur" ILl 7
~ (4) Kadhimiyah Qadha: r

f Kadhimiyah Qadha centre 70 I 0.35
Tarmiyah Nahiyah 555' 2.99
Abu Ghraib Nahiyah 560 I 2.81
Shulah" 225 I 1.13
(5) Mahmudiyah Qadha: I
Mahmudiyah Qadha centre 419 I 2.10
Yusifiyah Nahiyah 457 1 2.29
Iatifiyah " 431: 2.16
(6) Tikrit Qadha: 1
Tikrit Qadha centre 1,289; 6.'47
Baji Nahiyah 740 I' 3.71
•Alam " 1,600 8.03
(7) Samarra Qad.ha: i

Samarra Qad.ha centre 4,254 1 21.35 45,793 I 2.58 21,047 2.071 24,74712.23 110.8
:our IIahiyah 3,243 ",16.28 13,858 0.65 9,781 0.56 4,077 0.37 4.6
(8) Balalad Qadha: I
Balad Qadha centre 2,207 11.08 33,798 1.59 21,764! 2.14 12,0341 1.09 I 15.3 9.8 I 5.4
Dijail Nahiyah 1,389 6.97 18,435 \ 0.87 11,901 I 1.17 6,538 0.5S' ! 17.3 - \ 4.7
Dhuluiyah " 430 2.16 I 11,959 0.56 9,341 i 0.92 2,618, 0.24 I 27.8 21.7 i 6

f Tot~l _ . -_. . - t· i9,,922.. 100.00 12,12L1,323 \100.00 11,01~,82611OO.ooI1.1c8.4971100•.00 19~.6 _ 50.9 T,s.5:7 I

Source: Directorate General of Civil status, The Preliminary Report of the 1565 Census tUnpublishedJ :Baghdad (1971)
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Table 12.3: Population growth in Baghdad City and Iraq 1947 - 1965
(in 000).

1947 I%of total 1957 %of total 1965* I'f, or total %of growth
I I 1947 - 1965

Baghdad 503 10.33 1000 15.75 1500- 18-19 198 - 2:f2.City
1600

Iraq 4820 100.00 6350 100.00 8261 10C.·:'>0 I 7l·~Cf II

Source: Po1service Consu1ti~ Engineers, Master Plan of Baghdad,
. ,Warsa~(1969) pp 11- 3, 11-7.

With these figures, Baghdad City would have 10.33 per cent,

15.75 per cent and 18.15 per cent of the total population respectively

at the successive dates. For Baghdad Liwa the percentages were 17 per

cent, 21 per cent and 26 ,per cent respectively.

The available figures show that the population of Baghdad Oity

and lhghdad Liwa. continued to grow during the period 1965 - 1969 as shown

below.

Table 12.4: Population growth of Baghdad City and Lil'la 1965 - 1969.

I
1965 1969 I %of population!

; I increase
I I

Baghdad. City 1,620,000 1,956,648 20.78

L :Baghdad Liwa I 2, 124,323 2,379,297 11• .t>C

Source: Po1service Consu1ti~ Engineers, Master Plan of Baghdad,
.': .:,; "Narsaw,l(1969) pp 11 - 7, 11 - 8; Directorate
General of Oivi1 status, the Pre1imi.na.ry Report of 1965
Census, Baghdad (1971).

I
I

j

I

* Population of the city of Baghdad was estimated by the Master
Plan, as there is no authority 'uhich knows the figure precisely.
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Thus it appears that after 1947 Baghdad has grown more than in

the whole of its history" In 1957, it joined the rank of

"million cities", and it is the primate city of the country (100 _ 12.

11) in 19685 and with about t\o10 million inhabitant s in 1970.

This \o1as natural as :Baghdad enjoys most of the pUblic and private

investments, attracting manpower and. dominating the cultural pattern

of the country. Baghdad is like most of tho primate cities in

recently independent countries6 in this respect.

The annual increase was 41 per 1,000 between 1965 - 1969, and

31 per 1000 between 1957 - 1965; the latter was equal to the annual

population increase of the country. The main reasons for such

rapid increase ~ras the exodus of fallahin migrants primarily from the

southern rural area, the absorption of several rural settlements

by tho growing city and also to the relative improvement in economic

*and health conditions.

Comparing the area and population 'of Baghdad city, over various

periods, it would appear that while the area of the city has increased

more than eight times between 1947 - 1$'65, the population increase

was between 198 per cent to 222 per cent during the same period•.

This rapid increase has resulted in the vast physical e:x:pe.nsion

of modern Baghdad.

Darwant has observed that in liIashhad literacy improved and

population density decreased in the sucurbs~ This is not so in

Baghdad perhaps because population distribution in Baghdad's post

1956 suburbs was influenced by government decisions. Tho government

* The annual natural rates of g:;:owth were variously estimated between
1.9 per cent to 6.3 per cent.7

,
i'
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distributed a considerable number of houses and plots to various

income groups while fallahin migrants, the lowest income group and

the most illiterate people, have also been housed in suburban areas

by the same agency. Since the Iranian Government did not interfere

with the redistribution of population of Mashhad to the same degree

the higher income groups have monopolized the suburban locations in that

Iranian to\'ln more than was the case in Baghdad.

The field survey has shown that the averago number of persons per

room at the surveyed houses in al-Thawrah suburb for e:xample was

higher than that of Aguliyah the traditional central mahallah, i. e.

3.25 as against 2.42 , while the literacy rate was lower. On the other.

hand the porcentages of literacy in Aguliyah and in the Buburb of al

Washah were 54.14 and 26.66 respectively.

Baghdad City proper was divided into two qadhas; Rusafah and

Karkh. Adhamiyah was promoted from nahiyah rank to qadha; alDurah

NahiYah was abolished, to be replaced b,y al-l&umxn. A new nahiyah,

that of aI-Mansur, was also established.

As ShOlffl in table 12.5 the population of the East Side in 1951

was 464,180 of which 222,161 were in Rusafah, 122,968 in Adhamiyah

Na.hiYah and 129,045 inhabitants in Karradah al-SharqiYah Nahiyah.

The population of the West Side on the other hand, was 328,403

persons, of which 138,396 were in Karkh, 121,224 in Kadhimiyah Qadha

and 62,183 in al-Durah Nahiyah. From tho samo table it appears that

the population of the East Side was greater than that of the West Side,

Rusafah represented 58.6 per cent of the total population, \-lhile Karkh's

percentage was 41.6.
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Table 12.51 The distributional pattern of :Baghdad's population, 1557•

I
. . .... . .. ..,.

Area
No. of No. of Pot>. of the East Side Pop of the West ~
maha11ahs Popula- I

~

No. % I' No~%tion
,

-
1. Baghdad Qadha 77 361,163 - - - -Rusafah 55 322_t-1p7 222,767 28.00 - -

Karkh 22 138,396 - - 138,396 17.5
,

2. Kadhimiyah 8 127,244 127,224 16.0Qadha - -;

J 3. Adhamiyah 12 112,968 112,968 14.3 - -
14.

Nahiyah

Karradah a1- 13 129,045 129,045 16.3 1Sharqiyah - -

1
Nahiyah I

5. Durah Nahiyah 17 62,783 I - - 62,783 7-9I I

I *'
f 328.403 -r:.~/I?f~( 127 '793,183 1464,it80 58.6... e- o . . . ~

Source: Directorate General of Civil Status, the Detailed Results of
the 1957 population census. Baghdad (1963).

Table 12.6 shows that the population of the East Side has more than

doubled, increasing to 1,028,019, out of which 202,405, i.e. 19.69 per cent

of the population of this side were in Rusafah Qadha. The population in

Karradah Qadha and environs also has increased to 303,397.i.e. 29.5 per

oent of the East Side population. Between 1957 and 1965 the peroentages

of population growth in Karradah and Adhamiyah Qadhas were 35.11 and

262.27 respectively.

In the same year the population of the West Side has also more than

doubled. It increased tC' 717,304, 114,623 of whom were in I<'arkh Qadha.
_ ........__-.O~. -... .........._-.....-..............._ •• ~ • ..--...............-.

* This excludes the population of settlements such as Kraiat, Abu-
Ghraib and others, which were included when the population of Baghdad
was put at one million previously. The Kadhimiyah Qadha, Adhamiyah
Nahiyah, Karradah al-Sharqiyah and Durah Nahiyah were included in this
table because the census dealt only with the administrative units which
cover wider areas than the built-up areas. This makes it impossible
to know the population of the Greater :Baghdad.
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The population of Kadhimiyah and environs was 169,931, al-l1amun

90,181 and al-l~sur Nahiyah and environs had 342,515.

Although the absolute number of' population has increased the

relative proportion of the East Side and West Side remained almost the

same as in 1951 being about 59 per cent and 41 per cent of the total

population of the city respectively.

This means that the East Side continued housing the majority of

the populatio~. If one excludes the suburbs of Adhamiyah and Karradah

al-Sharqiyah which are inhabited mainly by migrants, the West Side will
off..,L

be more favoured residential side. The East Side, however, accommodates
/I

the majority of cultural institutions, the major bazaars, most of the

modern business centre and industries. The opportunities of work on the

East Side are more than those on the West Side.

The population of the post-1956 suburbs was 131, 123 i.e. 42.3

per cent of the total population of the city. The suburban population

of the East Side was 522,186 i.e. 50.6 per cent of the total population

of this side. On the West Side it repr.esented about 30 per cent of the

city's total population.
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Table 12.6: The population distribution in Baghdad, 1965 (Fig. 12.3)
£U}1 ' (,J,l s j- ,..

..
l%Area Centre Suburb . Total Centre Suburb Total %

.
;

Rusafah Qadha 202,405 - 202,405 19.69

Adhamiyah " 152,067 370.150 522,217 50.80

Karradah a1-
Sharqiyah 150 ,761 152,636 303,397 29·51
nahiyah .

Karkh Qadha 114,622 - 114,622 16.0C

R'adhimiyah
99,086 70,845 169,931 23.10Qadha -- .~-

:Mamun Nahiyah 33,409 56,772 90 ,181 12.5C
I

Mansur I I 255,155.78,32°- 342,575 147,80

TOTAL 505,233 522,786 ]°28,0191 59% 502,~72120~37 .717,309*1 41%

East
Side

West
~ide

Source: Directorate General of Civil Status, The Preliminary Report of
1965 Census, Baghdad (1971).

The high percentage of population, more than 42 per cent living in

suburbs in 1965, radically inf1ulced the morphology of the city.
"

Unfortunately it is impossible to lmow the percentage of the population

who came from the traditional centres of the city, and those who

are simply fa11ahin migrants. However, because of the dominance of

fa11ahin in several large suburbs such as al-Thawrah, al-Shulah, a1

Hurriyah, al-'Baiya and a.1-Washash, one can say that the overwhelming
ex .

IIBjority of suburbanites are fallhin migrants. "Though' 'urban in,. .

* This includes about 125;328 population living outside the Amanat al
Asimah boundaries. The 1965 Census did not consider the municipal
boundaries of the city, but dealt only with Baghdad Liwa and its
administrative components.
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morphology, the fa11ahin-dominated suburbs are still retaining socially

many rural features.

According to table 12.7 the population in the Qadhas of Karkh

and Rusafah decreased between 1957 and 1965. That decrease amounted

to 20.362 i.e. 10 per cent in Rusafah and 23,774, i.e. 11.2 per cent

in Ka.rkh, while the population of the other centres increased as

follows:

Adhamiyah Nahiyah by 36.2 per cent, Karradah a1-Sharqiyah Nahiyah

by 35.11 per cent, KadhimiyahQilldha by 33.6 per cent, a1-:Nfamun

(previously al-Durah) Nahiyah by 43.6 per cent.

Table 12.7s The population fluctuation between 1957 and 1965

Administrative No. of pOPulatioh No. of I %of No. of population of
Unit

1951 -, gained Igrowth suburb
or lost East Side West Sidepopula-
tion .. . .

Rusafah Qadha 222,761/ 202,405 /-20,362 -Cfi"'lif. - -
I I

362.21Adhamiyah " 112,9681 522,217 !+40.9,249 310.150 -i

Karradah al- I
Sharqiyah 129,045 303,391 +114,352 135,11 152,636 -
Nahiyah

Karkh Qadha 138,396 114,622 - 23,724 -'Ut.,,\* - -
I

Kadhimiyah i
169,931 + 42,101 133,51 10,845121,224! -

~ i IDurah (Maman)
62,183' 90,181 + 21,398 /.43,64 - 56,112

Nahiyah f IHansur Nahiyah I - i 3~2,515 I+342,515 I - 81,330
1 .

TOTAL /193,183 1,745,328/ +952,145 220.0 522 ,786
1

214,937

Sources Tho Directorate General of Civil Status, the Deta.i1ed Results
of the 1957 Census, Baghdad, 1963 and the Preliminary Report
of the 1965 Census, Baghdad, 1971.
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The decrease of population of the Qadhas of Karkh and Rusafah indi-

cates that this central area has become a proletarian quarter, and

though the absolute number of the inhabitants has fallen, yet the

density of population increa.sed in proportion to the amount of living

*space available.

The average number of persons per family and house in the surveyed

central mahallahs in Rusafah was 7.56 and 10.63 respectively. The

average block-plan in these mahallahs was 114.78 . sq. m. The main

factors which led to the decreaqe of population of Karkh and Rusafah

were those of functional and physical replacement. Functional

r.eplacement in maqy cases has resulted in knocking down many traditional

buildings to be replaced by multi-storeyed ones. The original,

economically strong inhabitants have left their houses. Consequently,

newcomers, mainly of lower income groups, came from various parts of

the city and from the country. Some of them lived in multi-occupied

property. The residents of the central mahallahs, thus became more

heterogeneous socially than the original homogeneous population. The

new inhabitants chose these cenlral mahallahs because of the availability

of employment compared with the original inhabitants who grouped

themselves according to traditional social and tribal considerations

(Fig. 12.4).

Population change in the traditional maha11Shs can be examined

by comparing the results of the censuses of 1957 and 1965 as shown in

the table below.

e.... -

* The density of population in tho central area was put at 128 persons
per acre.9
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Table 12.8: The fluctuation of the population of Baghdad's
traditional maha11ahs between 1957 and 1965 (Fig. 12.5)

A - West Side (Karkh Qadha)

Maha11ah Total number of %of Population according to 1population change their religion I- ._---- ---- r %l Christ ianI1957 1965 Hos1ems %
I /

yai. I

1. Kraimat 7548 7969 + 5.58 6120 1245 15.6~

2. Sheikh Bashar 1621 2218 + 36.83 2177 98.15 38 1.TI

3. Fahamah 9066 7259 - 19.93 7255 99.94 1 O.O~

4. Suq Hama.dah 4777 4223 - 19.60 4222 99.98 - -
5. Suq .a1-Jadid 3638 .2424 - 33.37 2424 rrOOvOO - -
6. Ras a1-Jisr 2088 1490 - 28.64 1458 97.80 4 0.2

7. Mishahdah 6758 6123 - 9.40 6111 99.80 2 :a.°l
8. Jaifir (a) 4328 4226 99.95

I- - - -1 i

i
9. Duriyiin (a) - 16992 - 15991 94.11 728 4.28 /

I

10.Fa1ahat 4739 3945 - 16.75 3943 99.95 1 0.03,

11. Shawwakah 4180 4001 - 4.28 3960 98.98 10 0. 2°f
12. Khidhr :.Ilias 1235 870 - 29.55 870 100.00 - - I

I

13.Haasun Agha(b) - 1537 - 1452 94.52 14 0.911

1761 1467 16.70 1467 100.00
I

14.Tikartah - - - .
I

15. SitNafisah 1677 1492 - 11.03 1492 100.00 - -
16.Jami Ata 3764 2593 - 31.11 2593 100.00 - -
17. ilahmaniyah(b) - 21228 - 20180 95.06 126 0.95,j

18.Sheikh Ali 13984 10105 - 24.74 10097 99.92 6 0.06!
I

19. Ataifiyah - 2123 - 2105 99.15 15 0. 711
(Karkh) (b)

20.Alm-ri a1- 8249 5378 - 34.74 5339 99.27 19 0.35!
Hi11ah ;

98.96
!

21.Suq Ijaimi 4217 3449 - 18.21 3413 - - I

! J I

22. Sheikh Sandal 902 784 13.08 784 100.00 ! •
1- - - I

23.Ba.b al-5if 3196 2854 - 10.70 2809 96.42 16
1

0

•
561

24. Ca.mp:al-Haidari I 615 100.00
(b) - 615 - - i-I!

(a) the boundaries of the mahal1ah is not the same as that of 1957.

(b) thoso mahallahs did not axist in 1957.
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9I 1.29
, 0.50

1 37•77

6
16

914

lation according to their
religion in 1965

lems % :rChristiansl %. .
881 96.92 162 2.67 I573 98.42 76 1.63
- - - - I743 99.87 1 0.13

707 98.51 12 0.44
,,

928 99.33 1 0.03 I

!
254 99.98 1 0.02
514 100.00 - -
933 99.87 I 3 I 0.05
725 i 99.94 I 1 0.06
330 99.74 - -
145 97.70 27 2.30
219 99.06 1 0.04

01 - 4 -
186 100.00 - I -

01 I 81. 0 89 ) 18.0

5
4

2
2
4
2
5
1
2
1
2
17

4 5
454 I 87.84

2277 t 99.50 I'
1416 I 58.51
1519 95 96

Mos

.._,--,--
%of Popu
Change

- 29.56
+ 6.18
- 20.51
- 66.87
- 32.18
+ 25.91
- 1.27
+ 5.06
- 32.84
- 48.87
- 3.23
+ 43.45
+ 7.18
- 25.18
- 56.86
+ 54.23
- 69.91
- 41.00
- 29.70

43 3

492
464

2287
2420
1583

I Total Population

,
1957 1965_..-
8614 6068
4384 4655
3706 2946
2246 744
4052 2748
2327 2930
4314 4255
2393 2514
8846 5941
3376 1726
2414 2336
817 1172 I2090 2240 I

2254 I 1709
3 0 1865
319

1542
3877
2492

" 2791

Iwadhiyah
Sur
Maidan
Tub
Barudiyah
Fadhil
Khan Lawand
S~id Abdullah
Azzah
Jubah
Garghul
Tabbat al-Kurd
Hamnnm al-Malih
Haider IQlanah
Imam Taha
Dashti
Bab al-Agha
Jadid Hasan Pasha
Ras al-Qariyah
Taht ad 'l'akiyah

B. East Side -(Rusafah Qadha)
Uah~iiah -------,-----

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20 - - • • - -
21 QambarAli 5807 6754 + 13.21 6417 97.61 18

I
0.27

22 Sit Hadiyah 1599 1367 - 14.9 1303 95.74 58 4.26

23 Izzat Tawilat 3754 3151 - 15.1 2896 , 91.91 246 I 7.81

1
24 Kubaisat 158 445 +181.65 429 95.96 8 I 1.80

25 Bu Shibil 1395 1382 - 1.2 1366 98.84 7

I
0.51

26 Khalidiyah I 1521 1378 - 9.4 1388 97.10 - -
27 Mahdiyah 3423 I 3463 + 1.07 3348 96.68 1 0.03

I

I28 Du lffarrij 126~ 1342 + 6.34 1341 99.93 1 0.07

29 Tawrat 6481 I 4136 - 36.18 3976 96.13 39 0.94
I

30 Hannun al-Kabir 1541 1376 I
- 10.80 1282 93.17 1 0.07

! 31 Hannun al-Saghir 1998 2006 + 0.40 1965 I97.96 - -
1 32 Ubaid 2947 2381 I - 9.3 2352 98.78 7 0.20

I~
Faraj Allah 8454 7166 - 15.3 7151 I 99.79 7 0.10

(?

Tatran I 9000 7756 - 13.9 7678 I 98.90 12 0.10
132 Kula.t 111628 10880 - 6.5 10833 I 99.57 28 0.25

t36 Bani Said I 1782 1688 - 5.3 1688 100.00 - -
37 Hitawiin 1700 1917 + 12.76 1888 98.49 21 1.10

38 Qushal 5379 5438 + 1.15 5410 99.49 26 0.48

39 Dahhanah 2748 2436 - 11.4 1885 77.38 534 21.92

40 Suq al-Ghazil 1798 839 - 53.4 573 68.30 266 t 31.70

41 Sababigh a.l-AI

I
2926 2260 - 22.8 1624 n.85 569 25.18

42 Ammar Sabi Ibka:' 2442 1679 - 11.3 1361 81.06 286 17.03

43 Qa.tirkhanah 2065 2174 + 5.28 1568 72.13 597 27.46

44 Haj Fathi I 6694 4240 - 16.7 I 2613 61.63 1913 45.~2 /l-

45 Murabbah 3731 3808 + 2.05 1832 48.11 1932 50.74"

46 Bas al-Saqiyah 3144 3499 + 11.29 . 3395 97.03 66 , 1.89 !

47 Siraj aI-Din 13895 8.554 - 35.50 I 840.5 98.26 97 i :.13
48 Hai al-Akrad 5509 3.561 - 35.4 3497 98.20 -
49 Sinak I 5788 .5001 - 14.6 I 1093 21.86 3820 : 76.38

50 Q9.hwat Shukur 7801 6371 - 18.4
,

4764 74.78 1596I 25.05
51 Camp al-Arman I 11754- 979 - 81.7 447 45.66 396 40.45
52 Bab al-Sheikh a1-1' ':1 14122

I

14739 - 1.7 I 13972 98.94 104 0.74U1a. I

Continued•.•••
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Total pOPU1atiO~ %of l' Population according to their
Chang re1igioh in 1965

"1951 1 1965 Moslems J % IChristia~ %

53.

54
55
56
57
58

Baba1 Sheikh
a1-Thaniyah 9644 403 - 95.7 403 100.00 - -

QarahShaban 2606 2115 - 18.9 2079 98.30 8 0.38
Camp a1-Qailani(b) - 10282 - 4132 40.19 6049 58.83
Fadhwat Arab (b) - 7928 - 1164 97·93 146 1.84
Sheikh Omar - 5118 - 5092 98.34 74 1.43
Aguliyah 1373 890 - 25.20 - - - I -

i
,

.

Source: Directorate General of Civil Status, the detailed result of 1951 Census,
Baghdad (1963) and the Preliminary Report of the 1965 Census, Baghdad (1911).
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This table indicates that 89 per cent of the mahallahs in Karkh

have decreased in population. This results mainly from the

functional change of a large number of traditional houses and from

demolition and replacement. It is obvious in the mahallahs of

Suq Hamadah, Ras al-Jisr, Sm~i'aka'h, Khidhr Ilias, Tikartah,

Alawi 'al-Hillah and Bab al-Sif.

Tho construction of the new break-through street in al-Karkh

has resulted in the demolition of more than 450 traditional houses,

*11 0.1wahs and a monument0.1 hammam (Figs. 12.6, 10. 1Oa., b ) •

The attractiveness of suburban life was another reason for

the shift of population from the traditional mahallahs. Most of the

original inhabitants have . left for distant suburbs, mainly on the

West Side of the city.

In Rusafah on the other hand, 39 mahallahs i. e. 71 per cent of

the total number of mahallahs have declined in population between 1957

and 1965. Some of them have lost as many as 95 per cent of their inha.-

bitants in 1957.

Traditional mahallahs with slightly increased population are

located further away from the main streets and have not been affected

by the construction of the break-through streets. They maintained

their residential function. More than 46 per cent of the population

of the declined maha.llahs have each lost more than 20 per cent of

their inhabitants.

General~y lIDslem as well as Christian maha.llahs have declined.

This is expressed by the migration of original inhabitants to the nel1

suburbs. About 70 per cent of the declining mahallahs abut on one

of the main four break-through streets. This has escalated the movement

of residents where houses were cit-her destroyed by tho new break-through
• • t •••

* Cal~ated by imposing the now street on the 1918-19 map of fughdB.d
show.Lng the plot boundaries at a scale of 1:880.
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streets or failed to resist the economic pressure on their sites.

Thus they changed their functions or were replaced by multi-storeyed

buildings to perform central functions for the expanding city (Fig.

The significance of the functional pressure on the central

mahallahs can be understood if one knows toot in 1965 the percentages

of femalo inhabitants wore only 18.6 per cent in al-Maidan, 29.2 per

cent in Ham~,m al-Malih, 33.41 per cent in Bab a.l-Agha, and 26 per cent

in Jadid Hasan Pasha mahallahs. This indicates that these mahallahs

became dominated by functions other than residential and houses were

inhabited by males who worked in tho central area. Host of them are

migrant s coming mainly from central and northern liwas contrary

I

to the migrants from tho southern liwas, who traditionally migrato with

their families, and inhabit the outskirts of the city, where they can

erect illegal sarifah constructions. From this table it appears that

ChristionD are still segregated in oontral traditional mahalla.hs, e.g.

51 per cent of tho inhabitants of al-Murabaah, 31.11 per cent of Ras

al-Qariyah, 31.1 per cent of Suq al-Ohazil, 25.18 per cent of Sababigh

al-Al, 21.46 per cent of Q;l.tir Khanah, 45.12 per cent of Raj Fathi ,

76.38 per cent of Sinak, 25.05 por cent of Gahwat Shukur, and 40.45 per

cent of Campal-Arman Maha.llahs were Christians in 1965.

AB a result of the population growth described, tho city has

expanded greatly. Houses in tho new areas are like thoso in the

pre-1956 city, and as in all other cities, represent the most recurrent

physical element in tho city.
~t'-<v--

statistical information about housing in Iraq, whether owned or

rented is not reliable•. The first attempt to gather such information



Fi,B./z.I([) Mor1ga9zs and BUilding Permits by Liwas, /9b9

b. 8/.1ilcJill~ Permit!. /5SI.I«1 in 1969 by Liwos.



Fig. 12.9

a. Another example of the government-built houses of
al-Yarmuk

b. Privately-built, middle-class wstern houses in
Haritbiyah, of a type alien to social tr ditions
and climatic circumstances



Fig. 12.

Two examples of the high-class government housin localiti s
of (a) al-Yarmuk and (b) al-Thubbat, with co 1 te disr d
for the social structure, architectural tr d"t"on d cli te

a.

b.
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was carried out in 1956, when the central statistical organisation

surveyed the houses of the country.

It is worth mentioning that since 1961 the central statistical

orgo.nisation has begun to collect annual statistics on houses built in

Iraq based on the number of permits provided. This is not comprehensive

and not reliable, as it does not include mud houses which need no

building permits but are almost the only typo known in the Iraqi country-

side.

Between 1956 and 1969, tho government built 14,957 houses in

Iraq, 6,340 of which l'Jere built in ::&ghdad~O These houses are varied

in design and cost. The average cost of government-distributed houses

is between 1,350 to 1,650 I.D. each (Figa.10.16a·, 12.80., b, 12.~a).

As a result of recent housing expansion, numerous madinahs (cities)

were and still are developing beyond the limits of the pre-1956 city.

The vacant lands between the new suburban residential areas are

*gradually built-up and most of thcse areas have beon sub-divided.

The Estate Bank of Iraq, which has a capital of 20 millions I.D.,

finances tho limited-income population and the homeless population to

build their dwellings. fughdad Liwa was the major 'beneficiary of the

bank support as shown in the table below (Fig. 12.10) •
.----~........~-----rj~---~ ............--...-.........._~(-----~--'i..-T-o-t·--a1--~l

Year Baghdad Liwa. other Liwas_--=;....,... "T, --r- I··· 7"1---\

.% I Sum I.D.. % No. of Sum I.D. No. of ISum
i b~ne~i- b~ne~i- I.D.
'cJ.arJ.es cJ.arJ.es

I

I
1965/661

1966/ 67

, 1967/68

5,490156.91

4,613153.80

4.171 53,54

6,062,99; 1.~~0.9711 ;,156 • 3,880,7>0 9,646 119943'
780 !

4,551,450 i58,29. 3,962 3,256,970 8,575 17808, I
I I 1 420 ;

396,600 /61.83: 3,614 !2, 720,580, 7,790 !641, :
I I : 480 '

• • « •

Source: The Estate Bank, The Annual Report for the year 1967-1968,
:Baghdad (1969):

* For instance 2,500 new ho;ses ~or army office"rs are to be' ~~lt on the
East Side (Zaiunah), which will cost 15 million I.D.ll
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This tabla shows the significance of this side of governmental

contribution for the recent residential expansion of tho city. In

addition to loans tho bank has entered the estate market by buying

tracts of land, su~viding them and selling plots to individuals.

The average area of a plot is betl·lOen 300 - 800 sq. m. Tho bank's

activities havo been observed in various parts of the city particularly

on the East Side, as in Raghibah Khat\Ul (Kurd aI-Pasha), Haziriyah and

Jadiriyah. Up to 1968, the bank Bold 4,000 plots. The prices were

fixed by free auction, which eventually excluded poor people automti

cally.

WealtIv people bought up large numbers of plots speculativoly in

order to ro-sell them at a profit later. Thus indirectly the bank en

couraged lands speculation which further escalated the \Ulchecked con

temporary expansion of the city.

lhghdad, as well as other urban centres, have also been affected

by tho agrarian reform of 1958. A big percentage of the large land

holdings that camo under the control of the government in tho ·:vicinity

of municipalities uere allotted to public housing. This factor is

pl8\Ying an important part in solving the housing problem, since it is

by-passing the obstacle of purchasing land for public housing which

in the past had involved the government in \Ulusual1y high expenditure

and is therefore cutting the cost of housing lUlite almost by half.

Moreover these lands arc being distributed to prospective house owners

from all income groups at a. nominal price. Thus tho housing boom of the

city has been further boosted by this factor.

:Bocause of the lUlfair distribution of housing plots, loans, and

also because of tho relatively high economic standard of tho inhabitants

of lbghdad compared with other liwas, Baghd.ad dominated the country in
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both private and public buildings. This can be seen for the period

1

1961-1969 for which reliable figures are available.

As shown in (Table 12.10) house building permits declined in

1967. This is because the number of plots distributed to the housing

societies were reduced and also because many of the wealthy people

who owned more than one house sl'r.itched their investment into other

seators. The government had issued new regulations decreasing the rent

value of houses, as a. result of 1'lhich wealthy people began to invest

thoir money in more profitable projeots:2

From this table it appears that Boghd.c.d. had tho highest

percentages in the number of licenoes issued and the numbor of buildings

oomp1eted in all the yoars from 1961 to 1969. (Fig. 12.1~). The same

faot emerged from the average numbor of employees in the publio and

private sectors during the same period. In 1969 the average number of

employees in Baghdad. was 8.422 i.e. 26.93 per oent of the total number of

the country's employees, which was 31,270.

Generally building activities deoline during winter, tho rainy

season in Iraq, !while they rise during the other seasons. This can bo

seon in SUIIlE;l loaned by the Estate Bank o.s \'1011 as in the total

number of licences issued in different months. Total loans given in

July and January, 1967 \'1ere 714,000 and 30,350 I.D. respectively,

\'1hi1e the averago number of licences issued in July and January of tho

, 13
Sa,IJe year were 627 and 414 respectively.

The annual average inorease of houses appeared to be 783. This

annual increase, however, doos not depict· the real situo.tion. The

1957 census, whioh was published in 1963, did not inolude 'the number

of houses, and thus it is not comparable with the 1947 Census in that
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Table 12.10: Number of building 1iconcos issued and bui1diDgB
(private soctor) completed for the period 1961 - 1969.

. ....I.
b

No. of licences % %
I

INo. of oompleted I I
buildings J

1961

laghdad 8,402 47.30 7,446 47.34 I

Iraq 17~762 100.00 15,728 100.00

1962

Baghdad 7,843 44.19 7,947 44.99

Iraq 17,747 100.00 17,663 100.00
I

1963
I

IBaghdad 8,741 48.99 8,355 50.90 I

Iraq 17,841 100.00 16,413 100.00 I

I
1964 I

I
laghda.d 10,628 49.48 10, 025 49.59 IIraq 21,1.-79 100.00 20,216 100.00 ,

*
I

196~
I

i

Baghdad 12,942 48.28 13,671 49.69
!
I

Iraq 26,~7 100.00 27,515 100.00 j
i

1967
I

:Ba.ghdad 9,857 44.36 9,247 44.55 !,

Ira.q 22,218 100.00 20,757 100.00 I
1968 I,
Ba8hdad 10,437 44.35 10,403 45.30

Iraq 23,533 I 100.00 22,963 100.00

I
1969 I

:&.ghdad 13,883 I 54,42 12,181 52,85
I ,

,
Iraq 25,513 100.00 I 23,048 100.00

I
I

Source: The Central Organisation of Statistics, 16.nistry of P1arming,Tho
Results of tho Construction Censusos for the Year 1961 - 1969,
Baghdad (1963 - 1970).

.... «.
* Figures for tho year 1965 are not a.vai1ab1e.
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rospect~4 Tho census gave tho number of families in Greater lnghdad and

Baghdad Liwa as 143,314 and 241,258 respective1y~5

In 1956, the government of Iraq carried out a housing census by

1iwas which can be considered as a starting point to trace residential

growth comparod 't-1ith 1965. In 1965 tho number of housos was estimated

by the Po1service r~ster Plan, but their details are not comparable with

that of 1956. However, the general totals show that Baghdad houses

* 16have boen increased from 98,019 to 175,000 houses, the percentage of

**gromh thus FlaS 78.54.

According to the Directorate General of Housing, liti.nistry of Public

lvork and Housing, the number and typos of houses of Baghdad Liwa and Ira.q

was as shown in the table belon•

. «. •

* This includos Greater :Baghdad which incorporates the houses of both
Baghdad Qadha and Kadhimiyah Qadha. Tho number also included the
sarifahe of the city.

** In 1956 Bo.ghdad Qa.d.hn. had tho highest house density l-1ith 44.5 houses
per Sq.'km. The lowest density 11'a.S in Samarra QD.dha being 1.9
houses per sq. km.
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Table 12.11: Houso type and building materials, 1956.

. .. .. .

1.fud. Houses 'I
No. I--%-----!\

QJ:!.srs*:.~ Brick Ho~eB
No. I %, No. , %

Liwa

18

82

100

100

Tents j ---:T:..:O:..;:t;;::;a1;:..** _

No. I %' No. f %

55 1910

Kukhs

I
69,353 !

I 320,393

No. 1 %

General I I I
Tota.1 4;111i 100 j 468,698 1100

I Apartment's Sarifahs

NC:-/T- 'No. %

laghdad
Urban 1;)28 99 176,456 91

Rural 15 1 17,458 9

Iraq I I
Urban j 4, 6891 99 ,371,408 I 79
Rural; 591~, 97,290, 21

•• t • • • «

Baghdad

Urban

Rura.1

2,462

42

98 35,818

2 4.. 836

88 890

12 3,248

22 - - 216,954 72

78 1,508 100 83,0171 28

::ITaq

Urban

Rura.1

2,808

55

98

2

7,256 41

9,861 ! 59

6,318

139,449

11 1,015 / 3 522 ,778 , 47

, 89:29,567: 97' 581 ,674! 53

Genora1
Total 2,863 100 17,1;17 1100 45,767

Source: Diroctorate qonoral of Housing, A Study for the Housing Problem
in Iraq and How to Solve it for tho period 1970-199°, Baghdad
(1970) Table 1; Centra.1 Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of
Economics, A Report of tho Housing Census of Iraq for the year
1956, :&ghdad (1956) •

...

.* There is no definition of what wo.s moant by Qasrs 'palaces'

** The tota.1 number of houses in lhghdad Liwa in 1956 was put at
128,0~8.
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From "this "table it appears that Baghdad Liwa. had 73 per cent

of tho sa.rifahs and. kuIchs found in tho country, which reflects the

extent of the housing problem. Tho urban settlecents in Baghdad

Liwa had 81.95 per cent of tho total nUIJbor of sarifahs and kukhs

jointly found in the 1iwa.. t1hon including 'palaces' (qasrs)

81.33 per cont of tho total number of the urban dwellings in Baghdad

liwo. wore brick constructed. Only 1.13 per ~nt of the dt'1011ings in

tho urban settlements of lhghdad Liwa wore apartments because Arabs

tra.ditionally prefer houses for greater priva.cy. Baghdad Liwa had

21.36 per cent of the total number of dwellings of all kinds in the

country, while it had in tho same yoar 26 per cent of the country's

populo.tion.

According to this census 83 per cont of the urban houses wore

mainly built of bricks.

The main bUilding materials in the surveyed mahallahs are shown in

(tablo 12.12) bo10w, by morphological phasos.

Bricks, juss and. steel joists are the main building matorials;

for roofing the materials were steol and tiles, timber and mud,

si.lss1' and bricks.

Houses developed in tho second morphologi cal phase usod mud and

timber more than other housos. However, a high percentage of these

houses havo beon modified. stono!;', the unavailable material in the

~ ,alluvial plain Mesopoto.mio. has not been used. Concrote 1S used in more
.A

than 60 pOl' cent of the houses developed after 1956, i.e. in the fifth

morpho1ogica.l phase. Tho porcentage of houses using timber as

constructional material decrease as the morphological phases procoed.
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Table 12.12: Building materials in the surveyed houses (1971).

e. . -
Morpho1- %of houses using as their main building materials AD.J,;'JI/aI"o//i:J,
ogical f r I
Phase bricks concrete mud !stones timber mud & st eel &IJuas Mud

I mats . joist

2 100.00 8.33 57.87 - 49.72 7.41 48.89 54.26 13.61

3 100.00 - - - 50.00 - 100.00 100.00 -
4 88.89 41.85 3.70 14.81 88.89 86.67

I- - -

.~5 1100.00 61.67 f 8.33 I - 4.67 - 76.19 I 92.86 I 15.00
,,
I

132.09 /24.02 !
. .

/26.89 12.61 I 71.60 r
IAverage ( 98.10 - ! 78.98 , 10.01 -.JI

Morpho1o- Roofing materials
gica1 I IBriCk &
Phase Timber & Tiles &

, mud. steel steel
I

2 63.80 8.24 14.35

3 50.00 - 50.00

4 19.26 15.56 80.73

5 36.67 33.33 50.00

PNerage I 38.27 17.42
!

48.72
I . . -:

Source: Fieldwork, 1971, See' 'Appendix A, Table R.

Tho number of families in Baghdad Liwa has increased from 149,484

in 1956 to 298,632, in 1970, i.e. it has almost doubled within fifteen

years, an increase much higher than that of houses. The housing problem

can be judged from the following table, which reviows the house/family

situation in Baghdad in 1956.
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Table 12.13: House/family structure in :Baghdo.d Liwa, 1956.

Average Number

Persons per house

Families per house

P ~ *crsons par family

Persons per room

IRooms par house

lRooms per.. ~a.mi1Y

Sourca: .Centra1 Bureau of statistios, Ministry of Economics, A
Report of the Housing Census of Iraq for the ycar 1956,
Baghdad (1956) 3.

Al-Midfai on the other hand had put the number of persons per

room in a single-room house at 4.59, 2.96 in houses of two rooms,

2.28 in houses of three rooms and 1.68 in houses of more than four

rooms. This indicates that Baghdad has an a.cute housing problem,

which is soen in the average number of families per house, person

per house and persons per room.

In 1965, tho l~ster Plan of Baghdad estimated tho number of

houses in Baghdad City as fo11ows:-

* According to the Census of 1957, the average number of persons per
family was 5.5 in 1960.K. "a1-Midfai put the average number of
persons per family for laghdad at 6.6 and very likely includes the
sarifah dwellers, while according to the household inquiry carried
out in 1961, the average number ,,:as put at 5.6. The SaLle inquiry
shows that the average number of families per house was 2.2; the
lt9.ster Plan on the other hand put the average number of persons
per family and house in 1965 at 6.5 and 8.6 respective1y.17
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-
Table 12.14: Distribution of houses in lhghdad City, 1965 (Fig. 12.11)

r Area TNo. of housos %
roe

Remarks
I

~•• t

I

ICentro 14.000 I 8.00 Traditional houses

IAclha.miyah 15.000 8.57 Mostly suburban houses

Qanat al-Jaish 52,500 I 30.00 Totally suburban housos

:Ba8hdnd a1-Jadidah 10.500 I 6.00 Totally suburban houses

Karradnh 11,500 6.57 I~stly suburban houses

Ko.rkh 22,000 12.57 Mostly Traditional
houses

35,000Kadhimiyah

Durah

20.00 I Mostly Traditional
f houses

I 8.29 I MOstly suburban houses

~ ~~t~l~ ~~ ~ : ~ ~ : : : : :~J~ ~: ~ ~~7?:,:~~~: J~.~~~ ~ ~I ~ ~ ~ ::~~~~~.~. ______

Source: Po1service Consulting Engineors, !~aster Plan of Baghdad, Vol. 1
Warsaw (1969) pp. vii - 3.

The abovo shotm disorepancy between tho given figures mde the

field survey inevitable. The follotdng Table 12.15 indicates the

average number of persons per houso, families per house, persons per

family, persons per room, rooms per house and rooms per family in the

surveyed mahallahs.
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Table 12.15: Fnmi1Y,/houso structure of the surveyed houses

Maha11ah , Morpho1og- Person/ Families/ Persons Persons Rooms Rooms
ica1 Phase house house per per per per

Family room house family

Suq Hamndo.h 2 I 9.00 1.30 7.00 2.49 3.70 2.85

Sayid Abdul- 2 ~

I 8.56 I 1.20 7.70 2.85 3.00 2.451ah
Aquliyah 2 4.60 1.60 . 7.20 2.42 4.80 !3.00j,

I I IHarah I 2 8.00 J 1.00 8.00 2.25 l 3.56 ;3.56I
I

i
Shiukh i 2

I
11.80 I 1.70 6.94 I3.11 3.80 2.24

I
,

Karra.dah I 2 9.50 I 1.33 7.13 2.15' 4.33 3.25
I I I 2.51 3.87 3.06Ave:r:age I 9.74 1.36 7.25

I I
Orfa1iyah 3 17.13 2.75 6.23 I 2.34 7.31 2.75II :Bustan 0.1- 3 10.88*Khas 2.13 5.76 1.98 5.75 2.13

Average I 14.01 2.44 5.98 2.16

~
2.44

I

Ataifiyah 4 7.00 1'.00 I 7.00 1.49 4.70 4.70,
I Durah 4' 7.58 1.33 ! 7.58 2.33 4.33 3.25,
I I

! Wa.shash 4
i 10.13 1.93 5.24 2.53 4.00 2.07I

--
Average : 8.24 1.42 6.61 2.12 4.34 3.34

Kra.iat 5 9.80 1.50 6.53 2.04 4.80 3.20

I Iskan 5 9.86 . 1.29 7.67 3.00 3.29 2.56
1

I Ma.mun 5 7.7 1.20 6.42 1.38 5.60 4.67

I Thawrah 5 9.10 1.45 6.28 3.25 2.80 1.93
I
I

1.65 5.70 3.35Ha.i Dragh I 5 9.40~10 5.35
~

i .
I

4.14 1.14
I

3.63 0.91 6.14 5.38Mansur , 5 II
!

Average I 8.33 1.38 5.98 2.04 4.72 3.52
I

I
I

IKloneral Average 9.48 1.50 6.30 2.27 4.73; 3.14. . . . . . . . -
Source: Fieldwork 197.1-1 See APpendix A.s. Tables .A, 00.) ~. . . .•.•.
* This oxc1udes tenant bachelors, who concentrate in the areas developed

before 1936. It was reported that 5000 bachelors live in a1-lnttawiin and
in maha11ahs along a1-Rashid Street.18
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From this table it is obvious that the most crowded areas in

Baghdad arc the ma.hallahs built between 1920 - 1936. This is

expressed in terms of the average number of persons per house which

was more than 14, families per house which was 2.44, and rooms per

family which Wlls 2.44. These maha,llahs were the well-to-do localities in

Baghdad perhaps up to 1956, after which the original wealthy families

left their houses for the modern suburbs and lvere replaced by migrant

families. 90.16 per cent of the interviel'lOd families in these ma.ha.llahs

\-lOre migrants, 90.91 per cent of thom being Christians from the north•.
They live in a miserable and unhyg&niC condition. Some of the

surveyed houses are inhabited by moro than 40 porsona each. The

area now has beon encroached upon by the expanding commercial centre of

the city. Therefore many of the migrants have been able to find jobs

nearby. .As the majority of the families were Christians, the a.verago

number of persons per fnmily was less than tho rest of the surveyed

mahallahs. The large average number of rooms per house is not

significant as there arc 2.44 families per house on average.

The second group of crowded mahallahs wero those built before 1920,

i.e. in the central traditional parts of the city. Because the houses

here are inhabited by more than ene family the average number of
to

persons per house was 9. 74. This has led/the increase of the person/

room ratio up to 2.51.

Mahnllahs built betwcen 1936 - 1956 are still dominated by the

rcsidential function compared with the former two area.s. The average.

rooms per house here is lower than the houses of the former period,

but more than those in the traditiono.l houses.
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Suburban mahnllahs developed after 1956 show a better situatione

The averago number of rooms per house is tho highest being 4.72, and

tho averago number of persons per room was the lowoste However, these

looolities includo nm.hallahs of migrants and other economically weak

classes, otheri'n.so tho condition would be much better than \-that has

appeared. For instance, the averago number of persona per house in a1-

Mansur '\'tas 4.14 and the averc.ge number of persons per room '\'taS only Oe9l.

House Ownershi,E:

Tho Housing Census of 1956 reveals that most of the houses in

Jhghdad Lhm i.e. 72.46 per cent l'1GrC owned by their occupants, reflecting

onco again tho Arab's first essontial target in life, i.e. to own a house.

Rented houses in lhghdad Liwa ropresented less than 25 per cent of the

total number of houses, the rest were either vacant or houses rented

by the room~9

According to tho inquiry of the Household Budget in 1$'61, it

appeared that only 41.7 per cent of sampled families occupied hounes

which thoy own, 38el por cent resided in rented houses, 9.9 por cent

residod in rentod rooms and tho remaining 11.3 per cent of the families

resided in other houses~O *
In thO. surveyed mahallahs in 1971 the percentage of families owning

the houses they occupied was 40.41 per cent. Field survoy yielded

the following data about house ownership, which reflects the housing

problema suffered by a high percentage of societYe The data are

tabulated both according to the class of the inhabitants, and the

morphological phase of the survoyed maballahs.

* The number of houses covered by the enquiry was 756, inhabited by
1,656 families.
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Ta.blo 12.16: House ownership in percentages I

-...-..----............ . . . + .

Class ~oorphologica.l Phaso
. . "I

2 3
owned4.-rrentea."t o~mod

l)

owned rented owned--yronted Irented
I

0 .
High - - i - - - - 90.00 10.00

Middlo 61.11 38.89 - - 40.00 60.00 91.90 8.10,

Low 43.89 56.11 l 15.62 84.38/46•66 53.34 , 95.00 5.00j, .. • « • .e. 0 . .

Source~ Fi.eld~10rk 1971, Soo .t\ppondix A, Tables J, pa

It is a distinct phenotlonon that in the higher oconomic class in

the oreas doveloped after 1956 the percentago of families who own their

housos foIls and tho percentago of families living in rented houses

increasos. However, this finding is less distinct in the pro-1920

mnhallo.hs because thoso include Adhomiyall 'I:ra.rrd1 and Kadhimiyah

(Shiukh) whero tho percentago of familios olming their houses is still

high, po.rticularly among Shiall families. 55.56 per cent of tho houses

in Adhomiya.h and. 80 per cent of the hOUSGS in Kadhimiyah were ownod

by their occupants. However, thoso are outlying traditional centres.

The bulk of traditional houses in tho centre of :Baghdad ore rented .

.All the survoyed houses in .Aquliyah wore also rentod. In KD.rkh, on

the other hand, tho peroentago fell to 40. A middle-class community

is Kraiat, tho partially urbanised Bettlement t \o1here all houses wore

owned by their occupants. The main employment here is still related

to the land, and up to now the settlement bas failed to ·attract urban

inhabitants.

The high conoentration of tenant inhabitants in the centra.l

ma.ho.llahs was also shown in the Population Census of 1965. For instance,

only 26.1 per cent of tho inhabitants of Jadid Hasan Pasha mahallah and
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18.6 pcr cent of the inhabitants of al-Maidan-mahallah were women.

Both mahallahs are located on al-Rnshid street, the major central

business street of the city. Most of the tenants here are students,

soldiers, workeIS and minor civil servants.

From the abovo table it appears that more than 84 per cent of

the houses of maha.llahs of the third morphological phase were rented.

Many migrants families rent housos, occupying one or two rooms, tho

rest of the rooms boing re-rontcd by bachelors or families. Indeed,

this practioe became a source of income for a number of families.

Tho averago monthly rent value per room is 3.7 I.D., depending

on the size of . the room, the looo.tion of the mahallah, 8.nd the

type of occupants, i. e. whether a fnrnily or a bachelor. For social

reasons tho rent is higher for the latter than the former.

In certain central mnha.lla.hs like Haidet.J<Mnah, the rent value

per room increases with tho increased number of tenants per room,

as it is not uncommon to find that a room is rented by more than one

tenant.

Pra.ctically no governmental efforts have been .made to control

the everlasting riso of house rants and all tho laws and regulations

*to reduco tho rents such as Act No. 103 of 1967 have not been

brought into strict practice and enforced. From the following table,

it appears toot the averago monthly rent for houses and rooms in Iroq

when including :Be.ghda.d Liwa, is about three times the rent if :Baghdad

Liwa. is excluded. This reflects the fact tha.t lhghdad was and is

the most attractive town for people from all ol7er the comtry.

* This Act decreod that rent of both rooms and houses should be
reduced by 25 per cent.
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Table 12.17: Average monthly rent (in I.D.) for houses and rooms (1956)

Including Baghdad Excluding :Baghdad

Average monthly rent value
per houso 8.054 2.694 :

Average monthly rent volue
per room 3.284 1.095

I---
Source: Central Bureau of statistics, Ministry of Economics, A Report

of the Housing Census of Iraq for the year, 1956, Baghdad (1956)
Table 6.

Because of the population growth the rent value per house increased

in 1961 to 12.167 I.D,. a month, the room rent value on tho other hand

has maintained its previous 1evel~1 In 1961 it appoared that 60.7 por

cent of tho houses sampled were ocoupied each by one fMlily only, 16.7

per cent each by two families, and. the remaining houses, i.e. 33.6 per

cent were occupied by three or more families each~2

In 1971, the average monthly rent of house in Baghdad varied ldde1y,

depending mainly en style, location and facilities. The averago rent

vo,lue in the surveyed houses according to the age of the mahalla.h is

shown in the following table:

Table 12.18: The averago monthly rent va1un of the surveyed houses by
morphological phase.

.. -
}.brphological Uonthly average rent value I.D.

Phase

I

2. Pre-1920 I 11.11
I

3. 1920-1936 22.57

4. 1936-1956 12.73

5. Post-1956 20.00

Average 14.82
I. ... ...

Source: Fieldwork 1971 , See Appendix A, ~c:.'b1e J.
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The relatively high monthly rent value in mcl1o.11ahs of the third

period, 1920 - 1936, is due to the generally large size of these houses,

and the fact that all these housos are inhabited by more than one

family, and various numbers of bachelors. This made it possible for

the individual tenant or family to afford such a high rent ':va1ue in

tho aggregato.

Tho lou ront value for tho maha1lahs of tho fourth period, 1936 _

1956, is attributed to the inclusion of tho low-class locality of 0.1

Washash, which has a monthly rent volue of only 7.72 I.D. Al-Thawrah,

the mgrant locality also has lowered the average rent value of the

houses of tho post-1956 areas. Tho lowost rent values were foun~ in

Knd.h.i.niyah with an average monthly value of only 5.5 I.D. and in S~d

Abdullah mahal1ah in Rusafah with a value of 7.2 I.D. This was mainly

owing to tho absence of~ essential sanitary facilities as well as to

the deterioration in the condition of theso houses. For example,

only 15,84 per cent of tho houses of traditional Kadhimiyah ~lere

provided ~1ith bathrooms;3 In KadhimiYall, 60 per cent of the survoyed

houses had to be reconditionod more than twice as they wore in disrepair,

The rent for a high percentago of fughdadi families represents the

biggest item of expenditure. It affected the budget of the middle, low

middle, and low class fami1ios badly. This problem is rapidly increas

ing. The following table shows tho percentages of rent va1uo according

to the total monthly expenditure of the interviewed families.

Table 12.19: The percentage of total monthly expenditure spent on rent
among tho intorviewed families by classes:

Class , %spent on rent
I

20.46High *

I'Middle 27.51
Low class 28.12

Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A, Table G•.
* &i D.rn.gh Uahn.llah ~1aS excludcd as there 'was only one fElLlily renting its

house. However, the average monthly percentage of rent expenditure of
this family vJD.S 49.50 of its total expenditure.
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From this table it appears that the lower the economic class in

Baghdad, the higher the average monthly percentage of family exponditure

spent on rent. Indeed the low and low middle classes are suffering

:from this situation which put them always under strain. Some of the

families as thoso in a.1-Qrfaliyah and Thawrah, spend more than 57 per

cent of their monthly expenditure on rent. Authorities should urgently

intervene and deal with this prob1eIJ in a.n overa.l1 huoan and economic

plan.

Because of the deficiency in housing resulting from the continuous

rural-to-urban migration the ront va1~e is a1WE\Ys rising,nnd only the

land nnd proporty speculators are benefitting.

Bo.d nutrition, the high rate of illiteracy and the miserable lifo

of tho low-income families are aggravated by high rents. Unfortunately

most of tho housing schomes aro p1anrmd for tho officials and officers

who perhaps are in less nood for houses tha.n the overwhelming oojority

of economically poor families, who possibly never dreact of owning a

permanent sho1ter ovor their heads.

When accepting the figures given by tho ..JrIinistry of Planning and

the Mo.ster Plan of Baghdad, it appears for the period 1965 - 1969 that

while tho annual percentage of population growth was 6.82 per cent the

annual percentago of house increase was only 4.45 per cent.

Housing policies have ahro.ys boen'treated in terms of isolated

sohemes and not as an ossentia1 part of any national planning strategy.

In the absence of precise governmental data it is very difficult to

know the number of substandard houses, mainly sorifahs, and the

physically deteriorated, unhygienic houses in the capital.

Depending on the estimations obtainod at district offices of Junano.t

al-Asimah the Master Plan put the present sarifahs of lhghdad between
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5 per cent and 10 per cent of the total number of houses 1. e. between

8,750 - 17.500 sorifahs. The percentage was not more than 5 in areas

such as Qa,nat al-Jaish, Baghdad. al-Jadidah, Durah and. Karraclah.
of

In the recaining areas it reached 10. However, the proportion/sub-

standard houses is very likely much higher than this.

In many doveloped and underdeveloped countries, governments invest

no less than 5 per cent of their national income on housing. This

percentage has also been suggested by the United Nations~4 In Iraq

capital invested for this purpose is far from adequate. For the period

1955 - 1959, the Development Board has a housing programme to build

200,000 houses. but up to now only 20.5 per cent of them, i.o. 1 per cent

of the required houses have been built~5

Otdng to the natural increaso of population, migration, the increase

in the amount of absolcscent housing stock, and the suburbanization trends

the acute housing problem of lhghdad, which has accelere.ted after 1956,

needs a speedy solution by wise housing planning.

In order to deter~e the real housing needs, it is necessar,y to

carry out housing surveys in the city, and it Hould be a good opportunity

to do so at the time of the next census of population.. Up to now

figures for the overall size of the housing problem in Iraq have been

mostly 'academic', indicating merely that there is neither the money nor

the capacity uithin the country to meet its needs 'uithin the foreseeable

futurc~6

To solve the problem adequately, each family should not have to spend

more than 10 - 15 per cont of its monthly or annual income on paying the

*price for their now house. Here it is important to stress that a

* The recipients of governmentally provided houses spend between 10 and
30 per cont of their annual income as p~ont for their nel'l houses,27
and the average monthly expenditure of tho interviewed families was
28 per cent of their total mo~hly expenditure.
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housing poliqy should not only consider the incoee order of the

occupant, as is the caso in Iraq ,today. The si ze of each family

and the social background should bo taken into consideration as well.

One type of house may be adequate for one family but not for others.

Generally tho family size of the low-class community in lhghdad is

higher than that among the higher classes. The average number of persons

of the 10\-lCr, middle and high class intervieued facilies was 6.55, 6.04,

and 5.28 respectively. Thus the number of rooms must be propo~ionate,

deepite the difference in income. This indeed is ,'rhat should be carried

out if tho government roally \-rant to solvo the problem of living

stnndards and not merely tho housing problem. The housing problem should

be troated as pnrt and parcel of comprehensive physical and regional

planning for tho country as a whole. Purely personal and ill-considered

decisions, and all-too predominant type of executing 'policios' in Iraq,

should be eradicated by the only reasonable alternative of a carefully

studied and comprohensive housing policy within the framework of

national planning.

Housing projects should be dealt \-lith in their regional context.

The troatment of the housing problems should be preceeded by a com

prehensive survey to obtain reliable data a.bout the state of e:x:i.sting

houses, their dofects together with a detailed study of population

growth and desirable legislative measures. Housing projects should aie

to creato happy communitios and not mere aggloeerations of houses.

Perhaps it \-lill be useful here to try to estimate the houses

needed by the end of this century, ba.sed on data in 1965.

In that yoar, tho 1hster Plan put the population of the city at

1,500,000 - 1,620,000, baing housed in 175,000 houses. When trying to
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ostimate the nooded houses one has to knOt-I the romual rate of population

grol'rth 1'1hich accordbg to tho Ministry of Public Works and Housing 1-ms

3.1 por cent~8 the average sizo of lhghdadi flUililies which according to

20 *tho 1951 census lias 5.5 persons.... The armu.a.1 percentage of absolescent

houoc~s, llhich liM pm by the J.fi.nistry of Public ~lorks and Housing at

4 per cent, and tho number of substandard houses in the baso year, l'1hich

wa.s put by tho Mastor Plan at about 10 per cent of the total numbor of

lhghdad houses.

ltf applying tho following equation we obtain an estimate of the

futuro population of tho City.

Xn .. X (1 + r)n

Whero Xn .. the number of population in n year (2000)

X .. tho numbor of population in the ba.se year (1965)

r ... tho percentoge of annual growth of' popula.tion

n = the number of yoars

X(2oo0) ... 1,620,000

(1 +~ )35
100

(1 + 0.031)35

... 1,620,000 x 2.9 ... 4,,100 ,000

Noxt, one can oa1cu1alD tho number of fMd1ios in tho city at the

year 2000. It ui11 bo 4,100,000:' 5.5 = 854,545 families •
•

In 1965, the number of houses wero put at 115,000, including 10

per cent of substandard houses. This Doans that fughddd had 151,500·

otondard houaps in 1965. By applying the following formula we obtain

an estimate of the number of llouses uhich will remain of adequate

standard:

'it • . .. -_.. .-----~.--...-
In the surveyed mahal1nh.s t the average number of persons per family
liM 6.25.
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lIn =H (1 _ r)n *;

H2000 = 157,500 (1 - 1\0 ) 35

H2000 = 157,500 (1 - 0.40)35

H2oo0 = 157,500 (0.96)35

H2000 =157,500 x 0.238

H2000 = 37,500 i.e. only 37500 of the houses of 1965 vdll

still bo of adoquate standard.

The numbor of houses needed. to bo built in tho yoar 2000 is as

follows:

854,545 - 37,500 = 817,045 housos.

Accordingly tho annue.l rate of house building excluding· obsolete

houses botlioon 1965 - 20COby applying the followil'lg formula. is 5 per cant.

H2oo0 = ~965 (1 + 4 )35

..854545 = 157,500 (1 + r )35

In addition since 4 per cent of tho houses fall into disuse each

yoo:r tho total annual houso deIJand is 9 per cent •

...-.----~~~--------._------~.-----.....--.--_.........-
* H = housos; n OK number of years; r = tlie annual percentago of

obsolescent houses
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Chapter 1~

Industrial Develo;men~

This chapter deals with industrial developnent in Baghdad as

a major factor responsible for m~r internal and external

morphological changes in the city. The analysis \'/ill show the

intimate relationship between the chronology of industrial

developnent, locational pattern and the morphological phases in

the growth of the city.

Baghdad is no better than other Arab towns in terms of

statistical information. The avaiiable statistical reports and

censuses about the occupational and economic structure of the

pop..tlation, and the locational pattern of land uses are useful

for general analysis on a liwa basis but unfortunately are not

suitable for urban analysis. FUrthermore, one commonly finds

great discrepancies and confusion in the information given by

various governmental bodies about any particular aspect. For

example, the Iraqi Industrial Union put the number of printing

l-10rl::s in Baghdad at 56, the Health Engineering Department in the

Health Directorate at 116, and the Republican Directory at 62.

Follol-ring the 1958 revolution, the lfi.nistrjr of Industry "TaS

created to run and encourage the industrial development of the

country. In 1964 the State Organisation of Industry was

established to supervise and administer the industrial activities

belonging to the public sector. This sector may be considered as

the backbone of the count~r's industry. The institution emerged

in 1964 following the nationalization of the main 39 industrial

establishments in the country, and these industries represented a
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total investment of' 43 I.D. million with a labour force of

15,500 Horkers.

Private industrial developnent has been affected by the

consequences of this nationalization wave. Act No.101 of 1964,

has limited the maximum ca.pital allovled to be invested in any

establishment uithin the private sector to 70,000 I.D.

The new organilation is as yet in no position to provide

any detailed statistical information about the industrial

establishments that have been nationaliaed. Nor has the Ministry

) of Industry any regular and comprehensiva data about the industrial

structure of the country in terms of urban units~

The only governmental bodies having such information are the

Central Bureau of Statistics, the Uinistry of Planning and the

Iraqi Industrial Union. The former. unfortunately, vlhile

*providing regular statistics since the 1950's, deals only l-lith

nationwide information using liwas and saying nothing about the

industrial or other aspects of individual towns. Even in their

occasional studies about Baghdad they provide data on the basis

of general administrative units which do not correspond with the

municipal units of the city. So far the city of Baghdad. has no

cleaI'-Cut administrative units to be used when plotting the

information available. I!B.ch relevant governmental authority

uses its O\'lIl criteria for its divisions and as a result Amanat

al-ll.simah has divided the city into particular units which are

entirely different from those of the Hater Supply Agency, the

Electricity Agency, the Sewerage Agency, the Land Registry

Department, and 80 on. Besides, most of these departments are

not willing to supply base maps, which are usually found at

. .

* Before 1958 this department belonged to the Ministry of Economics.
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headquarters.

The second governmental body customarily issuing annual

statistics, tho Iraqi Industrial Union, only provides information

about industrial establishments registered in the Union. So far

there have been no studies about unregistered industrial

estab1ishmcmts, l-lhether for Baghdad or for the country as a

whole. Nor has the Iraqi Industrial Union any detailed

location map. Instead, on request, addresses tend to be givan

in the most general terms such as "on a1-Rashid Street near the

al-Muraba'h Gahwah" and so on. Any establishments uith a capital

of less than 3,000 I.D. are not registered in the union, which,

of course, mw~es it impossible to trace their precise locations

in view of their numbers. 1 Consequently, selective field study

became essential in this investigation. Hhile carrying out the

field surve~' in 1971, most of the firms questioned did not giva

an;}' kind of informa.tion about their establishments and some of

them even avoicled giving a clear and complete address, being

frightened of taxation or nationalization, in spite of the fact

that many of them consist only of sma.1l worl~shops. They do not

trust students \o1hom they suspect to be government inspectors.

Thus even the Iraqi Industrial Union does not know the spatial

dist~~bution of these workshops, many of which habitually change

their sites lotithout informing governmental departments concerned.

~mny of them furthermore give obsolete address~, the writer being

unable even to trace them through their neighl)ours.

Industry in Baghdad plays an important role in the

functional structure of the city. This is seen in the following

table.
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Table 13.1.: Tho main sources of income in . Iraq and in Baghdad Liwa
for tho period 1956 - 1963. ( ,'::' '.J .I~.} )

,
Source of Iraq Baghdad Column Index

Iraq !llaghdad Columns
income 1956 1956 2:1 in of 1963 1963 6:5

lIillion liIi1lion % growth Million Million in %
I.D. I.D. 1956- I.D. I.D.

1 2 3 634 5 6 7
1. Minil'lti 145.00 10.00 6.90 195 282.80 19.50 6.8·9

2. Oil Refin- 2.60 1.00 38.20 390 10.10 3.90 38.61
ing

3. Romining 26.30 16.4 63.00 194 51.20 31.8 62.LD
industrios

4. Building 24.00 11.00 46.00 71 17.00 7.80 45.80

5. Nater supply
and olec- 2.00 1.10 60.00 335 6.70 3.80 5G.lJg
tricity

6. Commerce 26.00 13.00 50.00 128 33.40 16.70 50.00

7. Banks and 6.20 5.30 86.00 155 9.60 8.20 85.50Insurance

fa. Housing 7.80 4.30 55.20 f 181 14.10 7.80 55.10

9•.Administra.- 28.10 10.60 37.80 220 61.60 23.30 3~.~·'2..

Ition and
Defenoo

10.Servicos 24.00 10.00 41.80 1188 45.10 18.80 41.60
.

11.Trnns- 23.20 7.80 33.50 182 42.00 14. 20 33.80
portat ion

12•.Agricul- 88.00 11.20 12.60 92 , 81.50 10.30 12.70
turo .

~ --- .f"161. .T'655.101166.10Total 403.20 101.7 125.2~ 25.2
.. ------ .

Source: K. Hasib Estimaiie of the National Income of Iraq 1953 - 1961 ,
Beirut (1963) Table 107; Po1service Consulting Engineers,
Master P1nn of Baghdad, Harsm'l, 1 (1969) pp. III - 5, 111 - 6 -8.

* Calculation is based on data f'rom the "five years Economic Plan
(1965 - 1969) in the Polservice Waster Plan. :rata for more recent
years is not available.
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This table does not give an exact picture of the economic

state of tho city. Hm·rever, the population of Baghdad is known

to account for more than 75 per cent of the inhabitants of

Baghdad Lit-ra, and in all facets of economy except agriculture

and mining the city's participation l·ras even higher than that.

Column 3 shows the percentage participation of Baghdad

Lilla in the various branches of the economy. Baghdad had 63 per

cent of the country's industry (excluding oil refining). In

banking and insurance, Baghdad's share was 86 per cen"!;. Also

the 1iwa had high percentages in other activities except for

mining and aericu1ture.

Column 4 indicates that industry (including oil refining),

water supply, administration and defence had the highest indexes

of growth for tho period 1956 - 1963.

Column 7 shm'IS that Baghdad Lilla had more or less maintained

the same percentage participation in the country's economy.

This table shows that the city gathers proportionally more

economic, social and pelttical activities than the rest of the

COuntIJT. In 1963 the town had 17.5 per cent of the country's

population but produced more than 25 per cent of the national
I 0-

income. It should be remembered however that thfsefiwR figure
I

inc1udos the income from agriculture and oilfie1ds~ which plays

hardly an3T part in the economy of Baghdad but accounts for 346.3

million I.D. i. e. more than 55 per cent of the national income of

the whole countIJ'. When the revenues from oil mining and

agriculture are excluded from the comparison, Baghd.ad concentrates

46.5 per cent of the uho1e country's national income for the

remaining branches of the economy. In some fields Baghdad's
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participation exceeds even 50 per cent. In industI'1J Baghdad's

percentage is more than 62, comorce 50, lianldng and insurance

In the Polservice lmster Plan of Baehdad, the city's total

-------national income "las put at' 131 million I.D., distributed as

follows:-

Table 13.2 lro.in sources of Baghdad's national income in 1965

,

lmin source !.fillion I.D. ~

..

IOil refining 3.90 2.98

Industry 30.00 22.90

Building 7.30 5. 60

l'1ater supply and electricity 3.80 2.90

Commerce 15.30 11.68

Banldng and insurance 8.20 6.26

Housing 7.5 5.73

Administration and Defence 22.00 16.79

Service facilities 18.80 14.35

Transportation 14.20 10.84

~

Total I 131 100.00

Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, lmster Plan

of Baghdad, Warsaw, 1 (1969) 6.

The above table shows tha.t out of all tho functions the most

important part goes to industry, including oil refining, follo"md

by administration, services, commerce and transportation. These
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five branches of the economy produce about 80 per cent of the city's

contribution to the national income.

In terms of employment structure, the order of functions in the

city is different. According to the statistics in the Master Plan of

1965. employment was as follows:

Table 13.3: Employment structure in Baghdad City, 1965.

~

Function No. of employees %-
*State administration 75,000 27.78

Commerce and handicrafts 85,000 31.48

Industry 40,000 14.81

Transportation 25,000 9.25

Building 2,000 1.41

Education and health ** 5.56service 15,000

Agriculture 10,000 3.10
I

270,000 100.00 l
Source: Polservice Consulting Engineers, Master Plan of ~hdad,

Warsaw, 1 (1969) pp. 111- 6-8.

Industry in terms of percentage of employees ranks third in impor-

tance. However, the leading functions of administration, commerce, and

industry account more than 14 per cent of the fully employed labour force

in the city. The table makes it clear that the character of tho town's

commerce and handicrafts is 1abour-extensive and lacks efficiency, as it

employs more than 31 per cent of all the fully employed persons in the

town, but produces less than 12 per cent of the town's national income.

Industry on the other hand accounts for less than 15 per cent of 1he total

fully employed labour force and produces more than 22 per cent of the

town's national income.*r-·-'...------------..---..-------------------~
Tho term 'administration' is not precise: it covers several categories of

** state employees.
The University of Baghdad is not included.
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The occupational distribution of labour force has not changed

significantly during the last two decades, because traditional forms

of the organize.tion of industry still prevail. Kinship ties and

personal obligations between employer and worker are still of major

significance in small family craft industries, which constitute the

highest percentage of :Baghdadi s manufacturing establishments. However,

modern industrial progross after the 1950's has al~ered the traditional

pattern of labour relations to a great enent.

In industry, as in other aspects of life, Baghdad Liwa. dominates the

other liwas. This domination can bo measured by the number of

establis!'llIlen1e, the total employed or the value of output. Baghdad is

provided with several means of transportation, baing the meoting point of

major routes of the country. The city has always enjoyed a direct

connact:-.on with foreign markets, \Vhother in the caravan period, the era

of riv~ transportation, or at present when the railways Mel roads have

been developed. The city has also a cheap,abundant and reliable supply

of elQ:rliricity, and skilled labour is available in greater numbers com

pared with other towns in the country. Some of the factories sell

80 pe~ oent of thoir products in Baghdnd alone. Since its foundation,

Bagh~ad was either a national or a provincial capital, with a consider

able market offering good opportunities for industrial development.

Tho existence of the Industrial Bank also encouraged induStrial

conr;entra:tion in Baghdad where the private sector is supported more than

in (my othor lhm, 3.5 million I.D. were invested in 1967, a figure

umntched by other liwas.

Hasib stat as that in 1957
1

44 per cent of tho industrial ostabliah

motrts were in ]aghdad.2 In 1958, He'UTis estimated that 70 per cent of

the industria.l force of the country was employed in the city~
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In 1900, the percentage of industrial establishments found in

Baghdad was put at 4183 per cent~ This percentage increased to

54 in 1965, when about 62 per cent of the labour force lms concentrated

in J3aghd.ad~ In 1967, 56.3 per cent of large industrial eBtablish-

mento, 63.1 per cent of industrial workers and 55 per cent of the

electricity consumed in industry, were found in Baghdad Liua, which at

that time had more than 26 per cent of the population of the country~

Accordi~ to tho 1965 Industrial Census, 33.2 persons per 1,000

of the total labour force wero employed in industry, compared wi.th

the ratio for Amarah ahd Kut LiliOS which was only 21/10007

Tho high concontration of industry in Baghdad is very distinctive,

whether large or small industrial establishments, both in private and

publio sectors.

In 1968, Baghdad had 46.69 per cent of the small industrial

.establishments found in the country emplojring 37.54 per cent of the

total labour forcCl and 43.02 per cent of the country's large industrial

establishments employing (,6.42 per oent of the labour forcc~

Aocording to the 1969 data Baghdad dominated the other liwaa in the

number of large and small industrial establiBhments9 (fig 13.2).

fughdad also dominates the industrial esta.blishment of Baghdad

Liwa as shown in the following table.

From this table it appears that about 96 per cent of establishments

in the liwa are located in 13e.ghda.d City, employing also about S7 per cent

of the labour force in the liwa. Tho absence of fOlDa.le workers in the

small industrial estnblishments located outside Gr('jater 1la.ghdad,

reflects the traditional attitude of Arab society e.gainst the

employmont of nomen.

More than 53 per cent of tho workor were self-employed reflecting
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Table 13.4: Number of Small Industrial Establishments, Average
Number of Employees in June 1969, in Baghdad City and
Baghdad Lilia.*

Solt'...,mp~~ Wage paid I.D.'. "!_abli.:-
workers rpents

No. t % I ~errale 1 lIale ",* ;:;alf % 'No. f %.-- . .
Greater 12,330 96.22 2359 189,518 23,083196.87 9,744 95.96:Baghdad

Baghdad
exol. Great- 484 3.78 - I 4,6961 747 3.13 410 4.04
er laghdad

~.---- . ..
Total 12,814 100.00 2359 194,214123,830~00.0 1~54 100.0:&.hgdad I t I

Souroe: CGntral statistical Organization, Ministry of Planning, The
Results of Industrial Census in Iraq for the year 1969,
Baghdad (1970) 33.

the oharacteristio feature of the small industries in laghdad where the

owners, their sons and sometimes other members of their families, join

to work in their workshops. The small-soolenature of theso industries

is obvious from the faot that the a.verage number of employees per

establishment is less than 3 persons.

About 70 per oent of the workers of these industrial establishments

were skilled and semi-eldl1ed and 18 per oent were juveniles. Of the

latter only 0.37 per oent were female. However, Iraqi legislation

forbids the employment of boys under age 15.

The City 'of Baghdad dominatosboth the liwa ":and the country in

terms of industrial rovenues. ~le value of Baghdad's production repre-

sents about 96 per oent of the value of the 1iwa production and a.bout

40 per oent of the value of the country's production:O

* The figures here differ from those already mentioned, given in tho
annual abstract, 1970.' Hore the figures are an average and only
for June 1969, given by the Industrial Department, Ministry of Planning.
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Industrial development in Baghdad. in its various pa.tterns is a

dynamic urban phenomenon, and genera.lly occurs in particular urban

areas for obvious reasons, i.e. historical, as the for traditional home

industries of the centre, and economiea.l, as for the peripheral areas

of the oity, whoxe rent is lower, the sites are larger and where there is

aooessibility for heavy transportation. However, with the recent rapid

outward. growth of tho oity most of the once peripheral industrial sites

have been left behind as morphological landmarks of the phases of urban

expansion in terms of tho fringe-belt conoept.

In &ghdad as \'1011 as other large towns of Iraq the main regional

highways attract mainly modern industrial establishments thus produoing

a recurrent feature in tho townseapo. Both the interior and exterior

morphology of the oity are greatly inflU7f~d by this dynaJ::1ism and the

growth of Baghdad hM affected the industrial loeational pattern as.

already indioated in Chapter 11.

The changing location, conoentration or dispersion and evolution of

industry, has aided in many ways the s~ping' of the present City of

Baghdad. The residential structure or" the city together with the social

pattern have been ohanged oonsiderably owing to modern industrial

development. Most of the heavy or large industries in the I'liddle and

.,.. 'd f .Outer Fringe Bolts of the oity have attra9led resl. ents rom Varl.OUB

parts of the country, regardless of ethnio, religious or tribal

oonsiderations, thus oreating heterogeneous settlement groups, an

entirely new phenomenon in the lifo of Baghdad. This can be demonstrated

by comparing tho findings of the field survey carried out in al-Durah,

an industrial community whioh grew around tho largest oil refinery in

Iraq, and tho fully rosidential maha.l1a.h of Hai. Dragh developed after

1959.
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Table li.f: Religious structure and plaoe of origin of interviewed
families in al-Durah and Hai Dragh.-
IMcl1allah %Christian %Moslem Number of

plaoes of
Shialls ISunnahs origin

Durah 83.33 I16.67 -
J

6

Hai Dragh - - 100.00 2
ft_ • . . ... .

Source: Field work 1911, See Appendix A, Table Nd.

This table shows that residential areas without industrial

establishments tend to preserve the B..:.ghdadi. Arab tradition of being

homogenooUs, both in terms of roligion or even sect and place ef origins.

Officially, industrial establishments in Iraq are olassified into

three oo.tegori9s, based either on invested co.pital or on the o.verage

number of employees. Small industrio.1 establishments are those

employing less tl~ 10 persons each and a co.pital investment of less

than 3,ooOI.D. eo.eh. Intermediate establishments employ betweon 10 -

20 persons each, \-lith 3,000 - 30,000 I.D. capital investment, while

large esto.blishments employ more than 20 persons ea.ch, with an invested

capito.l of more than 30,000 I.D. However, the 1I!initry of Plo.nni.ng bas

olassified industrial establishments into large ones employing morc than

10 persons each, and small ones employing less than 10;1 Because of

the la.ck of the statistics in the former classification, the latter

classification, i.e. the Ministry of Planning,. have to be followed.

It is also possible to classify Baghdad's induStries into three

categories based on the raw material used on technical standards and on

capital invested, vi z heavy industrios, light industries and craft or

workshop industries. The first is typified by steel works, electricaJ

equipment factories, ootton to::diilo mills, meohanical repair works,

woollen textile mills, rayon textile mills, tho oil refinery at AI-Durah,

tho car repair works owned by the Baghdad Transport Organi"ZAtion, and
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oement 'Works.

The second (light) category is typilied by the soup and vegetable

oil factories, tanneries, shoe factories, asbestos works, factortes

of the oigarette industry, the liqueurs and beer industr,y, the

match industr,y, motor car repair 'Works, domostic utensil factories,

metal furniture fact'ories, flour mills and ice faotories, ~i1~ and

mosaic 'Works, date packing 'Works, machine repair works and the like.

finally, the workshop industries are ooncentrated in the

traditional arens of the city.

The spatial distribution of industrial establishments aocording to

catogories is broadly related 10 the morphological phases of the oity.

Industrial establishments increase in size and are more modern as one

proceeds outward from the oity centre. This means that modern

industries have ignored aocommodation in existing traditional buildings

whioh are occupied by smaller and older workshop industries.

fughdad ha.s three broad general location zones of industries,

(1) the pre-1920 zone (2) the pre-1956 (3) the post-1956 zone. Each

of these has induced particular ohnnged or modifications in the overall

morphology of tho city.

Acoording to 'tho :Po1servico Mastor Plan of :Baghdad, the areas and

percentages of industrial land use is 'as follows:

Table lq.6: Industrial location in Baghdad 1965 (Fig. ~)

Souroe, Polservice ConsultJ.ng Engineers J.1aster Plan of Baghdad Adhamiyah
Central Districts, Warsaw, (1968) 11; Karkh City CentretI968)22.

District ha. %area of the
respective district

East Side
Rusafah, Greater Karradah 80.65 9.90o.l-Sharqiyah and Qa,nat

al-.Ia~;ish area
Adham'i:'yah 2.38 6.23

'West Side
Karkh 16.10 2.00
Kadhimiyah 37.70 5~00.·

'. Karradat Mariyam 17.67 3.400
• .' .
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From the above it appears that Rusafah,. Adhamiyah, and Kadhimiyah

had the largest indUstrial areas. This is owing to the concentration

of most of the modern largo industries in these areas, typified by

textile mills, flour mills and repair works.

Although .distinctive industrial loeational pattern correlated with

its morphological phases yet tho main feature of the city's industry

is its wide dispersal throughout the city. According to present

practice, residential developments for pre-determined economic strata

or professions, are allowed to develop their houses in scheduled in·

dl1strial zones, resulting in an unsuitable mixture of development

and incompatible functions. Besides, within ~ givoh industrial

zone there exists at present a mixture of different types of industry,

warehouses and workshops, having different characteristics and degrees

of noxiousness. The traditional concentration of small industries,

!orkshops, nnd warehouses in Rusafah, Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah and

Karkh whero goods traffic and normal traffic collide produces serious

traffio problems.

InsufficienCy of space for most of the workshops nnd substandard

accommodation not properly adopted f,?r their use lead to the

encroachments of these establishments upon the streets where repair

work for example is taking place, a scone very familiar along the

edge of industrial streets and many side streets in the centre and the

suburbs.

In many cases the present loeation of industries is harmful to

the inhabitants. This ca.n be seen in the loeation of brickworks to

the north of the city) aI-Durall refinery to the south of one of the

best residential areas, and development of the industrial sites of

al-Waziriyah and Jamilah. Such locations give rise to atmospheric
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pollution which changes moreover with the wind direction. Legislation

to protect both the river and the residential atmosphere from pollution

is urgently needed and. this is the responsibility of Amanat al-Asimah

and tho central government, especially now when Baghdad is still in its

incipient industrialization.

The above mentioned disadvantagG!a' are the direct result of the

absence of proper zoning of functional areas, and from the very' fact

that so far no clear criteria for the classification of industries

according to their noxiousness have been determined for purposes of

control.

The loeational development of Baghdad's industries seems to have

been mainly based on 'policy' ra.ther than on any full economic reasoning

in a considered regional context. This is apparent particularly in the

distribution of modern industries in the pre- and post-1956 areas.

Most of the traditional but partislly modernized sllk"ll industries

require a labour force rather tl~ raw materials or fuel. Accordingly

they chose more centra.l areas. They are highly diverse compared with the

more distinctly categorized modern industries.

Gradually after the First World War, ~ of Baghdad's traditional

workshops disappeared, simultaneously with tho shif't of some craftsmen,

to newly introduced industrial firms which competed successfully with many

of those traditional industries.

Factors influencing the present distributional pattern of Baghdad's

industries are tnoss of historical inertia as many industries are neither

able nor willing to pay high rents for loeation, accessibility, and

importan-ce of tho markot, in particular the question whether an

industrial firm serves mainly Baghdad inhabitants or markets further

afield. Thus it is not accidental to find the bottling and the
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furniture industry for example as c10so as possible to the final

point of de1ivory, and the brick: works along the main highways in

tho Outer Fringo Belt of the city.

Workshop industrios.

As in BOmo othor 1.uddle Eastern towns, the spatial distribution

12of small industrial firms is very complex. A considerable

number of workshops have developed in khans, traditional courtyard

houses and in the upper storey of buildings along the break-through ;'

streets. This is senn in the four historical centres of the oity, i.o.

Rusafah, Karkh, Kndhimiyah and. to a lesser extent Adhamiyah. Here the

ground-floor rooms arc genora1ly used as retail shops, gahwahs, and

other business uses. However, in the new residential areas workshops

can also be found. They occupy mostly the whole house which is westiirn

in type, or occasionally the ground.~f'loor leaving the top floors for

residents.

Because of the above-mentionud difficulties, it is impossible in a

study such as this to plot 0.11 those workshops, which ,.,ould number about

10,000 in mindustrin1 location map of :Baghdad. However, the writer

has been helped by the Iraqi Industrial Union, in tracing the location of

532 workshops, 340 1.0. 63 per cent of them being located in the

areas developed before 1920, 169 liorkshops, or 31.8 per oent being

located in the pre-1956 city while only 23 workshops or 4.32 per cent

were located in the post-1956 areas. This shows that the Old Town

remained an area specialized in workshops (Fig. 13.4).

Those workshops were of various kinds such as confectioneries

89, leather and shoe manufanture 74, tailors 68, furniture making 64,

toxtile 19, tile, ropes, cosmetic, medicine, soap and vegetable. metal
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workshops, dairies, canning, plastic, book-binding, gold and silver

smithing, joiner workshops, date pac1dng, beverage production.

matting. etc.

Tho major workShop area is loca.ted between al-!.Ta.idan and

al-Sinak in Rusafah which incorporates the major bazaar complex,

followed by KadhiIJi.yah and Knrkh. +n the pre-1956 area the workshops

appeared to bo concantrated along Sheikh Qma.r street and O:l.mp Sarah in

Rusafo.h and Sheikh Uaruf streot in Karkh. These l'lorkshops are

agoommodated in modified traditional houses, covered courtyard and
I\.

western houses, which has resulted in various degrees of adaptation
Cin,(

with enlargements of doors" windows, the latter to be used for the displ~

of goods.

Main streets and low rents are the main factors influencing the

locational pattorn of these workshops, which is more scattered as many

of them emerged to meet tho demands of tho new suburbs.

The workshops developed in tho post-1956 area have emerged in

various suburbs suoh as Hurriyah, Thawrah and l3a.iya, mainly inhabited

by lOl'l-income groups. TllElSe workshops arc less in number than in

other areas and of more scattered ptdrtern. Host of the residentia.l

areas are not devoloped enough',. 1x> a.ttract many of them a.part from those

which specializo in i'urniture, bakories and the like.

The major factors in locating theso workshops are historical and

economical. Traditionally baz&'U' ereas were tho place for workshops,

which are usually of small capital with small machines that can bo

accommodated in the traditional houses. These workshops do not

require modern traffic lines as they can oasily distribute their

products in the nearby bazaars. Indeed IIlaJV of them are located in the

khons themselves.
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Workshops located in the pre-lS'56 areas are more modern and

have tried to be as near as possible to the main traffic arteries

where neW' shops were established. Suburban 'Workshops emerged to

satisfy local needs, thus many of them are accommodated in western

houses using their gardens or ground floor rooms with slight adaptation

to house the nell function.

In those traditional workshop areas one can find spe.tia1 segre-

gation of industry; for example the furnitUre workshop area dong the

transverse roads near al-Ma.idan where many governmental offices are

located, the textile workshop area in Kadhimiyah, the leb.ther and

shoe workshop area of a1-Nahr Street, the confectionery area in 0.1-

Shurjah Bazaar etc. However, such locationa1 workshop sogregation

is nOrl less distinct than it was in the 19th century. The incroasing

mixture of workshops is a resul-l; of the competition of modern

industries as '\'le11 as otla:' land uses that can afford tho rising rents

of these precincts.

Large Modern IndustriesF
, .

~hdadfs modern ~ndustries numbered 779 establishments in 1969;3

ea.ch emploYing more than 10 persons and with equipment valued at more

than 3,000 I.D.. .They are widely distributed throughout the city for

various technical, economical and social reasons, but can bo found in

threo distinct zones, i.e. tho pre-l920 areas, the pre-l956 areas and

the post-l956 areas (Fig. 13. :;). Firstly the modern industries in

tho Old TOlm (pro-1920 :&.ghdad), are mostly small-scale factories, and

it is sometimes difficult to distinguish tho:n :'from workshops.

Some of them are in fact modernized workshops using patrol, electricity

and larger modern machinery. These factories seek central locations
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where the highest concentration of commercial and business premises is

found. Most of these factories have displaced the original residents of

traditional houses, particularly after 1936. Therefore it appears that

they arc located relatively further amy from the bazaar area compared

with tho alre~ discussed smallor workshops. Generally, each factor,y

occupies one house and alterations to the courtyard housos are also

negligible because the factories are relatively small.

For lack 0:£ space they encroach upon the zuqaqs or main roads where

they displ!l\Y some of their gdods or even carryon their production

processes, adding to the congostion of the centra.l area particularly

during woekdays. The relatively high rents of bUildings can be afforded

by such factories. The main break-through streets, the major zuqacrs and

proxicity to the shopping areas are major factors influencing their

location. However, the importance of contiguity to the bazaar area and

stroet lining differs from one kind of factor,y to another.

The major factories here are thoso for ready-made clothes, more than

150 t' occuping most of the central area compared with other factories.

Indeed some of them have infiltra.ted the bazaars and many nearby zuqaqs.

They function in lehane, courtyard houses and the ground or first floor of

the increasingly emerging multi-storey buildings.

l-iost of these factories have their own wholesale and retail shops

in one of the nearby bar.aars. When they are excluded from the bazaar area,

whether in Rusafah or Kadhimiyah, then the most frequented pedestrian road

or zuqaq is their alternative. Occasionally wolUen are employed by these

factories most of whom are migrants, mainly Christians. The second

important factories ore those of metal and wooden furniture. There

are more than 50 of them concentrated mainly along the peripheral streets

such as Sheikh Omar and Sheikh Uaruf as well as along the more central
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break-through streets such as those in the Maidan area. Vehicular
7J.,t.!J cut "(.(.6 t)/PlDkteJ w> 11lTD-' j(,AJ;f,~fll ~v

transport being very important to such factories'A modified Arab

houses or on the groUnd floor of large modern buildings. .As they

need a lot of space they have changed the internal layout of the

houses more than other factories. A considerable number of them

are found along a1-Kifah Street, in the Maidan, Haiderkhanah and

camp a1-Arman areas. AI-Sarai Street where the administra.tive centre

of the city and the stationery bazaar are located; has attracted the

majority of printing works as well as paper and carton factories.

They are accommodated mostly in traditional houses of wealthy owners and

new high-rise central buildings. However, there are some other

concentrations of such firms in the Sinak and :Bab a1-1~udham areas.

In these two localities they are accommodated primarily in newly

constructed buildings.

The major area of leather and shoe factories is the bazaar area

of Rusafah functioning in khans, traditional houses or ground- and

first-floor rooms of the new central buildings. Proximity to the

bazaar is an important factor in their locational pattern. :Biscuit

and confectionery factories are concentrated not far away from the

leather and shoe factories. They prefer the offshot central zuqaq

and are accommodated mainly in traditional houses in Rusafah, Karkh~

and Kadhimiyah. :Beverage and ice factories are found in various parts

of traditional :Baghdad equally near to the bazaar and where food shops

are concentrated as well as in houses on the edge of the pre-l920 bui1t-
.

up area. other modern factor.e·s which developed on the edge of the Old

Town are tileworks mainly along the main roads, pharmaceutical fao-

tories, bakeries and others.
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The second very important area for modern industry is that of

the pre-1956 city. The distinctive industrial belts of this area have

grownin several portions of the oity on Sheikh Omar Street in Ru.safah

and on the consequent street of Sheikh Marui' in Karkh i. o. within the

IFB. These recent and more modern industrial belts represent the

second phase of loeational specialization of Eaghdad's industrial

pattern. For a time they marked a main fe8.tur. in the peripheral land
use

/of the city. However, as discussed in the fringe-belt analysis

(Chapter 11), these industtial belts~particularlyon the East Side,

have been elongated along the secondary fixation lines of what became

the 1r1FB being totally intramural to these owing to the prevailing threat

of floods. These longitudinal developments indicate a. mature stage in

the evolution of the MF.B. At present these industrial belts are under-

going expansion and consolidation, competing with the associated low-

class residential use of the Brea.

In spite of the high degree of land-use mixture it is possible to

discern several major zones of industrial areas developed before 1956.

They are located between the wall-lines of the Old Town and the city's

limits of 1956.

These zones are found in the al-Durah, Camp Sarah, al-Nadhimiyah,

al-Sulaikh and al-Kadhimiyah areas. The major industries here are

the petl't)roC:hemieal, metal, furniture, concrete, pharmaceutical, milling,

bakery, confectionery, plastic, carton, leather and vegetable oil

factories.

The main factors influencing their location are the highWays, the

Tigris, availability of sufficient space and proximity to the centre.

The southern !=lector of these modern industries is represented by al
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Durah, the country's largest oil refinery on the West Side of the

Tigris. It sta.nde as a solitary gigantic industrial enterprise, with

its mainly one storey employee housing colony as a main factor in the

expansion of the city in a southern direction. The refinery is served

by special railway access as well as by the Hillah highway and.

occupies a site of 113 ha. The location of this and the other

factories in the area on both sides of the river is perhaps the most

convenient in the city 'because of the prevaili.ng north-western winds

and the river flowing south, as the heavy and noxious industries con-

centrated here are thUs lees harmful to the city. This refinery,

+ated. in i955, produces 2 million tons annually 41 per cent of

which is consumed in the Baghdad area (Fig. 13.5) because Baghdad has

the highest percentage of population, a greater number of cars, the

best motor roads, industries and a relatively higher living standard.

With its new enlargement it cosis about. 18· million I;.D., and

produceEPvar;ious petr.o-chemical products. In'1957 the gas;. oil refinery

was established, attached to al-Durah refinery, with an annual

capacity of 250,'00 tons and. at a cost of about 4! million I.D. In

1962 , the refinery was linked with the Na.ftkhanah (in- Kh~in) andJ

Kirkuk petrol fieldl by a pipel1i.ne,. . Its annual capacity is 4,000

tons. In 1966 a new grease factory was constructed producing 5,000

barrels per day. At presont al-Durah refinery satisfies about 85 per

cent of local needs;4and accounts for 75.5 per cent of the national

production of oil derivatives. The refinery's average daily production

ill 75;000 barrels. The number of employees in this refinery is 2,600.

After its establishments in 1951 tho refinery began to influence the

whole character of the rural area of a1-Durah. The refinery employees,

who have come from various parts of the country, developed their own
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co-operative housing society the members of which could get loans from
It;'

the refinery of about 4,000 I.D. at 2 per cent interest. This

was so up to 1965 sinoe when the Mortgage Bank has carried the res-

ponsibility, reducing the given sum to 2,000 I.D. at 6 per cent interest.

Al-Durah refinery supplies the five main oil reservoirs and the

city's 31 petrol stations. The formor are mainly 10catE':d in the IFB

and MFB while the latter are related to the major traffio arteries6

particularly those linking the oity with other towns.

The second industrial area is found along the eastern dyl\:e in-

corporating the large industrial 100011ty of Camp Sarah, reaching

as far to the south-east as al-Rashid Barracks. Tho zone between Camp

Sarah and Rusafah has its clustered and scattered intramural of indus~l

establishnents intermixed with other land. uses.

The Camp Sarah area represents the largest industrial sector in

the oity, cloB€ly associated with main roads.

The City of Baghdad has expanded rapidly and frxtensivc1y to the

south and south-east because of those new industr~.l~ which in several

cases formed tho nuclei around which other urban land uses mainly

warehouses and housing emerged. The major industrial zone, there,

stretches from Rusafah southwards as far as a1-zuturaniyah interrupted

only by large complex of aI-Rashid Barracks. It incoporates a large

number of establishments, viz. 35 metal works, 11 plastics, 11 building

material factorios, 9 pharmaceutical, 5 breweries, 5 textile mills,

3 factories for ready-made clothing, a.s well as cosmetics, paint and

other factories.

One of the most distinct features of this industrial zone is the

high 1and-us0 mixture, dominated chiefly by 10w-e1ass housing. Along

the main roads industries are accommodated mainly in buildings designed
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as factories, while thoa,ealay from the main roads occupy western housEls

of one to two storeys.

Al-SUlaikh is another industrial area along the eastern dyke

developed before 1956, which can be considered as an integral section
of tho

of the intramura1,/MFB. Room at the periphery, availability of

efficient transport routes and security against flood were th~

principal factors promoting this industrial concentration. The major

factories of this area are tile works, textile and flour mills,

confectioneries and other establishments. This industrial agglomeration

has interfer~.ed with the unitary character of one of the best residential
~

areas in the city.

The third industrial zone is that of al-Nadhimiyah in Karradah a1

Sharqiyah . (Fig. 13.6) and is characterised by particular industries such

,

as soap and vegetable oil works. All of these factories are located

near the crossroads linking the major parallel streets of a1-Jamiah

and a1~/fuhdi. Plastics factories, pharmac~tical and cosmetics,

leather and shoe factories, as well as biscuit factories and confection

eries are other important industries developed hero. Metal furniture

and rubber factories aro also found.

The major roason foriho development of this zono was the availab

ility of cheap land as well as the existence of efficient transport

routes linking the area with Baghdad Old Town. The confectionery

and leather industries are located on tho main roads, the remaining

industries along secondary roads. This area ." is inhabited by

midd1e- and high-income groups.

The fourth prc-1956 industrial area is found in a1-Shalchiyah

between the streets of al-ICadhim and 14th July in Karkh and Ataifiyah

area. Al-Shachiyah represents one of the major elements of the MFB on
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the West Side. This area is monopolised by the state-owned

railway works. Al-shalchiyah's factories represent some of the

earliest modern factories in the country established in the 1920's.

Until 1956 this area was on the periphery of the city, after which

more industrial and residential development took place along the new

street of 14th July, but further to the west. The new industrial

*extensions incorporate a group of flour mills, ice, textile and

furniture factories and a tile "lorks. All the development of this

area~ whether industrial or residential, has replaced a considerable

area of orchards, and palm groves as a resUlt of land speculation as

a high percentage of the land was privately owned.

The fifth pre-1956 industrial zone is that of al-Kadhimiyah one

of the pioneer industrial areas developed in Baghdad. The main

industries here are textile and petro-chemical works, confectionery,

beverage and ice factories as well as tile works. The Mosul high-road

has aided the gr~h of this industrial area.. Most of the industries

are located along al-Hadi street which links the Mosul highway to

Kadhimiyah. Recently most of these industries have been surrounded

by further low and middle-class residential areas. The industries

here have both a clustered and a scattered distribution, though there

has been a tendency towards linear development along the main high-

Apart from the bazaar area in Kadhimiyah where factories function

mostly in traditional houses, the remaining industries are accommodated

in both western houses and on the ground floors of the two- to three-

storeyed buildings. These industries, together with shops and

garages lining the streets, have increased traffic congestion•.
• .... • « -..- _ ....~

* In 1961, :Baghdad had 39 wheat and rice mills out of the 110 mills
of the country.16
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These factories supply Kadhimiyah, :Baghdad and. its surroundings

as well as other "liwas with their needs.

Because of their concentration to the west of Kadhimiyah they

attract only low-income group houses, compared with the riverside

section where high and. middle-class people are segregated.

Finally, Faghdad has its modern post-1956 layer of industrial

development following distinctly western lines of industrialization.

Industries here are of the large factory-type with a larger labour force,

higher investments, and much better transportation facilities. These

types of factorios are found in specific parts of the oity near the

Tigris and along the highways. At first those modern industrial

developments had a scattered distribution pattern, but soon industries

clustered together. As a. direct consequence of the rapid physical

expansion of the city these clusters or sometimes linear groupings

of industrial development were pushed further out to new peripheral

sites, importing their oharacteristics on the morphology of the outer

city by their size and. pattern in a somewhat different manner from that

observed before 1956.

The fivefold radiation of Baghdad's highways has been of signifi

cance in the locational pattern of the industrial development of the post

1956 period. The highways to :Mosul, to Syria, to Hillah, to Basreh and

to Khanagin attra.cted clusters or ribbon-like industrial developments.

They have freed the industrial firms from the necessity of choosing a

site within the neighbourhood of its labour pool. ~ of these

peripheral industrial aroas have been enveloped by other urban integu

ments, mainly residential, thus increasing the problems of traffic

congestion, land-use mixture, health risks and aesthetic spoliation of

the city. The multi-storey buildings accommodating the new factories
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became prominent land marks in the low-even pro:file of the residential

townscape. 90 per cent of the large industrie~employing more than

100 employees each
l

are state-owned. ])nployment density within

industrial areas differs according to type of production, size and

locality of establishment and rengea from 70 - 110 persons per hectar:7

The major industrial zone of the post-1956 city are on the West Side:

al-Taji complex; ,. al-Hurriyah-Sa.lam area, al-fuiya'O) and the

area along the highw83" to Syria, and on the East Side, the Baghdad al

Jadidah-Mashtal area, Kamaliyah, 2ht'uraniych, Waziriyah and Jamilah.

The :first of these modern industries is that of al-Taji liquid gas-

works to the north of Kadhimiyah. Although this complex has great

importanco for both the iMustrial and domestic life of the city, it

failed to pull the expansion o:f the city northwards on anything like

the samo scale as that found in the case o:f al-fA1rah because this

enterprise is more recent, ond the Taji area has a high concentration

o:f brickworks which accordingly has discouraged residential development,

particularly of middle and high-class communities. Liquid gas is

supplied to al-Taji :from tho ICirkak region 190 km !l;.'I; ~;.~t aW8\Y by two

pipelines 8 and 16 inches in diameter and built by tho Uinistry of

Oil in 1966. The Taji liquid gas works cost 11 million I.D.,have

a daily capacity of 650 tons18 and supply the major industrial :firms

in the capital. Apart from the Durah power station, al-Sarrafiyah

powor station and the cement works to the south-east o:f the city, all

of which are supplied with liquid gas from pipes, the rest of the city

has no pipe sy.stem at all. This is so not only in Baghdad but allover

Iraq altho~h it is one o:f the leading oil producing countries of the

world.
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Thoro aro 8 ge.a distributing centres in Ba€hdad, obatly located

19-on tho tlElin rondo of tho new suburbs. Their averago daily turnover

io about 1,000 cylinders per centre. Besides, IIllUl3' of the petrol

otations rotail gas cylindoro tor the convenience of conSUI:1ors whoso

nucber has inoroasod rapidly from 30,000 8ubscribera in 1960 to about

70,000 in 1968/1969. Evon at tho present timo, ,in 13a(;hdod gas is

distributed in oylindorn of various sizes carried qy lorries and pick

UPO ownod by tho gas corporation which was ootabliohed in 1959. Somo-

ticos COn8u::lors bu.r and transport their own cylinders. Each cylinder

cooto 650 filo. Da£hdad honds tho other liwao in gas consucption

(Fig. 13.7) owing to tho aboonco of ouch ostablishments in othor liwas,

tho relativoly luChor living oto.ndard in tho capital and tho botter rond

notwork. Tho diotribution of gas C".onsumors correlatos with the econocic

otrata ot tho inhabitanto. Thin wno c.anifoot in tho fiold survey as

uhow in tho tablo bolow:

Tablo 13:1z Tho percentago of gas conSUClors in tho surveyed maba.llaho
according to thoir economic order.

010.UD

JUah

!Uddlo

Low

'J. of caa conSur.lers

100.00

37.06

17.62

Sourco;- Fiold worlc1971, Appendix A, Tabla a, H.

Froc tho field otudy it also appears that only 18.33 per cent of

tho intorviowooo ln1w.biting tho traditienal cahallaha used gna, whieh

indicateD thD.t tho r.o.jority of tho original woll-to-do ownors have been

roplacod by pooror occupanto unnblo to afford tho cost of gas.
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In the above table the percentage of' gas consumers among high-class

interviewees is 2.7 times greater than the percentage of' gas consumers

among middle-class families, which in turn is only '2.1 times greater

than that f'ound. among low-olass f'amilies.

The second modern industrial locality is that of al-Hurriyah-
I

Salam area representing a major land use in the MFB of the West Side.

Uajor factors in location are the availability of cheap land and the

Mosul highuay and. railway. This industrial complex has created an

associated lo\~income group residential area, mostly inhabited by

Palestinion refugees, migrant fallahin and civil servants.

The major industries here are establishments producing plastics,

tiles, beverages and iC?1 biscuits and confectionlries, petro-chemicals,

textiles, and flour. Some of these factories have been accommodated in

western houses along the major street of aI-Salam which runs :t:owards

the Mosul highway (14th July street). These factories have added to the

traffic problems of this heavily populated area. Al-Hurriyah-Salam

can be considered as a continuation of the already discussed pre-1956

industrial area of Shalchiyah.

Soon after the emergence of the low middle-class locality of al

Baiya along the highwllY to Hillah scattered industries producing mainly

beverages, ico and asbestos have developed. The existence of ice

works roflects the conomic standard of the community in which most

people cannot afford to b~ refrigerators. This industrial area is of

more local significance compared with the previous ones.

The other grol-ling indus:t:rial belt is Abu Ghraib along the highway

to &Yria. It has recently experienced quick linear development by the

advent of light and heavy industries and is the longest industrial
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zone found in tho city creating a prominent linear extension of the

city in this direction. This industrial ribbon development has also

attracted a numbor of institutional and housing developments

(See Chaptel" 11). The Boctor is dominated by a dairy complex which

cost 1.7 million I.D., and began production in 1960;° omploying

459 workers. A settlem£nfof 500 houses was built near the dairy to

houso tho owners of buffaloes and cattle most of whom are fallahin, mi

grants. Furthermore shelters for 131000 mille-producing animals were

*constructed thus adding appreoiably to the expansion phase of tho

OFB.

The construction of the now highway leading to the new airport

has aided industrial developnent in this diroction. The major

industries accompanying this highway, whether clustered, scattered or

linear in pattern are those producing teJ~iles, plastics, paint, soap

and vegetable oil anim&l food stuffs and juss. Highway peripheral
"/ .

location and planning decisions are responsible for this loeational

specialization of industries. All of these factories are accommodated

in buildings dosigned for the purpose. Therefore it is not difficult

to distinguish them from the middle-income group houses expanding in

this direction.

On the East Side the Baghdad al-1adidah-Uashtal industrial area

has developed along or near tho highway to Khana.sin. This road

has also accelerated residential building actiVity. The major

industrial concentration hero consists of tile, asbestos and glass

works, biscuit and confectioniry factories, together with the manu

facture of animal food stuffs, .plastics and textiles. Tile 'liorks and

* Another 1350 stables and shelters for 25,OOOmilk-producing animals
havo boen erected in al-Fudhailiyah on the East Sido of the city~
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building materiel factories group themselves along the edge of the

built-up orea nnd also in the side streets contiguous to the main

highway of Kh.a.nafJin~ The products of these factories is mainly

supplied to the East Side of the city. It is a distinCtive feature that

the majority of these factories are located on the south side of the

stroet where land is cheapor and houses are "more recent.

Most of these factories are accommodated in one- to two-storoy

buildings, in somo case~ replacing original residents. Tile area is

inhabited mainly by middle-income group families.

Kamaliyah is another modern extramural industrial area still in

its first stage of evolution. The major industries here produce plastics,

paint, £10\11", biscuits and. confectionery as noll as animl food stuffs.

T hough they are in one area, the industries are still scattered but

contiguous to residential complexes inhabited by low-income groups. The

I~gin high~ as well as the major residential streets of tho

locality attract most of these industries.

Behind al-Rashid Barracks and on the Tigris a large industrial

complex has developed containing cement and asbestos works nnd breweries.

They have beon attracted by tho river, tho highway to lharah and the

avc.ilability of amplo cheap land. However, most of the land here is

owned by tho state.

Tho othor industrial zones of Jamilah and Waziriyah have been

developed after 1956 by zoning policy decided by the government. Al
to

Waziriya.h industrial site has expanded the :MFB further/the cast,

accommodating miscellaneous non-noxious industries. Both the Ja.mil~h and

Haziriyah industrial areas have been enveloped by vast residential

developments and other urban land uses. This happened either bofore,

concurrently, or after tho development of these industrial sites.
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Land here is mainly state-owned. The latter distributed vast tracts

to the professional co-operative housing societies, which accelerated

the eastern developments.

The main factories in both of these modern industrial areas

produce plastics, paint, petro-chemical products, tiles and building

materials pharmaceutical products, flour, confectioneries, leather

and sho08 as "1011 as otheroomJj}odities. Their Iocational pattern was

influenced by the pre-e:xisting local street system and the age of

development. Th& earlier the factory, the nearer it is to the main

road. Plots in various sizGS have been sold by the government to

individuals, sometimes at fairly cheap prices to encourage industrial

development.
To complete the analysis of the induatrial structure of

the city one has to mention the brickworks bordering the inter-city

highways, with their high smoke-stacks, clearly visib(cle from the. ~

highwOJ" to Nosul to the north of Kadhimiyah, and the I<ha.nagin highway

to the east of al-Ka.ma liyt3.h. They have contributed to the shaping

of the periphoral morphology of the city stretching some 20 kIDs

along either highway.

The growth of the building mterial industry is strongly related

to the phYsical growth of the city.

In 1924, :Baghdad had only 3 brick-l'10rks. This became 13 in

1939, 30 in 1949, 80 in lS54, 117 in 1958, and 134 1n 1965. The

latter figure represents 70 per cent of the brickworks of the country.

53 of Baghdad I S brickworks are located along the Khanagin highl-la;y', and

a similar number on the road to l!osul. Tho average number of l'1orkers

per factory is between 130 - 200. ThG majority of the ,\'orkers in the

brickt'lOrks are unskilled peasant migrants, l'iho are living e. miserable

life in lo.lkh settlements far worse than in their primitive villages

in the southern rural areas. There are no signs to tell of the
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government effort to improve their standard of living. However, some

of the sarifahs are outside the Amanat al-Asimah boundaries. Almost

every member of the family works here, men and women, yol.U1g' and. old.

There are for example only two elementary schools in the kl11d1 colonies

a.long tho Khanagin high~, and the secondary school pupils unable to

afford the fares have to walk at least 15 kmsto the nearest secondary

school.

Tho average dnily wage of t-lorkers in the brickworks is between

200 - 1,000 fils. The problem of these workers is that the }linistry of

Workc~ and. Social Affairs considers them to be sea.sonal workers because

they do not work during the rainy winter months. Accordingly ma.I\Y of

the advantagos enjoyed by permanent workers are not given to the

workers of brickworks. These l'lorkers can offer no security aga.inst

unemployment, nor are they ablo to undertake other skilled jobs because I..~

they arc mainly fo.llahin migrants.

In 1967, 1,500,000 tous of bricks were transported to Baghdad for

uso in tho privo.to and public sectors of tho building industry, of

~lhich 850,000 woro from brick-kilns along tho l-Iosul high~lay, and about

65,000 tons from East Side brickworks~l Tho average capa.city of most

of Bo.ghdod's kilns is about 45,000 brioks per day, but the actual daily

production is about 35,000 bricks.. 5,000 bricks is the average

produotion per hour. The o.verage worldng days per year for briokworks

in the ~hdad area is o.bout 270. Most of the briokworks are not

supervised, and 10s6 than 10 per cent ha.ve oarried out teats on the raw

material to define its properties. ~.1ost of tho bricks produced are

mainly of "solid" type - although the existing forming machines nre

suito.ble for the production of hollow or perforated ones. Only 4

factories produce such bricks in Baghdad. Bricks have no standards in
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quality, and are generally olassified by the seller in two main

groups: "Yellow" to "Yellow-grecn" in oolour, whioh are burnt, and

"Reddish" to "red'" in oolour whioh are not baked sufficiently

(MuBakhrij or Mushawhib are the looalnames for the hIO types). Good

and reliable olqy deposits not exceeding a depth of three metros seem

to exist in Ba.ghdad~2 The properties and characteristios of brioks

are governed by the nature of the raw material and by the method and

teohnique of production. There is no stondard size for brioks in

fu.ghdad, though British and other standards of bricks can be found, 24 x

11.5. x: 7.5 om or 9rr x 4fa- x 3.

The prioes are different for the various groups, depending also

on transport distance. Brioks are usually sold by the lorry load. The

price of a lorry of brioks was 7 I.D. in 1960. It jumped to between

14 - 16 I.D. in 1971 reflecting the inoreasing demands on this building

material during this phase of Baghdad's growth.

Tho drying prooess applied in the briokworks of Baghdad takes plaoe

in the sun on a flat area extending between the forming machine and the

kiln. Thus it limits the product'ivity of forming machines to the periods

of good weather. Furthermore the raw produot is liable to damage

beoause of rain or bad weather in general; therefore there is a waste

of labour because of the frequent moving of the product. There is no

instrumental oontrol of the temperature; and the end of baking is

decided by optical observation only. This method leads to failure to

aohieve a constant uniform quality of tho produot.

Baghdad's brick kilns are of the "Hoffmann -type allowing oontinuous

production and oonsist of an elipsoid tunnel or ring with flat roof in

whioh the raw bricks are stacked and baked. The fuel whioh is used

for firing is fed from tho roof of eaoh oompartment and is gradually

moved from one oOLlpartment, in whioh the brioks have been baked, to the
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next one, and. so on continuously. In the modified Hoffman type, fuel

feeding tokes place from the sides of the kiln and not from the roof:3

Another famous building material used in Baghdad is juss, which

is used as the stucco material (alabaster) in brick building. It is

a vory quick-dJ:'ying material, fa.cilitating in dome building and pavement

procosses. It is affected by the pressure of water and. when used as

external stucco, falls down in a few months in the form of flaked sheets,

but when protected from rain and moisture, as in the interior of housos,

becomes exceptionally hard to the extent that fitters of pipes cannot

fix concealed conduits and cables but only visible ones on the wall

surface. Because it hardens quickly, it presents difficulties 1o1hen

trying to achieve a good and smooth finish. Its raw material is crude

gypsum. Most of the factories in the Baghdad area are located along the

highwa;y to Syria. Tho annual consumption of juss in l3a.ghdad has been

estimated as more than 800,000 tons. A factory for juss is called a

koor, which is a rudimentary kiln not permanently installed, operated

as need arises. However, a number of modern factories have been

recently introduced to the city of Baghdad. Bricks and juss are the

major local materials for building purposes, and. their use involves the

simplest and most direct method of building. Their use greatly har

monizes the external appeElrance of buildings with their surroundings.

The ut1necessary intrusion of unsuitable alien building materials should

be actively discouraged, and in Baghdad's case this is the task of

Amanat al-AsiLJah \'lhose safoguards of public amenities should avoid the

use of bad building material in nOli development.

Tiles arc another main building material which is increasingly

used in Baghdad, Cement and terrazzo tiles are produced in small

factories, mainly in houses scattered throughout the city, with

fairly rudimentary installations, which are hOl-leVer, capable of pro-
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udcing fEll' greater quantities than the market demands. Tiles are

used on a large scale for flooring rooms and covering roofs. There are

more than 90 tile \'lOrks in :Baghdad. The daily production is more than

112,000 tiles. Tiles are produced in varying qualities ranging from

10 :x: 20 to 30 x 30 cm. They can be divided into two .main ectegories t

viz. common tiles and terrazzoes. The main raw materials for tiles are

cement, white cement, sand and stones.

The use of steel in wali and roof construction has been fostered

and used because of the lack of supply of other building material. The

greater part of Iraq's importation of steel is absorbed by construction

in the form of beams, joists, and pillars, as metal windows and as

pipe fittings. Pre-fabricated doors and windows, are used to a limited.

extent, o\'Ting to tho fact that the majority of firms are carpentry

'tlorkshops, seldom staffed by more than ten employees, having a daily

production capacity of a. feu doors or windows, carrying small orders,

usually loss than their potential production.

Sinco 1956, tho use of metal windows and doors has increased.

In Baghdad and particularly in the suburbs it is customary in building

construction to place the door or window frames first and then oonstruct

the wall. Standardization has led to repetitive forms of similar houses.

The almost universal acceptance of reinforced concrete as n modern

building mo.terial should be regarded \'Tith careful considerc.tion in the

climatic conditions of Baghdad. Besides the technical difficulties

involved in expansion and construction under lhghdad's heat conditions,

it reduces architecture to a level of merely solving technical building

problems and robs it of its regional and historical character.

Reinforced concrete walls have the serious disadvantage of radiating heat

and tiresome light glare under Baghdad's conditiona of Bolar heat and
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sUnlight. Cement is almost exclusively used in found.e.tions in damp

proof courses, in the exterior stucco of walls, cs mortar in structures

of good quality, and in the lol'ler part of inferior plastering where

cement is a substitute for stirting boords. At present 10 or the 11

concrete block factories of the country are located in Baghdad.
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CHAPl'ER 14.
;1!a.ghdad IS Commeroial Hi.ez:.arcAr

The aim of this part of the investigation is to disoover

whether there is a distinct oommeroial hierarohy in the City of

l3aghdad, to study the spatial distribution of the oommeroial oentres;

their patterns and degree of suocess; and to assess the extent to

which the modernization prooosses have ohanged the pattern of the

business oentre, inoluding the bazaars. The bazaars oocupy an

important section of their own, though they are now a part of a

larger and growing business oentre. Khans, the elementary functional

oomponent of bazaars, will also be analysed as a significant phen-

omenon.

Suoh a st'\.1dy perhaps will represent a fair picture of the

overall oommeroial struoture of the city, whioh presents certainly

the seoond most important land use afterthe residential.

In Baghdad as in~ other cities of the world there is an

intimate relationship between the overall spatial distribution of

oommercial establishments and the morphological phases of the oity.

The locatiana.l pa11ern of commeroial land uses is influenced by various

factors such as transportation, the street system, size and type of

population demands, age of the area, planning decisions and the

distribution of population. This locationa.l pattern should alw~s

be considered as a dynamic and never a statio phenomenon.

Among the most striking contrasts in the commercial structure

of Baghdad is that bet\'leen the vast number and high intensity of

commercial units in the traditional sections of the city demarcated

by the primary fixation lines of the IFB on either side of the river,

and the fewer less intensified commercial developments in areas

developed after 1936, which have expanded outside the Old Town, both
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within the IFB (Fig. 14.1) .•

.As has been seen (in part II), the traditional part of the city

sheltered behind the eastern dyke \-las the most secure for urban

development, while outside l'laS a hazardous area, and aocordingly

commeroial activities were fully and strongly established in the

former.

After 1556, and because of flood oontrol, the urban upsurge

embraced the lands located outside the IFB in various ways. Netl

roads pre~ding and sometimes following reoent development escalated

the aocretionary pattern of growth, mainly at random, but oontrolled

by individual planned programmes of residential subdivisions, in an

area hithertD' desert. At the same time commercial centres have

developed in three major patterns, the nucleated, the linear, and

the dispersed. These patterns have a distinct relationship to the wEl3"

suburbs greto[ up, and to the kind of clientele to be served.

Because most of the new commercial service centres in the

suburbs are recent t less than two decades old, they depend upon the

traditional business centro, particularly the central bazaars. However,

in the course of further residential development, suburban commercial

centres will very likely reach a more advanced stage of maturity and

independence.

Commeroial service centres have developed to catch up with the

speedy physical mainly residential expansion of the city. However,

there is generally a time lag between the two processes, as they are

largely in a cause-and-effect relation.

Baghdadi retail centres differ widely from the bazaar network

.offering numerous kinds of articles to satisfy a grea.t variety of
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demands, to the solitary shop ce.tering for the most elementary daily

needs of the local residential area, or even to a primitive local

open market and the street seller.

Concurrently ldth this locationa1 development of commercial

activities following city growth bazaars, espeoia11y those selling

textiles and metal products are redeveloping to cope with modern

demands, while others have deo1ined. The latter is seen in areas

where a considerable number of people for various reasons have left

their traditional areas. There are also a number of bazaars or

sections of bazaars that have progressed either by greater intensi

fication of commercial activities or by expansion into nearby side

lanes as is the caso with the wholesale sections of the central

'bazaars.

However, the continuous contemporary expansion of the city in

all directions will generate many new locations for retail activities

as well as affect the overall pattern of local trade.

Thus Baghdad's commercial structure is continuously undergoing

internal and external modification, change, a.4'ld. expansion, including

vertical grol'lth. The new suburbs together l·ti.th the, construction of

nevT streets in the Old Town, provide a major impetus for such dynamism.

The dominant spatial retail patterns in Baghdad, as a1re~ mentioned,

present three types viz. the clustered including shopping parades, the

linear or arterial, and the dispersed type.

The first two are particularly important, and are found in the

business core as the apex of the commeroia1 hierarchy, and in second

rank retail centres, such as those of Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah, Ka.rra.dah

a1-Sharqiyah, Baghdad al-Jadidah, and recently a1-Thawrah.
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The cluster and dispersed types are widely distributed in the

third and. fourth component commercial ranks of the hierarchy, of

l"lhich the former ia found in al-lIansur, al-Hurriyah, al-Shulah, 801

l3a.i7.a, and al-Durah on the Uest Side, and in al-Uasbah, al-Hisrah.,

al-Sulaikh and some other suburbs on the East SideG The latter is

found &\}"Where in the neu residential areas as l"lell as in the zuqaqs

of traditional mahallahe (Fig. 14.1).

Genera.lly, the nuolear type has developed around some anteoedent

point of attraction l"lhioh in Baghdad may be a mosque, a shrine, a

square, a street intersection or a long-standing oommeroial oentre

serving a physically seoluded settlement, but later olassed with the

oity proper. Examples are found at al-Assafi mosque, abu Hanifah

shrine, al-8alam Square and the main crossroads of al-Karradah 0.1-

Sharqiyah. In functional terms the olustered type has the highest

intensity in the oommeroial areas, is permanent in nature and

offers a fairly wide variety of good:! and sorvioes perhaps to a

tributary area beyond the local residential district. These

commercial areas have good aocessibility from various directions,

local and regional. Activity within the centre is often assooiated

with buildings of greater height than those surrounding them,

partioularly inside the pre-1956 tOl"m. Land values here are

greater than in other areas of the oity (Fig. 14.2).

The linear type usually develops along new arterial roads either

independently in conjuction with new residentia areas or starting

from an older nuclear oommercial oentre. The length of such

development is determined by the nature of the residentia.l area, the

size of the tributary area and the traffic volume on the main road.
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The oluster and scattered types can occur on main streeets,
at

local streots, around street corners Qr/random in the less developed

residential areas. However, the first two types are more frequent

in Ba.ehdad, with local differentiating features in each. All types

are in various wfo/s complementary and related to common factors

affecting' the overall urban growth of the city.
t'I

The four ranks of commercial cetres in l3e.ghdad may be' referred to
~ .

as follolro: (a) the business cora; (b) the mant iqah (large-district)

commercial centre, serving morc than one mahallah and corresponding

perhaps to the outlying commeroial centre; (c) the hai (small district)

commercial centre, mainly serving the local area or sometimes people

. 1
in transit, perhaps oorresponding to neLghbourhood market and

(d) shopping clustors.

The Business Coro.. .

The business coro of Baghdad has many distinct and characteristic

features in historical, 10cational, functional and architectural

respects. Among all commercial centres the business core is distin-
.,
,. 1t,(",

guished by the highest land values within 121e city limits, highest

* 'rel?-ts the highest rates or sirgofly and the highest conoentration of

multi-storey buildings or covered floor space (F1g. 14.3). The land

value and sirgofly pattern of Baghdad is intimately rolated to the

city's land use pattern, which is never static. Changes in the use

of land s~ch as cl~e from residential to commercial aotivity changes
_.......-.------~_-........--.._-.._-....------- ..--......--.-...-...-.... ......----'.......~_._------- ...--..-,---~-
* Sirgof1y OK key money, Le. tho amount of money to be paid to a shop

keeper on tald.:ng OVer his premises. The sum paid depends on the
size, location, design and negotiation between seller and buyer and
is thereforo a very useful comprehensive criterion to use in establi
shing the rank of commercial centres in the cities of the I.fiddle
East. 2
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in the overall socio-economic pattern of residential areas, and changes

in accessibility interact and affect land values in 1laghdad. In

addition factors such as political stability, types of land ownerships

(Whether religious, governmental or privately-owned), and ownership

policy on the part of the government are further factors.

In the business core as in other commercial centres, there is no

standardized frontage of commercial premises. The frontages vary

considerably from 1 to 30 m.

Gahwahs, tea and food stands are found throughout the business core,

with some concentration in the bazaar and the administrative sections.

Eating food or drinking soft drinks is allowed and indeed customary

in government offices regardless of the time of day or the burden of

office. Furthermore, friends are welcomed by officials to join them

in a drink or light meal in their offices. This has affected the

spatial distribution of certain kinds of central gahwahs and restaurants

which are closed at night.

Historically, the business core contains some of the earliest

extant urban fabric, some dating from the 10th century occupying the

geographic centre of Baghdad. Consequently, its accessibility from

every part of the city has always been maintained. Thus the whole

development of architecture found in Baghdad, Arab and non-Arab is

represented in the core reflecting the continuous functional importance

of the area through history. Accordingly, tho business core has the

largest collection of building types, street systems, and above all

functions. Commercial functions are accommodated in various types of

buildings from unchanged or modified traditional buildings to new bUildings

replacing old ones, this pattern also repeats itself to abertain extent
/

in the mantiqah commercial centres.
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In spite of all the modifications, alterations and replacements

in the course of history, it is still possible to trace an original

locational pattern that owes its concept to the medieval period. It

datos at least from 1095 when the city walls were constructed, perhaps

even earlier, when the major bazaars of al-Thalatha were alreaqy in the

same area~

The main roads then running from the gates of the city, particularly

the north and south gates, led to this central baBaar area. Caravans

used to be housed in the numerous khans linked with the bazaar, and

merchandise used to be oxchanged hero. The concentration of tho grand

mosques, the existence of the two pontoon bridges and the high residential

development support such an argument.

In spite of Baghdad's long history of natural and man-made disasters
as

the central bazaars have survivedft'ebuilding regularly followed tho

same traditional pattern that is still so clear today. As time passed

IDan3' kinds of commercial developments were attracted to this advantageous

location and grow as close as possible in and around the central bazaar.

The latter remained the functional and morphological centre of tho city,

raising to record levels land values, functional intensity and the rate

of development of the whole commercial network of the city.

In spite of the phenomenal urban growth outside tho Old Town, the

business core of Baghdad has successfully and persistently kept its

traditional site. This loeational stability through history explains

the great diversity, intensity, and complexity of this section of

Baghdad, unknown in the other ranks of the commercial hierarchy of the

city. Thus one is obliged to exclude or include certain'functions

occupying a certain amount of space in the business core when delineating

it.



Fig. 14.4 The business core (c. 1968)

(a) The financial sector. Mosques dwarfed by modern
commercial buildings. (b) Old and new in the busine ss
core. (c) The encroachment of the new upon the "trad
itional environment, a common phenomenon in present
Baghdad: the demolition swathe of a central break
through street in the making.

a.

b.

c.



and
Morphologica~;because of economi c pressure exposed in the great

competotion between land users seeking central location1 as well as

the need to secure greater functionE.l efficiency to cope with the

pace of modern urbanization the bu.sin€ss 'core is undergoing radical

changes by adaptation, roplacement ahd the construction of new

streets. This has made the area a veritable, it jumbled, storehouse

of historical forms in terms of building fabric and stroot patterns.

Zuqaqs and agids abut on rectilinear break-through streets, the

quiot atmosphero of traditional bazaars is found just behind the din

of vehicles in tho mixed traffic of those break-through streets.

The simplicity, beauty and fine, regionally orientated architec

ture of the khan or tho mosquo in the area is now overshadowed by the

new .American types of commercial building. Thus the· business core

has become a conglomeration of extremely diverse styles, types and

heights of buildings so that its streets have beon gradually changed

in appearanco, giving it an irregular skyline. Indeed the business

centre is undergoing a rapid physical change more suited to .American
conditions

than to Iraqi/(F'ig. 14.4).

The new irregular agglomerations of reinforced concrote buildings

emerging ~here in Baghdad's centro, have been built without any

consideration of geographical or aosthetic requirements. There is

no harmonic ro1ation between most of the new erections and the pa.st~

Most of the historic monuments in the business centre have been dwarfed

by such dove1opments. However, the :fact that more than 90 per cent

of the central area is built_up, has led to vertical development.

This has aggravated the traffic problem of the arcaaa each building

houses many of:fices or governmental departments.



Fig. 14.5

a.

b.

AI-Rashid street - the most thriving street in the
business core, looking north west

Al-Jumhuriyah street - a new break-through street of
growing functional and morphological importance.
Al-Tahrir, the major square of Baghdad in the foreground.
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As a result of the physical modifications and functional

intensifica.tion taldng place in the business core, the land value

pattern has also beon changed considerably.

The centrality of the business core was strengthened further by

planning decisions detailed in the various master plans of Baghdad.

All three;: master plans found that in its functional and locational

stability, this area was best equipped to serve the whole urban

network of the city and the country. Therefore, high-rise buildings

of up to 14 storeys have boen allowed around the new and old break~

through streets in this compact area. The financial sector of the

business coro on Bank streot for instance is fully occupied by modern

multi-storey buildings accommodating banks, head offices and

insurance companies. Nml1y erected buildings on the central streets

have replaced many traditional OLes. Along some of the ~~ntra1 streets

such as a1-Jumhuriyah, the law roquiring buildings to bo higher than

siX storeys. (Fig. 14.5).

The new suburban areas have also been linked with the mother city

by a number of modern highways, springing both from within and

without the Old Town. The three central bridges, viz. a1-Jumhuriyah,

a1-Ahrar and a1-Shuhada, have channelled the main streets coming from

the suburbs on either side of the city. This has directly aided the

growth of tho business core in that most of these streets are lined

within the limits of the pre-1956 city with commercial services and

retail shops. Tho destination of the new roads, i.e. whether they

load to high- or low-class localities, the date of their paving,

the location of settlements, and the presence of otherwise bus

routes detormine the degree and mode of commercialization along them.

Some of the streets have as yet failed to fill in the ga.ps between
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commercial units, while others have long since done so.

The nature of the goois offered and the forms of buil~ings

housing the commercial and business activities along these streets

refloct the interplay of important factors such as time, econoIIW,

and to a lessor extent planning.

This being a historical nodal area, where commerce, services,

administrative and recently recreational functions are concentrated,

most of the city's main roads terminate in the business core. Its

streets have tho highest density of vehicular and pedestrian traffic,

particularly during day-time. This has resulted in the construction

of two pedestrian subw~s and in plans for others.

Groat throngs of people ply the central area, particularly tho

bazaars, throughout the day, in all directions in an anazing confusion,

which can be blamed on the shortage of commercial and business floor

space. The pcdestrian volume in the central section of aI-Rashid street

exceeds 4,000 persons per hour. Pedest~i:an traffic along the central

streets is also hindored by hoavily congested traffic junctions,

where no orga.nmed traffic control exists. With the indiscriminate

expansion of the business core into the surrounding residential

mahallaha, both horizontally and. vertically, rna:rJiY of the traditional

two-storey houses have Changed their function to be used as offices,

or warehouses, while some others have been replaoed by multi-storey

buildings. Tho rest of the houses continue to be used by more than

one family cacho

As a direct consequence of the political disputes that led to

bloody clashes in various parte of Iraq, particularly in the Mosul

area in 1959-1)'63, many wealtl\}" people have migrated to Baghdad,

establishing themselvcs mainly in the business core and other



Fig. 14.7

c. The modern part of al-Shurjah along al-Jumhuriyah Street,
new forms in response to modernization processes within
the traditional centre

d. A typical modern shop in a new building along al-Nidhal
Street, south of Rusafah



Fig. 14.7

a. The new south-eastern section of the business core
along the northern stretch of al-Sadua Street, looking
south-east

b. The demolition swathes along new break-through streets
are frequently used as temporary open markets as here
along al-Jumhuriyah Street in al-Iwainah.

.. .



Fig. 14.6 AI-Rashid street

(a) An old section of al-Rashid street. (b) AI-Rashid
street looking south into an area of rigorous physical
change. (c) A completed modern section of al-Rashid
street at its southern end.

a.

b.

c.
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commercial centres. Well organized commercial firms emerged,

intensifying the land use and increasing land values and thus

aocelerating tho metamorphosis of the business core.

:Becauso of the southern expansion of the core, beginning after

the second world war firstly along aI-Rashid street and more recently

along al-Jumhuriyah and al-Sadun Streets, a considerable number of

modified Arab houses in tho southern part of aI-Rashid and northern

part of al-Sadtl11 havo beon connected to commercial and service shops

or have been replaced by multi-storey buildings (3-10 storeys) in the

same lva;/ as in the traditional centre (Fig. 14b, 14~7) .The overall

shift of population to the south after 1920 was accompanied by e general

shift of the centre of gravity of certa.in activities, chiofly thoso

related to retail businoss (Figs. 14.6, 14.7').

:Because of the lack of relevant sta.tistics there is as yet no

study to delimit the business core according to the purchasing power

of the society it serves. l!s is the case with most Arab towns, Baghdad 'E!

business core is quite different from the OW of American towns and is

not as easy to circumscribe within a. definite line, the more so as it.

has also been a product of spontaneous development rather than of

careful planning. It is located. on both sidos of the Tigris, and

on neither bank does its width exceed 1~ lan. Its general pattern

is sub-rectangular. This is partioularly true on the East Side where

it stretchon for more than 4 Ion between Bab al~fudham and al-Jundi 0.1

rw!a.jhu! (unknown soldier) monument. However, its width in the southern

section, whore it :f'OllOlvs al-8ndun street is very much less.

Tho overall pattern of the businoss centre is greatly influenced

by the general north-west to south-east direction of the river.
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Few indices have been considered in such an approximate delimita

tion, considering the lack of governmental statistics on the subject

(Fig. 14.8). land valuos and the diurnal population density caused

by commercial, service, professional and administrative functions have

concentrated in this area. It is characterised by a surprising mixture

of functions and forms. There is no clear differentiation between

them except for certain sections in the bazaars and certain specialized

p~s of tho modern business centre (Fig. 14.6). . Rosidential units

for instance are found even in the bazaar area. Ii.l.nd uses which can

avoid the central areas a'l"o also widely scattered in the by-lanes and

in the maze of zuqaqs. However, the business centre delimited here

includes virtually all multi-storey buildings accommodating central

land uses, :whether public or private. Traditional bazaars with their

institutional esta.blishments, together with lanes dominated by

traditional crafts, printing works and many governmental offices are

. included.

The traffic flow and intensity, particularly during the rush hours,

has also been considered as another index.

However, in spite of the great mixture of land uses and forms the

business core of Baghdad is made up of distinct specialized commercial

areas not clearly observable in other commercial centres. Each of

these subsidiary areas offers a certain kind of commodity or service

and all of them are mutually beneficial, drawing customers a.nd

clientele not only from :Baghdad but from all parts of Iraq. The

business core has a higher numbor of customers than any other centre.

Of the interviewees in the surveyed mahallahs 71.21 per oent frequent·

the business centre regularly for luxur,y goods and 18.43 per cent for

non-perishable goods.
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The business core also surp&sBed. all the other commercial centres

not only in Baghdad but in all other towns in Iraq in the number of

commercial transactions, turnover, services and professions offered~

There are no figures of annual or daily sales available, and even

Amanat al-Asimah, which issues the permits for wholesale and retail

shops, knows neither their number not their exact locations.

However, in 1951/8, 3,139 merchants were of the Baghdad Chamber

of Commerce and in 1956 the percentage of goods sold by Ilaghdad' 8

retail and wholesale firms respectively were 46 per cent and 63 per

cent of those sold in the country. The annual income from wholesaling

and retailing in :Baghdad for the year 1956 was put at more than 13

million I.D. 6

In 1965, the Po1servico 1-1a.ster Plan stated that commerce in Baghdad

had contributed about 15 million I.D., i. e. more than 11 per cent of

the total national income of tho city, which was estimated at 131 mill-

ion I.D. Tho number of employees in commerce and handicrafts for

the same year was put at 85,000, i.e. more than 31 per cent of the

total employees of the city in 19657

The business core has its own focus which performs most of the

functions and thus attracts the highest number of customers, causing

associated land values to be the highest in the city. This. is seen

in the textile bazaar, the governmental section and the banking area.

Fig. 14.8 depicts tho locational pattern of tho sections of

the business core. The main distinct sections of the business core,

based primarily on function, are the following:

Although the administrative section is not strictly speaking a

part of tho business core proper, it is relevant to mention its
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location, just to the north of the bazaar complex, housing many govern

mental departmonts and ministries, which draw people from allover the

country thus providing business opportunities from early times. All

its buildings are of architecture belonging to the Ottoman and the

Becond morphological periods, with traditional featu.res~ Administrative

functions in Baghdad produ~ed a total revenue in 1965 of 22 million I.D.,

i.e. more than 16 per cent of the city's total annual revenue, with

a:bout 75,900 employees or more than 21 per cent of the total employees of

the city in that year~

The Bank Street financial sector was among the earliest western-

tYP.G land uses introduced to the expanding business core of the city,

and caused the first and most radical change to the tOWllscape of the

area. This land use has developed along al-Sumawal and later along

aI-Bank Streets, linking aI-Rashid 3treet, .with al-Hahr Stroet, both

of them thriving central streets,developed before 1917. The banking

streets arc flanked by multi-storey bUildings, 4-14 storeys high, dom

inating the city profile. This striking juxtaposition of the old and

new is the main feature of tho business core. These buildings are

occupied by the head offices of banks and insurance agencies, and by a

few governmental and business offices. Ennks in Iraq were nationalized

in 1964, and since then they have been amalgamated into four major

banks~
M

The economic importance of tho business centre cu;mates in al-

Bank Street. Accordingly land values reach their peak here and sometimes

exceed 500 I.D. per sq. m. In 1965 Banking and insurance in Baghdad

contributed 8.2 million I.D. or more than 6 per cent of the city's

annual income;O 55 per cent of the present buildings along al-Sucawal
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and aI-Bank Streots were built after 1956, 'reflecting the recent

increase in functional importance. Only 15 per cent of the traditional

buildings are still standing.

The major distinguishable scctions of the growing business core of

the city are: the furniture sention, the printing works, various

sections selling hardware, pottery, menswear, professional services,

togother with soctions dealing with recreation, department stores

and women's clothes along a,l-Nahr stroet, and the section of al-Karkh

There is always however, a funotional movement either between those

sections or from any of them to a new area, whioh naturally influences

the building types lining the commercial streets. Physica.l chango

in Baghdad's centre has lagged behind functional change wiiitk occurred
"4

in most of the central streets, but tho change itself is inevitable

and has already begun in various parts of the centre.

Street evolution in the business centre:

Both in the business core and in other commercial centres ]aghdad

has developed a linear commercial pattern. Morphologically these

patterns express uniquely the complex changes that have token plaoe in

the plan of the area through a period of more than ten centuries.

Tho forms var,y in oommercial intensity, typo of commerce, servic~s,

physi cal development and degree of linGar arrangement. Tho business

core has the following parallel streets; al-Nahr Street, aI-Rashid

street, al-JumhuriYllh Stroet, al-Kifah street and aI-Sheikh Oma.r

Street e.ll being within tho lim!ts of traditional Rusafah; a.nd al-Sadun

Street, being the new extension of the business centre to the south of

the south ga.te (Sec Chapter 10).
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AI-Rashid street, built in 1917, cut through the business centre,

was the second. modern brenk-through street after al-Nahr street (1911)

and the most important commercial artery in the city. Its functional

importance was confirmed by the continuous processes of building adaptat

ion, face-lifting and replacement. This street follows historic

p~cepts in being sited near the major traditional wholesale bazaars and

the modern towering structures of tho banking soctor, which has contri-

buted to its functional stabilityw The street has its well-defined

commercial character, drawing custocers and clientele from allover the
shoe

city, and offering specialized services and commodities. Thus/shops,

departmental stores,. electrical goods shops, photographers, cinemas,

casinos, clinics, pharmacies, professional offices, etc. line this street.

The southern end of aI-Rashid Street tercinated in al-Tahrir Square

which embraces numerous, large commercial establislunents, offices,

administrative offices, car showrooms, ready-made dress shops, phar-

macies, soft-drink shops, restaurants, cinemas etc. Since the construc-

tion of al-Jumhuriyah :Bridge the commercial importance and land values

round the square have risen as expressed by modern multi-storey buildings.

The development of this square, the establishment of the .suspension

bridge further south, and the general shift of population has led to the

migration of some establishments to al-Sadun Street.

Architecturally and functionally, aI-Rashid street, can be

considered a part of the bazaar area. Excluding short-etretches where

some demolition nnd replacement is taking place, the whole street has

been arcaded and has shaded pavements. Renovation has given more

opportunity of providing tho streGt with a fow new squaros,which have

greatly a~tered its character.
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Table 14.1: The number and types of commeroial and servioe
establishments along aI-Rashid Street in 1971.

Type of esta.blishment I No.

Genoral Dealers

Rea.dy-made olothos and
aooessories

Gahwahs

Restaurants

Refreshment shops

Fruit shops

Electrio goods shops

Glassware shops

Painting materials shops

Shoe shops

Wat chmakers shops

Furniturc shops

Phamaoies

Shops selling vehioles
spare parts

Antique shops

*Misoellaneous shops

Wholesale premises

Chemists shops

Workshops

197

24

31

8

28

94

33

19

38

43

7

35

31

5

47

67

10

111

2

Printing works

Post Offices

Copper and goldsmiths
shops

Clinics

Lawyers' offices

Hotels

Photographers

Hairdressers

Shoe polishers shops

Paint shops

Dry cleaners

:Ha.mma.ma (:Baths)

:Mosques

Governmental offioes

Cinemns

Newspaper Offices

Schools

Houses

.- .

8

1

13

133
128

47

25

46
H

9

16

4

2

9

23

7

3

8

1

t 1,313

Souroes Field Survey, Baghdad 1971.

Most of the original owners of the traditional houses along this

and other streets have moved to the new suburbs.

* Tobaooenists, optioians, sport materials eta.
*~ Ten of them are for women.

The only residential
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unit on this street is in al-Aguliyah, the owner is old and wealthy

and has rejected a suburban location in favour of his ancestors'

house.

Owing to this functional development aI-Rashid Street shows the

greatest physical change. This is brought out by the following table

compiled from the field survey (Fig. 14.9).

Table 14.2: Morphological change in the building fabric of aI-Rashid
Street

Buildings built before 1936 Buildings built 1936-1956 Buildings bui~t
t

I ! ~ I c l U I , fu
post 1956-u* r p E F E I R IF i E I RI a

I10 I 148 113 I
;

117 1-
~

106 22 5 13 - 1 1 - -~2

Source: Field Survey, 1971.

From this table it appears that more than 38 per cent of the

traditional buildings built before 1936 have been replaced. More than

9 per cent have been essentially modified, over 4 per cent slightly

modified and more than 47 per cent remain unmodified. More than

92 per cent of tho buildings built during the period 1936-1956 and

of those built after 1956 remained unmodified in 1971. This indicates

that buildings built before 1936 were those most affected by physical

change, as their forms failed to meet the requirements of modern

commercial or busine8s~~ functions. The most rapid change is taking

place in the southern and central sections of the streets, near the

central bazaars and the bridgeheads.

1ll-Jumhuriyah Street is the most recent break-through street

in Rusafah constructod between 1957 and 1961, cutting through the

compact area between al-Rashid Street and the street of al-IG.fah

* U • unmodified or essentially unmodified; F • fairly or slightly
modified; E m eSBential~ modified; R = replaced, or newly built;
a - reJ1acei before 1936; b • replaced between 1936 - 1956; c.
replaced after 1956.
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further east. At the present time, most of the street is still

flanked by a demolition swathe of demolished, damaged or ha1f

demolished houses. It truncates the celebrated bazaar of a1-Shurjah

and has swept aWa¥ an old church and the mosque of a1-Khulafa.

Since its construction, the street continues to undergo a functional

and physical change as the building regulations allow no building

on this street to be less than 6 storeys in height, New ones are

emerging here all the time as the business core is a1rea~ absorbing

this street. The field survey of 1971 revealed that there were 37

new multi-atoreyod buildings, all built after 1960. The highest

buildings occurred in the area near the central bazaars where the

h~ghest revenues are expected and in tho southern section of the street

to which recreational, business and administrative land uses are

attracted. For IDal'lY reasons however the street is still lined with

vacant land owned by the government. Behind this land a high

percentage of the traditional houses has been modified physically to

enable thee to function as gahwahs, workshops or cOIllIilercia1 shops,

mainly of a local type serving the inhabitants of the truncated maha.11-

ahs (Fig. l4.7b[ h).

Al-Kifah break-through street (built 1936-1938) is another comm-

ercia1 street, running between the north and south gates. It has

shops with narrow frontages selling all kinds of goods such as

groceries, sweets, moat and service units. It is of less importance
I

than a1-Rashid street as it is more recent and lies 'further awny

from the contra1 bazaar area. Private houses are still to be found

along this street.

5 storeys.

The average height\ of buildings is between 1 and
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Sheikh Oma.r Street, as explained in Chapter 11, is not part of the

business cora at all but a business street of decided ..fringe-belt

character within the ancient intramural of the IFB, specializing in all

kinds of vohicle spare parts and. related accessories.

Al-So.dun Street represents a specific modern section of the businesS!

core, a.ccommodating neH fmlctions which came about to meet the modern

needs of high-class society. It is therefore characteri~ed by its

high level of business and recre~tional activities, and the commercial

importance of this street linking the Old Town with the southern

integuments continues to increase. It is now lined by retail and service

premises, particularly clinics, pharmacies, restaurants, first-class

hotels, offices, casinos, cinemas, high-quality tailors, photographers,

banks, etc•••••• Baghdad has 14 airline agencies all of which are located

along this streot as are eight of the city's 28 travel and tourist

agencies. Therefore this, like tho other modern str€ets, radiating

from the Old Town represent an obvious non-Arab complex in Baghdad's

tOW11scape both as regards plan elements and shop arrangement. Most

domestic accommodation here is located on the upper floors of the

apartment buildings constructed during the last decade, while the ground

floor is occupied by services and commercial activities. However, thore

are still a few i~bitants occuPYing the whole of their houses,

particularly in the southern part of the stroet.

Tho following table shows tho dynamism of a1-Sadun street when

it was surveyed in 1971 (Fig. 14.10).

Table 14.3: Morphological change in the building fabric of a1-Sadun Street

:B\:ildings built before 1936 Buildings built Buildings built after
1936 - 1956 1956

- ..
I

F E R U F E R! *u .u Ii' E R

I 5 5- 22 - 12 3 17 6 lti 10 13 71
Source: Field Survey 19'11. -- ••• « • .,.....- -
* U: unmodified; F: fairly modifioo.; E: essentially modified; R:replaced

or newly built. . .
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From this table it appears that more than 68 per cent of the

pre-1936 buildings still existing were essentially modified. The

majority of tho buildings replaced in the period after 1956 belong to

this category. More than 35 per cent of the buildings built between

1936 and 1956 were essentially modified. More than 39 per cent of the

buildings woro oither nowly built or replaced older buildings. This

indico.tos the general trond of the southern extension of the business

centre.

**Morc than 52 per cent of the oxisting buildings Here essentially

modified to accommodate modern land uses, all of which followed western

lines in disp1E!\Y' and sales method. Only 19 per cent of the buildings

along this street wore unmodified. Howevor, a good percentageof them

are used for functions other than housing without chango of form, such

as head offices of trade unions, and some governmental offices.

Tho highest intensity of chango is shown in the northern and central

parts of the street. The former is near Tahrir Square, the mo.jor

central square and one of tho bridgos of the oity, while the 1a.ttor is

contiguous to the first class hotels and cinemas in the city.

J'fantiq,ah (la.r"ge districtl. Commercial .Centre:.

Tho spatial distribution of the mantiqali commercial centres is

illustrated in Fig. 14.1. One of thoBO centres is on the West Side

while tho other four are located on the Fast Side. Three of thorn,

al-Kadhimiyah, a1-Adhamiyah and al-I<Arradah, wora well deve1opod

befora 1956, being located within the limits of tho MFB. Tha other

two, lhghdad e.l-Ja.didah and a1-Thawrah, developed outside the

secondary fixation line of the East Side, i.e. the old dyke, .to serva

growing residential areas in the contemporary suburbanization of the

city. Kadhimiyah a.nd Adhamiyah display more or less the same devc1op-

** Excluding the replaca1buildings.
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mont processes as the business core. They expandod around the

religious nucloi to such an extent that they merged with tho mother

city. Thus thoy sorved particular residential areas, having almost

a. IJiniaturo typo of main business core~ Mantiqah centros havo recently

begun to expand, and also modernize themselves to Cc'\tch up with the

present needs of modorn society and the new technologiCcc"tl contextv

Lo.nd values here have tended to rise in a manner rCDiniscent of

the business cora.

KD.dhimiyah and Adhamiya.h commorcial centres, together with the

comparativoly younger centre of o.l-Karrad.ah, acted as functional and

physical' nuolei for tho expansion that ended with their coalescence with

the mother city of Baghdad. The growth was linear along the Tigris nnd

tho m.jor arteries of transporta.tion. After 1956, the :Baghdad cl-Jadidah

centre began to stride towards IlltJ.turity, concurrently with the residen

tial and road development of the area.

Al-The.wrah commercial centro, on the other hand, htls grown as a

rosult of planning decisions after 1965, when the whole of the alwahs

of the businoss core, baing in fact Baghdad's wholesale market for fruits

ond vegotablos were required to bo moved to this sito. This \change was

followed by tho corresponding shift of a bank and a number of services and

related businesses.

Those latter two centres are playing almost the same nuclear role

as tho former three contres, \'lhich prodictably will lead to the merging

of the so far still detached north-oastern suburbs with the city.

Those outlying centres have a certain degree of self-sufficiency,

and tho range of articles offerod by them is only surpassed by that of

tho business core. Tho same is observable with service and professional
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functions which are fairly well represented. Because of the

growing importance of these commercial centres many firms in the

business core such as Orizidi Back department store, confectionery

establishments, banks, etc. seeking more business, have set up

branches in these and other centres, rather than grow still further

a.t headquarters. However, as the population moves further into the

suburbs such firms will increase the number of their branches.

The mantiqah commercial centres differ from each other in age,

size, functional efficiency, physical a.ppearance and the rate of

development. Nevertheless, all of them are growing in size and

intensity though those nearest to the business core are more

affected by the competition of the latter. The growth of al-Kadhimiyah

has local and international reasons a.s tens of thousands of people

visit Kndhimiyah's Shiah shrines annually.

The growth of Karradah a.l-Sharqiyah centre is stimulated by

residential development as well as by proximity to the recently built

suspension bridge and the university.

Baghdad al-Jadida.h and al-Tha\-lI'a.h are growing partly because of

planning decisions but also because of expanding tributary areas and

local main road improvements, the intruduction of administrative

functions, and the development of grand mosques.

The trade area of these centres ext ends far beyond the local

community so that Baghdad al-Jadidah for example serves more than t

million people and al-Tha.wrah~million.

-The efficiency of the commercial centres in Baghdad is shown in the

following table.
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From this table it appears that 88.8 per cent of the interviewees

frequent the local shopping centres for daily shopping but only 1.05

per cent use the business core. Essential non-perishable goods are

also obtained in the local shopping centres and-more than 70 per cent

of the interviewees used to buy -such materials from their local shopping

centres. The percentage of people frequenting these local shopping

centres for luxury goods is less than 24 per cent. This indicates that

the business core which includes the ba.zaars, dominates this type

of commerce as more than 71 per cent of the interviewees are

attracted to this area. It appears that the interviewees most

attracted by the business core are the middle-class followed by the

high-class interviewees and then by the low-class interviewees. The

reason for the relatively low percentage among the high-class inter-

viewees is the availability of most luxury commodities in their local

commercial centre, whereas tho low-class can afford neither the high

price of these goods nor the high transport fares to get to them.

From the table it is obvious that the percentage of people

frequenting centres other than their local centres or the business

core is negligible, owing to either the absence of nearby well

developed commeroial centres or the lack: of direct main roads between

these centres._

The streets built after 1956 connecting the suburbs have revolu-

tionized the commercial spatial organization. Thus the dominant pattern

of these centres is either nuclear of linear along the major streets.

Thi has d · ·b·1·t 11 Th hr· f 1 v-dh·s secure ~mum acceSS1 1 1 y. e s 1nes 0 a -~ 1m

in Kadhimiyah and Abu Hanifah in Adhamiyah, the grand mosque of

al-Sammarraie in 18ghdad al-Jadidah, the alwah centre in al-Thawrah, and

the intersection of roads in al-Karradah, displs\y the former pattern.
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Fig. 14.13

a. The major suq of al-Hurriyah

b. The major commercial street of al-Baiya
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The linear patternoQn the other hand is present in all of them.

The arterial and other main roads always played an important part in

the continuous development of the commercial function, land value

pattern and physical structure of the flanking buildings. So have

the bridges in recent times.

Morphologically, mantiqah centres display a high degree of

functional concentration in completely changed, slightly or considerably

modified buildings. Buildinrrs of 2 or 3 storE;ys continue to be

erected along main streets replacing older structures to cope with the

economic development of these centres and reflecting the degree of

interdependence between function and form. The average front

width per shop here is larger than that found in the bazaar, being

3 or 4m.

All tho mantiqah centres have a textile bazaar or suq, a

large or small gold and silver smith section, except in al-Thawrah,

meat shops, a number of grocers I shops and others supplying elementary

daily requisites (figs. l4.l2~ l4.l3c). Contiguous to this area are

fruit shops, bakeries, followed by general dealers, small restaurants,

a number of gahwahs, some primitive, while others are large and well

serviced.

In all those commercial centres, there are one or more branches

*of banks and governmental retail stores developed between 1965-1911,

indicating the growing importance of these centres. Physicians,

pharmacists, midwives, electricians, photographers, hairdressers,

qycle-vehicle repairers, tailors, carpenters, mattress makers, plumbers,

tinsmiths; cobblers, and a host of others are to be found here. In
• « • • .. • •

* In 1959, tho Purchasing and Selling Organization was established, run
by the government. In 1911 it monopolized the trade of 25 major items.
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:Baghdad a1-Jadidah, for example, there are 10 pharmacies, 30

doctors, 30 tinsmith workshops and glaziers, 5 carpenters and a great

number of retailing shops of all kinds;2

All five mantiqah commercia.l centres are situated in densely

inhabited areas, by which a. common sta.bility is achieved.

&i (sma1l-d.istrict), Commercial Gentre:

The spatial distribution of these commercial centres is

determinod by various factors, population density of the trade area,

population demands, distance from the business centre, street system,

motor transport development and age of the area (Figs. 14.1, 14.13ao,b)

These centres depend almost totally on the business core in merchandise

supply and not on the mantiqah oommeroia1 centre, although a certain

degree of mutual functional relationship oon be seen between

Hurriyah and. Kadhimiyah, or Raghibah Khatun and Adhamiyah.

The relationship between the second and third ranks is l'male

because there is no who1osa1e :.n the second-rank centres, apart from

al-Tha;rtrah which has recently begun to supply all the other centres

\-lith vegetables and fruit, and also because of the existence of

fairly good main roads for traffic. However, they are more in

competition l'ith the nearer mantiqah commercial centres, than lnth the

business core, which is usually furthor awa:y from them. :Because

"hai II commercial centres are serving smaller trade areas, they offer

a smaller variety of goods; which sends some of tho customers to either

the business oore or the lImantiqahU commercial centres.

Because of the growing distance betwoen the new residential areas;

mainly along the diverging arterial highwa:ys, it is logical to plan

new "mantiqah" commercial centres. Predictably therefore, their :~?,~'(,1.•!::J.
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number will increase in the near future. Some of the l'hai" oommeroial

centres are located on the periphery of the tributary areas of the

"mantiqahll oommercial oentres.

Like most of the "mantiqahll commeroial centres, virtually all

the "haiII commercial oentres have taken root and grown at oertain

strategic intersections of major arteries. Some of the shops are

placed around. the major traffic roundabouts and thus ease of movement

is made difficult for buyers, shop-keepers and cars passing through.

Sometime street intersections or mosques have caused nuclei that

have spread for various distances along the major roads. The new

sections of the business core and the new commeroial oentres reflect

l-lestern influenoes. Abandoning the notion oftho bazaar and ignoring

dominant olimatio conditions has often led to much worse solutions.

This is seen in the fact that shopkeepers in modern shopping areas

havo been forced to use different typos of improvisation such as mats,

curtains, wooden blinds, tinsheets, etc. to protect their shops from

intense insolation. Thus they try to replace the missing element of

the covered bazaar a.t the DxpenBG of disfiguring the streetscape. The

absenoe of sholtor from tho sun has even affected the rent valuo of

shops aocording to their location on the sunny or shady side of the

stroet. Shops on the cast side of north-south streets have always

lower rents in Baghdad.

Tho "hai" commercial centres offer a wide but less varied choioe

of goods than the seoond-rank centres. As in seoond-rank centres,

the meat and greengrocery shops oooupy the middle, with grooers,

bakerion beside thom, the latter partially mechanised for the production

of khubuz (flat oircular bread) and loaves.



Fig. 14.14 oppin clusters in odern B hd ."

a. ithin the pre-1956 Ii its (M.F.B.) 0 the city
(al- idhal Street)

b. Outside the M.F .B. (al an )
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Gahwahs are also found in many places in the area, and

occasionally clinics and pharmacies. Almost every onect'these

centres has estate agents, tinsmiths, mattress makers, electricians,

carpenters, car repair shops, and laJdries.
1\

The density of traffic, the size and social level of the residential

area, the stage of its development and the comcodities offered affect

the size of the "hai" commercial centres.

~opping Clusters: (Figs. 14.1, l4.l4a,b)

Clusters of shops occupy a low rung on the commercial ladder of

Baghdad. Usually these clusters are varied in their period of

development and of functional concentration. They also vary in shape

and size but have enough similarity to assign them all to the same low

rank. They all display some Bort of shopping parade and are to be found

in all the newly-developed residential areas, with sooe concentration

in al-Wllshash, al-Inwoodi, al-&lam, al-Harthiyah and Ataifiyah on the

Wost Side, and Ugbah ibn Nafi, New Sulaikh, Mashtal and Wazirw-yah

on t he East Side.

The size of shopping clusters is directly related to tho size of

tho residential area in which they aro pla.ced. Sometimes they serve only

part of the suburbs and are a small collection of shops mainly developed

on the front gardens or occupying tho ground floor rooms of a corner house.

When they servo the whole SUburb, they are more distinct in pattern and

offer a wider variety of goods. Generally, the advantages of location

at the intersections of local or main streets attracts tho first shops.

Occasionally shops can be seen a.t certain points on the side streets,

arranged in a short line or an 'L' shape.
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Many centres of this low rank will develop in size and standard

to reach perhaps a higher rank in the commercial hierarchy. Such

change is usually related to the growing traffic importance of certain

streets.

Low-rank shopping centres are multiplying fast in the area within

and without the MFl3. In the former they emerge by a process of building

replacements,' while the latter they are generated by the needs of new

residential area. Thus the main streets of Baghdad are dotted with

such low-rank centres. Most of them have but cher 's and. greengrocer's

shops, fruit shops, bakers, grocers and perhaps a small gahwah and

laundry.

Generally, distances between centres of this rank and. the business

core are longer than those of any other ranks sometimes exceeding 20kmS.

This factor increases the transport cost to the business core and

accordingly encourages the development of these minor centres. So

does the increase of population and purchasing power in each madinah.

The process is usually started by nuclear enterprises such as a

grocery and. a makhbaz (bakery) beside which the number and variety of

further shops will increase gradually. This has occurred around properly

located shops, but as there is neither zoning control nor planned

commercial development, many shops remained scattered.

The most numerous type of shop in Baghdad is the isolated shop.

It serves a small residential area, thus having extremely low, rudimen

tary rank. Suoh premises are located within easy walking distance of the

immediate, mostly new residential area around. them. In the absence of

zoning control they can be found ~here in the newly developed and

remoter residential areas.
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This type of shop has not yet developed ~ distinct physical

form as it can occupy a wide range of structures, such as a garage,

a recently - constructGd shop on a front garden corner or room in

a house modified to make a shop.
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Chapter 15

Bazaarf!.t.. K]1ans and Ga.r~es.

The Bazaars of 1lcl5hd.ad (Figs. 15.1, 15.2)

The bazaars link all Baghdad's economic activities. They are

the expression of the integration of .Arab history, econo~ and society

and form the geographical, fWletional, morphological, cultural and.

social heart of Baghdad. They have alwtlJ"s been intended and designed

exclusively for pedestrians. Because of that and. in spite of their

tbItongs of pedestrians they are oases of tranquility compared with the

din of wheoled traffic in the modernized streets and sections of the

city•

. Historically, the idea of bazaar buildings is as old as the city

.itsolf
l

(soo Chaptor 5), and according to Ismail, these buildings

were probably developed from tho Hellenistic arcaded avenuo~ No doubt

thoro is also genetic link with tho well established design and

advanced building practices of shopping parades (tabernae) in the cities

of tho Roman empire all aroWld tho Mediterranean. The appelr.ation of, ""-"

Baghdad's bazaars developed from the goods sold or tho JIlDin cra.:f't

practiced in the various sections, though soma bazaars were named

after nearby mosques, or after owners or foWlders. Functionally,

thoy are a ratherspocial and extraordinary phenomenon requiring a

more detailed stuAY. They link the city with its sphere of influence,

Le. the whole country. :&zaars function in a particular form strongly

ro1ated to Baghdad's past. In some of them production and retail sale

are still physically united and situated close together. Bazaars still

attract a high percentage of shoppers, particularly those bt.¢ng non

perishable and luxury goods. More than 17 per cent of the interviewees

in the field survey frequent bazaars regularly to buy non-perishable

goods and. 37 per cent to buy 1uxur,y goods.
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Morphologica.lly, the bazaars display uniformly a traditional

structure accommodating commercial activities characterized by a great

number of windouless shops throughout tho whole network~ The bazaar

is one of tho most characteristic features distinguishing the Arab city

from Hellenistic cities as well as from tho towns of medieval Europe1

Baghdad's bazaars still displa;y to a certain extent, a traditional

characteristic of the medieval period of Islam, each category of

commodity or craft occupyi11G either a distinct section of a particular

bazaar or a complete bazaar, identifiable alwa;ys by name, location and

tho physical form of shops.

Traditionally, the concentration of a large number of the city's

*tajirs (drapers) an honoured class in the Arab World , in a small

distinct area close to the central Friday mosques is a salient socio-

economic characteristic of the bazaars that has directly or indirectly

affected the overall policies of the state as woll as of tho city in the

past. Modern professional organization and the disappearance of the Alll
n

al-Sinf (guilds), hO\,1Qver, have certa.ij\ly \'1eDkened that influence. The

religious differences between different groups of tajirs also lessens

their power \'lhich is now less than that observed in Iran? However, the

:Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, \'lhich is dominated by ba.zaar traders,

exerts a strong influence on national business life. This is because

up to ..now Baghdad's bazaars have represented the major distribution

point for the wholesale and import trade of the entire country.

* In Baghdad and other Arab tomw, it has always been impossible to
estimate the private wealth of Tajirs and is even more so since the
1958 - revolution because of the needless fears of nationalization.
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]hzaars, where there is no formality between the buyer and seller,

compared 'tdth the modern sections of the business core, are considered

by many Baghdadi's as entertainment place and a centre where various

news is circulated. The informality between buyer and seller (in the

bazaar) can be seen by the tradition that passers-by can inspect goods

and, if they wish, bargain directly from where they stand. This behaviour

al tradition in bazaar probably was a result of tho dominance of un

enclosed type of shop (no shop windows) in Baghdad's bazaars. Further

more, the absence of~ sense of obligation to buy has enabled even

poor people to look olosely at expensive goods without embarrassment,

as they have just as much right to walk in the bazaar as anyone else.

Another feature of the informality in the ba.zaar life is that all

pedestrians can communicate freely as none are ayphoncd off into any

inclosed shop.

lXlspite internal and external modifications and the recent rapid

expansion of the city ]aghdadrs bazaars have shown characteristic

specialization and stable location perhaps since the loth century. They

form two major complexes of the business core, one between the adminis

trative precinct of al-5arai, al-Ahrar Bridge, the River Tigris and

lhb al-sheikh Mahallah in Rusafah, and the other betl'leen Jami Sandal and

Alawi al-Hillah in Karkh. The bazaar area represents the nucleue and

business core of the earliest known town, where a number of historical

grand mosques, schools and traclitionalaiministrative buildings are

located, whioh contribute to its socio-economio importance, and also

accommodate the demand for easy access and constant change of activities.

The main central bazaar axis in Rusa.fah runs in a north-west /south

east direction parallel and close to the Tigris, the old regional min
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The main branch stretches tOt~s al-Sheikh

Abdul Qadir mosque to the south-east. On the West Side the main

bazaar reaches from al-Shuhada Bridge, \"Ihich forms the physical link

between the t\"lO bazaar complexes, westward. to the grand mosque of

Sheikh Sandal in the very hoart of Karkh Old Town.

Up to 1917, when al-Rashid street was cut through Rusafah Old

Town, the bazaars were the constituted broadest thoroughfares in

Baghdad.

In addition to these central bazaars Baghdad has secondary

bazaars in al-sadriyah - Siraj al-Din in Rusafah, in Ka.dhimiyah and.

to a lesser extent in .Adhamiyah.

It is difficult to analyse the functional structure of the ba.zaars

of Baghdad, owing to a great lac!:: of information, political instablity

in the past and the lack of trust shown by the merchants towards any

field investigator, whoever he be. Even when their trust has been

gained, most of them have only vague ideas about the evolution and

functional structure of the bazaars. No figures are available on

the number of customers, quantities sold, or revenues. Very few of

the merchants have account books, and hardly any have menhanised cash

registers. .An Arab tajir depends on his own knowledge and not on

statistical information in running his business. He is extremely

sensitive to rumour when buying and selling and makes no use of the

official marketing inforootion occasionally available to him.

Even the government has little information about such aspects.

There are no price fixing regulations, neither in the bazaar nor in

most of the other centres. Consequently it is difficult to apply

statistical methods to measure the distribution pattern, degrees of

concentration and locational specialization~
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The government censusos of 1941 and 1951 neither used any lmified

classification or definition of functions nor did they deal with the

commercial sectors according to their professions, i.e. there is no

information about the number of craftsmen, retailers, wholosalers etc.

by urban units. The servico soctor in 1951 covered a wide range of

undefined jobs including traders.

The absence of price-fixing cartels and of proper governmental con-

trol in the bazaars and all the other commercial centres contributed to the

difficulties of tra.cing the revenue of individuals. At the same time,

this has created a cho.racteristically .ride variation of prices oven

for the same commodity. The price is influenced by several factors,

such as the personal relationship bet\'Teen shopkeeper and customer, the

location of shop, tho status of tho client, tho quality of the goods, the

time of day or of tho year, and tho skill in bargaining. The ha.bit of

chaffering has thus mainta.ined a lively oxistence in Baghdad as in all

*other Arab towns.

Arab tradition, the absence of government control and the unim

portance of time, have reinforced the bargaining habit. :Buying and.

selling in Baghdad's bazaar, though interesting, is sometimos a very

tedious process, particularly for Europeans unaccustomed to the modes

of bargaining. When a customer appears and asks the price of any of the

shop's goods - usual~ each shop speci~lizes in a single commodity -

**the tajir usually demands more than he expects to receive. The mi'mil

(customer) in turn offers about half of the sum first named; this is

followed by some loworing of the price by the tajir, and. again the

* At tho present time, price fixing cartels are being introduced on
goods produced by the public sector. However, bargaining is still
dominant even in the modern part of the business core.

**This "TorD- is derived from Amalah meaning he bargains.
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customer increases his offer, so the process goes on until they meet

about half lla\y. Neighbours, friends, and sometimes passers-by join in

the bargaining process. For the tajir in :Baghdad. bargaining is by no

means a waste of time. He hopes at any time to trap a '. gullible

customer and in any case thoroughly enjoys 1)a.rgaining.

Here it is useful to remember that .Arabs tend to regard verbal

cOmmiJPment as sufficient. In contrast to Arab family life, moreover,

privacy in these matters is not important to Arabs. Thus as already

mentioned, bUSine, transactions in the bazaar proceed not just between

buyer and seller? Friends and regular customers generally do not

borgain, though their trust may not alWi3\Ys be justified. The tajir
a

in J3aghdad' s baZaAr will also ShOt'l the customer seve"" things that the

latter does not want. On the other hand, if tho shopkeeper has

not got ,tho commodity the customer wants, his neighbours are ready to

help him, either bringing the item from their shops, or by chatting with

the customer while the tajir leaves to get what is wanted from a

colleague. Shopkeepers alwa;ys offer tea to their regular customers or

to any one who makes a considerable purchape.

Although shops open uaily, except on Frido\ys and the main feasts,

there are no time regulations governing work in bazao.rs. Shopkeepers

and artisan or craf'tsman come to work and closet when they please.

There is no such sign in &ghdad I S bazaar as "out for lunch' , "back in

15 minutes ll • :f>1ost of the shopkeepers and. craftsmen have no boss, and

clocks are rarely to be seen in their shops. Opening hours are

extended to late at night in :Ramada.hn, the fasting month, particularlj'

in the bazaars contiguous to the religious centres. The busiest hours

in bazaars are af'ter 3 p.m. and during the months preceeding the great

feasts.
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The idea of providing shade in a desert climate, is a. primary

element in shaping the tOWl1E:loope of the Arab towns, BO that ''neither

shall the heat nor the sun smite themll • The change in temperature

from hot s~ places to the cooler shade can be utilised to effect

movement of air currents between the tl'lO places. When sholtered places

are designed without considering air movement, they are likely to

result in still air and stagnation, known in Arabic as wakhmah. Thus

shade alone is not sufficient to secure a cool atmosphere; the air

movement in the interior must be controlled. Sun-heated air is healt}v

and a steady gentle breeze in the bazaar interior serves a hy~ic"

purpose. The idea of dormer windows at regular intervals in tho vaulted

roof structure of the bazaar would provide indirect lighting as well as

ventilation
8

(Fig. 15.3). The lofty height of the bazaar provides a

volume of air which is especially necessary when electric fans (punkcl1s)

are in use and a. limited volume of air would otherwise become overheated.

by them•.

:Bazaar buildings have pro~ed to be succossful structures for market

*ing in B9.ghdad's environment. Thoy have soveral advantagos.

Customers, tajirs and merchandise which must be fully exposed to the

view of prospective customers, are effectively sheltered from the summer

sun and winter rain. Customers can move with ease without Horrying

about weather conditions or motor traffic. Coolness has been secured

by this type of design, and it would be difficult to find a better

solution. With some modification, shops can be varied, from very small

to fairly large size in accordance with the size of the business, type

* The function of bazaars to serve pedestrian customers is obvious and
so successful that some city planners have tried to introduce such
plans into the modern business centre of the Arab city.9
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of commodity and. location within the bazaar. A bazaar is easily and.

satisfactorily organized according to specialities or professions.

Safety is secured by closing thE) bazaar at night. At the present time,

however, owing to the efficiency of police control; only a few bazaars,

such as the goldsoith's bazaar (suq al-Saghah) and part of the textile

,bazaar (suq al-Qumash) still have their own strong doors, which

are closed at night. At present, nobody is allowed to remain or live in

'bazaars after they close apart from al-Istrbadi Bazaar in Kadhimiyah

where poor-elass fnoilies inhabit the upper floor.

In spite of modernization or modification of the inner structure and

extornal changes in Baghdad's bazaars, they still extend. over an

aggregate length of several ldlomctres and in IIIB.l1Y reJiSects have sl".aI'cely

changed for a millennium. They form a nettl0rk of straight or occasionally
in /

particularly/residential mahalla-hs, slightly \'linding and. tolerably wide

lones, all roofed over with bri,ck vaulting or wooden arches, or

trapaulins supported by transverse beams resting on the flanking walls.

The main axial oozaars are interconnected by small transverse bazaars.

Bazaars differ in width, length, straightness and age, some such that

at al-Khaffafin dating perhaps from the Abbasid period. The design of

the bazaars also differs according to age, situation, building material,

and cost of construction, but the main elements remain the same. Some

of lhghdad' s bazaars are poor in design and construction, having now

a delapidated appearance usually attributed to ignorance and misuse.

Al-Sarrajin, al-Kha£fafin, al-Saghah, al-QiblaniYah, al-Sarrafin

and B number of smaller cross bazaars still have ver,y extensive roofs.

They are well constructed ,nth l:i2n"'l'r.i(Oks and mortar, and shaded from

the sun by lofty arcaded roofs with small domos of the same materials
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The shops on either side of the bazaar lanes are mostly uniform

small recesses, originally all without back access. They may be called

*alcove shops, perhaps a peculiarly appropriate term in that it suggests

a. genetic link with the identical rows of barrel-vaulted shops or

Itabernae' in Roman Towns. The averago size of shop is between 10 - 12 . ",,:

sq. m. The average frontage is &. m as compared with 3 or 4 m in other

parts of the city. However, because of amalgamation, the frontages of

many bazaar shops have been increased by removing partition walls.

The reason for the limited size of shops might be to facilitate trading

in one small field., in which buyers could easily examine a wide range of

similar articles;O The front of the traditional bazaar shop is open

somewhat similar to shops in medieval Europe, and the shopkeeper seats

himself, sometimes with a fan in his lnnd. on the floor which is usually

raised less than one metre a1Jove the level of the bazaar passage (Figs.

15.8 a,b). Each shop, whether engaged in retail or in wholesale trade,

hD.s a storage or warehouse plane in one of the IDB.1V nearby khans.

Beoause ot the lack ot modern warehouses, storage is dominated by
~

avSlable kna.n constructions which play multifarious roles. They are tho,..
producing, storing, wholesaling and distributing base for goods, and

also provide accommodation for merchants' offices. They facilitate the

functions of bazaars and stabilize their location.

Owing to the limitation of transport facilities inside the bazaars

the dominant methods of goods transport are porters, (ha.I:unals, mostly

Kurds and Persians), hand drawn carts, mules and donkeys. Pick-ups (small

lorries) have been introduced, but only very recently and in the

outer areas of the bazaars, vehicular transport being very difficult •.. .
* 'Alcove' from Spanish and Portuguese 'alcova' from Arabic al-qubbaha

vaillted.
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Ha.mma.1s are a very important element in Baghdad I S bazaars , without

which its functions would not be fulfilled properly. There are no

statistics about their number, but the writer's estimate is more than

200 for the Rusafah bazaanJ betweon a1-Bank street and al-Shuhada Bridge.

For all bazaars of the city together the figuro may exceed 600.

Generally, bazaar shops lack any uniform grading and packing
by

practices. .Advertising, though it has been 'introduced/a few business

firms, is still hardly feasib10 in the bazaar area. Moreover, the

identity of most of the shops is not marked in aqy way and one has to

enquire to find any particular shop. The lack of advertisements

probably results from the fact that goods rarely carry a known brand

name and the customer must seo the item with his Olm eyes and examine

it carefully before he purchases it.

In the old bazaars such as a1-Khaffafin (of Abbasid age), a1

Sarrajin (saddlery), a1-Qumash (textile) and a1-Qib1aniyah (of Ottoman

age), there is in front of most of the shops a step less than one metre

high and one metre wido, whore the tajir and his customer, friend or

neighbour can sit, and where he can also display some of his

commodities.

The doors of the shops in the bazaar are either wooden shutters

once again in analogy to medieval European shops - some of 'trlhich are

three-leaf folding shutters or modern roller blinds introduced after the

Second World War. In contrast to some Persian towns;1 Baghdad's

bazaar shops rarely have a back-door. Re-stocking takes place at any

time, though it is concentrated at night, as thiliil avoids congestion and

lorries are able to park in the nearby central break-through streets

of a1-Rashid and a1-Kifah.
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As the twentieth century progressed, the oity underwent modern

ization by additions and internal modifications to increase its

functional efficiency. Consequently, several fino bazaars such as

al-Haider Khanah :Bazaar in 1917, have disappeared giving way to the

construction of new break-through stree~ or have been truncated

such as a1-Qumash (the Textile) Bazaar near Mirjan Mosque in 1917 and

al-Shurjah Bazaar in 1958 and Suq Hamadah Bazaar in 1970 (Fig. 15.2),

Because of neglect the roofs of some of the bazaars collapsed bet

ween 1900 and 1924 and were substituted by tin sheeting, corrugated

iron, wood and other materials thereby disfiguring the bazaars. A

minimum of restoration is however undertaken by tho authorities

responsible for the maint:.~~nance of such architectural and cultural

heritage, espeoially as the bazaars have proved their functional

suocess oven in tho modern era.

With the replacement prooess induoed by tho finanoia1 pressures

on tho oentra1 bazaar area and the deterioration of some of the

traditional buildings, a number of high-rise buildings for offioes

and warehouses have infiltrated tho bazaar oomp1ex.

Glass windows, deoorative ooloured tiles, painting and. e1ectric- .

light have been increasingly introduoed in the bazaar to attract

patrons. Prior to tho age of e1ectrioity Eaghdad's bazaars were poorly

lit. At present, almost every shop is provided l1ith electricity for

lighting and sometimes for air cooling by fans or aircoo1ers. ~

shops nnd. crafts in fughdad I S bazaars havo reached such a stage of

modernisation. Some of the shops have recently equipped themselves

with piped water supply, while the overwhelming majority are dependent

on mosques, which are never far aw~, or gahwahs for their "later
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requirements. There is no sewerage system in the bazaars, a factor

which -has unpleasant, and could have dangerous, consequences.

Almost 90 per cent of the major shops of Baghdad's central bazaars

are nowadays provided with telephones.

At present, most of the goods disposed of in Baghdad's bazaars

are either imported from abroad or produced in modern factories located

outside the bazaar area, wherea.s traditionally bazaars were supplied

by workshops, situated ldthin their confines. Recent functional and

physical modifications in Baghdad's bazaars have been orientated

towards a.ttracting clients from higher incomo groups, who have tended

to be drawn towards the modern parts of the business core.

With the increase in the functional capacity of bazaars resulting

from their modernization and the improvement in the display of goods,

the uniform size of the alcove shops of the old bazaars hc"l,s changed to

a certain extent. As already mentioned, some tajirs(. have analgs.ma.ted

two adjoining shopD by removing the party wall to create a lareer shop,

often with glass windows. The traditional wide step in front of the

original shops has disappeared in such a modification whioh now

provides enough room for one or more chairs or floor soats ~dthin the

shop. Customers can sit either on the carpeted ontrance of the shop,

or on chairs, or small Siools, while the tajir displays his goods and

enjoys the chaffering of his customer, \'lho is always given a small

cup (stikan) of tea.

The major internal modification and modernization observed in

!laghdad's central bazaars has 0 ccurred in nmial Bar.aar, and in almost

all the central khans. Inniel bazaar is an important retail complex.

OriginD.lly it was one large khan (Figs. 15.1, 15.9). The original
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shops were the same as those which still enst in its outer walls. All

the shops were of the brick and mortar alcove type, without ldndows

and of 10 - 12 sq. m each.

type.

Their ceiling was and is of brick~omed

This bazaar had two floors, the upper one being occupied by stores,

workshops, and tailors' workrooms. It oweD its principal foatures to

its restoration in 1930/1931. The present ground floor was built in

1935/1936. Forillerly it was 10 steps below the nearby a1-Khnffafin

Bazaar but was raised three stepa higher than the latter after 1931.

For historical reasons and becauso of the complication of ownership

patterns in this bazaar, the shops looldng into the courtyard of the

khan belong to one authority, while tho shops facing the streot have ~

different owner.

In the course of repletion necessitated by the functional evolution

of the area, tho khan was provided with three parallel longitudinal

*bazaar streets, croBsed at intorvals by transverse bazaars. These

internal roads wore lined by shops of standard si zo. Some of tha~.::

inward-facing shops were later amalga.ma.ted to create larger ones.

This repletian and concurrent amalgamation represents the climax of

a metamorphosis proceodod by piocomeal as well as radical physical

changes.

. . .
* In the Summer 1971 the \-Triter traoed plan evolution of tho khan, its

ownership history and structure. The plan shown in (Fig. 15.9)
has been dral-lll from measuromcmts taken on the site. Furthermore,
a number of old merchants who had owned shops in the bazaar since
tho 1930

'
s 1'1OrO interviewed. Tho 1918 plan of J3a.ghdnd (1:880) shows

that this bazaar had at that time been a large khan with a considerable
uncovered court-yard.
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Tho annual rent per shop in this and other central bazaars ranges

from 50 to 400 I.D. or even more, depending 011 location and size. The

annual rent of first-floor rooms is between 10 - 80 I.D. each. Lots

are not sold as areal measured units, the ~er has to buy shops in

their entirety. Tha average price of shops in the central bazaar is

betl-leen 2,000 - 3,000 I.D.

All the entrances of I6nial Bazaar are guarded by modern iron doors,

closed at night. Tho internal shops built since the 1930's as planned

elements aro woll designed and of graater functional efficienCjr than the

*unmodified outward facing peripheral shops.

Although specializatien is still surprisingly a typical feature of

18ghdad10 ba.zaars, shops of particular typos congregating in a

particular section of a bazaar, the successive concentric hierarchy

12traced in tho typical IslamiC city by Planhol cannot be found, because

of the dominant linoar pattern of :&ghdad'B bazaars, tho expansion and re

building of the old bazaars and the building of neti bazaars all of

which has led te ropeated readjustment of the loeational pattern of

nnny individual shops which may have moved more than once follol-ling the

general expansion of the city;3

Sellers of candles, incense and perfume are no longer necessarily

found close to the grand mosque, and if they are to be found at all, are

scattered in Kadhimiyah beside the shrine of al-Kadhim. l3ook-sellers

and book-binders, howover, have maintained their historio location

despite the groat changes in the bazaar and the penetration of other

goods. This is saen in Suq al-Sarai (stationary) and al-Hute.na.bi street.

* In dating the physical changes, tho writer has depended on the field
survey as well as on comparison of tho plans of the khan in 1918 and
the present time.
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Khans are not restricted to wholesaling activities. They are now

multi-functional buildings and. are changing from their traditional

form of a "double row of rooms and workshops opening on a central

place" to substantially or fully covered buildings. In the central

bazaar, leather and shoe-makers llave replaced the candle sellers,

though the former still occpy a short strip of al-Iazzazin (Drapers)

Bazaat near :Mirjan mosque. The goldsmiths have perhaps remained on

their sites without significant change but some :firms have migrated

to another part of the city. Butchers)ef course, cannot be found in

the central baz·aars of Baghdad. They are cencentrated to the rear of

the 1ecal bazaars or scattered throughout the city serving residential

mahallahs. They could not afford the high rents at the centre, which

also exclude b1.acksmiths, carpenters, basket makers, grocers and dry

cleaners from the major bazaars. Pack-saddle makers are decreasing

in number and are now only to be found scattered in Kadhimiyah and

Alawi al-Hillah.

Though less distinctive now, the traditional grouping of certain

articles in separate quarters is still recognizable today in~ ef

Baghdad's bazaars. This suits both consumer and seller. The

customer can inspect, compare and chafferat his leisure within tho

same area before making the final decision to buy (Fig. 15.10).

Historically, the segregated grouping of certain guilds in

certain quarters of the bazaar might be attributed to the exercise of

social solidarity among 'alll al-Sinf', the members of ono craft, for a.

variety of practical purposes, rather than merely to any deliberate

effort to promote the convenience of prosepctivG purchasers. On the

other hand, the creation of competitive environment when customers can
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save money, time and energy, may also bo another factor to bo

considered~4 Ohehade, however, attributed this concentration to

the relatively small plot size of shops, that permits such a

process~5

Commercial segregation in the bazaars of Baghdad. turns the

bazaar into an area built up of distinct functional, and to a. lesser

extent morphological, sub-areas. Very often the characteristic grouping

in proximity of goods having some meaningful connection with each

other has become on important principle of modern organization, one

which allows ~ottor planning of the bazaar. Thus 'traders putside

tho bazaars selling hoop-iron and angle-iron, sanitary fittings, tin

smith's goods, tiles and other building materials, tend. to concentrate

in the samo place. This appears to indicate the introduction of

oriental principles of arrangement from the bazaar into the modern

businoss coro of tho city.

strong social emphasis is to be found in the segregation of

retail shops into zones catering for different income groups.

At present 17 specialized bazaars can be distinguished in the

traditional contre of the city (Figs. 15.1, 15.2). The furniture

and second-hand goods bazaar which was located near al-Mustansiriyah

college, but is now locatod around aJ.-Ahmadiyah Friday mosque in

aJ.-Maidan (Fig. 15.7). There is a bewildering variety of goods here

such as bicycles, socond-hand clothes, electrical goods, second-hand

furniture, hardware, stolen articles, shoes, etc. The bczaar is

noted for its sollers sitting either on the ground or on a primitivo

type of stool. It is frequented by low-class people, and travellers

to various parts of the country as Ina.n3' regional route terminals are

located in al-Maidan. Low-grade restaurants and unhygienic coffee-
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houses a.lternate with the shops, which are of various designs,

ago and frontage. Al-Ahmaciiyah bazaar (Fig. 15.5) specialises in

selling military uniforms and has also a number of watch repair shops.

The bazaa:r, is in very bad structural condition and should be

restored, particularly as tho area already has two architectural

monuments in the shape of a disused hammam and a metropolitan

mosque.

The stationery bazaar (al-Sarai :Bazaar) is the link between the

administrative sector of the traditional city and the major bazaar

complex. It serves the governmental offices (ottoman in origin) and the

whole city, and specializes in the selling of books and stationery.

Its functional importance has been stabilized by the development of

the printing works, and the nearby bookshop suq of al-Mutanabi. The

latter auq is situated at an angle to al-Sarai &zaar. Auctions are

held by Bome traditional booksellers in the old ottomanic fashion.

The seller holds the books displayed for salo, and walks up and down in

the bazaar announcing loudly the last sum offered, until the books are

purchased at an acceptable price.

The physical condition of this bazaar is not good, though some

of the shops have been modernized, particularly in their facades. This

bazaar is parallel to tho monumental bazaar of al-Sarrajin (the leather

bazaar and neai' to al-Saghah bazaar.

*Su.q al-Saghah (goldsmiths) and the cloth bazaars show the

greatest homogeneity in thoir patterns of :functional organisation at

present. The main Saghah :Bazaar is hidden away to the east of al

Sarai :Bazaar, inside a great mazo of intersecting covered bazaars. Some

* The singular of goldsmiths is saigh.
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of these have developed as a result of khan repletion (F1g. 15.1). The

individual shop here is perhaps the smallest unit in the whole bazaar

network after that of al-Sarrafin (the money changersand lenders).

Although the space required by gold,silversmiths and jewellers' shops,

is very small, the value of turnover per sq. m of these shops is

extremely high. Nevertheless, shops are big enough for all the

decorating, inlaying and finishing purposes as well as for selling the

goods. Though small these shops have a turnover of thousands of dinars,

raw materials not being bulky, and articlesproduced being characterised

b7 quality md individual specialism of manufactur~, so that grouping

in the bazaar itself is convenient.

Sabeans from Amarah and other southern areas traditional~ monopolise

gold and silver craft in Baghdad and other towns. They still cling

together in special bazaars and produce gold and silver objects decorated

in aI-Nina (enamel). In addition to this central Saghah :Bazaar, there

are saghah areas elsewhere within the central bazaars and mahallah

bazaars. Some of the goldsmiths have moved southward but not very far

from this site. Amanat al-Asimah has recently built a bazaar on a

modified traditional plan for goldsmiths, located at the eastern bridge

head of al-Shuhada which has proved successful under the climate con

ditions of :Baghdad. Other saghah have moved to al-Nahr Street, a main

part of the business core specializing in women's articles. The physical

condition/-J' of this bazaar is fairly good, and it is protected by strong

iron gates at its eastern and western entrances. One of the main

characteristics hore is the phenomenon of bargaining. The goldsmith

is vulnerable not because of any need to se!l his complete stock daily

like the vendor of fruit for example~ but bocause tho demand for his

goods is unpredictable and changes in taste threa.ten him if he holds his
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stock too long. He must try his best to allow no customer to leave his

premises without baving made a purchase:6

Leather and shoe workshops occupy a large area of the bazaars,

as for instance ncar al-Mustansiriyah, at the entrances of al-Qumash

Bazaar (Textile) ~ of al-8arrajin lhzaar (saddlery) , built during the

*reign of Dawood Pasha (1816 - 1831) as well as of the numerous narrow

back streets. Usually each shop has another room directly above with a

ladder in one corner. Though they are next to each other, the women's

and the men's shoo bazaars form separate sections.

The carpet dealers are olustered in a particular section inside the

bazaar, and their shops are always frequented by fat prosperous customers

drinking tea or soft drinks and inspecting the articles in a leisurely

manner. Carpets in Baghdad como from Persia. and Turkey.. Recently they

have begun to be manufactured in Iraq but are also imported from all over

Europe. Most of the rug and carpet sellers are in al-Qiblaniyah lhzaar

which has begun to offer some rugs and carpets for tourists, in al-

Mustansiriyah Bazaar, whore their shops are mixed with those selling second-

hand clothes and in the al-Qumash section of Danial Bazaar. The shops

in the latter are the most spacious, well lit and well designed. Some of

the modern shops selling c~pots and similar articles have emerged along

the edge of the bazaar and tend to attract high-class clientele compared

with some contral bazaars which are deolining in importance.

The watch and a.bayah (men's shawl) bazaar of al-Khaffafin is another

fine bazaar and belongs to a.l-Khaffafin central mosque. It is flanked

also with a few large khans and needs partial restoration. Some of its

shops are occupied now by leather goods and clothes menders.

*' Now fortuno.tG"ly in process 0; restoration.
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The cloth bazaar occ~pies Danial Bazaar, the core of Baghdad's

bazaars, and also a large number of other bazaar thoroughfares. The

cloth merchants in fact occupy the largest section of the bazaar system

of Baghdad. Materials come from Iraq, other Arab countries and the

outside world. It is the richest and most popular bazaar, frequented

particularly.by women, who are preferred as customers by most of the

interviewed tajirs.

Tailors are located not far from these bazaars, though recently the

fashionable tailors have moved to the modern sections of Baghdad,

particularly to the banking area on the southern edge of the bazaar

district and along al-Nahr and aI-Rashid streets. Each shop has a

ground floor with large glass windows and a me~zanine floor for assis

tants. In the textile shops whose owners were interviewed, the average

number of regular customers was between 100 - 300; 60 - 70 per cent of

whom came from Baghdad.

Regular customers generally do not bargain as rightly or wrongly,

they trust their retailers. Friendships develop between customers and

shopkeepers, sometimes growing into family relationships. However,

friondships between tajirs themselves are more common and often lead to

marriages between their families.

Cloth wholesaling takes place in the bazaars confined by al

Safafir Bazaar to the north, al-Bazzazin Bazaar to the south, al-Rashid

Street to the east and al-Qib1.aniyah and Danial Bazaars to the west.

Basrah, Mosul, Hillah, Karbala and Najaf are secondary wholesaling

centres.

All the wholesalers interviewed declared that neither the develop

ment of the new commercial sub-centres nor the modern extension of the

business core has affected their function, because bazaars have remained
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the only centre of textile wholesaling in the city. The eastern

and southern extension of the business core has affected some of its

sections such as aI-Rashid Street. This was because~ of the al-

Rashid merchants have moved to the new and. more thriving sections of

the business core. Thoughihe modern business quarters differ quite

essentially from the traditional bazaars, neither type fall into any

serious competition with one another but combine to form a meaningful

whole functioning through their co-operation.

Shops in textile wholesaling bazaars are less affected by modern

methods of decoration and improvement than retailing shops, However,

all these shops have been electrified and supplied with electric fans,

while about 50 per cent have introduced air coolers.

The averago number of regular customers for each wholesaler is

between 200 and 500, drawn from all over the country. As in the

retail oo.zaars, bargaining is a characteristic feature. Ma~ of the

whole-salers sellon credit, thus attracting more customers. The

sources of customers for interviewed tajirs were in descending order:

fughdad, :Basrah, Noaul, Hillah, Karbala, Nassiriyah, Diwaniyah, Kirkuk,

Arbil, Amaroh, ,Kut, Diyala and Ramadi., lhghdad buys about 25 per cent

of the wholesale goods and l3asrah about 10 per cent.,

In spite ot 20 th century banking institutions in the central area

of the city, a number of sarrafin(money lenders) are licensed to deal

in banking. They are located in one particular ancient bazanr,

constructed of bricks and mortar. Its roofs are vaulted, with small

circular skylights. Like the jewellers' and goldsmiths' shops,

sarraf shops are very small (2 x 2 m) and. without windows, having a

rolling door which is locked at night by several locks. A heavy safe

is an essential element in the shop. The number ot sarrats has declined
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considerably since the Second World War, partly because of the migration

of Jewish sarrafs who had dominated the profession to Palestine after

1948. Trwtionally the religious injunction against the taking of

interest worked against the growth ot credit institutions in Baghdad

as well as other Moslem settlements. Further causes of the decline in

the number of sarrafs were the failure'to meet the requi:ments of the
.~

severe controlling regulations issued by al-Rafidain funk and the Central

:Bank and also by the nationalization of the private banks in 1964. The

number of sarrafs e:t present is not more than 30 most of whom deal in coney

changing, both legal and illegal.

Nearly all tobacco warehouses, wholesale shops and khans are con-

centrated in the bazaar area. near the bridgehead of al-Shuhada and on the

side zuqaqs, because until recently the main transport'· route was the

Tigris. The location of the customs office in1he area has also helped

this concentration, al-Mustansiriyah college being used as the main

customs office 'of Baghdad until 1954.

Baghdad woos once a very flourishing manufacturing centre especially

in the production of calico printing, leather and tanning, pottery,

jewellery and other artifacts. The disastrous history of the city and the

subsequent influx of European mathi'ine goods following the Anglo-Turkish
"'v

commercial convention of 1838, encouraged the decline of the crafts of

the city, most of the craftsmen migrating to Syria" Egypt and Persia

afterihe collapse of1he Abbasid Caliphate, owing to the general state of

insecurity;1 ~ the end of the First World War for example, most of

the family weaving industry had disappeared as a result of the compe-

tition from imported commodities, and in 1936 Baghdad had only 130

looms of the 3,500 looms existing in 1868;8 Before the Second World War

almost all the industry of :Baghdad was of the craft type and most of it
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was carried on in smll shops or khans mainly in the bazaar areas.

Thus the relationship between trade and the manufacturing industry has

been traditionally strong as both are placed in these shops. From the

field observation at tho present time Baghdadi craftsmen may be

divided into two categories. Tho first works inside the compound

walls of their own houses, selling their products in the nearby

bazaars and suqs. The second has small handicraft shops completely

unrelated to their own home, mainly in certain bazaars or parts of

bazaars (~g. 15.11). However, there is a general trend for most of

the Baghdadi craftshops to change their function in 0. more exolusively

commercial direction.

The main handicraft workshop areas are the bazaars along the main
.,/

streets of the traditional city, particularly the peripheral ones, and

parts of various residential suburbs. In the major traffic streets of

the modern areas workshops occupy the second floor, with shops, res-

taurants, gahwahs and other premisos below. Elsewhere in the suburbs,

ground-floor shops are occupied by workshops (See Chapter 13).

Although craftsmen have IDal'Ulged to maintain a high level of skill

for hundreds of years with the minimum of equipment, their working

conditions havo doteriorated. Most of the shops in the bazaar area need

better lighting and ventilation. In carrying out improvements,

preservation should be a major go!:lJ.. The need for cool worldng

conditiona in the workshop bazaars is of primary importance in the summer

heat of Baghdad. The present covering of the coppersmiths' bazaar

(suq al-Safafir) is not complete and not enough to be a barrier against

the penetration of the sun's heat (Pig 15.7b).

The old forms of production are gradually giving ~ to new ones,

and old guilds have inevitably disintegrated.In many instances artisans

have suf£icient basic skills to switchcpickly to mechanized work to
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fulfil the demands of a more developed economy. New trade unions

(Nago.bat) on European lines have bogun to emerge particularly since

the 1950's~9

Among the distinotive elements in Baghdad's bazaars is the survival

of soce crafts~O The coppersmiths' bazaar is one of the most romantic

and oelebrated of Baghdad's bazaars. The smith sits beside his

furnace, wi. th a small boy blowing the bellows, and beats a large flat

sheet to produce large copper basins or huge round tr~s, or applies

silvering to coffee po ts and long-spoilted jugs. The air in this bamar,

in contrast to other bazaars, is filled with noise. Each shop has the

dual function of manufacturing and selling goods. Like the shopkeepers

in other bazaars, the smiths bear no grudge when no sale is forthcoming,

and aro sometimos even generous enough to join in bargaining if a

customer goes to the man next door. Until now crafts have usually been

hereditary. Eaoh family specialized in a certain industry, knowledge of

which was handod down from generation to generation~l

For copper-smithing as well as for other industries such as carpentry,

more space is required than for goldsr.U.thing. The raw materials are

bulkier and thus it has become a phenomenon of Enghdad's bazaar to

see coppersmiths occupying spaces in front of their shops as extra

working areas thus adding to oongestion.

The coppersmiths f and goldsmiths' craft s as well as othor bazaar

industries should be preserved more for their cultural and artistic

values than as viable economic enterprises. The establishment of an

art and craft college in Baghdad would be invaluable in helping to

retain Baghdadi crafts.

Until the First World War, there were coppersmiths' bazaars

in several other areas of Baghdad apart from the oentral one, i. e. in
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Suq a1-Ghazi1 (thread market) area near a1-Shurjah lhzaar, in Alawi

al-Hi11ah and in Kadhimiyah. Competition from factory industries

has contributed to the gradual decline of the crafts in the central

bazaars.

In the course of the present century the kind of customer buying

from the coppersmiths' bazaar has changed considerably. Once Bedouins

and countrymen were the main cust omers. Now wealthy and educated

Iraqis as well as European tourists constitute the major section of

customers. This indicates the tendency of this industry gradually to

become a luxury one, whereas it used to be essential for the poor masses.

At present tho textile bazaars, expnnding eastwards, are taking

;)

over coppersmith's shops thus emphasizing the 1atter$dec1ine. As the

coppersmith's craft I. has no government protection, the present generation

of smiths is not training its sons in the craft. The encroaching

textile sellers from the west and hardware dealers from the east require

different selling facilities nnd so the physical structure of individual

shops and \! ~J the whole bazaar is changing as the coppersmiths are

squeezed out. This process is also taking place in other bazaars such

as the leather bazaar, the general provisions bazaar and so on.

Consequently handicrafts have largely disappeared from the bazaars.

Multi-storey buildings have also begun to spread from the north and south

sides of aI-Rashid Street, changing the overall physical pattern of the

area. In their basic idea these buildings betr~ a western influence

for they were Erected on the lines of Europenn administrative buildings.

Until 1950, al-Safc.fir Bazaar had two gates, one on aI-Rashid Street,

and the other on al-Chukhnchiyah Bazaar, one of the cloth bazaars.

Increasing security under modern government is the main reason behind.

the neglect of these gates.
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a. Al-Sadriyah at the end of al-Shurjah Bazaar.
A cluster of grain alwahs

b. Khan Mirjan in the central bazaar area
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Until recently dwellings were to be found in this bazaar, mainly

occupied by coppersmiths and also by some Turkish families. The

bazaar strcuture needs either restoration or replacement as it is in

a state of deterioration.
,1'1

The bazaars selling basic provisions such as -tiDod, glassvtares,

soap, spices, etc., grain, fruits,vegetables, thread and poultry

constitute the large and complex metropolitan bazaar network of 0.1-

Shurjah, where both the retail and the wholesale trades are practiced.

Commercial activities in these bazaars take place in various types of

shops and alwahs. Besides this concentration in al-Shurjah such

shops are also found in a number of mahallah bazaars in Rusafah such as

al-Sadriyah, in Knrkh, in Kadhimiyah, in Adhamiyah and most of the

modern commercial centres, particularly along the main arteries and

near the bus and taxi terminals (Fig. 15.12). Until 1910, the main

axis of al-Shurjah Bazaar was very narrow but was widened later.

In 1957, however, the bazaar was physically disrupted by the construction

of al-Jumhuriyah break-through street, which has undoubtedly affected

its functional efficienoy.

There are no statistios on the retail and wholesale tra.de of any of

tho Iraqi oities. However, in 1956 Harris estimated the number of

wholesale businosses in Iraq as 1,600 employing 5,000 people.

600 of these businesses were located in lhghdad and employed 2,200 per-

sons. The value of sales was estimated at 54 million I.D. for the whole

country a.nd 33 million I.D•. for Baghdad~2

Wholesale trade in Baghdad takes plaoe in particular bazaars, khans

and alwahs, most of which are located in tho Old Town. Wholesale trade

provides the link between the produoer until recently located in the.

bazaar, and the retailer.
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Wholesalers are tajirs who either import directly from other

countries or are supplied by tho national factories as well as the

surrounding workshops. There arc various wholesale types according

to the commodity supplied, whether local or foreign-produced, cloth,

fruit or cereals. Most of the wholesalers tend to specialize in one

commodity or in a group of similar products.

Some of them, particulo.rly those specializing in cloth and fruit, ..~

are also involved in retail trade. In Baghdad, the largest group of

wholesalers deal in cloth as already mentioned in the analysis of the

cloth bazaar. Tho next in importance is that of groceries. As the

grain trade has become a govel'nment monopoly, the number of grain

wholesalers hns fallen and many alwa.hs (a special type of khans for

corn , particularly those along Suq Hamadah) hnve been closed.

The distribution of fruit and vegetables in fughdad takes place

in three stages, viz. the transfer of fruit and vegetables from their

producing areas to alwahs, marketing inside the alwahs, and sale in

*retail shops to consumers. The main wholesale fruit and vegetable

markets (alwahs) are those of Sheikh Omar alwah for vegetables and

Shurjah for fruit. The latter with some other alwahs such as of

Sheikh Maruf' street have, been transferred recently to Jamilah locality

of al-Thawrah. The shift of most of these alwahs from their central or

IFB intramural loco.tion was a deliberate central decongestion measure

on the part of Amanat al-Asimah influencing both the central and

fringe-belt development (See Chapter 11).

* No marketing survey has been carried out of fruit and vegetables in
fughdad, the material was obtained by field observations and personal
interviews in each of the above mentioned stages in the Baghdad area,
and also from information supplied by the Organization for the
Marketing of ll'resh Fruit and Vegetables and the Department of
Agricultural Marketing.
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The other o.lwahs are in Karrcdah ai-Sharqiyah, and Adhamiyah

for vegetables, and a feN shops in al-Shuhada Square for fruit. Some

of these establishments are ormed by Amanat al-Asimah, such as those of

Sheikh Omar, Knrradah, Kadhimiyah and Sheikh Maruf. These alwahs

were constructed more than 20 years ago and are in the form of rectangles

with rooms for commission agents and an open or partly-shaded space in

front for stacking tho produce~3 llI1lannt al-Asimah sells the right

of collecting foos from alwah occupants fer a lump sum to a contractor

who is expected to keep the a1wah neat and clean and in hygienic

coOOition..'. But the fa.ct is that the conditions are very far from

'*satisfactory. Thero are no facilities for keeping the produce under

cover to protect it from the hot sun in summer and from rain in Winter.

216 Commission agents viz. 61 in Sheikh Omar, 5 in Karradah,

18 in Kadhimiyo.h, 4 in AdhamiYah,16 in Sheikh Maruf, 100 in Shur jah and

12 in Ras a1-Jisr (Shuhada. Bridge) hire or own shops in the alwah.

Each has his own clientele among producers and retailers. Almost all

the producers are indebted to the commission agents who advance loans

without interest, in cash and in the form of seeds, insecticides,

manure, etc•••• on condition that the borrower . will sell his produce

through the lender only. On the other hand, retailers who are persons

of limited means, purchase on credit and repay the money after they

have been able to dispose of the produce. It is interesting to note

that there are very few bad debts, and litigation among the parties is

rare.

* 'There are, for example, no proper urinals or lavatories for the
use of people visiting alwahs. Those that exist are very dirty
and fertile breeding grounds for bacteria. This not only
affects the quality of produce but is also a great danger to the
health of the city.
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Khan ~ldingsr (Figs. 15.1, 15.2)

What is dosignated in Iraq by Arabic term 'khan' (inn) caravanserai)

is known in those Arab countries once part of the Roman and later

Byzantine Empire as 'qaisariyeh', from the I.o.tin 'eaesarea'*

Khans nre to be found in and between cities frequented by earavans,

their location,whcther inside the cities or outside, being intimately

related to caravan routes. However, there are other factors also

influencing the 10eationa1 pattern of khans along main routes such

as the availability of water and grazing land, and the spatial

distribution of the major urban settlements, particularly religious

centres.

As most of the cities were walled like Baghdad, the khans were

located at an approp~iate point in central areas and near the gates,

because caravans used to ply along recognised routes where the

surface became hardened by frequent usage.

Most of Baghdad's khans and alwahs date back structurally to

the ottoman period, but design perhaps to the Round City itself.

However, there are some who consider khans as a medieval legacy~4

Historical references frequently mention khans built on the same

functionaL principle and in the same form as those found later.

Khans are either built privately for business purposes or by

religious bodics for chartitable purposes. The latter khans are

bound to be along tho caravan highroads linking the main religious

centres at regular intervals, where pilgrims and travellers ron rest.

The average speed of a loaded camel is about 6 km per hour. Caravans

usually travelled during the hours of daylight only.

* This was the name given to the three great provencial capitals of
Cappadocia (eastern .Ana.tolia), Palestine, and Mauritania (Algeria) in
honour of Augustus who had adopted the official title of 'Caesar'.
The term ·qaisariyehrt may well allude to Roman basilicas in these
places as the functional and architectural ancestors of the khan.
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The merclumdise transported by caravans was packed in a special

fashion suitable for carrio.ge by beasts, each load weighing about

10 kg~5 Merohants, pilgrims and travellers habitually travelled

together to protect thomselves from robbers. A caravan l~S usually

formed of about 400 came1s,.horsos and donkeys, but sometimes it might

include a total number of between 3,000 and 5,000 camels and 1,000

men with 40 tents. Usually each member of the caravan supplies

himself with victuals and perhaps a tent. Cradles were sometimes

used in travel. The cradh (Haudaj) is about 54 inches long and 30

inches wide with an arched cover and screened in such a way as to

protect a man from sun, cold and rain. This is carried on the camel's

ba.ck. A particular man was responsible for the co.ravan, the caravan-

bachi, who prosumably knew all deta.ils of the road. Sometimes, to
I

safeguard the caravan movements, certain quantities of money would be

paid to a particular Sheikh who either ordered his tribesmen not to

attack the caravan or provided it with protection~6

Khans in Baghdad have been variously evaluated by European

travellers visiting tho city during the ottoman period. Some of them

described them as moeting places for caravans and as groat centres of

commerce for the surrounding countries~1 Tho Abbasid caliphs had

built khans at various times and in various forms. In the 13th century,
&t

for instance Caliph al-Mustansir built severl of them as prominent public
or-

bUildings~8 Olia Ghulam, when travelling i'hrough :Baghdad in 1655,

described tho khans of the city as notable bUi1dings~9 In 1689,

when Tavernier visited Baghdad he mentioned 10 kha.ns~O In the 18th

century, Niebuhr found that thero were 22 khans in fughdad, some of

which were in tho suburbs. The number, however, had increased to 30

when Buckingham deseribed them all as inferior in construotion~l In
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the same century II.me had put -tho number of Cairo khans at 200,

three quarters of them within the old City~2 In 1911, excluding the

replaced khans, thoro were 118 major khans in central Baghdad, 80

of which wore in Rusafah and. 38 in Karkh (Sea Appendix D). Some of them

were built as khans, while other were c:mvorted from Arab courtyard

houses, becauso of tho economio dovolopmont of the city (Figs. 15.1,

15.2).

As in 0.11 other .Aro.b cara.van towns, khans are concentrated mainly

in the central bazao.rs. !.ocationally, they arc usually in proximity

to each athol', and are functionally intograted in the noarbylazaars.

Chains of khans either follow tho bazaar system or are built bohind

them in the by-lanes.

In Baghdad, tho distribution of khans is closely related to the

river axis, the whole bazaar complex, and the street system. As

mentioned before the main axes ofb:\za.a.rs run parallel to the Tigris and.

are connected by tre.nsvorse bazaars, and this contral rectangular systom

has attracted moat of tho khans in Rusafah. Until recently the river

was tho main transport route, and so most of the commercial and business

establishments competed for 10co.tion as ncar as possib10 to the Tigris,

those establishments bost able to afford it occupying the most

advantageous sites. As soen preViously, al-Shuhada Bridge is the link

between the bazaar networks on oither side of the river, and the khans

of Rusafah and. Karkh follow tho general axis running from the shrine of

Sheikh al-Q!l,ilani in Rusafah to tho grWld mosque of Sheikh Sandal in

Karkh. The khans and alwahs of Ka.rkh serve mainly the West Side of the

city and the western part of the c~untry, whereas the khnns of Rusafah

servo tho who10 of Iraq.



Khans in ~h4ad-IDaY be classified according to function, size and
r

location. One functiono.l type is reprosented by travellers' (pilgrims')

khans, travellers until the 1920's coming to Baghdad on horses, mules,

donkeys and camels. In 1920's and 1930's horse-drawn carriages became

the main transport media followed in the 1930's by motor vehicles as

the dominant form of transport. Travellers wore lodged in certain khans

known as manzils, that were purposely designed to house travellers of

all sorts, i. e. merchants and pilgrims. Generally they were of two floors

constructed around roctangular courtyard. Iwans (vaUlted rooms) occupy

the ground floor to lodge animals, while the first-floor rooms are

used for lodging the travellers.

14erchandise khans are of three sub-types, viz. grain khans,

commonly known as alwahs a recently adopted te:r.Jil, vegetable and fruit

khans also known as alwahs, and khans for other mercbandije. While the

last type is found mainly in the business core, the first two types can

be located in various parts of the city.

As merchandise khans are functionally and physiCll.lly integrated

with the bazaars, their entrances are interspersed with those of shops

throughout the bazaar and are sometimes difficult to distinguish. The

khan facade is lined with ma.ny shops of uniform size, which in fact

constituto a considerable proportion of the shops of the bazaar (Fig.

Merchandise stored in khans is charged by units regardless of

its contents or size. It may be a saCk of tobacco, a bale of cloth,

a box of fruit, etc. The charge for each unit is 200 - 300 fils

(20 - 30 pence). There is no time limit for storing. The unit will

be kept in the khan until it is purchased or taken aWe::! by its owner.
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Recently a number of khans have begun to charge for a fixed period

of time (6 months). lorters (hammals) form the main means of goods

transportation between khans and bazaars.

The average annual rent per room in llaghdad' s khans varies Widely

depending on the location of the khan. In the central area the average

annual rent is between 100 - 400 I.D. As to size a khan with more

than 25 rooms is considered a large khan. However, many traditional

houses have lately been changed into khans of various sizes.

Khan locations are primary and secondary, the primary khans being

located along the major bazaar thoroughfares, while secondary khans

follow the side bazaars and zuqaqs leading to the main bazaars.

The present central khans are used as warehouses for miscellaneous

goods b,y crafts, as well as by commercial retailing shops and business

offices. Since the Second World War merchants and travellers have

been using hotels ~ their accommodation.

However, Xadhimiyah is exceptional in this respect. A large

number of its khans are still used o~ly to accommodate travellers,

mostly Shiah pilgrims (Fig. 15.13). It is a distinct feature that grain

alwahs are located on the edges of the business core as they cannot

afford the higher rent of more central sites. In Karkh, alwahs occur

mainly in SUq Hamadah bazaar (Figs. 15.2, 15.14) and in Rusafah at the

end of the Shurjah l3azaar complex and in al-Sadriyah. The grain,

particularly wheat, ,alwahs have declined considerably since 1958 be

cause the wheat trade has become a government monopoly. The Government

imports 0 r collects wheat from various parts of the country and then

retails it at cheaper prices than the merchants of the private sector

could have done, who are not allowed to import such an item.

Accordingly a large number of grain alwahs are now disused.
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~3

From Appendix D it appears that 22. 4 per cent of the khans have

been slightly modified and continue mostly to have the same functions

as before. 30.4 per cent were considerably modified as they have

changed their functions to new ones which necessitated physical adjust-

ments. 5.6 per rent of the khans were replaced either because of

the construction of new break-through streets and squares or because

the original bUildings deteriorated. This low percentage would seem

to indicate that the central bazaars still require traditional forms

to accommodate their commercial activities in almost the same way as

centuries before. 36 per cent of the khans remain unmodified indi-

eating the success of this form of struoture in the commercial life

of the bazaars. The percentage of demolished or delapidated khans

was only 5.6 per cent. The deterioratbn results either from neglect or

the functional decline of the area following the readjustment of the

internal locational pattern of the bazaars.

More than 15 per cent of the surveyed khans were built before

1920 and are characterized by their sizeable central atriums or court

spaces. 12 per cert of the khans were built between 1920 and 1936,

maintaining the courtyard principle but with improved design. The

rest were built after 1936. Thus it is the houses of the fourth

and fifth morphological phases which have abandoned the courtyard

element.

This indicates that the overall physical change in the core of the

central bazaar is still negligible. The stabaity of the bazaar

function in modern Baghdad, and the very central position of the area

(

I
I
I

I
results in a high rate of land prices. Therefore other functions

are not able to enter the bazaars and replace the traditional retail

land use.
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Although size, function, number of storeys, ,age, and proximity to

the main bazaar axis vary"the khans of Baghdad havedeveloped almost

a uniform standard shape, viz a rectangle. This form~ facilitates

the functional and spatial integration of bazaars and khans, where

commodities can be stored and merchants or commercial agents accommo-

dated. Like the traditional Arab House, the key element in the khan

is the courtyard around which structures of one or two stor~s were

developed, (~gs. 15.14, 15.15).

The ground-floor rooms or stores for goods are separated from

the courtyard by brick-vaulted porticoes with wooden pillars supporting

the roof.

Most ofibe khans have a gallery extending all round the courtyard.

The first floor is usually constructed of lighter materials. The rooms

on this floor are used for lodging, being vaulted in the same manner

as the ground floor. Khans have openings to the bazaars or streets

and are protected by strong gates kept closed at night. Until the

second decade of this century they were considered as the safest places

for merchandise.

Some of Baghdad's khans such as Khan Mirjan are of great historical

and architectural importance. Khan Mirjan built in 1459 is the only
Jiistorica1
/~overed khan in Baghdad reminiscent of the bold Basilica principles of

the Romans. It has a series of transverse vaulted arches supporting

the modified barrel roof. The entrance facade has an elegant
,;

decorative inscription. It comprises two floors, the ground floor

consisthg of 22 rooms, whilst the first floor has 23. A wonderful

chevron moulding marks the separation line between the two. Lighting

in the main vaulting is introduced by small dormer windows, a parti

cularly interesting feature (Fig. 15.l2b).
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As a direct result of the functional development of the

city particularly in its central area, khans among other traditional

forms have undergone substantial physical changes required by the

new functions introd~t:ed into the khans and also because of the

intensification of original funct~ons.

This functional pressure is demonstrated most impressively in

the atrium space, reduced in size by building repletion which occurred

gradually. Small rooms were developed around a central rectangular

building until this growth occupied a considerable part of the former
.

courtyard. These rooms came to be merchants' offices as well as

wholesale shops and stores for merchants in the nearby bazaars.

Khans indeed provide almost all 't-hewarehous'ing for the present bazaars

of the city centrelol

Repletion is a term taken from European research where it has

a specific meaning in the case study of A1nwick~4 Owing to the

fact that there are differences of context between building repletion

in European towns and that in Baghdad, the phenomenon discussed here

is termed khan repletion (F1g. 15.9, 15.16).

The climax of the repletion process was achieved in a number of

the central khans after 1960~Needless to say, this sort of process

did not take place in outlying khans let along desert khans, where
h

economic development was neg1ig1e.

"To protect the new rep1etive buildings against the summer sun

and the winter rain some of the khans have been covered over by light

roofing materials such as corrugated iron.

Rh~n khans were converted to hotels, the-resulting modification

was different from the pbJraica1 changes caused by the introduction of

new industries, or change to a complex of commercial shops.

, "
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Commercial Garagesr

Khans designed for animals cannot be used :bY cars as the

traditional street system haa evolved to serve pedestrians' and pack

animals, therefore garages have become necessary in modern times as

facilities for wheeled transport outside that traditional system.

Ga.nagee are one of the 20th oentury functional and morphological

advents introduced to Baghdad and other Iraqi towns. Functionally and

morphologically they are in many ways analogous to the pre-l920 khans,

in that they are places accommodating the commercial processes of

collection and distribution. In Baghdad, then garages emerged in

response..to the technological development.?f the m.odern era, where

vehicular traffic is increasi'ngly used. Though they perform various

functions, garages are developed for vehicle servioing and repairing.

Consequently they failed to infiltrato the central area proper where

corresponding forms remain traditionaf the available space is more

restricted and ground rents are high. Therefore garages are typical of

fringe-belt elements. For the same reason they have failed to deprive

khans of their central functions as the peripheral location of garages

is too inconvenient for bazaars. In contrast to Kermanshah, 35

Baghdad'S bazaars and associated khan establishments are still domina

ting the bulk tradi~ and associated office acoommodation.

The garages in Baghdad have developed either in ribbon or cluster

patterns along Sheikh Omar street on the East Side and the consequent

street of Sheikh Uarnf eli the West Side as well as along their side

streets (see Chapter 11). In turn they have attracted ".malV repair

'workshops',low-standard restaurants and hotels frequented primarily

by low-income and rural travellers from other liwas. Recently car sales
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have been nationalised in Iraq, in B9.ghdad therefore private garages

are not used by merchants as their depots in the same way as observed

in Kermanshah~6 though the garages are used as forwarding premises

for many local and imported goods to other liwas.

After 1956 new ribbon growth of garages developed along the

14th July Street close to the secondary fixation line of the IFB

on the West Side. During 1970~- 1971, these garages were transferred

to the Abu Gijr.aib area thus contributing to the incipient OFB

(See Chapter 11). These garages are used exolusively as servicing and

repair depots. In addition a few soattered garages have emerged in

the new SUburbs, mainly along arterial roads attracting commeroial

shops and ooffee houses of purely local nature.
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Mahallahs and Their Social
Equipment
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Chapter 16.

The Maha11ah Concept and its Morphological
Significance

It is intended in this part to survey a fundamental social,

economic, physical and cultural legacy of Baghdad, viz. the traditional

*mahal1ah. Until recently, mahal1ahs were the only type of residential

component of the city which incorporated the whole complexity of

religious, commercial, industrial and cultural functions. They

represent a distinct urban system by which traditional Arab clties

have grown. Human behaviour and social relationships, which are

wider than family ties, promoted the sense of'mahallah. Although

traditional Baghdad was externally unified by i is walls and also inter-

nally by its grand mosques and central bazaar, it was physically and

even more so socially sub-divided into a large number ·)f mahallahs

(~g. 6.11). Some of these were, and indeed still are, self-sufficient

with their commun~.al institutions such as a local bazaar or suq,
V

jami or masjed, hammam and may have a religious school attached to the

**In mo~t of Baghdad's mahallahs, a network of zuqaqs, of

various grades, and agids reach out from the main zuqaq to the interior

(~g. 16.1). When pressed for more exact location, the Baghdadi

inhabitant will pin-point his house within his mahallah by naming

the zuqaq or agid. However, it is an obvious feature that, while the

main zuqaq of the mahallah is spatially defined, the perimeter is often

indistinct. Boundaries between mahallahs are further confused by the

* Mahallah is an Arab word for the place where one settles. It is
derived from 'yahillu' i.e. 'to inhabit'. In the current study the
term mahallah means 'town quarter' the sense in which it has been used
by almost all non-Arab countries influenced by Arab culture.

**Zuqaq is an Arab word for the through lane or alleyway. Agid also is
an Arab word meaning arch. It is used in some urban mahallahs in
Iraq to indicate cul-de-sac zuqaq of lower order, and in this sense
has been used in the current study. However, some of the Iraqis
used the word agid as syno~OUs with maha1lah.
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Islamic ownership status, where it is possible to £ind that the

sirdab o£ one house is approached £rom one maha11ah, while the ground

£loor access is £rom another. The Arab culture is indeed expressed

in the £orm and pattern o£ the traditional maha11ah, ~mich has been

developed through the contribution o£ hundreds o£ generations and it

is brutal to erase it in the name o£ planning or modernization. Most

o£ the criticisms levelled by pro£essiona1s at the traditional

mahallahs o£ Baghdad are derived £rom that sweeping judgement that

describes them as congested, £i1thy, deteriorated, non-£unctiona1

zones, without green areas, and having a maze o£ impenetrable zuqaqs.

Here it would be wiser to realise that the deterioration o£ some

mahallahs is the result o£ centuries o£ ignorance and neglect and not

because they have been developed by the indigenous communities. It

is very easy to bulldoze and destroy, but it is desirable in this case

to conserve a hard task which will be appreciated. When Baghdad

was built in the eighth century, Arabs settled in mahallahs, each

being inhabited by a particular tribe (See Part III). This meant the

introduction of early nomadic Arab social values into urban life. This

was characteristic of almost all Arab-£ounded towns regardless o£

their 10cation~ However, the present maha11ahs o£ Baghdad perhaps

go back to the Middle Ages in their distinct patterns, when it was not

only tribal affiliations but religious sects and places o£ origin which

were major £actors in£luencing their development. Consequently,

maha11ah became closely-knit and homogeneous communities, each with a

special character of its own. An inhabitant o£ old Baghdad tradition

ally and proudly relates himself to his mahallah. Ever-, now many

Baghdadis still say that they live in 'al-Harah' or 'a1-Kubaisat'

mahallah. If a man's religious sect, or geographical origin is known
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usually his mahllah can be deduced. Likewise, mahallahs indicate

the geographical origin, and belief of the inhabitants. However,

it is no longer as easy as it onco was to distinguish a man's

occupation by his mahallah of residence because of the increasing

social mobility in the present century.

The traditional mahallahs are found at the present in Karkh,

Rusafah, Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah and Karradah al-Sharqiyah. In a

prolonged development, Islam, Arab society, and its needs have

evolved the mahallah concept among other urban elements. It is a

substitution for kinship as a rationale of social organization~

In Baghdad the conr.ept of neighbourhood or 'natural area' takes

the form of the mahallah, which in many cases was self-contained. In

some of the small mahallahs there are no efficient community facilities

or services. In all mahallahs, as wil~ be discussed presently, a street

or zuqaq system and a type of public square, known as 'aahah' has

developed (Fig. 16.1).

Though some of the mahallahs are deficient in some basic

community facilities, mahallahs surprisingly succeeded in propogating

lively, local communities such as haa not been achieved in the new

'modern I suburban neighbourhoods. Each traditional mahallah has

developed a set of socia-economic rules governing group and individual

behaviour.

Communal facilities, on a local level are prOVided within most

of the mahallahs and are developed at a major zuqaq 0,'" the main

square. Early in this century half of Rusafah 's traditional mahallahs
had
/ hammsme (Fig. 16.2). Mosques and hammams were supplied with wat er

derived either from their own wells or transported by water carriers

(saggas). As self-contained units some of the mahallahs could be
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described as towns within towns. There is a well developed and

distinct functional and service system in ihe traditional mahallah.

Almost ever,y mahallah has its own retail premises, whether bazaar, suq

(uncovered market) or a few number of shops, a mosque, whether

masjid (ordinar,y) or jami (main) and perhaps a hammam. The insulation

of the mahallah community is broken in the central bazaar, grand

mosques and during religious occasions where people of various

mahallahs meet and interchange views and interests. The mosque has

reinforced the coherenco of the mahallah rommunity as being the place·

where people congregate under one roof and express faith in one

religion and one idea of liVing. The mosque binds the community

together and brings harmony into the life of its members. About

59 per cent of the mahallahs in Rusafah have one mosque each (See

Chapter 11). Wherever a mosque is located some commercial activities

emerge nearby. Many of the shops are attracted to the mosque along

its street walls. The pathway leading to the mosque attracts

commercial and craft shops. Because these access routes are

frequented by both influential and ordinary inhabitants, the major

ones have become ceremonial malls. The pattern of commercial acti

vity in the mahallah is related to the distribution of population,

the location of mosques and the zuqaq system. Generally, the greatest

land-use mixture is to be found not far from the mosque. Street

system, mosque and economic activities are intimately related in

mahallahs. Main retail and wholesale activities are concentrating on

the primar,y zuqaqs, sometimes even expanding into the feeders, with a

scattered or a clustered pattern. On the other hand, the actual

craft industries and the storage of their products takes place in the

traditional courtyard houses, mainly on tertiar,y alleyways. Pro-
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duction, storing and retailing takes place in physical proximity, all

spatially influenced by the location of the central bazaar, the

mosque and the distribution of population. From the workshops in

traditional houses the flow of goods moves down the zuqaqs mainly on.
the back of porters (hammals), who mostly come from the mountanous

"
areas'of Iraq or from Iran. Generally these commercial and business

units are physically separated from the central city bazaars, as they

have developed on a local level to serve only the inhabitants of their

mahallahs~ Gahwahs have developed along the main zuqaqs as well as

on the sahahs (Figs. 16.1, 16.3) and a.bout 74 per cent of Baghdad's

mahallahs had one or more gahwahs each (See Chapter 19). The land

use of the block of traditional built-up a.rea bounded by al-Kifah

Street to the north-east, al-Jumhuriyah Street to the south-west, ·al-

Amin Street to the south-east and aI-Jihad Street in Bab al-Hudham area

to the north-west was surveyed by the writer in 1971 (Fig. l6.3),as

Amanat al-Asimah has no plan showing land utilization in the old part

of the city. The 1918 plan of Baghdad, supplied by .Amant1t al':"Asimah, .

was the only available plan't~ define plot boundaries for the purpose.

The area shown affected by the construction of the above mentioned

break-through streets. It amounts to 198,000 sq. m with a population

of 9,529, 51.55 per cent of whom were males. The land use struoture

of this area is still fairly well maintained astraditional because

most of the people here are poorer than those living along aI-Rashid

Street who were the first to leave their mahallahs. Another reason is

the fact that these areas continued mainly as residential, surrounded

by central business-users to the south-east and south-west and a

workshop-type of industry, and houses to the east. Individual plot

areas within this traditional sector were calculated either by ordinary
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mathematical methods for geometricall~regularplots or by planimeter

measurements. The plots were then classified into five classes o~

size: I-50 sq. m, 51 - 100 sq. m, 101 - 200 sq. m, 201 - 500 sq. m

.and'·..mo.·re·:than 500 sq. m. It appeared that 35 per cent of the plots

we~a mt.lUn the first and second groups, i. e. of average area lower

than 100 sq. m. Zuqaqs and sahahs occupy 8 per cent, the

remaining plots are distributed betl'reen the other three groups.

The area has been~Ubject to physical change. Some of its houses
t

have become slums or delapidated owing to neglect, misuse and the

absence of a sewage system. Others have changed their function, and

some plots have been amalgamated with others to accommodate new

buildings in various parts of the area. However, this area is still

dominated by the traditional courtyard house (See Chapter 6),

inhabited by the poor masses, mostly newcomers replaCing the

original owners who have left for better areas. The street system

is still the traditional one connecting the main service units

with the various residential sections. Three Frid~ mosques are

located in the area. Two of these are in a state of disrepair at

the present time. The area has four premises adapted for sr'hool

purposes and accommodating 3,060 pupils in eight schools, two of the

buildings containing three schools each, by accommodating the three

different age groups at different periods of the day, viz. infant

girls and boys using the building separately in the morning and a

secondary age-group in the afternoon. This puts the average number of

pupils per school in this crowded area at 431. The schools are new-

comers to the area, two of them being accommodated in two large

courtyard houses.
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Vacant land is situated mainly along al-Jumhuriyah street, being

urban fa11ow~ in the wake of break-through street planning (Fig. 16.3)..

Commercial activities and gahwahs occupy either separate bUildings

or the ground floor rooms of traditional houses facing main zuqaqs

or zuqaq intersections.

Workshops are found in traditional houses mainly in the southern

part near the central wholesale and retail bazaar areas of the city.

Finally governmental ,buildings, mainly offices, are located on the

south-eastern and north-western periphery of the area.

The traditional mahallah provides safe and easy pedestrian

access to all service centres, man originally determining the human

scale of the settlement. Under the assumption that a person can

walk comfortably for up to 30 minutes under proper conditions each of

Baghdad's mahallahs appears to be well attuned to that scale.

This dimension, then, is dominant in the tracitional lhghdadi

mahallahs which were developed as human communities of different, but

integrated, categories of income, varying from very low to rich

classes. The large houses of wealthy people are intermixed with the

humble houses of the poorer folk. As in Amman and other Arab towns,

prosperous members of the class are obliged morally and socially to
this

help their needy relatives. Thus/traditional system effected its own

form of social security, whereas modern western forms of social

security have perhaps indirectly promoted the breakdown of family links

in developed countries. Horizontal class divisions were non-existent
.'

or at any rate indistinct as was noticed in Mashhad1 Table 16.1

shows this fact in the surveyed traditional mahallahs.

From the table it is obvious that the majority of families liVing

in traditional mahallahs' support their relatives. The major reason
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according to these families, was social and religious tradition,.

followed by the poverty of their ~elatives and finally because of the

absence of governmental aid. However, a high pe~centage of the

interviewees did not know exactly what was meant ~ social

seourity as the country has not yet got such a system. Most of the

families were supporting their nee~ relatives at irregular intervals.

They are ready to support them whenever necessary, usually at intervals

longer than one year.

Even at the present time, after the construction of several break-

through streets, traditional mahallahs in the Old Town of :Baghdad have

continued as self-sufficient entities in ~ny aspects of social life.

Children can go to the recently introduced schools, replacing the

quran'ic school (mullah), within walking distance and walking time

(Fig. 16.3). A mother can do her shopping within walking distance and .

the main road for mass transport is also within walking distance.

Thus the mahallah with its zuqaq system has a customary, homely

atmosphere. To preserve this socio-morphological element the mahallah

pattern should receive scholarly stu~, which c.1uld also improve the

design and development of new residential localities within the :Baghdad

environment. Unfortunately planners, both Arab and foreign, have not

only ignored this traditional asset of Baghdad's mahallahs but have

swept it away in various parts of tho city. Some of these actions can

be justified, but others certainly cannot. It is only too true, as

Anderson found, that in many of Baghdad's modern neighbourhoods, such

as al-Yarmuk, .any local social coherenoe has been lost. Such new

neighbourhoods ~ be occupied by people who may have no wish for neigh

bourliness? By way of contrast inhabitants of traditional mahallahs

have enjoyed intimate and lasting bounds of friendship, kinship, creed and

calling.



Table 16.1 Economic co-operation among interviewed families

Suq Hamarlah I 100.00

E"5id Abdullah : 63.64

l

L

44.44

58.82

93.75

62.50

86.62

36.36

II Occasionally
!l
) Annually
~

T

~

Ir
~ 12.50

, 11.11

Time intervals of
financial support

6.25

7.69

27.27

]\~onthly

55.56

23.53

68.75

76.92

45.45

100.00

Social and
religious
tradition

35.29

25.00

18.18

23.08

Absence of
social

security

T

55.56

29.41

81.25

46.15

45.45

I%of interviewees giving as a reason I
l

.t'overty ,

I

75.00

66.67

58.82

100.00

who support
their relatives
financially

%of familiesMahallah

Rcrr~ah al-Sharqiyah

Aguliyah

Earah (Adhamiyah)

Ehiukh (Kadhimiyah)

• I

~ Ifi
~~

I
co
\0
t--

Average 77.36 42.97 16.93 61.70 6.87 2.08 63.42

Source: Fieldwork 1971. See Appendix A. Table C.
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People in traditional mahallahs know each other, even when

they are not relatives. They develop friendships "lith mahallah:,

inhabitants. In many rnahallahs today one can find people belonging

*to certain clans, tribes or certain regions, as evidenced by the

names of many traditional mhallahs which rcan be used for the

inhabitants' identification of kinship, religion and geographical

place of residence. There are at the present twelve mahallahs in

Rusafah and Karkh clearly having clan names. In China, Chang

found that it is possible to estimate the origin of certain quarters

by studying their names! This phenomenon has certainly been

confirmed by the field investigation of selected mahallahs.
in the surveyed traditional mahallahS (tab18'16~2)'

More than 55 per cent of the interviewed families/have at least three

other families of their relatives living in the same mahallah. It

is interesting that this social legacy has continued in spite of the

social levelling following the modern expansion of the city. Most

of the original owners of these mahallahs have moved to a suburban

mahallah, following again their relatives or at least choosing

mahallahs dominated by their sect or religion. In al-Washash, the

post-1956 suburb for example, 15 per cent of the interviewed families

were Shiahs. . But here more than 51 per cent of the families were

Shiah migrants coming from the southern liwas. On the other hand,

100 per cent of the interviewed families in Hai Dragh were Sunnahs,

all of whom came from traditional Sunnah mahallahs in Karkh, whether

being original Baghdadis or migrants from central liwas. This

.. The social structure of the Arab community is comprised by the tribe
(qabilah) which is composed of several clans (ashirah). The clan
is then divided into several sub-clans (fukhuth) and this in turn I

contains several families.



Table 16.2 The importance of kinship in chosing the
mahallah of residlce among interviewed
f °1° Aam 1.es •

%of families that have:

I

g
['-

I

I-

I
}'f3.hallah

Suq Hamadah

Sayid Abdullah

Aguliyah

Harah (Adhamiyah)

Shiukh (KADHIMIYAH)

Karradah a1-Sharqiyah

Average

1 - 3 related
families living
in the same
mahallah

38.46

45.45

31.50

44.44
41.18

31.50

40.16

3 - 6 related
families

30.11

36.36

31.50

22.22

52.94

18.15

33.09

._---_.__ .__ .

6 related
families

\
30.11

25.00

33.33
5.88

43.15

23.12

Source: Field Work 1971, See Appendix A, Tables C, M.
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perhaps indicates the importance of the religious affiliation in the

social pattern of the city. The sectarian grouping was the outcome

of deliberate decisions of land owners who at first preferred certain

people more than others when selling plots. In 1952 there were

76 traditional mahallahs in the Old Town, 8 in Adhamiyah and 7 in

Kadhimiyah with an average population of 4,500. In 1965 the average

population of the traditional maha11ahs included in the field survey

was 7,041. The population fluctuation of these maha1lahs during the
•

period 1952 - 1965 is shown below.

Table 16.3: Population change in the surveyed traditional maha11ahs,
1952 - 1965.

Mahallah Area in 1952 1957 1965 ~ of growth bet-
sq. m. ween 1957 - 1965

Suq Hamadnh 70,000 4370 4777 4223 - 11.60

Sayid Abdullah 35,000 2256 2393 2514 + 5.06

Aguliyah 37,500 1406 1373 1709 + 24.47

Harah (Adhamiyah) 52,500 1214 1958 1452 :.. 25.84

Shiukh(Kadhimiyah)410, 000 13949 19729 17718 -10. 19

Karradah al-
Sharqiyah 1,240,000 4660 9770 14631 + 49.75

Average 4642 6666 7041 + 5.63

Source: A. Suea, Baghdad Atlas, Baghdad (1952) pp. 21 - 25, Commander
J. Felix Jonas, Memoir on the Province of Baghdad, Selected
from the Records of the Bombay Government, No. XXLIII - New
Series, Bombay (1857) pp. 312 - 339; The Direct;rate General
of Civil Affairs, The Results of the 1957 Census, Baghdad
(1963) and the Preliminary Results of the 1965 Census,
Baghdad' (1971).,

The decrease of'the popUlation of Suq Hammadah and Harah is

mainly a result of the construction of 'new streets and sahahs where

most of the original owners, had moved as a consequence of the

demolition of their houses.
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The increase in the population of Agu1iyah and Sayid Abdullah

mahallahs is because of the fact that most of their houses became

multi-family units. Shiukh mahallah has decreased in population

because of a considerable number of its houses have deteriorated

which has led to a shift of the population to new areas within

Kadhimiyah.

The increase of the population of Karradah al-Sharqiyah is a

result of the steady but rapid suburbanization taking place in the

area after 1956. The large area of palmgroves and orchards has

been replaced by housing, and the traditional section thus became

a consolidated nucleus around which houses and other urban develop-

ments have mushroomed.

In 1952, the average number of houses per mahallah in central

Baghdad WaS 420, in Kadhimiyah, 609, and in Adhamiyah 4l6~ This

put the average inhabitants per house at more than 10, 9.39 and

7.22 respectively. The change in persons/house structure in the

surveyed ma.halla.hs during the period 1952 - 1971 is shown in the '

table below.

Table l6.4z The average number of persons per ho~e in the surveyed
mahalla.hs in 1952 end 1971.

Average no.of persons Average No. ofMahallah per house in 1952. persons per house
~o. of houses I Persons/house in 1971

Suq Hantt.,:ydah 526 8:,27 9.00

Sayid Abdullah 267 8.43 8.56

Aguliyah 187 7.17 11.60

Harah (Adhamiyah/ 129 9.40 8.00

Shiukh(Kadhimiyah; 13:51::: 9.29 11.80

Karradah al-
7.64Sharqiyah .416 9.50

Average 516.17 8.37 9.~4

Source: A~ Susa, Baghdad's Atlas, 1955, Baghdad (1952) pp. 21 _ 25;
Field work 1971. See Appendix A, Table A.
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From this table it appears that the averB8e number of persons

per house has declined only in Harm (.Adhamiyah), mainly because of

the extensive demolitions around the Shrine of Abu Hanifah i~ the

1960' s. In the remaining mahallahs the average number of persons

per house has increased, mainly because most houses have become multi-

family units. In 1911, the average number of families per house in

the surveyed areas was 1.36. However, the average population size

and the areas of mahallahs var,y Widely from one mahallah to another.

In' 1965, the new mahallahs were defined by law as containing

1,000 houses each being represented either by an eleoted or an'

appointed mukhtar~ Thus in its new ooncept, the mahallah is used

more clearly as an elementary unit of administration. When a

mahallah expanded to such an extent that the mukhtar was unable to
.

exercise his duties, the citizens usually applied for the institution

of a new mahallah. This application is mostly met by the authorities,
. .

which appoint new mukhtar.. In the past, the Lend Registry Office

(al-Tabu), was responsib~e for defining the boundaries of mahallaha,

but since the 1960' s the Engineering Department of Amanat al-Asimah

carries this'responsibi1ity;0 The new mahal1ah, however, is quite

different· from the traditional one in evolution, physical structure

and social "composition" ,

. . ..* to ......", '~)"., ...

The first mukhtar was elected in 1835. Mukhtar is the Arab word
for 'chosen'. It came from the verb Yakhtaru ,to- choose. The recent
duties of the mukhtar were formulated by Munioipal Law No. 84 of
1931. The mukhtar is the responsible person speaking on behalf of
his mahallah. He informs the authorities about the affairs and
security in his mahallah. He also oo-operates with various govern
mental departments to se'cure increased sanitary and sooial amenities
for his mahallah. He has a sooial and administrative responsibility,
reinforoing the mahallah solidarity as mostly he is a well-known
man belong$to an influential family.9
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One of the most characteristic features in Baghdad's mahallahs

was the fighting between them as a result of 'asabiyah' or solidarity.

This was as old as urban tribalism and sect development. Like other

Arab cities :Baghdad has beenthe milieu for tribal renewal since its

foundation;l As mentioned before, each mahallah was dominated by

one trib~, or people from related tribes or derived from one region,

or people belonging to one sect, thus giving each Inahallah a character

istic homogeneity. The loyalty of a mahallah inhabitant lies with

his family group or with the ethnic or denominational units which share

his mahallah. Until recently, the inhabitants of the traditional

mahallahs suspected the government's decisions. Mahallah solidarity

is a very distinctive social feature, and disputes involving members

of two mahallahs will rely upon the unquestioning support of the members

of their mahallahs. However, since the second world war, the ordinary

Arab citizen has begun to be more loyal to the state. This tendency

reflects a change in the socio-economic setting of their society;

while increasing the freedom of the individual.

Fighting between mahaIBhs probably increased after the collapse of

the Abbasid Caliphate. During the long politically unstable ottoman

occupation, tribal and ethno-religiouB disputes were intensified to

enable the Ottomans to maintain supremacy. Accordingly, members of

each tribe or sect gathered themselves as far as possible in particular

mahallahs,. to secure their safety either against internal threats by

other tribes, i.e. mahallahs, or by external danger, i.e. Bedouin tribal

raids (See Part III).

Tribalism was thus introduced into the urban society of l3aghdad on

almost the same basis as that found in their original tribes in the

desert. During the ott oman occupation the Bedouin component of the
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population of Iraq rose to as much as 35 per cent in 1867;2

Iraq became a country of three solidarities: Tribalism within and

without the cities; Sectarianism, which might overlap various tribes;

and religious groups. In JIl8lV cases :Baghdadi tribal mahallahs made

agreements with Bedouin tribes in the desert so as not to be attacked

by them at a time when almost all cities were frequently attacked by

Bedouin warriors;3

Relatives in one mahallah IDB\Y quarrel, but in the face of an

outside threat they display fundamental cohesion. Furthermore,. it

was not uncommon to find several mahallahs united under one leadership,

as for example al-Azzah, Khan Lawand, Sayid Abdullah and Fadhil

mahallahs which were under the leadership of al-Nagib in the 19th
14

century.

Until the 1950's when the government was able to maintain

security, jeal~usies, hatreds and blood f~ds were prominent features

in Baghdad's life, though since the 1930's the traditional residence

v
pattern gradually disintegrated. In the 1940' s, q~rells between

:;
certain groups inhabiting certain mahallahs extended individuals in

'"v
the bazaars belonging to the quarelling mahallahs. This turbulent state,..
of the city had influenced the overall pattern of mahallahs in various

w~s as seen especially in the high density of the use of the ground

in the Old Town where crowding together minimized the defensive

10
It led also~the fortification of some mahallahs b,y strong

gates as well as the agids. The tendency of people to group

themselves according to tribe or sect wa.s to protect themselves in

a world where no man was truly safe except among his kin;5 This

pattern of grouping was the main reason for the development of agids



Fig. 16.8 Various types of agids in:

(a) Sayid Abdullah Mahallah. (b), (c) Sirajal-Din
Mahallah

a.

b.

c.
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(blind alleyways) in Baghdad's maha,llahs. Agids have developed as

one of the most characteristic plan elements in the morphology of

the Old Town of Baghdad as indeed of .Arab towns in general (Figs. 16.1,

16.3, l6 f 4, 16.5, 16.6, 16.7, 16.8).

There is no agreement as to how the agid, which is the most

recurrent form of access way found in the street system of the tradi-

tional maha,llahs, originated. For :Baghdad agids are as old as the

city itself (See Part III). Al-Bhasur himself, the founder of the

city, ordered the shops to be organized along particular agids and

zuqaqs.

Travellers a.lways mention the agids of Baghdad. Niebuhr (1733

1815), coming through Eaghdad as a member of a Danish scientific

delegation, stated that many of Baghdad's side streets were culs-de-sac

. and closed at night, as was the case in Cairo:6 However, :Baghdad's

agids went through a prolonged spontaneous development until they

reached their present pattern.

As has been seen in the historical part, Baghdad together with the

rest of the country passed through a long turbulent period froin 1258

onward, full of social disturbance. The city was frequently taken over

by foreigners who were interested neip,h~r in the development of the

country nor the welfare of its people•

.Arab Society has developed the agid as the most characteristic

plan element of the Arab towns, and this feature spread to all areas

dominated or at least influenced by the Arab and Moslem culture.

It is found in areas as Spain and northern India or Turkestan and North

Africa.

The simultaneous existence of agids and Arab cultural influence

shows that agids did not come by accident. It is true that there was
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17
no preconceived planning idea from which such a pattern evolved, but

certainly the prevailing social orga.naation, modes, traditions and

needs were the factors responsible for the emergence of such an element.

The clan relationship, as a common connecting point between

families inhabiting the houses fronting the agid, is more important

than tha.t found in the mahallah as a whole. All families around the

same c.gid or at any rate the majority of them, come from one tribe

as proved by the field ::survey of several agids in various parts of

traditional lhghdad (Figs. :16'.4 to Ib.7). Agids are closed communica-

tion systems as they offer only one way in or out at ground level, i.e.

access only to one zuqaq.

Until recently agids have attracted the most conservative and.

wealthy people because of their privacy. As it was unwise to display

onels w~alth in elaborate and expensive entrance ways most agids had

simple gates.

When Arabs occupied such Hellenistic towns as D9.mascus, a new

feature developed in their regular town plans by the consequence of

agids, not found in the preceding plans. Thus D9.mascus today shows

three d~stinctivo characteristicsi the gridiron Hellenistic town,

which has passed through some modification; the Arab town, which also

underwent some modernization, but which still retains its Arab flavour;

and the modern hybrid Arab-European town outside the former.

Karradah al-Sharqiyah (D!lkhil) is another old nucleus within Greater

B9.ghdad characterized by agids. The fact that it originated during

the later part of the Ottoman occupation shows how recently agids devel

op in the Baghdad Area. Relative by clan or tribe have grouped them

selves as far as possible in parti~ar mahallahs regardless of their

occupational structure or income order. Some tribal branches have
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segregated further along agids which came to be the courtyard of

such a close community, increased seclusion affording more privacy

and security. Traditionally strangers cannot very well enter such

private spaces and when they do even the children of the agid will

stop him and ask his reason for entering. The names of ma~ of these

agids suggest the tribal and kinship reason for thoir development.

Since the 1940's however, most of the original dwellers of these

agids have scattered throughout the city and have peen replaced by

people from various origins and of different occupations. With

difficulties in tracing the original occupants of selected agids

throughout Baghdad, it appeared that it was an absolute rule (except

for some central mahallahs) that occupants of each agid should be of

one~ origin, from one tribe, or relatives. The information for this

was collected from the Land Registry Office (Tapu), by interviewing some

of the original owners who were still alive, and by interviewing some of

the old inhabitants of Baghdad, most of whom live at the present time

in distant. suburbs.

Unfortunately the Tapu land registration usually does not mention

the tribe and clan title of the owners, particularly during the Ottoman

occupation.

A number of agids were surveyed in the following mahallahs:

Aguliyah (Fig. 16.5), Sayid Abdullah (Fig. 16.1), Bu-Mfarrij

(Fig. 16.7), Haiderkhanah (Fig. 16.6), Suq al-Jadid, Suq Hamadah

(Fig. 16.4), Alawi al-Hillah and Adhamiyah. Aguliyah agid No. 1

(Fig. 16.5) was occupied until the 1930's by Duriyiin (20 families)

and Khashalat (15 families.) They had marriage relationships. Agid No.

2 has 24 families of which 18 families l"lere Khushalat.
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The gate of this agid was dismantled early in the 1920's. The

interviewed persons, some of whom are still living here while the

others reside 10 ~~ the west, stated that until the first world

war none of the families used to lock their house doors as the main

gate of the agid was closed, which shows that each of the residents

would trust his relation and neighbour.

In Sayid Abdullah (Figs. 16.1, l6.8a) it was found that originally

all the families of ngid No. 1 were from al-Bu-Amir tribe. They

began to move from the area as late as 1958. In agid No. 2 all the

families belonged originally to al-J3aiat tribe, but from the early

1930's on some of them have sold their properties, so that now only

two of the houses are still inhabited by families from al-J3aiat. Agid

No. 3 on the other hand, was occupied by families from various tribes

and a third of their number came from the tribe of al-Ubaid. Although

tribal structure was clearly evident in al-Bu-Mfarrij mahallah (Fig.

16.7) there were here also various ethno-religious minorities, for

example agid No. 1 with Jews and families from the Kirwiyah tribe, and

agid No. 5 with Jews and families from Mishahdah. This example also

shows how Jewish families preferred secluded, remote sites for

security. Agids -.No. 3 and 4 were still completely occupied by

families belonging to the tribe of Shammar Tukah, while the houses of

agid No. 6 were inhabited by families from Banu-Qais (al-Qaisiyah)

sometimes known as Kirwiyah.

In aI-Haider Khanah agids were not necessarily inhabited by
\....I

families of a particular origin, because this central mahallah was

chosen by wealthy people of various faiths and seo by Turkish officers

and officials, as the mahallah lies near the government headquarters.

According to the field survey (Fig. Ie>. 6) agid No. 1 was occupied by
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families of al-Bizirkan and agid No. 2 by miscellaneous families. The,

former of these is known as al-Bizirkan after the family of the same

name, the latter as al-Zurkhanah (i.e. place where people develop

their strength through physical exercises). Three agids were surveyed

in Suq al-Jadid mahallah (not illustrated by a plan). They were

exclusively occupied by al-AniYin (from one town, Anah) in agid No.1,

al-Swamrah families (from Samarra) in agid No.2, and families from al

Ubaid (belonging to Inizah tribe) agid No.3.

V"
In Suq Hamadah several agids were surved (Figs. 16.4 \.

_, " 0)

Agid No. 1 was occupied until recently by families from one town

(Tikrit), agid No.2 was originally one property, but now has become

7 plo~s, the original land having been divided between heirs some of

whom are still living in the area. The same process has taken place ip. '
agid No.3. In agid No. 4 all the houses were inhabited by families

from al-Jubur t:i'ibe. Originally there were just three houses, but wit~

the subsequent growth of the families the houses have more than trebled.

In Alam al-Hillah (not illustrated by a plan) certain agids

were found lined wholly with houses inhabited by families from one tribe~

for example the agids of al-Ubaid, al-Mishahdah, Bani Tamim, al-latta!l,

al-~-Akkash etc. However, most of the original inhabitants have

moved in recent years from this area which has been enveloped by the

oommercial centre of Xarkh since 1936.

,
I

From this survey evidence it appears that there has been an intimate

relationship between the social traditions including in particular trib·,,:;.,·, .

alism and the need for security on one hand, and the development of

agids as a ubiquitous plan element on the other. Ag:f.ds, indeed, were

the outcome of social and security needs in a period where technology

was primitive and the evolution of cities was unguided. In traditional
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mahallahs one can find religious minorities, such as Christians,

Sabeans and Jews who have shielded themselves in their own mahallahs

regardless of their tribal or national background. In Baghdad these

religious minorities traditionally occupied some of the central

mahallahs to maximize protection. Agid al-Nassara,·the 'Christian

Quarter' and Mah~llat al-Yahud, the 'Jewish Quarter' thus are well

defined mahallahs (See Chapter 12). Also some mahallahs developed

along ethnic or racial lines. Thus we find Agid aI-Kurd (the

Kurdish Quarter) and Agid al-Fwailiyah, the 'Persian' or 'Persian

Kurds' Quart er.

Only in fow centra.l mahalIa.hs near al-Sarai, did tribal, ethnic

or religious factors form the underlying principle of the inhabitants..

spatial grouping. Collectively governers (walis), some influential '

families, Arabs, Turks, and Jews were inhabitants of these mahallahs,
,

maintaining their safety by proximi.ty to government headquarters. Fr.Q.ID
' ..

above it is clear that :Baghdad's traditional mahallahs have distinct:~.v.~

social types according to the particular social grouping in individ~~

agids, e.g•. monophyletic (single-tribe) a.gids, polyethnic (Arab,

Christian and Jews) 8.Gids, agids with dominant regional characteristic~

etC. The very existence and distribution pattern of such types do in

fact tell the story of change to which the Old Town has become subject,

and merit a careful study in the field as a major and important topic

to uncover the close relationship between the social organi~tions and

the resulting t~ical morphological features of the Arab town.

At the present time, and in spite of the vast physical expansion

of the city in the last two decades, the population growth and the

rehabilitation of the inhabitants, !laghdad is still a city with dis-

tinct homogeneous residential areas, bearing in mind that as Iraqis

:;
t'
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capital Ba.ghdad. is the city with the highest degree of' social and

cultural heterogeneity. Unfortunately, the censuses of Iraq do not

indicate the religious affiliation of the inhabitants., thus it is

impossible to trace the spatial pattern of the inhabitants accord:i:ng to

denolllinations. But generally speaking and on the evidence of field

observation Arab Sunnahs concentrate mainly in particular parts of

the West Side and Adhamiyah, and Shiahs in certain mahallahs of' old

Baghdad, Karradah al-Sharqiyah, al-Shulah, al-Thawrah, Kadhimiyah,

Baiya , Kraiat, and others. Christians and Jews are concentrated in

particular parts of Rusafah', Camp aI-Arman, Karradat Mariyam, Durah

Tel-Muhammad and others, In 1951, more than 50 per cent of the 61,281

Christians i.e. 8 per cent of the total population of Baghdad, were_

living in those areas. . In 1995, the total number of Christians was

169,634, of whom 20. 634.a12.25 per cent lived in Karkh, and 148,850 or

87.15 per cent in Rusafah. 50.92 per cent of the Christians in

Rusafah were living in 9 distinct mahallahs, whereas 40.89 per cent of

the Christians in al-Karkh were concentrated in five particular mahallahs.

Al-Bnttawiin alone houses 30.5 per cent of all the Christians in the

city.

Jews, on the other hand left the city and the country after 1948

altogether, following the international exodus of' Jews to Palestine.

Their houses were soon occupied by migrants, mainly Christi.ana from the

north and ShiMS from the south. By 1951 only 3,614 Jews Le. 0.4 per

cent of the population, remained in Ba.ghdad. Of' these, more than 15 per

cent lived in the Christian-dominated maha.llahs on the East Side.

By 1965, the number of' Jews had fallen to 2,644 persons; 91.57 per cent

of them living on the Ehst Side.
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Since the medieval period Rusafah has been the £avourite side

£or both Christians and Jews. At present, the traditional central

mahallahs o£ Christians are pre£erred by the new Christian migrants

£rom the north. The most heterogeneous part in :Baghdad is thus the

area located between al-Ahrar Bridge and al-Jundi al-Majhul (the

Unknown Soldier monument). The l'malthy Christian £amilies in the

central area were some of the first to leave their central mahallahs

to the south of Rusafah as evidenced by the 1957 and 1965 CGnS~B~a

as well as by the field survey. In 1957, 49 per cent o£ the Christians

were in Battawiin, whereas by 1965 the percentage had dropped to

30.5. However, although the percentage has decreased, the absolute

number has increased £rom 32,970 to 52,643.

in sub-divided housos~8

Most of' them are liVing

It is interesting to note that £ighting, i£ at all, occurred

rarely between Christian mahallahs, compared with Moslem mahallahs.

Details o£ £ighting between Moslem Mahallahs has been recorded by

historians as £ar back as the Abbasid period.

A considerable number o£ marriages still take place between

inhabitants o£ each mahallah. Endoganur. is still important not only in

the traditional mahallahs but also in the modern suburbs.

46.08 per cent o£ the interviewees in traditional mahallahs

married relatives, 18.6 per cent o£ them £rom the same mahallah and

35.2 per cent married non-relatives. On the other hand 49'1~o£ the

total number o£ interviewees in all the surveyed mahallahs married

relatives, 12.3, £rom the same mahallah and 38.4/~arried non-relatives19
I I

(See Chapter 10)

The rather small percentage o£ people married to women :from the

same mahallah results perhaps £rom the £act that a high percentage of



the original inhabitants have moved to the new suburbs, therefore

possibly new residents have not had enough time to get to know each

other very wel+ to establish marital relationships. The percentage

fell considerably in mahallahs of the second morphological phase,

because the majority of the interviewed families were Christians

for most of whom the tribal or kindship tradition is less important.

lione of the Christians had married spouses from their own mahallah

because the majority of them (82.76 per cent) had settled in these

mahallahs less than five years ago. They do not yet know each other,

although they deliberately chose these mahallahs. The highparcentage

(more than 63per cent) of marriages between related families in the

Buburbs which developed after 1956, and also in the suburbs of the

third morphological phase, suggests a strong influence of social

tradition and kinship and indicates also that, although the new

suburbs came into being as western patterns, the society liVing in them

differs from the west.

Customary Arab practice in the choice of marriage partners, then,

is still of great importance in the life of the :Baghdadi inhabitant,

in the modern European-style suburbs as much as in the traditional

mahallahs. So far the economic ranking of the population in the

modern suburbs seems to have been unable to br.eak the Arab tradition of

lineage. However, the post-1956 suburbs include al-Thawrah, a settle-

ment almost wholly of migrants. 96.55 per cent of its interviewed

families were fallahin migrants who of course brought their rur.al and

tribal traditions with them. The new suburbs of I3aghdad are thus not

necessarily the best or the most expensive. They are, in many cases,

the slum equivalent of the central areas.
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As already seen, defence was one of the main considerations

promoting the compactness of the traditional mahallahs. This together

with the encroachment 'of indiViduals, the absence of town planning,

the prevailing modes of transport, the social tradition of family

privacy, and the climate, had led to the narrowing and twisting of the

streets in Baghdad's traditional mahallahs. The widest streets were the

bazaars.

Movement on foot in the case of low-income people •. on donkeys and

camel in the case of middle class riders and bulk goods, or horses '\~n

the case of wealthy indiViduals, necessitated neither wide streets nor

elaborate traffic separation. Aocordingly. relativelYl narrow access ways

or pathways between buildings was all that was needed for circulation in

the traditional mahallahs. Zuqaqs thus had a limited function compared

with the modern multi-functional streets and in the traditional

Baghdadi mahallahs occupy less than 12 per cent of the total mahallah

area, compared with the courtyards of the traditional houses which

occupy at least 24 per cent. The space standards for modern neighbour

hoods suggested by the Polservice Master Plan of Baghdad are shown in

Fig. 16.9.

A distinct morphological element in the street system of the

traditional mahallah is the sahah (square). Most of Baghdad's mahallahs

have Ole or more auch squares. Just as zuqaqs have their own hierarchy

so sa.bn.hs have theirs. Starting from the lowest grade, they are the

courtyard of the traditional house, the agid or tertiary sahah, the

sub~mahallah or secondary sahah, and the main or primary sahah of the

mahallah (Figs. 16.1, lc.). The inhabitants of a traditional mahallah

passes through various 'Views. In the first two, his courtyard and the

tertiary zuqaq or shah, he is protected by two structural envelopes before
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he penetrates to the public world of the main zuqaq, the }>rimary

sahah, the mosque or the bazaar. The behaviour of inhabitants is

very much related to the particular stretch of the spatial continuum

he happens to be, in accordance with the hierarchY of zuqaqs and

sahahs and its differential degrees of privacy.

Sahahs in Baghdad traditional mahallahs are part of the living

space of the surrounding families. Not only do they satisfy man's

material comfort but should give him a spiritual and aesthetic

satisfaction derived from living among them. Sahahs of various sizes

invariably interrupt the track of a zuqaq, relieving the narrowness

of the latter at particular points.

The agid or tertiary sahah representing the second degree of

privacy is mainly used by old persons and women carrying children

not yet able to go and play themselves. These women meet in these

agids to talk and gossip. Naturally most if not all of the inhabitants

on such a minor sahah or agid belong to one clan either by consanguinity

or by affinity. From this type of place st'rangersare wholly excluded.

Agids act as private open spaces in the traditional mahallahs

where are no public parks. This plan element shows a strongly in-

built kinship and ethno-religious significance accordant with the

needs of traditionol society. A. striking feature is its intimate

human scale. Agids were spaces between bUildings left for the purpose

of access to houses. In their narrowness they show introvert planning

suiting needs of the resident group.

Secondly snbahs have developed mostly where either two winding

zuqaqs meet, or where a zuqaq widens. A. stranger could hardly predict

the position of such a sahah when walking along a zuqaq. He could
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pass through the main zuqaq and under shanashil, with several twists

and turns and emerge suddenly into a brightly-lit sahah filled with

youngesters, children and men, mostly old, sitting in the sun ,in

winter and under shanashil in summer, or people spinning wool.

The primary sahah serves the whole mahallah or district and

occupies a strategic site where several zuqaqs meet. It is the

common meeting plaoe on social oocasions and religious festivals,

and a recreational space, too, for all the members of the mahallah.

Celebration of the birth of a Bon is Eestricted to women only.

The function takes place within the small groups of mahallah families

and is a major festive oocasion for women cf low class. It takes

place within the private intimate space of the oommunity, either in

the secondary or the primary sahah. A wedding procession is one of

the intimate sahah funotions, an occasion of enjoyment not only for

the family but for the community as a whole. In the 20th century,

these sahahs have been favourite spaces for political gatherings

and uprisings against the authorities. Also, the prinary sahahs in

the Shiah mahallahs were the places where the Shiah oommemorate al

Husain, the Martyr Imam.

The importance of sahahs in :Baghdad is expressed by the fact

that, although they came into being without planning procedure, no

inhabitant has encroached upon them since the whole town is making

use of them. In addi1i.on migrants, whether from the north or the

south, have not tried to squat in these sahahs. liike zuqaqs sahahs

have residential functions, but for the prinnry and, to a less extent,

the secondary sahahs, service and commercial activities are also

evident as shown by the presence of gahwahs, public baths, joiner's

shops, general retail shops, grocers and perhaps goldsmiths. Street-
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vendors frequent such spaces, where they can lure passers-by with

tempting displays of fruit, ice-cream, soft drinks, nuts, etc.

It is worth remembering when planning modern squares that

mahallah sahahs have necessary human functions. Open spaces in the

modern areas of B:l.ghdad are void of any collective function as their

imported formality belongs to an alien climate and social context.

The modern sahahs have greatly contributed to the unnecessary physical

expansion of the city. Their horizontal scale is not related to any

associated vertical elements, and the feeling of enclosure is lost.

People were simply not considered, as these squ~es were laid out

mainly for the sake of motor vehicles and commercial buildings.

As in "the past, zuqaq tra.ffi c in those traditional mahallahs of

Baghdad that have not been affected by modern break-through streets

has continued to be exclusively pedestrian. Only very recently cars

can be seen passing through some of these mahallahs following newly

built roads, whereas the modern suburbs have been designed to

consider only vehicular traffic and ignoring the human scale in the

details of their street layout.

One of the most characteristic features in the plan of the

traditional mahallah is the irregularity of the zuqaqs and house

plots (Fig. 16.1) (See Chapter 6). It is rare to find Baghdadi houses

built on regular rectangular plots of land. The continuous encllDachment

of owners upon the street spaces together with the effect of the

Islamic law of inheritance have precipitated this distinctive

morphological feature throughout all Arab towns. Many houses or

plots were subsequently subdivided between heirs. According to

Moslem law men have the right to inherit twi cs as much as women.

The original plot thus has been ohanged in the majority of cases,
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resulting in the juxtaposition of '.·..::··plots of very different sizes.

It is almost impossible to find two contiguous geometrically

regular plots. This gave the traditional mahallah its spontaneously

informal character and in the end has influenced the overall pattern

of the city. As in most Arab towns it is difficult to find

five houses on a straight line in Baghdad's zuqaqs. Commonly, any

continuation of the straight line of a zuqaq is found to be suddenly

and frequently interrupted by encroaching houses, usually those owned

by influential inhabitants. This gives the zuqaqs of the Old Town
the characteristic feature which most of them have, namely varied width.
Up to 1934, there were no by laws controlling the arrangement of

houses, minimum street Widths, maximum house frontages and structural

dimensions, and this has led to the spontaneous evolution of the

traditional part of the city.

During the long ottoman occupation, owners retained the preferentiaJ,.

right to the zuqaq, which they were free to exercise so long as they

did not completely block traffic. As a subject for legal treatment

this was a matter for ex-post-facto legal opinion, not of prior legal

specification, in great contrast to the situation in European towns.

Islamic law would not interfere except when the encroachments affected

the right of others~O Several old Baghdadis have stated that the wali,

his friends and other influential inhabitants wore among the first to

encroach upon the publi c way. Wealthy influential people as well as

. individuals from strong tribes were habitually encroaching upon the

zuqaqa. T}j:)'u~h' theoretically it was illegal, no objection was

raised against such encroachment. People did not object as long as they

could pass each other. At the same time the government had no 'o'bj:;ction

as there wore no complaints from the inhabitants. Here it has to be

remembered that an individual can claim the ownership of any piece of
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land as long as he can ensure its usage for a particular period of

time. This is applic~e in both rural and urban areas. Consequently

the zuqaqs were always undergoing processes of narrowing and twisting.

One of the most characteristic features in the traditional

mahallah is the limited size of the plots of houses. This was

obvious in the surveyed. areas, as whow in the table below.

Table 16.5: The average size of block-plan and building coverage
within each block-plan (Fig. 16.10)

Maha11ah iAVerage size of '&ck
j plan (sq. m.)

Average building coverage
within each block-plan

(Sq. m.)

Suq Hamadah 154.20 88·50
Sayid Abdullah 172.00 95.56

Aguliyah 134.00 88.00

Harah (Adhamiyah) 126.67 102.78

Shiukh (Kadhimiyah) i 112.80 77.00

Karradah al- l
Sharqiyah , 259.58 176.67

Average I 159.88 104.75

Source: Fieldwork 1971, Tables At oa, Oc.

If one exCludes Karradah a1-Sharqiyah, which has various types

of houses other than traditional, then the average size of the buildi~

coverage of the traditional house will be 90.3 sq. m. This puts the '

average size of the rooms at 23.95 sq. m. Therefore the average size

of building coverag.- per person, is 2.58 sq. m. The average area-

of the Cbck-plan per person is 16.44 sq. m. This is much lower than

the average area per person in the advanced countries, which may

exceed 25 sq. m.
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Central Mahallah Development:

Almost all traditional Baghdadi mahallahs; in the Old Town,

have undergone, or are still undergoing, a process of social and

physical change which is cyclic in nature. Its results have been

more obvious socially than physically. As a morphological complex

the mahallah has survived in its pattern, while its inhabitants have

changed radically. This has been one of the findings of the field

survey in six of the traditional mahallahs.

About 50 per cent of the surveyed families in these mahallahs were

low-income newcomers, replacing the original families. Complete

social replacement has in fact taken place in Aguliyah, which is

located within the business core of the city. Most of its houses have

failed to retain the residential use for which they were designed,

workshops, warehousing and other businesses becoming their major

functions. The form of the houses has undergone slight internal

modification to meet the new requirements. In Kadhimiyah the l:>w

percentage of rented houses (17.65) indicates two facts, viz. that

most of these families are poor, and that they are Shiahs who prefer

not to be far from al-Kadhim Shrine. The newcomers, especially

in the central mahallahs, have a highly diverse socio-cultural
mahallahs.

background in contrast to the former social homogeneity of these/

Traditional mahallahs have passed. through three phases

of devebpment. Firstly there is a long historical phase of stability

in the sense that d.uring this period ending with the Second World

War mahallahs kept essentially the social and physical characteristics

of traditional Arab urban society. In this phase the mahallah

was homogeneous in terms of ethno-social characteristics, but

heterogeneous in terms of income and class. Secondly, there came a
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very short degradation phase hsting from the Second World War

to 1956. During this period, signs of physical and social blight

appeared. Landowners and some others of the original inhabitants

began to move out, stimulated by the increased security of the

open country after the Bedouin tribes had been b~ought under control

by the government. Consequently lower income groups started to move

to the central mahallahs, and this complementary movement correlated

the incipient suburbanization phase of the city. A simultaneous

\

'.

filtering process by middl~-class families began to take place in

some of the high-class housing areas, though less in volume than

the movement of poor-class families to the central mahallahs. This

can be seen in Ataifiyah, a middle-class locality, in which 60 per

cent of the original families have left for better, more peripherally

located localities.

Thirdly, there has been a replacement or economically social

levelling phase coming after the relative economic advancement of

Iraq in the post-war period, mainly owing to the increase in oil

royalties, the socia-economio progress of society, the flood control

of a1-Rafidain, and the improvement in transportation facilities •.

During this phase the maha11ah inhabitants became heterogeneous

in ethno-socia1 respects but homogeneous with respect to income.

A huge number of migrants flocked to the city during this period,

housing themselves round the central area in miserable health and

sanitary conditions. Many of the original owners in the traditional

maha11ahs sold their properties, mostly to speculators who have since

begun to play havoc with the development of the city. Speculators

let traditional houses as tenements, each to be occupied by more than

one family thms increasing the population density of some of the old

mahallahs.
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Fig. 16.4 shows the result of building modification, restoration

and replacement in some samples of primar,y and secondary zuqaqs

in Suq Hamadah Mahallah in Karkh. The total number of the surveyed

houses was 75. 7 of them, i.e. 9.3 per cent were substantially

modified, 16 or 21.3 per cent were replaced by new houses before

1936, 5 or 6.7 per cent were replaced by new houses between 1936 and

1956, and the remaining 47 or 62.7 per cent continued without

essential alteration as traditional Arab courtyard houses.

Fig. 16.1 on the other hand shows that 86 i.e. 50.2 per cent of the

171 houses surveyed in Sayid Abdullah Mahallah in Rusafah were of

the traditional Arab courtyard type, 12 houses i.e. 7.02 per cent

were replacements of the third morphological phase (1920 - 1936),

8 i.e. 4.68 per cent were built inthe fourth morphological phase

(1936 - 1956) and 19 houses i.e. 11.11 per cent were built after 1956

in table 16.6.

houses had deteriorated or required some restoration. This is~own

the surveyed houses in the traditional mahallahs indicate that most

again replacing deteriorated traditional courtyard houses, the i
j
I

,.;

1
J
I

!
i:
~
,I
,I

Furthermore,remaining houses are modified traditional houses.

Table 16.6: House restoration in traditional mahallahs.

M3.hallah %of houses restored:

once twice I three times

Suq Hamadah :10.00 10.00 10.00

Sayid Abdullah 11.11 33.33 33.33
Aguliyah 20.00 40.00 40.00
Harah (Adhamiyah) 33.33 22.22 44.44
Shiukh (Kadhimiyah) - 20.00 40.00
Karradah a1-

Sharqiyah 27.27 18.18 63.64

Average 26.95 Cl3.96 38.57

Souroe: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A. Table T.
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More than 62 per cent of the surveyed houses had to be restored

two or three time~, reflecting their physical state. The authorities

should complete the sewage system in these traditional areas, as the

absence of a sewage system has helped to accelerate the process of

physical degradation.

The impact of westernization mainly in the present century has

added to the weakening of the mahallah concept, among other traditional

elements, such as guilds. This came through the introduction of

modern industry and the expansion of commerce and banking. Earlier

this century Europeans developed new quarters outside the compact

Old Town,. attracting wealthy Christians and the more progressive Arab

families. In addition, Europeans tried to modernize sbme of the old

streets. Several modern streets and public transport systems were

driven" through the traditional centres of Baghdad, disrupting the

cohesion of some mahallahs. The exodus of the original inhabitants

from ma.ny of Baghdad's old mahallahs, population growth and the

increase of job opportunities in the centre have disrupted the homo-

geneity of some of the central mahallahs~l Further, the recent

wave of suburbanization has affected the traditional mahallah more

than the tearing down of the traditional building fabric. The

construction of the break-through streets was achieved by 'fiat and

tremendous cost', both finan~ially and in terms of unnecessary

cultural damage. Creating enough room for greatly increased

mechanical transport it has accelerated the residential movement to the

new suburbs, a phenomenon also observed in Nosul, Alleppo, Shiraz and

22most Arab towns.

Since the Second World War, the Arab individual has begun to be

at variance with the long standing principles of his traditional
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society and the sudden emergence of the new morphologioal forms

introduced for his use. Indeed most Arabs in Baghdad do not know

yet whether they should admire or dfspise the western forms. However,

they feel the indispensibility of having foreign assistance to reach

a better technological standard, but they are, justly, afraid of losing

their cultural and social legacy and prinoiples.
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CHAPTER 11

The Mosque as a Functional, Architectural
and Morphological Element in Baghdad's
Townscape.

In a typical Arab city, the influence of Islam is everywhere in

evidence. This is observed in the old and modern parts of the city

although it is more distinct in the former. The importance of Islam

in the socio-cultural life of the Arab city can be seen in the large

number of mosques in any city throughout the centuries.

Islam lIS well as other religions, is of great importance in the

function as well as the physical structure of urban settlement s as

expressed in the variety of religious buildings that have greatly

influenced the morphology of Arab towns. These prominent bUildings

have symbolized the spiritual life of the inhabitants in arches, minarets,

domes and spacious courtyards. Islam being a religion with urban

or;:intation, the Friday mosque must be built in a permanent settlement.

The development of Friday Mosques required permanent settlement with

a community of at least forty legally responsible men to be present,

so as to make the ceremony of community prayer at noon on Fridays valid;

though Islam considers the prayer of an individual on any . undefiled

piece of land also valid.

During the Caliphate, after the death of al-Nabi, the prophet,

the consensus of opinion of religious leaders was that a permanent

construction with roof and walls was the only place where Friday noon

prayers should be held. Thus the nGW religion proclaimed by Muhammad,

himself born into the important urban community q,f.. Mecca, remained

intimately connE:cted with urban life and urban se1tlements. Since then

the physiognomy of Arab urban settlements has been dominated by religious

land~use elements mainly represented by mosques. Baghdad's religious

buildings fall into a number of categories - Jamis, (Friday mosques),
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masjids (ordinary mosques), husainiyahs (Shiah mosques), madrasahs

(religious schools), tombs, shrines and recently, various types of

buildings built by al-Awqaf (The

religious authority in the city.

Religious EndoW1~ent), the main
\./

The mosque (:Bait Allah), (the

House of God) is the most recurrent form of religious building in

Baghdad.

Al-A'tlqaf Department distinguishes three categories of mosques,

primary, secondary and tertiary, based on functional and administra

tive considerations. The first is the Friday mosque (Jami)

serving perhaps the whole city and having therefore always a distinctly

2central location as a key feature of the moslem town.

A FridEl\Y mosque has an imam (a religious teacher) a muadhin

(caller to prayer), mumajid (exalter) chanting the Quran before sun

rise, a Quran reader and a servant. This means that each grand

mosque should employ at least six persons. However, there are

mosques such as al-Qailani, Abu Hanifah and al-Kadhim which employ

more than that (Figs. 17.1, 17.2, 17.3, 5.11b). These mosques are

used for ordinary prayer as well as being a congregational place for

Friday midday prayer, feasts and other religious festivals.

The secondary mosque (masjid) is used for ordinary prayers, and

may serve a wider area than its own mahallah. Each secondary mosque

has an imam, a muadhin and a servant, i.e. not less than three

employees.

finally the tertiary mosques (small masjids) are in fact small

chapels, oratories and tombs venerated by the immediately surrounding

mahallah. It. just has an imam. People from the local area

co-operate in cleaning and sometimes even furnishing it. An i.mam is

required for any group of worshippers greater than two.



Fig. 17.4

a. Mosques are always civic and physical focal points
(al-Ahmadiyah Mosque)

b. Al-Khulafa Mosque. The minaret is original but the
rest of the mosque has been rebuilt recently.
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The number of jamis and masjids is determined by the size -of

settlement and the number of pious wealthy people, though the number

of mosques in an area might be indicative only of the existence of

many generous, pious men rather than of the density of pOPula~ion~

In Baghdad there are several cases where mosques emerged in non-

residential areas merely because of the will of their builder. During

the times of the Prophet, it seems that it was preferable to restrict~

one jami as far as possible to group the people in one area, in which

al-khatib (the preacher) could discharge the political, administrative,

social and religious functions. This perhaps was one of the reasons

behind the characteristic compactness of the traditional Arab town;

However, with tho physical expansion of urban settlements and the

growth in nilmbers of moslems, an increase in the number of mosques

became inevitable.

The mosque is the focal point of the ciVic, socio-religious and

architectural. layout of the Islamic town (Fig. 17.4). Central grand

/ mosques have always played a maj.or part in the orientation of both the

I city gates and the roads leading from them. Mosques can thus indicate

1
,the growth trend of the city and its overall population distribution.

The centrality of the mosque was ensured by the Quran and Tradition

(Hadith) which suggest that it is desirable not to build mosques

inside cemeteries which are peripherally located~ This perhaps was to

strengiihen the link between God and man because a man's thought could

easily be cut off from God whilst praying beside a grave./

lhghdad has specific religious importance in the Islamic world

because of the existence of several tombs and shrines associated with

both Shiahs and Sunnah religious leaders. Devotees from all over the
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Moslem world frequently visit Kadhimiyah, Adhamiyah, the Old Town

of Baghdad and Sama~ra in Baghdad Liwa. These places are centres

of pi~image for Sunnahs and Shiahs from allover the world.

The importance of Baghdad and other holy towns for Persians is

obvious. On religious occasions there is an average pilgrim traffic

of 5,000 to 7,000 visitors per d~ along the highw~ between

Baghdad md Tehran. However, pilgrimage from Persia is closely

related to political relations between the two oountries~

The important religious oocasions during the Moslem year are

the visit (ziarat) of 15 Shaban (a lunar month) of Id a1-Adhha (the

Great Feast), of Marad a1-Ras (the finding ~f the head of Husain) and

Ziarat Ashrat Ashura (the first ten days of the lunar month Muharram).

During Muharram there are processions of men and women celebrating

with dole~ul songs the passion of Ali's son, al-Husa±n.. For more

than 13 centw:ies they have performed pl~s depioting the story of

Husain slain at the battle of the Plain of Karbala, in that month.

Behind many windows women could be heard weeping as they intoned the

female chants and in many husainiyahs and squares in their maha.l1ah

they tear their hair and beat their breasts, sometimes even with

chains of iron or swords. Through their tears they listened to the

story of the holy man's martyrdom. In Muharram most of the Shiahs,

particularly the lower classes, dress in blaCk clothes to displ~ their

sorrow for the martyrdom of Husain.

The position of Baghdad as a starting point for Meoca added

~kedly to its religious importance, which affe9ts the city as a whole.

Traditionally, mosques have manifold functions, religious, educational,

political, administrative and sooial. Since its foundation in the

eight century and up to the beginning of the twentieth century l3aghdad' s
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mosques were administrative centres, courts of justice and places of

education where students were trained to recite the Quran and older

youths were trained as mullahs (Quranic teachers).

The number of schools attached to the mosques have been cut

down gradually and in 1958, there were only 30 religious schools

left. Furthermore the mosque has until now been used as~a place of

mourning the dead for three continuous days. At present, the

religious schools function by Act no. 44, 1967, which obliged them

to teach almost the same subjects taught in the official schools,

with more periods for religious teaching~ This indicates that

the mosque is losing its intellectu~"al importance, turning to morev
religious functions. All the religious schools were gatherad into

groups of four. Each group became one large school lmown as ma'had

(institute) instead of madrasah (school). At present there are

seven ma'hads in Baghdad as shown in Appendix E (Fig. 17.1).

As for administrative functions, until 1920 the mosque was the

place from which official proclamations of the rulers used to be

made. A governor could judge his popularity in the mosque, though

moslems do not debate or vote inside it. The wishes of worshippers,

whether political or otherwise could be sensed by their erratic

attendance or more effectively by their absence.

In almost every mosque in Baghdad there is a siqaiyah (a water

supply for travellers and passers by), being open all day. The

importance of this function has declined recently, owing to the

development of hotels, restaurants and coffee houses.

Sometimes beggars, ~crippled people and orphans find refuge in

mosques particularly those which house the tombs of holy men. Further-

occasional visits to the shrines, for many, particularly low-class .
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families, proved to be a common form of recreation. Although mosques

are considered as public institutional buildings, they are constructed

mainly by private initiative, sometimes by collecting money from either

local citizens or from a nationwide contribution. It is desirable that

co-ordination should be maintained between Amanat al-Asimah and bene-

factors to assure proper location and design of mosques. Individuals

are encouraged both by Quran and tradition to build jamis or ma:;jids.

It is believed that anyone who builds a mosque will be granted a house

in paradise (the second life) •. The Qu,ran also indicates that people

who spend money for the sake of God will be living in God's blessing!

There is no precise information about the number of mosques in the

country or in individual towns, nor are there statistics about the

number of mosques in Baghdad according to its various historical periods.

Al-Awqaf has neither a catalogue nor a guide book with such information

although this should be one of their primary functions. All available

information about mosques has been prepare~ by historians or other

writers depending on historical references. The main resources of

al-Awqaf are the revenues from its buildings and agricultural land,

from revenues of the land properties expropriated by the government,

particularly in the centre, from loans to Aman at al-Asimah and other

bodies', from the endowments of wealthy individuals both from Iraq and

other Islamic countries, and from burial taxes.

Al-Awqaf contributes to the physical development of the city by

investing large sums of money in building mosques and other buildings.

During the period 1964 - 1968 for example the department spent about

1.25 million r.D. in erecting or rebuilding many buildings in the city.

At present it owns more than 20 modern multi-storey buildings, located

mainly on break-through streets. A new unhealthy trend in the policy of
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of a1-Awqaf has been its' recent entry into the property market in

various parts of the city. By buying up bUi1di~s, a1-Awqaf has. done

nothing tow~ds any solution of tho unemploYment problem~ The

number of Baghdad's mosques ~as been variously estimated at between 20
<'" • • - , ""

and 200 since.the 19th century~ In 1971, the total number of masjids

and jamis was 117 according to the writer's information10 (Fig: 17.1

and Appendix E).

Fig. 17.5 shows the diStribution of mosques in Iraq by liwa in

1971. The number of .mosCD1Els for 100,000 people for Baghdad Liwa is

less than 7. In 1~71, the ratio of.people to employee in mosques in

Baghdad Liwa was 4,548 tc;>, one.

Table 17.1 and Figs. -17.1, 17.6 'show the locationa1 pattern of

mosques in Baghdad City.

From the table it appears that the Old Town contains more than

.57 per cent of the mosques of the city, as was to be expected since

Baghdad consisted of Rusaf~h and Karkh until the First World War. The

average distance between·mosques is less than 800 m in the Old Town,

but more than 8 kms in the new suburbs. Some of the central mosques

date as far back as the Abbasid period.

Obviously the number of mosques decreases considerably in the

Christian and Shiah-dominated areas, as along Qanat al-Jaish, I1wiyah,

Battawiin and Karradat Mariyam.

Compared with other land uses, religious land use is Dore static in

nature. This is seen in the central areas, where the mosques are no

longer residential' foci. As has been discussed in earlier chapters

a considerable number of families have moved to the SUburbs, leaving

the central mosques in areas catering mostly for business and. service

activities. However, because of transport improvements these mosques
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Table 17.1: :The Distribution of mosques and their services in Eaghdad City 1971.

Locality

"

No. of Mosques i 10 of all Population I' No. of population
I I Mosques per mosque

t No. of mosques per
i 100,000 people

2

East Side:

Adhamiyah

Rusafah

Battawiin and Il1wiyah

Karradah a1-Sharqiyah I
Qanat al-Jaish area

Baghdad a1-Jadidah and suburb alqng
Khanagin high road I

fufurM~ah ;

a
49

2

5
4

6

5

6.84

41.88

1.71

4.27

3.42

5~13

I 4.27

123,486

199,082

108,463

41.342
405,101

76,930

2,523* i

15.435
4,062

54,231
8,268

101,275

12,821

504

6.48

24.61

1.84

12.09

0.99

7.80

198.18

Total

4.02

7.88

3.93
32.51
20.22

12,685

25,416

3,076

4,945

24,849

63,427
101,666

55,371

4,945

248,491

4.27

2.42

15.38

0.85

I 8.55t

168.52,

10

79

5
4

18

1

I
I
I

of the railway

Karradat Mariyam

Western Suburbs (west
line)

Kadhimiyah and Ataifiyah

Hurriyah and Shulah

Karkh

West Side:

Total

General Tota1**

38

117

I 31.47
I

i 100 1,430,827 I 1,229,929 8.18

Source; Field Survey 1971; The Preliminary Results of 1965 Census.

* There is no available information about the exact number of population of Zufuraniyah. The figure does not cover the
whole population.

**. . . ..'
This excludes some small suburbs not included in the above areas.
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became metropolitan mosques, as they attract worshippers not only

from the local mahallahs but from wider areas, sometimes from a

distance of more than 20 lans, particularly for the Friday midday

prayer.

The traditional att.itude of inhabiting a house close to the

mosque has been weakened by vehicular transportation following the

recent waves of suburbanization. Now the personal choice, the

standard of kllatib (preacher) and the availability of transport affect

the degree of success of any particular mosque and its popularity.

Until the 1950's several mosques were on the edge of the built-up

area, such ail the intramural al-Sahrawardi and the extramural Sheikh

Maruf mosques. With the recent physical expansion of Baghdad these

peripheral elements have been engulfed by suburban development.

Although land in the new suburbs is cheaper than in the central

area, the number of mosques here is much lower than in the areas

built-up before 1956, representing less than 30 per cent of thG

total number of mosques, while the percentage of their population is

58.34 per cent of the total population of the city. Most of the

mosques here were built by individual benefactors. The Government

'usually provides free land for such purposes. The new mosques in

the suburbs mark a stable urban use attracting more urban land uses

to serve the growing surrounding community, and in the end they will

be the centres of these localities. In many cases they also mark a

point of road nodality.

From the above table it appears that the lowest ratio of popula-

tion to mosque is in Karkh and Rusafah. For every mosque in central

Karkh there are 3,076 people; the number is 4,062 in Rusafah indicating

that tmse central areas have been deserted by most of their inhabitants
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owing to economic pressure on the centre and the transpOrtation

improvement which encouraged suburbanization•.

Qa,nat al-Jaish areas, the Shiah areas such as Hurriyah and. Shulah

have the lowest number of mosques, and the lowest ratio .of mosques per

100,000 people. More than 101,000 people for each mosque was found in

Qanat al-Jaish, the ratio of mosques per 100,000 people was as low

as 0.99. In Shiah areas the average number of people per mosque, and.

the ratio of mosques per 100,000 population were 25,416 and 3.93 res

pectively. These figui'~s are also low in the Christian areas, as

there were 54,231 people per mosque on average, and the ratio of mosques

per 100,000 inhabitants was 1.84. This means that most of the post

1956 suburbs have emerged not around important central institutions

such as mosques. In the majority of cases mosques have been late

comers to the new suburbs.

The field survey showed that most of the interviewed Moslems in

the modern suburbs, and the Chris;tian and Shiah areas frequent grand

mosques located outside their mahallahs for the Friday midday prayer.

This indicates either the absence of mosques or an inability of the

existing mosques to meet the increasing number of worshippers.

From this table (Table 17.2) it appears that the traditional

mahallahs are the most efficient mahallahs in religious service provision.

All their worshippers frequent mosques either within their mahallah or

in other central mahallahs but within walking distance. All the wor

shippers living in the post-1936 areas frequent the central mosques

using vehicles because of their distant locations. None of the Shiah

worshippers frequent the central mosques as these cater for the

Sunnah creed. Thus all Shiahs in Shiah-dominated areas frequent

mosques in their own areas. All the worshippers frequenting central
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Table 17.2: Use of Religious Service Provision in the surveyed mahallahs in
terms of mosque.

%of worshippers frequenting mosques in:
1

t
Mahallah

the same
mahallah

i
Central mosques in i
traditional Baghdad I

on foot ib vehicle j

outside the
mahal1ah but not
central mosque

1
f ~~e~oped be;ore 1920: I
i Su<i Hamadah
! *I Sayid Abdullah

I **
I . .Agu1iyah

I Ha:reh (Adhamiyah)*
**Shiukh (Kadhimiyah)

Karradah a1-Shar-
qiyah**

Developed 1920-1936:

***Orfaliyah
***(a)Bustan a1-Khas

16.67

16.67

100.00

100.00

100.00

83.33

100.00

83.33
.-

100.00

6:

*Ataifiyah
. ***(b)
Durah

**

"

Washash

I Developed post 1956:

91.67

85_71

8.33

"f

~,
iJ
"

100.00

-'
33.33

I **! Kraiat
**Iskan 100.00

~un* 66.67
**Thawrah 100.00

*Hai Dragh 71.43 28.57
i ManSur* 60.00 40.00

fa Average 54.87 j 17.78 1 12•.51', 14.84 rt,_---------..:..----...:I:..----......-----~-_:_---~-..:.
Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A,. Table Nb.

.- *' Dominated by Sunnahe

** Dominated by Shiahs

*** Dominated by Christians

(a) there are no Moslems in this mahal1ah

(b) Moslems in this mahallah do not frequent
mosques (do not pray).
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mosques were Sunnahs belonging either to the upper or the middle

classes. Moslem prayers are held five times a;'day~ The muadhin

calls to prayer from the minaret or the roof of the minaret••less
L/

mosque. At present calling in many mosques, particularly those of

grade one is carried on inside the bUilding as outside amplifiers are

increasingly used, particularly in Baghdad's mosques. Amplifiers

installed in Baghdad's minarets have become a familier feature on

the skyline of the city. Apart from their disturbing influence,

they disfigure the appearance of minarets •

..At is difficult to reach a full appreciation of the architectural
/ A

character of mosques through the medium of 'J;>hotographs and measured

drawings. The typical character of the mosque is the outcome of climate,

religious requirements and academic study. Mosques and the monumental

tombs of saints are considered among the noblest houses of worship in

the world, and frequently are unsurpassed for richness of colour and

decoration~l In spite of the seeming similarity of mosques for

Baghdadis, each mosque and minaret has its own characteristics, which

can be easily distinguished. Forms of mosques in fact vary widely,

from very decorative to very simple, from light to very heavy. Even

the minarets can be either ver,y delicate or ungraceful. Mosques vary

also considerably in size, from the very small local to the large

metropolitan mosque.

The two forms, dome and flat roof, combine to give a definite

character to the :Baghdad townscape and almost all the other Arab towns,

forming a unified composition.

Open squares were not favoured in Arab towns, as they were in

Europe, and indeed the mosque, like the traditional courtyard house, is

an open space enclosed within its own walls rather than within a group



Fig. 17.7

Mosques have been dwarfed by modern buildings particula
in the centre. (Ras al-Qrayah)

~ Al-Rashid
Street

Al-Nahr Street
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of buildings as in classical and later European quarters. It was

not until the 1930's that open squares were regularly built in

Baghdad.r In the past in traditional :Baghdad as well as in other Arab

I towns, mosques with their minarets have formed focal points and

guiding centres. Minarets on the skyline arrested the attention

and point ed the way to the mosque not only for citi zens of the oity

but also for the distant travellers, especially in the otherwise

uninterrupted skyline of :Baghdad. Until the end of the 1940' s in

the centre, and until now in the other parts of :Baghdad, minarets

have welcomed the first and last rays of the morning and evening

sun.

I:
At the present time, however, most monumental mosques in the

Old Town have been dwarfed by the erection of modern high rise

buildings12 (Figs. 17.7, 14.4a).

The gateways leading to the mosques are often covered \'lith

green, blue and \'lhite tiles, with here and,there a splash of red

set in minute and intricate designs. In :Baghdad, mosques may have

one or more entrances (Figs. 17.2)~, These entrances lead firstly

to al-R·~bah (Court), a rectangular space, being a principal element

in the mosque design. The open nature of this enclosure, bears an

intrinsic relationship to climate whore the outdoor function of

the mosque can take place. People can enter the ruhbah, and

sit for hours freely discussing secular and religious welfare.

Food is brought and distributed free to those in need.

Within the r;uhbah of many grand mosques there is shelter from

summer heat to be found as well as an open air square for outdoor

prayer and gatherings. The surro~ing piers (niches or cloisteU)
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form rooms and shelters, small iwans, during the period of winter
"

rain or summer heat as well as room for gatherings, living places for

foreign pilgrims, and reading rooms.

The riwaq (cloister) (Figs. 17.2, 17.3) functions as a shelter

during bad weather for those "rho enter the mosque and wish to make

their way to tho sanctuary.

Although worshippers can pray in the ruhbah, the riwaq or inside

the domed area of the mosque, it is preferable to ~)rship in the latter.

Ablutions preceding any of the five prayers are a ritual

essential. Accordingly water basins are needed for ·~ritual cleaning,

and these indeed became decorative features in the ruhbah of the

mosque, signifying the importance of water use as well as an aesthetic

contribution to mosque design.

The covered roof-space enclosure forms the interior of the mosque

that lies on one side of the ruhbah. An extension of this shelter,

in sufficient depth is referred to as a.l-mughatta (covered part).

In the large mosques, rows of colonnades and arcades with walls

support the roof, forming a series of avenues or aisles. The primary

significance of the sanctuary is to provide a protected space for

prayer which must be on a floor level! never on a raised platform.

Inside the sanctuary, a mihrab (niche) shows the direction towards

Mecca, indicated by a stone built int\) the wall. The square plan of

the mihrab l"1aS changed to a circular one at a height equal to the

length of the side of the square. The qiblah (direction towards

lvIecca) which ill Bagh~d's case is the south west, where al-Ka'bah is

placed gives a social feeling of unity, unity in spiritual feeling

and unity in physical orientation.



Fig. 17.9

a. The dome of al-\.fazir Mo sque

b. A typical niche of Baghdadi mosques
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The first mihrab in mosques was developed during the Umayyad

dynasty, when Caliph Omar bin Abdul Aziz adopted it in al-Nabi mosque

at al-Madinah~3

On the right side of al-Mihrab, al-Minbar (pulpit) is placed

(Figs. 17. 2, 17.3, 17.8, 17.9). It is a stand used by aI-Khatib and

the first minbar was executed in simple style in the mosque of al-Nabi

in al-Madinah during the Prophets life. It is used also for reciting

the services of the imam.

The main inside space for prayer, including the mihrab and the

minbar, is sheltered by a dome. The Dome is usually erected in front of

the mihrab and has no Byzantine influences all its architecture. The

spherical or spherOidal vault of the dome generally rests upon a

circular wall which, if raised upon another construction, is called a

drum. However, a dome as well as its drum, may stand over a polygonal

or rectangular area, in which case the base of the drum is connected with

the lines of the main . wall by corbelling or by pendentives:4 *

The earliest Islamic dome known in :Baghdad was that of the green

dome of aI-Mansur mosque in the Round City. (See Part Three).

In the 12th century Baghdad knew a new type of dome, the conical

dome, built mainly as canopies for tombs. Now Baghdad has two of

these pineapple-like domos, viz. that of Zummurud Khatun in al-Karkh

and that of al-Sahrawardi in al-Rusafah.

Soma of :Baghdad's domes are of double construction mainly to with

**stand the hot weather. The outer domes in Baghdad's mosques were at

* It is one of the means by which a circular dome is supported over a
square or polygonal compartment.

**The first double dome construction emerged in Mosul on the mosque of
al-Huri. Perhaps this type of dome Has developed even before that of
Sta. Maria del Fiore at Florence. 15

;r
"[
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first semi-circular in vertical cross-section and not pointed. They

were usually supported on brick walls built on the inner decorated

dome.

The outer domes are decorated in various ways with beautiful

ornaments. Coloured tiles are laid on them using a wooden arc. The

builders use gypsum mortar (juas) and small nails which are hammered

into the outer dome to hold the tiles. The same tiles can be used

on the internal surface of the inner dome to produce an effect of

grandeur. On the base of the dome there are coloured tiles with

Arabic-Kufic inscriptions.
spocial

Light is usually provided byIsmaIl windows, generally at the base

of the dome. The dry weather of Baghdad enabled the architect to

leave such openings in the dome which produced. a magnificent

atmosphere inside (Figs. 11.8, 11.9).

Reinforced ooncrete has begun to be used in mosque building. In

fact the tiles, whtChwere used in covering domes, could not be fixed

to the 'modern' concrete domes which recently began to appear in the

Baghdad urban scene. The moisturo-absorbing characteristics of

concrete dries the mortar and tiles falloff as has happened in sOVeral

modern mosques in Baghdad.

*,
The evolution of the minaret (manarah) introduced a new and

graceful form to the Arab urban landscape. They are tOl-lerS for the call

to prayer and serve a useful purpose in architectural composition.

* Three words so far have been employed to denote minarets:·midhanah,
saumah and manarah. The first originated from adhan, the call to
prayer, and simply means the platform where the adhan is pronounced.
Also it means a guide towards the light of virtue. Saumah means to
tower. The third term, manarah, so common in Baghdad, originally can
only have me et'an object that gives height. '16
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Emphasizing the perpendicular, they punctuate the corners of mosque

buildings and help to achieve a composite transition from one side-

elevation to another in a pleasing way.

During the time of Muhammd, minarets were unknown. The first

mosques built in Iraq were those at Kufah in 638 and Basrah in the 7th

century, more than one century before Baghdad's foundation. They have

no minarets. The towers of the Umm83Yad mosque at Damascus, no

doubt were the first minarets. Baghdad's minarets often have one

gallery, each, though a few of them have two. The gallery affords 'the

highest attainable point from whence tho adhan is chanted. The

sullam (ladder), by moans of lihich the mudhin mounted, was outside the

minaret, but later was built inside it. Minarets in Baghdad are

*'covered with enamelled tiles or mosaic in monochrome and polychrome

patterns.

Moslems have highly valued the art of calligraphY. The pro-

fessiona1 ca[igrapher held a position of honour and dignity because

, th Qur II' 11' P,h art d 1"he was copylng e an. s anuc ca 19r8A~c serve a re J.gJ.ous

and a decorative purpose. Islamic sculptural treatment in architee-

ture is a carving process as opposed to the plastic forms and moulding

conception of the Greeks and Romans. This attitude is expressed in

preparing clay slabs and applying decorative carved treatments in panels.

Almost all tho congregational mosques and the tombs of saints in

Baghdad are adorned with Quranic sayings executed in elegont Arabic

characters after tho manner of a tesselated pavement. 'Arabesque'

architecture is well developed in Baghdad. It is a philosophical

device by which a man frees his spiritual feeling from its restrictions,'

through linguistic means translated into shapes. ''The very word,

*' Kashani (porcelain) are coloured tiles used widely in central and
southern Iraq.
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Arabesque, which has passed into most of the languages of Europe,

be~s testimony of the characteristic mbility of the moslem ornament~7"

In Islam, both the use of extravagent materials and the

presentation of living creatures is prohibited especially in religious

buildings. Simplicity is the main characteristic of mosques.

Orthodox religious sentiment has always been active in the destruction

of pictorial representation of human beings wherever such destruction has

'bl 18been pOSS:L e.

In the churches of &ghdad, on the other hand, one finds pictorial

representations of many historical religious events. Many of these

pictures serve as a medium to illustrate the life of Christ and

the Apostles.

There are 24 churches in Baghdad. Their distribution is shown

in the following table.

Table 17.3: The Distribution of Baghdad's Churches

Area

East Side
;

Rusafah included Camp a1-Qa.ilani

I lwiyah, l3a.thawiin and al-:-Nidhal street

Baghdad al-Jadidah and Qanat al-Jaish area

Karradah al-Sharqiyah

West Side

Karradat Mariyan:

. The western suburbs (Mansur and Zira 'h)
I

Source: Field Survey 1971.

No.

8

3

4

4

3

24

79 per cent of the churches are on the East Side, indicating the

high concentration of Christians on this side. Most of the Christians
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living in the western suburbs obtained their houses or plots through

co-operative housing societies. They were mostly liVing on the East

Side in the mahallahs traditionally dominated by Christians.

•
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Chapter 18

Hammams: A T,ypical Morphological
Feature of the Arab Urban
Mahallah.

It is intended in this Chapter to study one of Baghdad's, as yet

uninvestigated, morphological elements, viz. hammams or public baths.

The evolution, form and distribution characteristics of hammams reflect

some of the cO~ity needs, traditions and religious aspects of

Baghdadi life.

The hammam is anancicnt urban feature which has been borrowed by

Islam and Snssanid Persia alike from the ancient Mediterranean civil-

izations of Rome and Byzantium, and refers to steam baths. Arabia had

no baths before Muhammad. At first hammams were not encouraged by

Islam for moral reasons, but they have since been developed in all

Moslem urban settlements, and archaeological remains bear witness to

their existence as early as the Ummayyad period~

In Baghdad hammams.have been recorded since its foundation. During

the Abbasid period, 762 - 1258 A.D., the number has been variously

estimated at between 4,000 and 6,000 or more (See Part III). Records

tell that each hammam served about 200 houses~ Thus if the average

number of people per house was five, then the number of people using

each ha.mmam was 1,000 during that era,. as compared with 23,847 persons

per hammam in present-da.y Baghdad. Consequently the number of hammams

could be used as a basis for estimating population in mediaeval times.

However, it is almost impossible to find the real number of hammams

before this century.

In 1882 and 1884 the number of hammams was estimated at 21 and 39

respectively. There were three for men and three for women in Karkh,

whilst in Rusafah the total number was l8~ Adhamiyah and Kadhimiyah

also had five hammams each. In 1948, 14 were mentioned in Baghdad by

the translator of the works of al-Munshi, 11 being in Rusafah and 3 in

Karkh1
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Although the number of Baghdad's hammams increased to 60 in 1971~

(Fig. 18.1) their significance in both the social life and the mor

phology of Baghdad has declined as it has done in most other Arab

towns owing to housing improvements and the economic advance of

society.

However, its importance is still high in the poor as well as in the

traditional maha1lahs of Baghdad. About 50 per cent of those inter

viewed living in the traditional mahal1ahs frequent hammams regularly,

mainly for health reasons, or through Bocial tradition and because of

the absence of baths in their houses. Only 27 per cent of the· wealt~

interviewees frequent them and then mainly for health reasons.

The development of hotels with baths and the increased number

of private baths have affected -the importance of hammams considerably.

Most of the new private hammams have adopted western architecture.

More than 95 per cent of the surveyed houses built after 1920 have

baths when compared with less than 70 per cent of the houses built be

fore that date (Table 18.1). This improvement in domestic facilities

naturally affects the popularity of public baths.

A number of hammams, particularly in the central area, have changed

their functions becoming workshops, warehouses, or shops, these new

functions proving more profitable. This is exemplified by the

hammams of al-Zahawi near a1-Sarai and a1-Ha1idari on a1-Nahr street,

where the reason for the change was failure to maintain the rent value

of the buildings. Change of function has not essentially changed the

external form of the hammam although the internal plan has changed

considerably within the main framework, so that distinctive external

features have remained intact. Some of the hammams have been divided

into rooms now used as shope and offices, the main domes here becoming
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Table 18.1: Frequency and purpose of Hammam usage in the surveyed mahallahs
(Fig. 18.2).

Mahallah %of houses.
Dev. before with baths

1920

Dev. before

%of interviewees: Reason
~equemi~ ------~~~----------~
hammams Absence . Social Health

of bath- !. trade reasons
room in

house

50.00

91.67
,

20.00 • 20.00 60.00

11.11 ; 44.44 44.44.

9.09 30.91
78.16

i 20.00 60.00
I

- :100.00

60.00

22.22

20.00

31.25

52.94

84.62

52.94
62.50
11.11

1920-
. Suq Haroadah· 60.00

S~id Abdullah 33.33 i

, Aguliyah I 80.00.1
Harah (Adhamiyah) 100.00 I

Shiukh (Kad
himiyah)

Karradah al
Sharqiyah

Average 22.31 15.59 62.25

Dev. 1920-36
Orfaliyah

Bustan a1-Khas

100.00

100.00

,
I

I25.00 75.00
I

Average 100.00 4.55 ; 12.50 37.50

I

i

90.00 !

Dev. 1936-1956
Ataifiyah

Durah

flashash

100.00

88.89

86.67

10.00

8.33

.34.48

100.00
10.00

j 100.00

Average 91.85 17.60 36.67-----_...:-_----------------------_.....---' .

Dev. since 1956

Kraiat

. Iskan

IIhmun

Thawrah

Hai Dragh

I IIhnsur

100.00
100.00
100.00

75.00
100.00
100.00

20.00

55.56
16.67

41.38

23.53

37.50

i

i
I

16.67

50.00
40.00
50.00

, 33.33

50.00

50.00
60.00

50.00

58.33

50.00
100.00

Average 32.44 2.08
I '!'

37.02: 61. 09

General Average 86.21 32.46 16.34
Source: Field Work 1971, See Appendix A, Table Nb.

26.98 57.21
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the roofs of several separate establishments.

Table 18.1 shows in percentages the number of surveyed houses

with baths and the number of people interviewed who frequent hammams,

with their main reasons for doing so.

In the traditional mahallahs the presence of baths in private

houses is usually the result of recent extensions or improvements to

property. This is seen in table 18.2. which in conjunction with Table

18.1 shows that there is a close relationship between the availability

of baths in the surveyed houses and the percentage of hammam

frequentation.

Table 18.2: Number of extensions or improvements in three of the
surveyed mahallahs in percentages.

Mahallah House improvements occurred:
, --

once i twice I three times

I
Karradah a1-Sharqiyah 27.27 18.18 63.64

Aguliyah 20.00 40.00 40.00

Harah 33.33 22.22 44.44 -
Source: Field Work 1971, See Appendix A, Table T.

The lowest percentage of frequentation was in the mahal1ahs with

houses haVing baths. Also, it appears that people liVing in the

traditional mahal1ah$show the highest percentage of frequentation.

The economic order of those interviewed seems to have its significance

in hammam frequentation. The lower the class the higher the

percentage' of persons frequenting hammams. If one excludes the

Christian-dominated maha1lahs in the low-class category, the

percentages of hammam frequentation by class will be as shown ,in the

table below.
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Table 18.3: Frequentation of haIIlIJla.I!ls in the surveyed mahallahs by
class', (Fig. 18.2)

Class

High Class

Middle Class ;

Low Class

%of interviewees frequenting
hamma.ms

,.

I
j

b
Source: Field Work 1971, See Appendix A, Tables, E, N •

The percentage of hammam frequentation would be 50.74 if the

three Christian mahallahs of Orfaliyah, Bustan al-Khas and Durah

were included. Only 5.8 per cent of the interviewees in these three

mahallahs frequent hammams.

The age of the maha.llah also correlates with the ratio of

hammam frequentation generally tho older the mahallah the higher the

percentage of luunmam frequentation. While about 50 per cent of the

interviewed people in the trad~tional mahallahs regularly frequent

hammams, the percentage falls to 26.27 in the mahallahs developed

after 1920. The very low percentageio mahallahs developed between

1920 and 1936 is because they are dominated by Christians and because

of the availability of baths in the houses of these areas. All the

surveyed houses here have baths.

Among mahallahs developed after 1956 Iskan and Thawrah mahallahs

show a higher percentage of frequentation because the former has only

recently been accepted into middle-class society while the latter is

still dominated by low-class fallahin migrants. The primary motive

for hammam frequentation was health representing more than 57 per

cent among interviewees, followed by the lack of baths in houses,

while in the areas developed between 1936 - 1956 the lack of private
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baths was the major reason. These mahallahs. inoluded al-Washash, a very

poor-class locality. At present Baghdad has 60 hammams (Fig. 18.1),

some of them are probably more than seven centuries old. such as al

Murthadha (or al-Dirwazah) Hammam in Kadhimiyah, and al-Sayid Hammam

in Rusafah. Hammam Ayoob in Karkh is believed to date back to' the

16th century (Fig•. 18.3). Appendix E lists Greater Baghdad's Hammams

with geographical, architectural and management details, and shows

that the earliest hammams are found near the oldest religious

institutions, mosques and shrines in the Old Town and date back to the

late Abbasid period. Almost all the hammams built before 1936 were

built in brick and mud, compared with the later ones which are built in

brick and juss or brick and concrete. The greatest number of

employees were found in the central hammams located beside the shrines

and also near the terminals of long-distance traffic. They had also the

greatest average number of visitors per day. Generally men represent

the highest percentage of the clientele. The number of hammams for

women was 19, for men 41. The catohment area of most hammams is the

immediate neighbourhood exoept for those oentral hammams attraoting

visitors from allover the oity as well as from other oities and

particularly pilgrims.

The average number of daily visitors was 3,525 or 0.24 per cent

of the total population. This puts the average number of visitors per

hammam per day at about 59. Only five of these 60 haInrlams \otere govern

ment-owned.

At the present time hammams oontinue to oooupy a very impoI"tant

position in the daily life of Baghdad. Generally, they operate from

4 a.m. to 9 or sometimes 11 p.m., depending on their location.
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The establishment of new hammams has affected the tributary

areas of traditional ones. This can be seen in residential areas

where some patrons of longstanding hB.ve been attracted away from the

old hammams to new modern ones.
I

For example, 65 per cent of the

patrons of Hammam al-Imamain in Kadhimiyah have changed to Hammam

al-Dijaili after 1963, and .another._15 peI.' cent were attracted to

Haider Hammam built in 1969 (Fi~.· 18.4), ~~e of the most m~"dern

hammams in Baghdad.

The distribution of hammams (Fig. 18.1) is determined by that

of the residential mahallahs. Like mosques hammams can be used to "

trace the physical growth of the .Arab town. The central·. concentra':"

tion of hammams is explained by their importance to the mosque and

to the city, for both local inhabitants and vis~tors. In the

previous chapter, it wa.s found ,that 67 mosques .or 57.26 per cent of

the mosques of Jhghdad, were in Karkh and Rusafah. The number of

hammams in t4ese two parts of the Old Town is 37 or ?1.67 per oent of

the total in the city. The olose relationship of mosques and hammams

accounts for their physical proximity. The longest distance between

any of Baghdad's grand mosques and hammams is less than 500 m. Even.
to

the modern hammams such as that of Baghdad al-Jadidah are close/tho

recently established suburban mosqUc and could be considered as an

annexo to it. Analogous to Hellenistic culture, Islam gives. hammams

a recogniz~d position,among the central institutions of the town as it

encourages pcrsonal cleanliness both in the Holy Quran and in

accordance with the tradition expressed in the maxim "cleanliness is

a part of faitht,6 Hammams thus came to bo a characteristic

Moslem urban institution, serving hygienic religious, social and

recreational purposos. lbghdad's climate also adds to their impor-
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tance, summers being hot, dry and sometimes dusty (See Cliapter 4.).

The ritual use of the hammam in the performance of the major

ablution explains why it has always been considered one of the highly

respected amenities of the Moslem city. Moslems are obliged to pray

five times a day. Before each prayer a ceremonial washing must take

place. Also the Moslem cannot enter tho mosque or touch the Quran if

he has had intercourse with his wife, unless he has had a complete

ce~emonial bathing.

As shown in Fig. 18.1 and Table 18.4 the West Side has only 27

hammams or 45 per cent of the hammams of the city, the average

population served by each hammam being much less than that found on

the East Side. The average number of people per hammam is 17,551

on the West Side and 28,997 on the East Side, the total population

being 956,927 on the East Side and 473,906 on the West Side. 41.67

per cent of the hammams are found in Rusafah and 20 per cent in Karkh.

The lowest ooncentration in haIIlIIO.ms appears in the suburbs

developed outside the limits of the pre~1956 city, i.e. outside the Inner

Fringe :Belt. Many of the post-1956 suburbs are without hammams, and

today this absence indicates something of the economic status of the

locality. All wealthy suburban areas lack hammams. The most efficient

hammam servioes are found in Karkh, Kadhimiyah and Rusafah, where the

average number of persons per hammam is 5,026, 5,766 and 7,963

respectively, the corresponding figure for the eastern suburbs developed

after 1956 being 202,550. For comparison the average number of

population per hammam employee was 773 in Karkh, 1,336 in Rusafah and

8,688 in Kadhimiyah, all of which were traditional mahallahs, but

40,510 in the eastern suburbs, which have only two hammams. From

table 18.4, it appears that the highest number of hammams per 100,000
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people is found in Karkh with 19.9, followed by Kadhimiyah

with 17.34, and Rusafah with 12.56. The eastern suburbs again have

the lowest ratio with 0.49. This also applied to mosques emphasizing

the functional and physical relationship between mosques and hammams

in Baghdad as an Islamic city.

The busiest days for hammams in Baghdad are closely related to

religious occasions.

Visitors from allover the Islamic world, especially from Persia,

flock to the country during certain seasons as pilgrims and stay in

the religious areas either in traditional houses or in khans (manzils)

without hammams, or in low-grade hotels likewise without baths.

Consequently they attend near-by hammams as e.g. al-Amir to tho shrines

of al-Qai1ani, which in certain seasons is dominated by Afghanistani

and Pakistani pilgrims, and in Kadhimiyah, where the hamme.ms are

dominated by Porsians and clientele from other Shiah areas. The main

religious festivals take place during the lunar months of Muharram

and Thi a1-Hijah and at Id a1-Adha., and Id al-Fitr the hIO main feasts

in Islam, and also on Fridays.

The average number of bncmm users in an ordinary day is not mo~e

than 300 but may reach 700 in such hammams as al-Di jaili, and 0.1-.

Mi100ki in Kadhimiyah.

Hammams are also frequented more in winter than in summer. On

summer days some hammams have less than 10 users a day.

At present Baghdad's hammams are authorized and supervised by the

Capital's Directorate of Health. The routine observed in hammams has

remained almost unchanged since the Abbasid period or perhaps even

before as clients and employees preserve the traditional procedures

of the bathing process. When using the hammam, one has to follow
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Table 18.41 Number of hammams, population per hammam and hammam per
190,000 population in Baghdad.

Area (POPulation; No. of· No. of No. of ·No. of No. of
Hammams I Pop. per ,employees Pop. per Hammams

Hammam employee per
100,000 .

East Side
-

Adhamiyah 123,486 2 61,743 12 10,290 1.62

Rusafah 199,082 25 7,963 149 1,336 12.56
I Karradah a1-,

Sharqiyah *. 149,805 2 74,902 14 10,700 1.34
,

Qar~t a1-Jaish 405 101 2 202,550 10 40,510 0.49area '

lBghdad a1- '**
39,726 5,675 2.52Jadidah area 79,453 2 14

•Total 956,927 33 289,997 199 28,997 3.45

West Side

Kadhimiyah & 63,427 I 11 5,766
.

73 8,688 17.34Ataifiyah

Hurriyah & 101,666 2 50,833 14 7,261 1.97Shu1ah

Karkh(inc1.
78Karradat 60,316 12 5,026 773 19.90

Mariyam)

Western
sUb~b(wes~ of 248 491 2 124,245 18 13,805 I 0.80ra11way 11ne) ,

Total 473,900 27 17,551 103 17,551 5.70

I

General Total 1,430,827 60 23,847 302 4,737 4.19

Source: 1965 Census, Field Survey 1971.

* Including Battawiin and I1wiyah.

** Including suburbs along the highwa;y to Khanagin with Zufuraniyah.
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certain well-established regulations, which have developed socially

rather than legally.

The ha.mmam is rented or owned by a bath keeper (ha.mmamchi) the

annual rent per hammam ranging from 200 to 1200 I .•D.' , depending on

the location, design and size of the hammarn. The hamme.mchi has

several employees who light the fire, prepare soft drinks, wash and

massage the patrons, cut their hair and sometimes their nails, and

until recently, as in Persia, .performed circumcision as well. As in

Persia, hammam workers in Baghdad generally belong to a lower social

order!

A professional hierarchy is found among them and most of them

inherit their occupation from their fathers who has in turn inherited

it from theirs. Thus it is a common phenomenon in Baghdad to find more

than one hammam owned or run by one family or person, in various part s

of the city.

It is also trutthat in the past workers were keener and more

skilled in their job than they arc today, perhaps because there has

been a fall in the number of \'£lalthy clients, who used to tip employees

liberally compo.red with the poor patrons of today.

staff members, whether male or female, aro trained to perform

specialized jobs; which can be categorized as shown in Table 18;5;

Every employee has his own job supervised by al-Muallim who

welcomes the patrons as he occupies a strategic position in the entrance

of the hammam. He takes charge of all money and valuables which are

kept in a wall cupboard at his side.

Tho hairdresser and the tea waiter who have their own stalls,

usually in al-Manzaa (the first part of the hammam) are not included

with the staff. They are tenants of the hammam; who charge the patrons

and give a certain share to the mue..llim.
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Table 18.5: T,ypes of hammam employees:

Title No. of Wage p<::r day
:Einployees (fils)*

Muallim (master or manager) 1 1,500
I

:
Qubadar (managorfs deputy) 1 1,000

: Rais (Foreman) 1 1,000
,

Huah Dar (waiter) 1 750

Mutalachi (towel body drier) ,
2 - 5 600(usually beardless boy)

i Mudallik (massager) 1 **
: Abgir (scraper) 1 250.,

(fireman): Shaul 1 500

9 - 12

On an average, the charge for bathing ranges botween 50 and 150

fils, depending on whether it is performed in a private room or in the

communal inner chamber. Thero is no time limit for ba.thing. For tea,

massage, hair cutting, soap, loofah, and arsenic to remove the hair

from certain parts of the body, there are oxtra charges ranging from

10 to 100 fils.

I.d.kc gahwahs, hammams arc places where gossip and the leisurely

passing of time takes place. It is the place where all classes of

socioty come into contact with each other. The hammam is frequented

equally by the poor who have no bathing facilities and the wealthy,

though the latter have steadily decreased in modern times.

* 10 fils equals one new pe~.

** The mudallik's poyment varies with the number of patrons he has.
The average number is 30.
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For men it is sometimes a place for informal business conversation

and for women it provides an opportunity to exchange housekeeping

ideas. When the hammam is not hired for the females of one family,

women of the general public are admitted. Usually they are accompanied

by their children. A \'1ealthy' lady may take her girl servant with her

for massage and hair dressing.

The hammam also gives an opportunity for women to display their

jewels and finest clothes. As in the case in Cairo, :Baghdadi mothers

frequently choose brides for their sons from the female clientele of

the hammam,8 following a well-tried procedure whereby after a period

of discussion they find out the girl's name then describe her to the

son, who after the usual conventional enquiries may ask for the girl's

hand, very often even without seeing her. This used to happen among

the poor classes.

The hammam is a place frequented two days before marriage by

poor-class girls. The bride is joined by a number of her friends and

relatives, when attending the haJDIIlElm, and dancing and singing takes

place Ql such occasions. .Another occasion when women use the hammam

is the seventh day after childbirth, followed by the 40th day after

the birth. On both occasions, friends and relatives join the mother.
for

The number of hammams/women (nisa) in Baghdad is 19. Sometimes

there are hammams for both sexes, for men during the morning and

women in the afternoons. A veil stretched across the front of the

entrance is used to indicate that it is the ",'Omen's turn. Generally

hammam assistants prefer male patrons to female, perhaps because of their

misuse of water or because they bring their children, who arc usually

admitted froe of charge. They also bring with them various kinds of

food, leaving 1itter in tho hammams and they are often noisy in their

mirth.
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Even now many Baghdadis consider the hammam a place for

relaxation, medicalireatment and massage, which takes place in a

ceremonial manner.

The hammam represents a characteristic type of building in .Arab

towns. Tho functions of the hammam, and the ,!;lay these arc performed

has determined its design which in turn reflects the architectural and

technical propensities of the builders. Almost all Baghdadi hammams

are vaulted structures to which the principle of a rectangular court

and liwan (patio)system has been applied (Figs. 18.3, 18.4).

Thus al-Jal'lani (the inner chamber) is kept closed with only small

windows for the admission of light to maintain an even, high temperature

in this section. Accordingly, the walls here are the thickest, and

the ceiling is domed. In this section too, several staggered passage

ways were developed, to avoid draughts and to give privacy.

Today as in the past the hammam in Baghdad consists of several

apartments, all of which are paved with marble, tiles, mosaic or bricks,

sometimes in a mixture of various colours.

Although the 60 hammams of Baghdad differ in size and in the

comforts they offer to their patrons, there is an overall similarity

in their plans presenting two types as seen in(Fig. 18.3, 18.4). The

first is represented by Hammam Ayoob in traditional Hark which is one

of the oldest hammams in Baghdad probably dating as f'ar back as the 16th

century. The second represents the most modern hammam in :Baghc1e.d, being

built in 1969, in Kadhimiyah.

The traditional Baghdadi hammam consists of' covered apartments:

al-Barrani (outer) aI-Wastani (middle) and al-Jawa.ni (inner.) Only

with this type of' structural arrangement can the bathing process be

performed properly. Heat and humidity rise as the patron proceeds in

his clogs towards al-Jawani.
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Al-Barrani (t1Frigidariumll )

The exterior loungeis used for undressing, drinking tea, lemon

tea, or darscen (a kind of hot drink) or sometimes even for eating

a light meal although this usually takes place after bathing.

The temperature here in spite of tho name is higher than in the

street. Here as well as in the inner chamber (al-Jauani) are a number

of closets which are used by the wealth:i.er patrons. Tho number of

these closets (Qamarahs) varies, but may be as many as 28, as in

Hammam al-l'lilooki in Kadhimiyah. Annexed to this or in one corner of

this rectangular chamber are located the gahwachi (tea-sellers' stal'ls)

and the reception, or manager's rooms (al-MUallim). In recent

hammams thero is a gallery usually used for changing projecting over

the court l'1here thero may be a fountain. From this quarter communi

cation l'Tith al-Wnstani is maintained by oithor a corridor or passage,

or directly through a door that must be kept closed. This is the

most luxurious part of the hammam. It is furnished with wooden or

brick seats covered with carpets, and large mirrors are hung around

the walls •

.Al-Wastani (IITepidarium")

Here there are a number of small rooms designed for toilets,

showers and removal of body-hair using an arsenic preparation. The

temperature here is higher than in al-Barrani, owing to its prox:i.mity

to the hoated inner quarter. Al-Wastani has either a domed or a

flat roof.

Al-Jawani (IICa.ldariumll )

This is the main quarter of the hammam. It is the hottest part,

being heated by steam from a central jet of water in the middle of a

basin. The main construction materials are bricks and juss (plaster)

which frequently cracks and falls, owing to temperature Variation.



Fig. 18.6

Example s of modern hammams:

a. Al-Baiya Hammam

b. Al-Rahmaniyah Hammam

-



Fig. 18.5

Example s of traditional hammams:

a. - AI~urtadha Rammam in Kadhimiyah
b. - Othman or Abbas Hammam in al-Maidan ~no"" a f nit e

shop)

a.

b.
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Al-Ja\-lani generally has 4 - 8 liwans, lining the thick wall, around

either a circular, rectangular or octagonal platform, constructed

over the source of the heat. This platform is usually covered with

coloured tiles, mainly white or a mixture of black and white, and

is used during the perspiration phase for relaxation. With its

apartments al-Jawani constitutes a Virtually square-shaped area.
V

There are ceiain closets or alcoves, letto patrons of a higher order,

who have their own towels kept in the hammam. Ono or two corners of al-

Ja"larU are occupied by llmughtas ll or tanks of warm water, approached

by ascending a few steps. Some of the small chambers within al-Jmlani

are covered with domos and also have small windows for lighting. A

number of small marble (or, recently, concrete) water basins are

appropriately spaced, lining al-Jawani, and are also found in the

small main chambers. In front of each of these basins arc stone or

marblo soats. Each basin has taps for cold and hot "rater.

Some of tho government-owned hammams have abandoned tho domed

plan. The roofs of such hammams are flat causing some inconvenience

to tho bathers, since condensation drips off them, whereas in the

traditional dammed hammams it runs down the walls.

The domes which are usually lined with tar vary in size and

number (Figs. 18.5, 18.6) from 3 to 12. Usually the three major

sections of the hammams are those wth large domes, while the other

divisions are with smaller domes or cupolas. There is an opening in

the middle of the dome of al-l3arrani, through which ~ napkin towels

are passed. Some of the old hammams have stables annexed to them

as the main forms of transport used to be horses, mules, donkeys or

camels.
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Baghdadis consider hammams to be of considerable importance.

Some of the old hammams have their own wells, :from which they obtain

water, theso being worked either by animals or men. Most of the

hammams built before 1936 are some 3 to 5 steps be1.ow the level of

the zuqaqs or bazaar lines.

Some of the hammams ha.ve decorated fronts, similar to those of

mosques, while some of the modern hammams have more elaborate facades.

A water tank is placed at a higher level, to facilitate the

supply of water to all quarters of the hammam.

The furnace room (mishal or qamin),- where the fire is situated,

is located to the rear of the hammam and is separated from al-Jawani

by a partition wall which is pierced by several holes, through which

the steam pa.sses. Hot water is circulated in the interior of the

hammam, while cold water complements this circulation by a system of

ventilation from the stove and by a circuit evacuating the waste

water.

Al-Shaul (the fireman) sometimes lives in a special section,

annexed to tho furnace room, which has its own exit into the zuqaq or

street.

The modern hammams have improved both structurally and hygienically

when compared with some of the old ones, which were sometimes the

source of diseases owing to poor standards of hygiene.

Concrete has been adopted in hammam construction for walls, domes

and floors. Petrol and crude oil are now used increasingly for heating,

this replacing wood and twigs. Electricity has also been introduced

into a.ll hammams in Baghdad for lighting and heating. Electric bells

began to be used in many of Baghda.d's hammams for calling waiters,
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replacing the old manner of knocking a brass cup on the basin or the

ground.

1w a result of recent improvements in bathing services, charges

for havo increased fifteen-fold, from 10 fils in 1930 to 150 fils

in some of the modern hammams. With all the modification and

improvement that has taken place in today's hammams in Baghclad,

there is a great simplicity in conception and execution, with ver,y

limited endeavour at architectural decoration, except in the facade

and al-Barrani.
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Chapter 19

Gahwahs and Certain other Social
Facilities

Gahwahs or coffoe-houses have been one of the most characteristic

elements of Baghdad and other Iraqi towns since the 11th century.

Although they influence the social life and morphology of the city and
tn.

are n~er1cally the dominant places of recreation in Baghdad, they have

never been studied in detail.

Unfortunately there are no statistical data about the number of

gahwahs, the number of their clients, or their date of establishment

and cost of construction. Even Amanat al-Asimah has no record about

this significant social and morphological element of Baghdad. Recently,

the Health Directorate of the Capital has begun to supervise such

establishments, but health inspectors are few in number, and unable

to supervise the huge number of Baghdadi gahwahs. Although the names

of gahwahs, mainly a list of owners or assistants, have been recorded

their addresses remain unknown so tha~e is still confusion regarding

their locations. Presumably, these inspectors are supposed to visit

all Baghdadi gahwahs to find out whether they conform to the

requirements of sanitary standards laid down by the Health Directorate,

but this has nevel' been efficiently maintained. Less than half the

gahwahs might be inspected in a year, therefore many abominable side

street or zuqaq gahwahs develop every year about which the authorities

resp?~~j~e know nothing. Clearly this makes it more difficult to

locate them (Fig. 18.1). In addition the records of the Health

Directorate are written by hand as they have only two or three type-

writers which are fully occupied with routine correspondence. The

absence of effective legislation has encouraged the establishment of

gahwahs allover the city, thus adding to the. difficulty of recording

their numbers.



Fig. 19.1

a. Hasan djmi Gahwah on al-Ras i street· s one 0 th
oldest modern metro olitan hw hs

,. ,

b. Gahwahs in Baghdad frequently enero hed
as they 1 ek the ver d 1 ent. loe
al-Hurriyah.

t
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The word "gahwah"literally means "coffee" which however is not

served by most of Baghdad's gahwahs. They mainly serve tea, lemon

tea and cold drinks. Chaikhanah, a Persian word means "tea house"

and is thus more correct. There are few traditional metropolitan

gahwahs which offer Arabic coffee, and it is usually served strong

without sugar or milk, but a few cardamom seeds are often added to

it, giving the coffee a pleasant flavour. Coffee is served free,

as only the other drinks have set prices which are fixed by custom

rather than by law. Patrons usually tip the gahwachi (attendant of

the shop) for the coffee, which is frequently offered to customers

more than once.
1*

The first gahwah introduced into Baghdad was in 1590. They

were mentioned and described by travellers from the 17th to the 19th

centuries. In 1774 Parson put the number in Baghdad at 955~ In

1882 it was 184 and the figure increased to 285 in 1903~

In the 19th century gahwahs were the scenes of execution,

criminals being exposed for the day as a warning to evildoers1

Until the 1920 l s it was impossible for a moustacheless man or

less than 20 years old to enter a gahwah. This social custom is still

operative in certain parts of the city.

The most celebrated metropolitan gahwahs have emerged in the

centre of the Old Town, i.e. Rusafah and Karkh. Gahwahs here are

intimately related to the location of bazaars, grand central mosques,

the major zuqaqs, to rent value and since the first world war to the

modern break-through streets.

Among others, the best respected traditional gahwahs of our

century are al-Baladiyah, Hasan Adjmi (Fig. 19.1a), al-Barlaman, al

Azzawi, Khalil and Haj Najim in Rusafah, mostly along aI-Rashid the

* The prices of coffee were mentioned by earlier hBtorians but this did
not refer to coffee-houses.
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first break-through street in Baghdad, In the bazaar area of

Rusafah are also the merchants' gahwahs of al-Shatt, Sayid Muhammad

and al-Khaffafin. On the West Side, al-Bairuti of the bridgehead

of al-Shuhada, and a.l-Shuk at the bridgehead of al-Ahrar are the most

famous gahwahs.

The number of gahwahs is increasing enormously. This phednomenon
\./

has become more apparent in the last two decade~, owing to rural-urban

migration. With each wave of migration numerous rudimentary gahwahs

have sprung up, many of them of a temporary nature as they are

constructed of light materials.

Many houses, particularly along the major traffic and b~siness

streets, have changed their functions to become gahwahs. This

dynamic phenomenon inspired by the technological and economic

development of the city, commenced as early as the beginning of this

century. Hasan Adjmi, on aI-Rashid street, replaced a traditional

house, occupying the ground floor, while the up~er floor became a low

grade hotel. This occurred in 1924, indicating how this central

business street flourished at that time. MQny other gahwahs in other

parts of the city followed suit, leaving the upper storeys for

residential or professional use, or for conversion into hotels. Some

other buildings, such as garages in central areas, have also been

replaced by gahwahs with some modification to the internal design.

This is exemplified by al-:-Barlaman metropolitan gahwah on aI-Rashid

Street.

When a traditional house has been altered to a gahwah in the

central area, the courtyard has to be covered with a roof

which may be used as sleeping quarters in summer by the residents of

the hotel. The partition walls between the rooms are also removed to
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create a large inner space which is filled with long wooden benches.

;lsome of the central metropolitan gahwahs have completed their

life cycle by changing in turn their own functiou. For example al-

Azzawi gahwah, beside al-Ahmadiyah Grand Mosque, was one of the

most celebrated gahwahs in :&ghdad before 1950 when it became a

carpet and furniture shop. Here again the physi cal structure

underwent alteration and modification to suit the new function. Some

of the central gahwahs were also replaced either by break-through

streets or by new buildings, mostly multi-storeyed to provide

accommodation for central and more profitable functions.

With new technological development every gahwah has a radio and

a considerable number of them possess tape recorders and television

sets, to attract those who have no television at home. These new

attractions encourage people to stay longer particularly in the

evenings when patrons sit down to drink their tea, playing various

kinds of table games and enjoying these modern facilities.

From the field survey it appeared that in many of the surveyed

mahallahs there is a relationship between private television ownership

and gahwah frequentation. The higher the percentage of television

owning families the lower the percentage of people frequenting gahwahs.

For example, only 20 per cent of the interviewed families in al-

Washash and 20 per cent in Kraiat own television sets, the percentages.

of gahwah frequentation for the former was 75.86 and 100 for the latter.

Conversely while all the interviewed families in al-Mansur possess

television sets, the gahwah frequentation was as low as 37.5 per cent.

Gahwahs are the key element in the day-to-day social and

recreational life in the City of Baghdad. Men of all classes usually

meet in gahwahs, gossiping, debating or playing endless table games.

-.

I

j
•
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Socially; gahwahs complete the daily life of the Baghdadi citizens,

which usually starts in the maha11ahs and bazaar. Gahwahs here

resemble the social club or traditional English "public house".

For religious reasons there were no theatres in Baghdad until

1916 when the first one was established in a1-Shat Gahwah in the

bazaar area. Until the 1940' s some of the Baghdadi gahwahs such

as a1-Azzawi in al-Maidan and a1-Mumaiz at the bridgehead were used

at night where in summer dancing took place on the gahwahs roofs~

Until recently, many gahwahs had their own rubabah (a primitive

one-stringed violin) player and qissakhnn (story teller), who has

now been largely superseded by the radio. The reputation of

qissahkhU.n and his art of story-telling affects the number of custom

ers who might be attracted from distant parts of the city. At present,

gahwahs are very popular places of entertainment. This fact is still

a characteristic feature of the ci1iy's life despite the increasing

number of cinemas, theatres, social and sports clubs. Billiards have

been introduced into several gahwahs, especially those located in

the recreational section of the city, where illegal gambling takes

place. The field survey (Table 19.1) shows that gahwahs are

favourite places of amusement attracting regular patrons from all the

17 surveyed maballsh, regardless of their location and period of

development. There are a few exceptions: in three mahallahs, cinemas

attracted higher percentages of customers than gahwahs, viz. in the

high-class mahallahs of aI-Mansur and aI-Maroun and the predominantly

Christian mahallah of al-Durah. In the other mahallahs, i.e.

82.35 per cent of the surveyed areas, the majority of those interviewed

frequent gahwahs as the favourite place of entertainment. About 66 per

cent of the interviewees from all mahallahs frequent gahwahs in their
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Table 19.1 Frequentation of Places of Entertainment in the Surveyed
Maha11ahs in percentages: (Fig. 19.2).

i

Morpho_
logical
phase

Cinema

1-1. ; F.

%of Interviewees frequenting particular
places of entertainment during their
leisure, hours.

Gahwahs
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r-----~------:-------------------_....~ t.~, }, ,
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I
I'

; Dura.h 8.33 58.33 33.33 1- ,58.33 4 i
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i
-. '-:17.24 4::
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i

Source: Fieldwork 1971, See Appendix A, Table Nc.
M: Men; F: women.
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leisure hours, both on weekdays and weekends.

If one exoludes al-Durah, an interesting phenomenon will be

apparent. There is an obvious relationship between the morphological

phase of the area. and the peroentage of gahwah frequentation. The

older the area, the higher the percentage of the population who

regularly visit gahwahs. The percentage of gahwah frequentation

according to the four morphological phases are respectively: 78.74 per

cent, 63.77 per oent, 72.93 per cent (excluding al-Dura4) and 61.13

per cent. The percentage was lower in the areas developed in the

third morphological phase (1920 - 1936) than that of areas of the

third phase (1936 - 1956) because these mahallahs are dominated by

Christians, who traditionally prefer other places of entertainment.

None of the women interviewed frequent gahwahs. In the foresee

able future and owing to social tradition, this is likely to continue

though the number of wealthy and progressive families who frequent

casinos is increasing. Casinos are the most developed form of gahwah

and are more appropriately located.

Less than 7 per cent of the interviewed males and none of the

females frequent public libraries in their spare time. Thissad

phenomenon is marked in all mahallahs regardless of sect, location,

period of development or economic stratum.

The importance of gahwahs to the 13aghdadis can also be tabulated,

according to the economic order of society. Table 19.2 reveals that

the higher the class of the surveyed localities, the lower the frequent

at ion of gahwahs. If one excludes al-Durah, the mahallah dominat ad by

Christians, the peroentages of those interviewed frequenting gahwahs

in the upper, middle and low classes are respectively 18.75 per cent,

76.44 per cent and 77.02 per oent~ None of the females of the

three classes frequent gahwahs, reflecting the great influence of sooial



Fig. 19.5

a. mantiqah (district) g hv h in K dhi h

b. metropolitan hvah in al-. ab alon



Fig. 19.4

mahal1ah g hy h n al- sh h (clo on )

b. typical m hall hw h in 10
uburbs. (Al-B Y



Fig. 19.3

a. street vendor in tea and coffee

ahallah (taraf) gah\lah in Siraj al-Din ahal1ah

(
l
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traditions on individual behaviour.

Table 19.2: Frequentation of places of entertainment by classes
(Fig. 19.2)

%of interviewees frequenting particular places
of entertainment during their leisure time

:Public Library'
I

F.

Social and I
Sports Clubs

IM.F.M.

Cinema

M.F.

Gahwah

Class

j

High

Middle

Low

J i
I I

:18.75'
I
r
; 76.44* -t •
i
;69.33

; f
\ !

62.50 I 62.5Q 16.67
; :

** I
37.21, 9.55 12.68

37.54 . 15.7~ 0.77

I
! -,,

I

; i
48.22128.57 i
38.31 i 1.95 f

I
20.21 0.65 1

Source: Field Work 1971, See Appendix A, Tables D, Nc.

A hierarchfcal distribution of gahwahs in Baghdad can be

determined, based on the size of the catchment area, type of clientele,

or architecturel design of each gahwah.

The lack of statistical information makes it impossible to carry

out a statistical analysis which would be very interesting, as gahwahs

are so intimately related to the daily life of Baghdadi society.

Baghdadi gahwahs fall into four categories according to their

catchment areas, namely; the sub-mahal1sh (tara!) gahwah, the

mahallah gahwah, the district (mantiqah) gahwah and the metropolitan

gahwah (Figs. 19.1, 19.3, 19.4, 19.5).

The first category of gahwah caters for the immediate community

living in the nearby agids, zuqaqs or streets, and is known in Baghdad,

particularly in the traditional sections as gahwat aI-tarat. These

generally occupy a site at a street corner, or zuqaq intersection or

* Including al-Durah, the Christian locality.

** Including the rural settlement of a1-Kraiat.

,
,1
r
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near the shops, which are mainly bakers, grocers, butchers, and

general stores.

Here patrons know each other and the atmosphere is informal.

The customers visit frequently, sometimes even wearing pyjamas, or

native dress. Thoy do not have to pay in advance: weekly, monthly

or even quarterly payments are aocepted. Prioes here are very low,

being 10 fils for tea and 15 fils for oold drinks. Gahwahs of this

order pay very low rents usually on a monthly basis, and are furnished

with a number of benohes, tables, radio, various types of dominoes and

dioe, and oooasionally television.

These oorrespond to al-agid, strangers hardly ever visit them, and

those who do, usually know some of the 1000.1 people. Hours of opening

are deoided at the disoretion of the staff, though like other gahwahs,

they are generally open between 9 0 I olook and 12 midnight. The oat ch-

ment of this oategory is limited, as in the clientele. Numerioally,

this oategory aooounts for the highest peroentage of gahwahs. In the

traditional mahallahs they occupy the ground floors of traditional

houses, while in the suburbs they are in garages, ground floors of

residential units, or parts of the ground floors of multi-storey

buildings.

The next order is the malm.llah gahwah introduoed to support a

oommunity life atmosphere to whioh, the mahallah inhabitants had

been aooustomed for oenturies.

The inhabitant retains this important element in his life because

here, near to his house, he is able to meet his friends and enjoy

the evening talk muoh as he is aooustomed to in the oourtyard of his

own traditional house.
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M.:Uw.llnh gnhwahs cay be closed at nt\Y time depending on the

Deason of tho yenr and their location. They aro frequented by people

from a wider area than those in the first category, although these

people atill tend to know each other. Because of this relatively

wider circle of clientele howover, they nro not so informal.

Whothor in tho traditional or modern parts of the city~ the

inhabitants, alw~a malos, visit their mnhallnh gahwahs at least once

a d~. Onhwnhs in this category usun1ly havo radios, and sometimes

a television o.nd tape recorder and the local table games, as woll a.s

hot and cold drinks and in some ensoo light food as well.

Prioos hero aro tho same as in the first category, though some

timOD the oold drinka aro sliGhtly doaror. Those gahwMs usually

seek moro strategio and central sites in the mahallsh, to make them

moro accessible sinco all customors coco on foot. The mahal1ah square

and s\1q thus is their favourite sito. The monthly rent is higher

than that for tho first category, as there is more competition here.

Tho third category, tho district gahwahs, are exclusively located

in areas devoloped aftor 1945, i.o. in suburban areas, with a.

distinctive concontration in suburbs omorging after 1956. This kind

of gnhwM is moro roomy, botter furnishod, housed in a modern building,

perhaps built for tho purposo, on 0. higher rent senlo, so the prices

are higher.

Thoso gnhwnhs aro associatod with tho recent sprawl of the city

inspirod by tho improvoment of transportation. Tho district gahwah

derives its}ntron:J from n wider cntchmont area, pcrha.ps comprising

moro than five mcl1o.llnhs. Transport is thus needed by its clientele

unliko that of tho former two grades of gahwah (Fig. 19.5·0.).
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Strntegicnlly plncod in mjor streots, on the Tigris, on main

streots intoroections, noar mosques and not far from the commercial

contros of tho tributary aron, these gnhwnhs nre aopnrato from the

rosidontinl units, in contrnst to those found in the former two grades.

Accordingly thoir oliontele is drawn froe vaxious parts of tho city,

nnd they nro preventod from interfering with tho domestio lifo of

the inhnbitnnto. All thoDe go.hunhs are provided with tolovision,

rndio, rocord musio, tnblo gamoD, small temporary or permanont

roatnurnnts, opon nnd covorod ll.~ments, shoe cleaners, and

refrigorntora. Some of thee nro supplied with air cooling systems

whorons tho other two grados only havo eloci;rio fans. Aloo, the

numbor of 'customers o.nd nccordingly tho number of employoes of

thoso SnhwnhD is highor than thODO found in tho former cntegories.

lCo.dhimiynh, Adhnmiynh, Knrradnh al-Shnrqiynh, Mansur, lhghdad

nl-Jadidah, nnd Snlihiynh aro famous districts for gahwnhs. students

hora ropraoont a high percentago of tho clientole, particularly before

tho tlid-,yonr nnd tinal examinations whon they usa the gahwnh for

roading. Thio reflocts both tho lack of public libraries in tho oity

and tho fact that otudont aocommodation is not conduoive to studying.

AlDOst all tho cliento1a of 1hoso gnhwahs is drawn from lbghdad

alana, comparod with tho highost ardor of gnhwnhs, i.e. the metropolitan,

which dorivos its oliontole from allover the country as well as from

tho city of BnBhdnd itsolf. This can bo oxplained by tho fact that

almost reno of the suburbs doveloped after 1956 has a hotel, because

of tho rosidontial mturo of tho suburbs.

Finally, thero iG tho metropolitan gahwah (Figs. 19.1al 19.5b).

Thin cntegory ofrers botter services than tho other three categories

to a.looot all tho inhabitants of tho various parts of tho city, as well
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as from other parts of Iraq. Thoso gahwahs aro placed exclusivoly

eithor in tho buoinoDs contro or in tho rocreational arena. In the

former caoo tho pntrons aro mostly businessmen, tradors, and people

who flock to tho contro to comploto thoir business, such gnhwahs

boing crowdod during tho morning, whilo the la.tter type aro frequented

by peoplo primarily drawn from the middle and upper classes, mnny

of them owning cars or able to pay trnnsport costs. The chargo

made in thollo gnhwohs, oomo of which nre called casinos, is usually

highor than in tho othors, boing as much a.s ten times the price in the

firot cntcgory. YoW1g pooplo tend to look for establishments in this

category nnd 00 travol outside thoir places of residence. Also,

tho fooling of bolonging to a. highor incoma group pleases the middlo

clasDoD.

Most of thoso gahwns or cnsinos nre locnted along the Tigris on

Abu-Nuwos proconlldo nnd mo..n,y of them nro opened only during tho

Dummer nOnDon. ThODe nre theroforo soasonal compared with the ca.sinos,

which howovor nro bottor designod and permanent. Each casino

compriooD a covorod, brick-built stricturo located on tho oastern or

city sido ot /l.bu-Nuwl18 stroot nnd functioning throughout tho year,

nnd a tccpornry building on tho rivor side, used seasonally when the

river io nt its loweat lovel.

Horo, o.n well as in the case of I:llUlY district gnhwahs, tree

gardens attrnct patronage.

In cnny of tho Abu Nuwas casinos, alcoholic drinks are served and

cools ot vnrioWJ kinds nro availablo. Those gahwahs have tho best in

interior docorntion and servicoD, nre cost easily accessible, a.nd

arc thoroforo tho ClOst livoly in tho city, show the finest design and

pay the highost rant.
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Olooil18' timo mn.y bo aD lato as 2 0' clock in tho morning, as

thero aro no fixed oponing hours. lis long aD there nre custOIJlOrS

tho «MHMO rocnin open, so that if tho last client stays until

3 o'clock in tho morning tho gahwah stays open accordingly. This

applios oqulllly to most of tho bars in the area.

Thio recreational contre of tho city replaced the older ene,

located in tho nl-ltl.idan near tho north gate of Rusafah. Since the

1940'D tho lhb al-Shnrji (south Gato) am. Abu-Nuwas areas MVO

attracted tho recreational centroo of tho city, whether in the form

of gMwMs, einoCllB, theatros or bars.

The high concentration of gnhwahs and casinos in tho Abu-Nuwna

and SOOun oroan a1'fecta the ovorall pattern ef city traffic, pnrti-

culnrly in S\U:lmor when customora conercgato from vnrious parts of the

city and disperse llG'llin at certain hours of tho do,y or night.

Mother classification could be culoptcd according to tho type of

clientelo of each gahwnh. Accordingly in lhghdad there are Cahwnhs

for studentD, and for traders, gnhwnha fer young people, and those

which cater for tho various oocial strata. However, nny one may visit

lU\Y type of gwura.hn although oa.ch is dominated by ana particular type

of cuntotlor.

Furthermore, concentrations of certain gnhwnhs occur in certain

pnrto of tho city, minly near tho terminals of long-distance transport

routeD, which givos them n regional character. Each gnhwnh is

dominntcd a.lmoat oxclusively by people from certain area.s of the

country. Tho nameD of ouch go.hwMs also suggest this regional orien-

tation, so that in lbghdad it is common to find a gnhwnh for people

who coco from Ra::1adi Liwa, or N'aseiriynh Liwa, or oven from small

towns as ;for oxnmplo the gnhwnhs of al-Aniyin, al-Tiknrtah, after
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.lu1.D.h and Tikrit, tho amnII gndhn contros. Horo ~ain most of the

cliontolo know cnch other nnd thoro is ahomoly atcosphoro.

B.:1chdnd is alao chnractori1!od by its own open-air roof gahwa.hs.

In ronny enaeD roofa aro utilized whoro thero is insuffioient

spnce !'or n courtyard, nnd whoro tho gahwnha oonsist or.ly of an

enolosure with \dndowa which cnn bo opened in hot weather. Tho open

nir roof ca.hwnho aro concentrated along al-Hnohid streot and in the

rocrontionnl aron.

/w ro(;nrda tho qunlity of dosign and architoctural foatures thore

io a grent nucbor of entogorico ranging !'rom tho vary small and

pricrl.tive in otruature liko thoDO on tho roadside or tho sub-mahallah

gahwnhs, to tho vory largo and costly buildings which aro both woll

deaigned and docorntod and aituatod in tho bazonr and rocrational

nrono.

In spite of tho lnck of nny unified architoctural pattern, the

typicnl 1lcghdndi Cnh,...nh is a roomly covered apnce which enn houso 0.

number of olients, for tho purpose of rolaxing and taking tea, or

bittor ILrnb coffoo, or onjoying a traditional nnrgeolnh (wator pipo).

Thi.o cocplotoly enolosod opaco !'orms tho actual building of tho

gnhwah; tho oocond component is tho tarmah (verandah) loccted in

front of tho cnoloDod pnrt. Finally thore is tho open spnce in front

of tho verandah. Tho nood for all this space is demonstrated by tho

fact tmt in IXU\Y enOOD the stroot in:tront of the verandah is used

if tho third oleClont, i.o. the courtyard is missing (Fig. 19.1b).

Tho verandah io uacd throughout tho year, thus it has in many cases

bocooo tho moot ~oll decorated and cnrefu1ly planned pnrt of the

buildinc. ttl tho vorandnh aD wall ns in other parts of tho gah\olah

coot Donto aro Ittnkhits" or raised wooden Boats with arma, two or
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throo feot hieh ond about tho oamo in \-ridth, and covered with

cntting or carpeto.

In opito of all tho various gnlnmha, l3aghdad nnd all othor Iraqi

tormo, particularly tho largo onoo, havo n groat nUI:lbor of tea. sollers,

who nrc Ilninly concentrated near the bazanr nreas, closo to tho

govorncont officea, ndjncent to tho roligious centres and noar tho

traffic torcinnla (Figo. 19.. 3a) •. ,. Tho stands of those tea sollers

vary conaidornbly in nizo, codo .of construction and decoration. But

moot coz:conly thoro is a sooll otove, a china. teapot and smll gla.ssos.

Uoually tho toa Deller haD ono or two friends, often unomployed, who

Dqunt by hie and drink tho strong Dweot tea, while his little boy,

Dttinging a bonton braso tr"", on 0. wiro hook, waita to carry the

glnoDOO ordored by passero-by or loenl shopkoepors who nrc entortaining

potentially profitablo cuotomors. lIouovor, ronny of tho tea sollors

now havo special atnnds equipped to hold ico for kooping various soft

drinko cold, oinoo thODO nro rapidly bocoming tho most popular

drinko in lh8hdn.d. It is not known how ronny tea sollors thoro aro.

Anothor oito nsoociatcd ldth tho gnhwahs in Baghdad is that of tho

ohoo polishorl In moat of tho district and motropolitan gahwnhs, as

woll no in ooco of tho ~U1llah oneo, there is a shoe polisher.

Ibaib ootit1..1.tcd that thoro was ono £or each £ivo gahUMS in 13aghdad~

It DOOtle froe fiold oboorvation that most gnhwahs in tho mora central

arona havo n poramont ohoo-shino boy, and porhaps another temporary

ono, "ho work all tho time tho gnhwMs aro opon. Thera is no

cffoctivo lociolntion to regulato tho ago limit of theso l'10rkors who

nro costly youna Kurds and PorDians. Traditionally hardly any Arabs

oloan thoir own ohoos thocselvoDj accordingly thoro is never at7¥

shortago of uhoo cloanors in tho city.
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In alcost avary £)Qhwnh in lJutihdn.d thero aro severnl small boys

and old Clen with trnys of w'ocollaneous articlos for sale, from BOcks

and cOClba to razors and watohoo. Doforo 1948, most of these pedlars

woro Jewo, but ~ of thODO aro now boing roplacod by boys and mon of

im::1i£,Tant fDJ:lilioD \oIho livo ClODtly in al-TM.wrah and al-Shulah.

Tho locntionc.l pattern of tho Baghdadi gabwahs is intimately

rolated to the. neo of dovolopClOnt of the aroa, tho commercial COl'O of

tho oity, tho diotribution of ClODquOS, tho streot system, the River

TieriD, tho rocreatioml aroas, the distribution of governmental offices,

the land value and rant pattern and tho population distribution of the

city. All thcDe tactoro interdependontly affoct the movement and

concontration of population and through it the distribution pattern of

lbChdnd I 0 gnhwnhn.

Tho nucbor ot enhwnhD dopendo vory cuch on tho political and

oconoCli 0 oituntion of tho country. Whon thoro io political stability, tho

nuobor of gahwaho increaseD lUl thero is no danger in publio meoting.
a

On tho othor hand, if the country io in/politically unstable period,

the gnh"mho docroaoo owing to tho potential clangor of poople gathering

togothor. Havoo ot c.ic...ration alao affoct the nwnber of Baehd.a.di

«nhwnho. Arter 1956, Cnhwnho of all descriptions multipliod, most of

thom beine run and frequented by unemployed fallahin migrants! The

high number of cahwnhs in ~hdn.d also roflocts tho economic situation

of tho oity aD a high porcentago of tho gabwab clientele arc jobless,

pnrticulnrly during tho dlly.

8
In 1971, tho nucbel' ot B6ghdndi's gabwahIJ was 1,392. Tho distri-

bution of gnhwaM in rolation to population is shwon in ta.blo 19.3

bolow (cr. alDo FiC. 18.1).
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1
Tab10 19.3: G.unmh diotribution in IbBhdnd 1911 - in relation to

populntion.

MOO. Pop.
- . J •

No. of I No. of Pop. . No. of I No. of ;No. of !

G.umnho ; por Cklbwnh I Emp1oy- Pop. per . Gnhwnhs \
000 I Emp1oyoo I per I

100,000

Totnl 956.921

Ih£hdad nI-
IJndidah aren*it 79,453
-

82.11

360.02

439.41

511.28

r
681,94 I 66.04:

i 2369.01
i

343

453

293

1114451.66

757.58

1000.41

1217.93

1418.80 131

1514.13 f 1391

91

163

199

123

632

56

405,101

123,486

199,082 .

149,805

i Ea.ot Sido

IAdluu:1iyo.h I
I RuDnfah ,
i .

Knrro.do.h 0.1- .
Shnrqiynh*

Q!lnnt 0.1
Jnioh

222

282

455.90

48.29

350.01

133.71 i

I
467.54~

I
I

103.64 I.,
I
i

I
I
I

101.71

11230.15
J

612

223

202

560

222.00

741.54

213.89

2070.76

I

I
I

136 I
I

120

r
63,427 I

101.666 !

f
60,316 I,

i Hoot Sido
)

I Y.ndhiciynh «'

I
Atnifiynh I

Hnrriyah« I

i Shulah I

!Knrkh, incl.
I Knrrndnt & I

}.urriyno

Hootorn
Suburb0

W. of &11
woy Lino

Toto.l 473,900 760 623.55 1597 296.74 160.37/

!Gen. Toto.1 i1,430,827 1392 t 1027.89 2988 478.86

Sourco: Tho 1965 OOlUJUO, UOLUth Diroctornto of tho Capital, Unpublished.
Rocordo, Il1(;hdtui (1971).

Tho abovo tablo rovoLUe toot n1thoU8h tho population of tho East

Sido io Cloro thnn that of tho Host Sido, tho total number of gnhwaho in the

* IncludiJ'l(; Battauiin and Ilwiynh

** and euburbo nlong tho JOw.nnein highwoy.
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latter wan more thnn in tho formor. This can be o::plninod by tho

exiatcnco of tho Dhrinos of al-Icnmnin in nl-Kndhimiynh and by tho

faot thnt Knrl:h iD pnrt of tho contral nroa whoro most of tho long

di.tanco trlUlsport routos torminnto. Theso two facts havo turned

thio nron into n ~jor buoinoBD D.Ud. roligi.oUG centro attracting

poople froc Va.riOUD parta of Da8hdnd as woll as from all over tho

coWltry, which connoquently oncouracod tho ostablishmont of moro

cnlUtnhD. Tho hichoot concentration of gnhwnho apponrs in the

trr.ditiona.l parts of tho oity, vi::. Karkh, Rusafnh, Kndhimiyah and

Adhnr.Uynh whoro tho roligious centroD, bazao.rs, business and

rocroatioMl centroD nro concentrntcd. They havo 62.21 per cent

of all gnhWMO or Ihghdnd nnd tho lowest average number of people

per gnhwnh.

Karkh han one gnhwM for overy 213 people, a ratio which indicates

the nnture or thia contro. Kadhimiynh has ono gahwah for every 222

peoplo. Tho Duburbo on tho other hand are predominnntly residential

thUD tho avornoo nutlbor or people par gnhwM io 4451 in the eastern

ouburbo alono Qannt nl~nish. and 2070 in tho westorn suburbs. The

avorneo nUtlber or peroonu por gnhwnh in lhghdnd as a whole was 1,027,

a phonoconon indicntiD(; cnn,y unhonltl\y featuros in tho structure of the

city nnd ito Dooiety. Tho huge nucbor of unnecossar,y gnhwMs also

roflocto the Inx policy of tho cunicipal authorities regarding this

n.opoct or lito. Lccnl controle ohould bo adopted to crea.ta n balance

betwoon tho city's population growth and tho most appropriate use of

land. Tho rioo in opportunities for the unemployed, an increase in

the tnxntion on ouch iootitutionn as gnhwahs and tho issuo of more

Btrineont h:>tuth rogulntionD for new gnhwnhs may curtail and control

both duYolo~ontd' and distribution. Tho numerical dominance

or gahwaha in oocpar1aon to other services can be seon in the ta.ble below.
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Table 19.4. Tho otnr.dnrd of cnin services nvailable in Baghdad 1971.

Froo thiD tablo it appcaro trot cnhwahs prodominate; while

only 2.38 hoopHa1D, 50.29 ochoolD, 8.18 mosquos and 4.1> hnmrn<lInS,

nro fowld per 100,000 populntionj thoro nro moro than 97 gahwaho.

For ~~ch gnhwah, thero wero 1,027 poop1e, while tho number is os high ns

42,003 hoopitnlo. Theroforo n cooprehcnsivo survey for the services

required io urgently noc;.-dcd ns part of Do physical plnn for the city

in tho contoxt of n widor rogional pIon. If ono examines the figures

eivon in Tablo 19.3 for tho averago number of population per employee,

the trndition..a.l centreD ognin contain tho cost. While each 103

end 107 pc:raono in Mdhlciynh nnd Karkh respectively are served by

ono oeployeo, tho figures rise to 1,230 and 2,369 persons per

ccployeo in tho eMtorn nnd wostern subUIbs. For the whole of

~hdnd, tho nvcrnco nu::lber of population per omployoo was 478 and

tho avorceo number of gnhwnhs per 100,000 population 97. This

nverneo dllcronaeo in tho new DuburbD, being only 22 in the eastern and

48 in tho weatorn auburba. KedhiCliynh, and. Adhamiynh, the roligious

ccntroD, and Uurriyuh and Shulah, tho poor, migrant-doCliootod local

ltleD, havo tho h16hollt rntioD.
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To cocp1oto tho ourvcy of recroational facilities in 1hghdad,

Docin1 clubu, clno~o end thcntroD cunt bo mentionod (F1g. 18.1).

Rocont1y, Encbded han producod nucorous professional and social

clubu. Tho pre.ctico bcCnn aftor tho Second World War and spread

in tho 1960-0. 'rhOIlO noH eotabliohr.lonto aro pricnrily located in

tho proxical nnd diotal extrLU:Ural ef tho Innor FrillB'e Bolt or in

curtnin pnrtu of tho pout-1956 tJuburbo, m.:rlnly on tho Wost Side of

tho city. They cocpotQ ....ith E;ahwaho functionally rather than

10cntio~~11y, tho Doclal cluba Deokit~ poripheral sitos, whorons the

eah....~lD prefer centrnl or already ....011 eotabliDhod recreational

arena. Jo\lnctlon..~lly, howover, tho clubD hnvo deprived the gnhwnha of

DOCO of their cUantelCl, vi:. tlmt bolont)ing to the economically

privUCli)od 010.0000. Such pooplo have beon drnwn away by tho apparent

attractiono of tho now oocinl olub.. Club lifo has oxpanded to

includo oxolunivo oooini oluba of tho wealthy and middle-classos

and tho profoDolonnl olubo of lnwyerD, physicinna, teachers otc.

/..n Dhown in Tablo 19.1 and 19.2 the percentage of thODO intervio\-led

'Who frClquent tho aporto nnd Docinl clubo refloct fairly wall the

Docio-<lconoc1o otructuro of lh(;hdndi oocioty. The wenlthier the class,

tho highor tho pcrcontQbo of ito cacboro froquenting such modern

eutnblio)~cnta, and thio applieD equally to cen and 'Women. Tho

porcontaso of wacen of tho wonltl\Y claso frequenting socinl or

aporta oluba io core thnn 43 ticeD that of woman in tho lower classes.

l~bout 30 J><:r cent of tho intorviowod men and 11 par cent of the

interviowed wo=on have joinod oither Docial or sports clubs, which

indiClltou no now pout-war trend. Tho highost percentage appoared in

tho 1004Utioo of tho firth corpholocica.l phaso with their high-class

population and ooce othor upper tliddle-clnss localities.
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It opponrD also thnt most of tho women frequenting cinemas,

aooio1 or oporta c1ubo ore from localities dominated by either

Chriotiano or Sunnnh Arabs, but this did not apply to the lower

oloaDOS.

An shown in TobloD 19.1 and 19.2 cinemas as centros for

entertaintlent oocupy tho socond coot important place af'ter coffee-

hounes and nro playing on incroasingly icportant port in the

rocreational oopoot of ]aghdadi lifo. Baghdad has 29 cinemas with

0. total of 21,055 OODotO? mainly concentrated in Dab ol-5hnrji area

bocauoo of tho 80uthwnrd extonsion of tho business oore and tho

existonco of tho rocrcatior.al otreots of Abu Nuwas and al-Sndun.

More than 40 per cant of tho malo intorvicweos and about 20 per cent

of tho feen1e intorviewees frequent cinemas. The relatively low

porcentage of oinotn-{)Oine in tho aroas devoloped after 1956 is

explained by the inolusion of n1-Krniat, which is a rural settlement

dominnted by religious Shieh people. Tho low percentago of cinema.

frequentation in tho oroaa developed botwoen 1920 and 1936 and

dominatL>d by Chriotians, rosullB from tho fact that 0.11 the families

hore bo1one to economically low olasoes, who cannot afford the

ndciooion charges of cinemas.

The porcontngo of cineca gears io positivoly correlated to the

economio utruoture of tho population. When oxcluding Krniat, the

rclieiouD rural sottlement, tho percentage of cinema going men are

62.5 tor tho upper class, 43.31 for tho middlo-clnss and 37.54 for the

lowor claou. Tho percentagos of cinema. goers in upper-class oreas is

the o~o for women 08 for mon and declino considerably in the other

closo08. The rolatively high percentaga of womon visiting cinemas

in tho lower closoos is t'4used by the fact that they incorporate the
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two Chriotinn cohnllnho of al-Qrfaliynh and Eustan al-Khas. A new

tendency of oine~ building along al-Sadun street has benn observed

whero woalthier peoplo reGUlarly walk along this most wosternized

th·)rouehfnro. SOtlO of the distant suburbs such as Baghdad al-Jadidah

n.nd al-lhiya havo devoloped oinema of a local character (Fig. 18.1).

For trnditional social roaoono lhghdnd still lacks theatres

and .cabnroto. Recently two thoatres havo boen built in Karradat

M:1.riyam by tho gover11I:lent. In CUU'1Y casos, the theatre groups act

their plnyo in temporary theatres ostablished in rented houses.

Cabnroto on the other hand nro few in number and located at

lhb nl-Shnrji, nl-Sndun street, al-M..'\bbah and in the Qano.t al-Jaish

area. They nro minly of eastern typo. llono of tho women in tho

interviewod fneilion froquent these places, becauso it ia socially

unaoceptable, particularly among the pooror olasses. None of the men

interviewed indicatCld that they frequonted such places.
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Chapter 20.

Conolusion

Thio study has attempted to present a geographical portrait

of Oreater Baghdad, and it remains to summarize its findings in a final

presentation of tho regional structure of the city (Map 20.1).

Out of lhghdad's varied processes of functional growth and the

nosociated morphologicnl development there emerges a spatial structure

beat undcrotood in terms of a hierarchy of regions on the basis of an

individualized arrQY of major and minor characteristics. In this

hierarchy the largest unito or major intraurban regions are the Old

Town, the Inner Residential Accretions, the Outer Residential Accre

tiona and the Fringe Bolto. Each of these units is composed of

Duboidiary rogionn of intermediate rank and these in turn of those

of lower order.

Tho major regions express Baghdad's salient character as a hybrid

oity of the Arab World by the great contrast between the Old Town

with ito profuse incidence of traditional forms, its great internal

heterogeneity of functionD and forms and its very close "spatial grain"

on the onG hand and the modern residential accretions with their
c..

greater general uniformity, their homogeneity of almost e1tusively

modern forma over relatively larger areas and their coarser "spatial

grain".

In thiB pattern of major contrasting complexes the Inner, Middle

and Outer Fringe Belts form importcmt separating zones constituting

in fact major regions on their own right through their manifost

dirferentiation from the Old Town as well as the two great groups of

residential accretions b,y reason of their origin and mode of development

no well as by thoir peculiar array of forms. These major regional

units aro further differentiated internally into intermediate and

minor reB'iono b,y tho varying interaction of function, development and
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form, from one locality to another. The result is a diversity of

spatial character traits producing altogether no less than 135 sub-

sidiary regions. The geographical contents of this diversity and

the hierarchical arrangement of regions is presented in the explanation

*of Map 20.1 as follows.

The Regional structure of Great er
:Baghdad

I The Old Town

A :Bazaar Areass

1. Rusafah's Central :Bazaars: Abbasid in layout with partially

Abbasid and post-Abbasid structure (mainly Ottoman).

2. Al-Ahmadiyah Bazaar: Ottoman in layout and structure.

3. Suq Hamadah :Bazaar: ottoman in layout and' structure.

4. Al-Istirbadi Bazaar: Developed in the second morphological

phase.

B Modern Business Cores Shops and offices of all kinds along the

twentieth-century break-through streets in great mixture of

commercial buildings of third, fourth and fifth morphological

phases.

5. Rusafah's Business Core.

6. Karkh's Business Core.

C Traditional Mahallah Residual: Unaltered traditional mahallah

layout with zuqaq street system and occupied by low-income

class families of heterogeneous origin.

7. Al-Maidan.

8. Al-Haider Kha.mh

9. Ras al-Qariyah

10.Al-Fadhil

II. Al-Sadriyah

* In a few instances of generally ver,y peripheral areas the boundaries shown
on the map are diagrammatic rather than topographically correct because of
the absence of any reliable cartographic basic.
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12. .Agd al-Na.ssara.

13. Suq al-Jadid

14. Al-Mishahdah

15. Al-Tal

16. Al-8ifinah

17. Inner Karradah al-Sharqiyah

D Modified Central Mahallahsl Ear~ MOdern gridiron street

system with one to two storey modified courtyard houses

developed during the third morphological phase on formerly

waste intramural, inhabited by homogeneous low-elass

communities.

18. Inner Sinak

19. Outer Sinak

20. Bab aI-Sheikh

21. Sheikh Maruf'

22. Inner Rahmaniyah

23. Al-Nassah-Shiukh mallahs

24. Al-Qa,ttanah

E 25.Al-Sarail Traditional administrative centre with mainly

traditional public buildings of 'the Abbasid and Ottoman

period with two storeys and central oourts.

II FriPBe Belts.

A The Inner Fringe :Belta The earliest fringe belt of the oity

surrounding the Old Town (Rusafah and Karkh) commencing its

growth in the second morphological phase, irregular~

arranged around Rusafah t s medieval wall and ICarkh' s nineteenth

century wall with morphological~different intrer-and extramural.
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26. Health and. cultural institutions w:i.th modern street

system and multi-storey buildings developed during

the third, fourth and fifth morphologi cal phases.

27. Health institutions, governmental buildings, hotels

and colleges along the oonsequent street of al-Jihad

and buildingBof two to seven storeys, developed in the

fourth and fifth morphological phases.

28. Al-Sahrawardi Tomb and Cemetery: Abbasid in layout,

and partially Abbasid in structure, with twentieth

century additional mosque.

29. Working Class one-storey western houses along modern

gridiron street system developed in the fourth

morphological phase.

30. Sheikh Omar Workshop Area, with workshops of all kinds,

garages, a slaughterhouse, governmental offices, alwahs,

associated low-class houses, low-grade coffee-houses and

restaurants, along Sheikh Omar street , with buildings of

one to four storeys, developed during the third, fourth

and fifth morphological phases.

31. Magbarat al-Yahud Area of sheep pens, a governmental

baker,y, a secondary school, garages, warehouses, low

grade market along post-1956 arterial road mainly of one

storey buildings,' developed in the fifth morphological

phase•.

32. Al-Ghazali Cemetery and Sarifah Settlement. The former

developed intramurally" the latter intra-and extramurally.

The cemetery is Abbasld in layout with ottoman and

modern graves, the sarifah settlement is of the fifth

morphological phase.
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33. Baghdad-East Railw~ Station serving the recently trans-

ferred Kirkuk Railw~, built in the fifth morphological

phaseand Police Institutions.

34. Christian cemeteries in proximal extramural location along

the consequent street of Port Said, developed late in the

ottoman period.

35. Bab al-3hariji llrea of garages, workshops, governmental

land uses, gardens, coffee-houses, cinemas, car showrooms,

restaurants etc. along modern streets such as the fringe-

belts ends of the central break-through streets and of

arterial roads, developed during the third, fourth and

fif'th morphological phases.

36. Al-Shalchiyah Railway Workshop and. Industrial Area, along

the Basrah railw~, Mosul highWBl' and al-Kadhim Street,

with buildings of one to two storeys, developed in the

second, third and fourth morphological phases.

37. Sheikh Maruf Tomb and Cemetery complex, Abbasid in l~out

and partially Abbasid in structure, developed extramurally

along Karkh's nineteenth-century wall.

38. The Old Airport, sizeable extramural complex with

buildings of two to three storeys, developed in the third

morphological phase.

39. Al-Khir Sarifah Area, single room reed-mat huts, inhabited

by southern fallahin migrants along al-Khir Canal,

developed in the fif'th morphological phase.

40. Baghdad West Central Railw~ Station, along the Old.
Damascus highwah with buildings of three storeys, developed

in the fourth morphological phase.
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41. Al-Mansur Social Clubs Complex and Baghdad International

Fair along the Damascus highw~ and aI-Mansur Street,

of one to three storeyed western buildings developed

in the fifth morphological phase.

42. Al-Mansur Raoe Course along aI-Mansur Street, developed

in the third and fourth morphological phases.

43. Al-Zawra Fark, site successor to al-Washaah Barracks

built in the third morphological phase, and the Directorate

General of Plant Nurseries, along the 1);unascus high~,

developed in the fifth morphological phase.
Duriyin and Shawwakah

44. Outer Sa.lihiyah",Complex of governmental institutions,

garages, workshops, coffee-houses, health institutions,

trade union premises etc. along Jamal Abdul Nasir Street

with buildings of one to five storeys, developed during the

second, third, fourth and fifth morphological phases.

45. lCarradat Mariya,m Administrative Complex along Haifa Street

with buildings of two to four and Neo-Arab architecture

developed in the fourth and fifth morphological phases.

B The Middle Fringe Belt: The second fringe belt not yet

olosed' originated mainly in the third morphological phase

along the edge of the pre-1956 city, with the eastern dyke,

and the Baghdad-Moaul railwB\Y as its fixation lines.

46. Al-Sulaikh Industrial Area with a mixture of modern

industries and middle-class houses in a modern gridiron

street system and mainly of buildings with two storeys,

developed in the fourth and fifth morphological phases.
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47. .Al-Madinah al-S:i1aiyah with a mixture of modern industries

accommodated buildingsof two to four storeys within a

gridiron street system developed in the fifth morphological

phase under zoning control.

48. Al-Mustansiriyah University Complex associated with arterial

road and developed in the fifth morphological phase.

49. Al-Waziriyah University Complex superimposed on and absorbing

a high-class inner residential accretion of the colleges and

other institutions of Baghdad University, including students'

halls in adapted large single-family houses, in a radial and

gridiron estate lB\Yout and developed during the third, fourth

and fifth morphological phases.

50. Jamilah Modern Industrial 'Area,with mixed modern industries

controlled by zoning in a typical gridiron street system and

with buildings of one to two storeys developed in the fifth

morphological phase.

, 51. Sabat al-'I'airan Area of mixed governmental institutione

(Directorate General of Surveys; Police Hospital and other

institutions) garages, industries and a football ground in a

gridiron street system with buildings of one to two storeys

developed in the third, fourth and fifth morphological phases.

52. Madinat al-Alab Fun Fair developed along Qanat al-Jaish under

zoning control in the fifth morphological phase•

.53 • .Al-Shab International stadium constructed along arterial road

in the fifth morphological phase.
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54. AI-Sinah Industrial Area, workshops, garages and warehouses

intermixed with governmental institutions and middle- and

low-middle-class houses within gridiron street system,

developed in the fourth and fift'h morphological phases.

55. Camp Sarah Industrial Area with small modern industries,

garages and warehouses intermixed with sports grounds~

governmental institutions, and low to low-middle-clasB houses

within a gridiron street system., developed in the fourth

and fifth morphological phases.

56. AI-Rashid Modern Heavy Industrial Complex developed on the

Tigris during the fourth and fifth morphological phases.

57. AI-Rashid Barracks, on :Ba.srah highwah originating as a distal

extramural element of the Inner Fringe Belt in the second

morphological phase, later translated to the Middle Fringe

Belt.

58. Al-Zufuraniyah Industrial Area, modern light industries

accommodated in buildings of one to two storeys, within

gridiron street system, developed during the fourth and

fifth morphological phases.

59. Kadhimiyah Industrial Area, of light industries and garages,

intermixed with low-elass houses along Mosul railway and

Mosul highway, developed in the fourth and fi:f'th morphological

phases.

60. AI-Salam and Topchi Modern Industrial Area, of light

industries, intermixed with low-class houses, mainly for

Palestinian migrants, of buildings with one to two storeys

within gridiron street system, developed mainly in the fi:f'th

morphological phase.
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C The Outer Fringe Belt, the third still ve'I:'Y open fringe belt

at the present edge of the built-up area of Baghdad, its elements

distinctly associated with arterial roads with spatious aocommoda

tion (site and buildings) for modern peripheral uses suoh as

industries, institutions, garages and the new airport mainly

developed in the fifth morphological phase.

61. Khanagin-highwa.Y Brickworks of scatered and clustered

pattern developed in the fifth morphological phase with

associated kukh-type houses for labourers of fa11ahin migrant

origin.

62. Al-Rashad Boys Reformator,y School and its annexes along

Khanagin highway with mainly two-storeyed bUildings developed

in the fifth morphological phase.

63. Al-8hammaiyah Mental Hospital and associated low-class houses

for employees with buildings 1'.' ::: of one to two

storeys, developed in the fifth morphological phase.

64. Kamaliyah Industrial Area with light industries in buildings

of one to two storeys within a gridiron street system

developed in the fifth morphological phase.

65. Al-Ubaidi Complex of mixed light industries, a modern mosque,

a school, low- and low middle-class house developed on the

Khanagin highwa.Y in the fifth morphological phase.

66. Al-Fudhailiyah Complex of lcukh-type houses andaasociated

buffalo shelters, a pQlice statOn and a prison on the Tigris,

developed in the fifth morphological phase.

67. The New Christian Cemetery of :Baghdad al-Jadidah, developed

in the fifth morphological phase.
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68. Al-Mt1shtal Race Course on Khanagin highway dating

from the fourth morphological phase, but used only in the

fifth.

69. Kosul-highway Brickworks in a scattered and clustered

pattern with associated Kukh-type houses, developed in the

fourth and fifth morphological phases.

10. Kadhimiyah Alwah, i.e. wholesale vegetable market on the

KoBUl highway with a central court, developed in the fifth

morphological phase.

11. Kadhimiyah Railway Sta.tion, developed as a distal extramura.l

element of the Inner Fringe Belt in the second morphological

phase and translated successively to the Middle and then to the

Outer Fringe Belt.

12. Abu Gbraib Complex of mixed garages, light industries,

governmental institutions including a new large prison, along

the fumascus highway with buildings of one to four storeys,

originating in the third but developing mainly in the fifth

morphological phases.

13. 2'llbaidah Complex of garages, modern industries, customs

office and warehouses along the n:una.SCUB highway with buildings

of one to two storeys, developed during the fifth morphological

phase.

14. lbghdad Airport with its associated multi-storey buildings,

developed in the fifth morphological phase.

15'. Al-Durah Oil Refinery, on the Tigris and with its own railway

access built in the fourth and fifth morphological phases.
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III The Imler Residential Accretions covering most ot the former

riverside agricultural zone inside the Middle Fringe Belt and up
.

to the 1956 limits of built-up area including al-Karradah Peninsula,

developed during the third and fourth morphological phases, with

rectilinear street systems mostly tending towards the gridiron

pattern, and with privately built modified tra.ditionnl covered

traditional and. western house types, with nverage height of one to

two and occasionally three storeys and inhabited by different income

groups.

A lIreas of Modified '!'reditional Houses developed during the third

morphological phase and inhnbited bu the low-income class by

~ of multi-family tenancies.

16. :ea.tta.wiin Mahallah, dominated by Christian in immigronts.

11. Alawi al-HllIah'·:~'.

18. Ea.atern Ra.hmaniynh..

19. nu-iyin.

80. Western Ko.dhimiyah.

E Arens of Covered Courtynrd Houses developed during the first sub

period of the fourth morphological phase with lnrge deto.ched

houses of one to three stor87s,' origino.lly inhabited by wealthiY

families but now by low-class and lower middle-clnss tenents.

81.' Hnibat IChD.tun.

82. +wn.dhiyah.

83. .LU-8adun.

84. Al-Shalchiyah.

85. Northern Salihiyah.

86. Imler Karradat ltbriyam.

81. South Kadhimiyah.
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C Areas of Western Houses developed during the seoond sub-period

of the fourth morphological phase and during the fifth morpholo-

gica.l phase, with privately built detached', semi-detached or

row houses of varying size and one to two storeys, inhabited by

various income groups.

88. Sulaikh and South Adhamiyah, with middle and high micille-

class detached houses.

89. Wo.ziriyah Residential Area, with middle and high middle-

class detached houses.

90. Najib Pasha Residential Area, with middle- and high middle-

olass detached houses.

91. Ilwiyah, with middle-class detached houses.

92. South Ilwiyah, with high-cJ:ass detached houses.

93. Al-Masbah, with high-class detached houses.

94. Outer Karra.dah al-Sharqiyah, with middle-class detached

houses.
and Ataifiyah

95. Outer Kadhimiyah... with middle-and high-middle-class detached

houses.
houses

96. Al-Nuwab, ~th low mi~le-class terraced and semi-detached/

91. Outer Karradat Mariyam, with high and high middle-class detached

houses.

98. Al-Khuld.

IV The Outer Residentia.l Accretions situated outside the Inner and-
Middle Fringe Belts of the East Side and West Side of Greater

:&.ghda.d, developed in the fifth morphological phase with

estate 18\Youts differing in the degree of standardization of

street systems, plot patterns and building designs depending on

whether developed by co-operative housing societies, or private
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individuals, oocupied by detached and semi-detaohed

Western Houses of one to two storeys and inhabited by

a wide range of income and occupational groups but with

marked segregation of these in terms of individual estate

layouts.

A Privately developed Areas

(a) Areas of small houses of one to two storeys and block-

plana ranging from 120 - 300 sq. m., and inhabited by low-

inoome groups of different occupations.
99.Al-Washash.

1pO. Al-Hurriyah

l01.Sommer

102.New Orfaliya,h locality with mainly one-storey houses.

(b) Areas of Low and Low Middle-Class Houses of one to two

storeys and block-plans from 150 - 600 sq. m. intermixed with

various kinds of light industries.

10~.Al-sha.'b.

1m, •.LU-I(ama.1iyah.

10·5. Al....M9.shtal.

106.Al-Baiya.

107.Ra.bi Bin Ziad.

(c) Areas of Middle-class Houses of one to two storeys and

block-plans fr9m 300 to 800 sq., m., inhabited by middle-

income groups of various oocupation.

10~.Hai Dragh

109.Al-Ubaidi.

l10.Baghdad al-Jadidah.

l11.1U-sulaikh al-Jadidah.

112.Al-Qa.hirah.
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II; AI-Kraiat Village, partially transformed by

urbanisation with detached houses of one to three

storeys.

(d) 114. AI-Mansur High-Class Estate with street system of

freer garden suburb design and with large detached

houses of one to three storeys and block-plans from

600 - 2,000 sq. m.

B Areas developed by Co-operative Building Societids for parti-

cular occupational groups.

(a) Areas of Low-Class Houses of one storey and block-plans

of less than 300 sq. m, inhabited by workers and minor

governmental officials.

115. Al-Quds

116 A1-Saidiyah

117· Al-Umma.1

(b) Middle-Class Areas of detached houses of one to two storeys

and block-plans from 600 to 800 sq. m.

118. AI-Ani and a1-Mutasim localities

119. A1-Urubah

l20~ Arbat Ashar Ramadhan and al-Iskan.

12~. Al-Dawoodi-Zubaidah.

122 Philastine.

123, Arbat Ashar Tammuz

124. A1-Farabi

125. Al-Zufuraniyah

C Midd1e-and High-Middle-Class Areas developed privately and

through co-operative building societies with one to two

storeyed houses and block-plans of not less than 600 sq. m.
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126. Al-Zirah

127. Al-Qadisiyah

D Residential Areas developed by Governmental Agencies

(a) Low-Class Areas generally of single-storey houses with

block-plans from 140 to 300 sq. m.

128. Al-Durah

lZ9. Nuwab al-Dhubbat

139. Al-Fudhai1iyah buffalo owners settlement.

(b) Areas of Low-Class (Fa,llahin)immigrants with one-storey

houses and block-plans of 144 sq. m.

131. Al-Thawrah

13~. Al-Shulah

(c) High-Class Residential Areas inhabited by ar~ officers

and high governmental officials with detached western

houses of one to two storeys and block-plans of more

than 500 sq. m.

133 -. Al-Mamun

134. Al-Yarmuk

135 Al-Dhubbat
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This study is an a.ttempt to understand Greater Baghdad as a

spatial individual or region which represents a specific functional

system has a characteristic, individualized townscape, and has been

subject to changes during the long period of historical development.

The investigation has endeavoured to cover all three of these aspects,

i.e. the functional, the morphological, and the historico-geographical

one, in order to give a general presentation of Greater Baghdad as

a geographical phenomenon. However, the limited existing knowledge

about the city have necessitated the introduction of specific field

work. This and the aim to present the city as a structured whole has

resulted in an intended emphasis of urban morphology. In this way it

is hoped that a conceptual framework has been introduced which can

be applied with appropriate modifications to other Arab towns.

Both in its overall evolution and in the development of plan

elements, functional requirements of the city's society in each

pa.rticular period were the major impulses in shaping the physical

form of the city.

~ following the relationship between society, its history and

needs, and changing economic and technological standards through

successive periods of development, it has been possible to discover

distinct morphological phases that helped greatly to understand the

modern structure of the city and will perhaps be applicable to many

other Arab towns.

In its ra.ther spontaneous evolution and in each of its morpholo

gical phases the historic layering expressed by residual townscape

elements and morphological frames, has played a great part in shaping

the final forms and patterns of the city. Many of these frames have

been changed in various ways to go with what has been imposed or added

I
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on the same sites particularly after 1945, i.e. in the fourth and

fifth morphological phases, mainly because of the increasing

influence of westernization, reflected in societal organization and

the morphology of the city.

In Baghdad's case the cumulative morphological changes have been

of the complex transformative kind in the traditional nuclei of the

Old Town and its surrounding countryside. They were mostly forcibly

introduced as shown by recent development of the street system with

its numerous break-through streets, .or the building fabric as the

result of replacement. These changes were done for 'modernization'

purposes and to accommodate the change of land uses in these parts of

the city to cater for the greater diversity of needs in the modern

life of an economically progressing society.

Out-Side the traditional nuclei on the other hand; morphological

changes have been of the simpler additive kind, i.e. outward growth

in two varieties. The first, particularly after 1956, was dominated

by building estates, alien in conception and design and designed for

specific occupational and income groups of society. They formed the

great new zones of residential accretions. The second v~iety

considered of interposed fringe belt development.

Compared with some European towns such as the regional ca.pital of

Newcastle upon Tyne, Baghdad's central development has so far failed to

complete the cyclic change of its inherited forms. Careful field

investigation and the observed changes of certain inherited forms

suggests that the cyclic development m~ be completed, i.e. closed

in the not too distant future. This is alre~ seen in some of the

khans, bazaars and mahallahs. The time incidence of such development

depends on functional impulses, on planning measures and on the proper
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grasp on the part of responsible planning agencies of the relevance

and appropriateness of newly introduced forms to Baghdad's society

and urban life.

In tracing the development of the city in its natural, historical,

social, economic and technological aspects making the fullest possible

use of the morphological approach an attempt has been made to

conceptualize findings that have not been previously recognized in

Arab towns, and so to oontribute to a general morphological theory to

aid the investigatirm of other Arab towns. As a large city with a long

and complicated history, Baghdad presents great diversity in plan

elements and patterns and building forms which are to~e found in many
\

other Arab towns. The very size of the city has stimulated the use

of several new concepts which need however further research in a

variety of Arab towns to establish their range of validity and to

improve their validity. Such research should include thorough field

investigation as one of its indispensible pre-requisites if it is

to penetrate the complexi.ty and variety of Arab towns.

In its general framework and in particular details, the case

study of Baghdad has followed broadly the oonceptual approach and

methodology elaborated in Co"zen's town plan analyses of the English

cases of Alnwick and Newcastle upon T,yne. Needless to s~,

historically and culturally the .Arab city of Baghdad is very
of

different from tho former two towns. Nevertheless, the applicability/

morphological conceptualization and theory of city growth initiated

in the English cases and introduced here in Chapter I has been

variously tested and found workable in the following chapters

particularly those dealing with the city's four modern morphological

phases and its modern fringe belt development. In this, the fieldwork
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in its various forms yielded the most useful evidence. To the writer's

knowledge such an attempt has not been made so far in Arab urban studies.

In its morphological development Baghdad can claim to possess

distinct morphological phases (Chapters 6, 7, 8, 10) each having

its own characteristic suite of forms not repeated in the next phase.

It is very interesting to find that almost .all the functional and

societal developments that have taken place in the city, can be

correlated with one or other of the city's morphological phases.

This means that Baghdad, represents a historically layered town, a

fact that can be equally well demonstrated in fringe-belt development

(Chapter 11), the development of house types and street types

(Chapters 6 to 10), in khan repletion, or in the various forms of

commercial (Chapters If/, l~, and industrial development (Chapter 13.)

Even the story of the city's population fluctuation (Chapter 12),

and at rural-to-ur'ban migration (Chapter 9) supports thie period

soheme and its. geographical manifestation. It is obvious from

this study that :Baghdad's size and evolution were alw~s related to

the city's sphere of influence (Chapter 2). Accordingly, Baghdad

flourished functionally and revolutionized itself morphologioally

whenever it established wider international relationships. Conversely,

it declined to a mere provincial capital or less whenever the

vicissitudes of history deprived it of its international context

and restricted its life to a smaller regional or local frame of

orientation. This variation in development has been closely related

to changes in the political position of the country and types of

transportation. In their unprecedented modern wave of urbanization

(Chapter 33) the city and the whole of Iraq, rural and urban are

confronted with the most serious new social, economic and development-
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problems including those of a specifically environmental, morphological

kind (Chapters 9, 10). Baghdad and many other Arab capitals have

~
achieved their present excessive size not because they fulfil'~J the

function of the capitals and primate cities of their respective

countries, but because the lack of spatial planning of any kind has

allowed them to grow to their present unnatural size. Chapter 4 shows

that the physical context of the city must not be overlooked in any

planning undertaking, whether it concerns the physical expansion of the

city or the introduction of new forms, particularly those related to the

family life of the inhabitants.

Baghdad's earlier urban history during the long first morphological

phase (Chapter 5) is of great significance as almost all the traditional

forms and patterns, public and private, social and physical, have

originated in it-However, because of the nature of Mesopotamia's natural

building materials relatively few direct physical representatives have

survived the catastrophe-ridden history of the city, as 'historical

monuments' indicating that earlier times in this area 'live on' more

in locational dispositions, patterns and form traditions than in the

actual survival of form individuals.

Notwithstanding Baghdad's uncontrolled modern growth which has

resulted in various kinds of social and physical metamorphosis, parti-

cularly in the Old Town, much of the traditional fabric has proved very

successful and tenacious in meeting the demands of current life,

particularly when adapted judiciously to meet the requirements of

new functions. The comparative 9J.ccess of traditional forms and

patterns together .with the morphogenetic development that has taken

place in the traditional sections of the city within and without the

Inner Fringe Belt have been major factors in recent development.
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However, usually there is a time lag between the relatively tradition

ally orientated and therefore slower .Arab social development and the

accelerated morphological one driven on by new functional requirements

(Chapters 10 - 19).

The social and physical problems of modern l3aghdad have all been

analysed in various chapters particularly 9, 10, 12 and 14. They

compr;fdiee migration and its associated problems, problems resulting

from the present unjustified physical expansion and the impact of

westernization. All these show up the fact that tod~ Iraq is a country

without any effective environmental planning agency or any comprehensive

urban, regional and national plan and that the isolated treatments of

specific planning problems out of their context is doomed to failure.

In the present phase, Baghdad, like many other .Arab towns, has

become a hybrid city. It is undergoing a dramatic change engendering

a characteristic social and morphological dualism. This confronts all

the authorities concerned, and academics and citizens with these

urgent and critical questionsl how is that which is good in Arab

urban society to be maintained while the advantages of a western w~

of life and technology are adopted, and how can the costly and un-

ecessary repetition of western mistakes with some of its disadvantages

such as the former neglect of the safety of pedestrian traffic in the

centre be avoided? These questions have to be answered in terms of

the considered opinion of informed minds and not by the ill-considered

decisions imposed by individual policy makers at the top. To effect

the creation of such informed opinion there is an urgent need of a wide

variety of trained Iraqi specialists able to translate desirable modern

innovations into the environmental and societal context of the\~ountry
of which they form personally a. past. To this end, as this study will
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have indicated, a great deal of investigation remains to be carried

out in order to achieve a more convenient and purposeful future

development. The case study of Baghdad has shown that intensive field

survey for almost every aspect of life in the city is still very much

needed as the only way to start and understand the present situation

and to achieve a proper background for a type of urban planning that

is not brought from outside by doubtless sincere, yet by no means wholly

committed specialists, cut is deeply rooted in the environmental space

and the society which planning is to serve. However, such urban

planning should form an integral part of a wider regional and indeed

a national plan of which there is as yet no sign in Iraq.

In Bll\Y future planning undertaking, at any level, citizens

should participate, particularly in those policies dealing with

environmental problems of their daily lives such as housing and

associated urban facilities. In various parts of this work, and

supported by the results of the family inquiry, a very distinctive

Baghdadi feature has emerged in the fact that there exists no

balanced spatial distribution of virtually Bll\Y urban elements in the

city, thus decreasing its functional efficiency and adding to its

problems on top of those created by the uncontrolled spate of

urbanization.
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Appendix A

Writer's Fieldwork

An understanding of the developmental processes taking place in

the city of Baghdad in general and in its townscape in particular

would have been impossible without field work. The absence of

previous urban studies and the great deficiency of documental and

statistical information has increased its necessity. The field work

for this study of Baghdad is of three types, all carried out during the

period 1968 - 1911.

Firstly, there were interviews with various public bodies, mainly

governmental. This work has been carried out during the two periods

1568 - 1910 and 1911. During the :first period the material collected

was of a general nature and proved useful to a limited extent.

During the second period covering the summer and autumn of 1911,

rather more u~eful material was collected on specific topics.

Secondly, there was field work of specifically morphological

orientation concerned with tracing the successive phases of the

cities growth. The formative processes inspired by functional

developments, the general land uses and the di~tribution characteristics

and functions of particular townscape elements such as selected

mahallahs, agids (culs-de-sac), khans, commercial bUildings, streets,..
fringe-belts, traditional workshops, mosques, coffee houses, hammams,

kukh and sarifah settlements etc.

and autumn of 1911.

This took place during the summer

The third kind of enquiry was a house to house investigation,

carried out in person by the author during the same period, i.e. the

summer and autumn of 1911. 216 families living in 111 houses were

interviewed. They were distributed over 11 mahallahs representing

the various morpho~ogical phases of the city.
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Questionnaires in Arabic, covering various important items

concerning the structure of the family and the house were distributed.

Besides these, 40 families were interviewed in the sarifah area of

al-Ghazali and 20 families in that of al-Shulah. The questionnaires
an4

aimed at information on many socio-economic~morphological characteris-

tic of the city. Those distributed to the families are included within

this appendix. To save space they are presented in a table of

questionnaires by title and colomnar headings only (in English

translation). The surveyed mahallahs are shown on the accompanying

map.

Each of these three types of fieldwork presented its own

difficulties. In the case of the first type it was not uncommon for

some of the authorities to be surprised that a geographer should be

dealing with these aspects. Some of them indeed were so surprised

that it affected the standard of the material they supplied. Some

authorities were not ready to supply information covering ordinar,y

matters believing that no one has the right to pry into their

administration though they themselves did not make use of the material.

Another difficulty was that many departments lack a statistical section

to record necessary information properly.

In the case of the morphological fieldwork, various difficulties

presented themselves, for example in most Arab count-ries it is

unusual, to say the least, to hold an opened map in one's hand while

walking in the street. Therefore there were frequent interruptions

of the field work, the writer being asked by various individuals and

representatives of governmental bodies about his reason for plotting

or writing on the map or even for using it at all. Furthermore,

photographing in many cases was difficult as it meant to' many people
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recording only the undesirable aspects of their town.

Again the house-to-house survey proved physical~, socially and

politically difficult. Unlike the case in Britain, the researcher

in Baghdad and other Iraqi towns cannot get the information by

postin~ questionnaires because most Arab families are not accustomed to

such inquiries and are reluctant to answer them. Therefore it was

necessary for the writer to interview each family, which took much

time and energy. Worse still, most families considered questionnaires

as intruding into their private lives which traditionally should not

be subject to public inquiry. The writer failed to enter many ho~ses at

the first attempt to carry out his interview, often because men were

not present in these houses at the time. Accordingly, he had to call

again when the master of the house was expected to be in. Some

families did not allow the interview to take place at all, therefore

the writer was unable to follow his programme of choosing particular

houses to apply the statistical random samples.

Many families hesitated to answer certain questions for social or

political reasons. They failed to appreciate the difference between

scholarly and political interests on the part of the investigator.

For example none of the migrant families whether urban or rural would

give any political reasons for moving.

Several questions had to be approached indirectly, such as those

concerning membership of religious sects. An indirect w~ had to be

adopted by asking for example: Where do you worship? or where do you

bury your dead?

The reliability of the information was satisfactory in most

aspects except those relating to the women folk and to family econo~,

i.e. income and expenditure. The former aspects presented difficulties
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owing to social considerations and the latter because interviewees

suspected the inquiry to be used for taxation purposes. Thus in some

cases the expenditure appeared to be more than the declared income

of the family, a most unlikely situation. In such cases the writer

tried to repeat the question in a different way later on in order to
I

clarif.y such discrepancies. Place of origin was another difficult

question to ask particularly to fallahin migrants, because they

thought that the government might want to send them back to their

rural area of origin.

Some of the families failed to understand some of the questiops

and therefore did not answer until it was explained to them what was

required. Other families did not ask for their mahallah or housing

standards to be improved as they could not conceive that this was

possible or even desirable.

References to personal house-to-house inquiry will be referred in

the text as '(Field work 1971. See Appendix At Table At B or C), apd to

the writer's direct observation as 'Field Survey, 1971'. +nquiries

with public bodies are referred to in the usual way by naming the

authorities concerned.
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Number afsurveyed houses and interviewed families by mahal1ah
(Fig. A.1)

Mahallah No. of i No. of Morphological
Houses I families Phase

!

TYpe of Develop
ment

Suq Hamadah (Karkh) 10 I Non-governmental
locality

: Mostly governm~ntltl

'locality .
Non-governmental l~c-i

ality

" " "

"

"
"
"
"
"

"
"

"
"
"
"

"
"

"

"
"
"

"

, "

".

i
1
f
I
I

i
," " " I
: Governmental and non.J
: governmental built bYj
: (Public and F'rfvate I

tsectors). . . .
I Non-governmental 10- l
; cality :
. Purely governmental

locality

" "

Pre-1920

Pre-1920

Pre-1920
Pre-1920
Pre-1920

Pre-1920

1920-36
1920-36
1936-56
1936-56
1936-56

Post 1956

Post 1956

Post 1956
Post 1956

Post 1956

Post 1956

13

11

8
9

17
16

44
17
10
12
29

15·

9

12
29

17

87

7

9

5
9

10

12

16
8

10
9

15

10

10
20

10

Al-Iskan

Kraiat

Al-Mamun
AI-Thawrah

AI-Mansur

Sayid Abdullah
(Rusafah)

Aguliyah(Rusafah)
Harah(Adhamiyah)
Shiukh(Kadhimiyah)
Al-Bu-Shuja
(Karradah,al- Sho.~
.~txqiyah)

Orfaliyah
Bustan al-Khas
Ataifiyah
Al-Durah(al-Mahdi)
Al-Washash

Hai Dragh

; 1.

tI 2.

: 3.
: 4.
! 5.
I
I 6.
j

I 7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
I

~2.
113.
:14.
:15.

116•
I

!17.

Total 177 276



Table of questionnaires A - U.

N.B: Each questionnaire is headed by the Mahallah name as indicated in the 'A'.

MAHALLAH

A. Age, Sex Structure and Fertility Index

, House No. i Sex: Age I
I:~~ies I M I F i Total I 5 ! 5 - 14 I 15 - 24 I 25 - 34 T 35 - 44 45 - 54 I ? 54 I
I i I M I F I M I F 1 M ! F I M I F i M I F M 1 F I M FI

B. Marriage - status and Prefer.ence

Marriage Status Marriage Preference

I
0'\enen
I

~

II

\
Divorced Married Married i Married Married Relation CityBachelor I

with one with two with three with four
Non- IMaha11ah IRelative EIse-

II I Relative where
I

C. Family Ties and Social Traditions

Reason for
FINANCIAL SUPPORI'

ma.rried IOther ' . I I I ; I t I IBrother R 1 t· I Soc~al! Economic Home IHotel \Others. Fcverty I Temporary.Absence of Social &
e a ~ons I \ 'I Need \State aid IReligious

I I Ii, : ITradition

JOINT FAMILY Accommodation

TYPE I.REASON FOR i for visiting
.. COHABITATION I__relatives~~=±I==-~---;-_~_--lMarried,

Son I
I

TIME INTERVAL

:'Monthlyl Annually I Occasion-
I ~

KINSHIP (No. of related families
livinp; in same mahallah. I I3 families 3 - 6 families 116 families



D. Social Traditions and-the House Type.

IS~design of your house
influenced by your last
house style.

Height of the Garden
Wall

Roof Parapet

"I YES NO 2m I >2m IOpenI .

Privacy owing to

Height IS~de IOpen garage ISame Level
W1ndow

1.5m :> 1.5m

E. Number of Family members and employment structure.

I Number in I Number of active
! Family Members in the
1__...._ ; Family

Profession (employment) and monthly income

I I .Male I' Female Ii Type I Income ! Type !Income I Type,' Income " U~em~l~yed I Income i___.__~. ,. I I r ! !
I

o
f1i F. Question F. is not included. The question was whether the interviewees possessed domesticated animals both in

their original settlements and in Baghdad.

G. EXPENDITURE (in Iraqi Dinar I.D.)

FOOd rRent 'MediOal Clothing I Furniture Transport Fuel ; Recreation Ii Wa.ter

I
, Treatment I Gas, Elect-

I ricity, I
I I' j I Paraffin

H FURNITURE liND HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT

Television I Radio I
I I

Gas Cooker Paraffin
Cooker

Refrigerator Air Cooler Fan Se~ng

Machine
Suite Bedding



I. Shopping

I

I
II Whc does Shopping Interval Payment

f/tttl 1oirp;/~'!J (J Y\ .f~vv'"fl/(~ It~{....,-1-1 en;..54.tp! Shcpping
i
I

Malel Female: Dailyl weekl~"1Monthly' I cash! Instal- : Cash & jBazaar l Public' Modern Daily Weekly Monthly Re1a"l" *P.M. NoI

II
I . I . mente Inetal-I . Market Market tive Re-I

1a- I! I 1·1 I ments II I I ,I I j tive I

* P.M. Person from the same maha11ah

J. MIGRATION

-f
0\o

\-

I Plac~- of --! Number of i Period of residence in Baghdad jFrequency of visits to I' Return preferenceL birth iMigrations I (in years) I home area reasons
f before . . ' I .: II settle-II Lil ' settling in 5 I 5-9 i10-14! 15-19120-24/:,241 MonthlY', QuarterlY', Annua11yl longer I Social I Economic

nent Baghdad I l! I Interva1J
I I I I ' • I ,I

K. MCTIVES FOR MIGRATION

t Higher ! Wider work ITo eatablish Recreation :Better
I Income opportunities private busi- education
i I ness & Health

i i services
I t

il--_~~~a1 i, Adminietrative f~~ ------~conomic I Other Motives __

. :Better II Family I For Governmenta1l Private Other
S~tua- Ties \ Marriage decisions I fir~. jreasons
-iJ.on I deC1.S1.onsl

I I ~

? MAHALLAH CHOICE
,~. -:- --r

~ t I

1fumber of \ Previous Mahal1ahs IDid you inquire about
IJ.oves· I I [your neighbour before the

1 I 2 'I 3 4 I 5 nresent move --- -------
I I I I --;;--- ---I NO



I"

C\J
0\co

M. REASONS DETERMINING MAHALLAH CHOI CE

I 'd (l) I u.I
~ u.I (l)r-l 'd 13 l=: ::I 1: 0ttl

fH1!
~.p l=: 0 .t:: o 0 'M~ ~ .p r-. . ttl r-. .p 'M~ (l) 0 (l) (l)

~
(l) o ttl

~
'M 0 0 fH(j)

'~ "ttlr-.
.t::~ 0 .t::.p::I (j) 'M

(j)t) r-lA .p D) u.I r-.
~

u.I .p o l=: .p~ Cl.-I
~ ~

(j) 'M u.I (j) u.I(j).p ::I r-. (j) fH 'M (j) rJ)
~

D) ~
~a m :> (j) 0 l=: (j) 0 0 o 13 o 0 .p'M

~ ~
r-. 0 ttl ~ u.I 'M l=: a(j) .pr-.,c o'l>: ~

.p
~ § 0(j)~ (j) l=: Po .-Ir-. (j).p .p 0

g.~~
(j)

r-.~ 'M] :> r-. 'M ttl 'M8 l=: ttl (j).p 'M (j) I%t r-. 0 'M :> .-I0 o :> (j) d r-.r-l 'M m (j) m H'M r-l .p ttl ttl .-IS:: ttl

~
t:l l=: 'M .t::

~~
ttl (j) ::I'M .s::: 'M 0 (j) (j) ~ fH (j)r-l 00 (j)H..:I 0
~~ O'A.p AI%t\2i ~ 0 \2iA.. 0 ~

N~ SPATIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CENTRES

I

r Distc:nce ~rom place I Means of transport to work I Frequency and place of shoppin,g-

N~

I MEDICAL SERVICE Religion EIXJCATIONAL SERVICES
I "4. ----~--------------- '-~-"'-"---

.Priva.te ; Private : Public I The name of the I 0 - 3 km 4 - 6 km ;)7 km
\Clinic in ; clinic i Health '\ Church QJ: thp \ I i
ithe Mahallahl outside ! Centre Mosque I I I
I the Ma.ha1l.ah: I. I

N? SPATIAL RELATIONS WITH OTHER FUNCTIONAL CENTRES

Recreational Centres

I
-,.,

I

I

HAMI\iAM and BATHING REASONS._---
Absence of ! Social I Health
bathroom \' tradition reasons
in house

i

i WEEK";'END i LEISURE TIME J
t At lAbu- ; Army ; Public ISalaman, Abu- : Habban-\ fubylonj Sama.-. other I Home i Public Library: Social & Sport Clu
;HomeiNuwas! Canal ~ Garden . I : Ghraib! iyah \' rra \ places \ Male I Female i Male : Female t Male I Female
t i : • Park I : I I ' I 'I I I I

ICoffee House
lMa,le I Female-.



N~ SPATIAL RELATIONS WITH OTHER FUN01IIONAL CENTRES

Cemeteries

AI-Jhazali I Sheikh lAb': ·1- Baratha I' Najaf IKarbala \' Others
----M : Marui' j Ham.fah ! I

o~ HO~~E CHARACTERISTICS

~

Rooms

1
on

Secon
Floor :

Utility ServicesType of House1 LOdation of GardenArea (sq. m.)

Ob.
+ Traaitional Arab Courtyard Rouse * Modified Arab Couriyara~House•

" -_..,.__._------" . ,IOf Block- Gardens, Co.;t~··side;BackIFront ! Int-;'rnal-;-S~mi- "Terraced I Detached Water l. Electri-j Central I Air \ Sew-:
~uild--;- plan I \ yard I detached ~d. Hoi: Cold 'I city Heating; c?n-I er-

I
WIT

i I I I I ! s~m~lar d~- age.
I tion~

I I i~ I

I Type cf House Number and function of rooms Floors I
l·----+---~*""'i'i----'":"I--....,l.I-----------------I~-------------"""";-"""';'-1----:-:--......,.:--~
I T..~ .. C.. I M.A. I Covered IWest- j Number : Function ! ~ Rooms; Rooms i
\ F.. i C.H. r Court- I ern I I . ! I I ' , .. I ; I. . I 'Ion I ?n II I Iyard i House J I I 2 II 3 II 4 II 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 :.> 8 I Bed-: Guest-! Dim.ng i 1 2 3 Ground! F~rst I
t I House j I I . 1 I : I ! roomsj rooms I room i I I Floor IFloor I

.,
c,'\
0:.'

I

O~ HOUSE CHARACTERISTICS

i
I Parapet Wall
I Corru-, BricksMat s: Con-
! gated I I & \ crete I
I I l Wood \

\ I ! I \
! I t I ,

Characteristics of window' Protective iron gorid

sash.\ Double! Metal \ Metal ! \Case- i Multi MUlti Yes No

I
ment \ Flaps Flaps \ decorative; Safety.

,with withou~ \ I
. \ ventil vent i- \ ! \

i lator I lator :. '

Window canopy !Style of the roof

Bricks I Concretel OthersIFlat · Others

I
i



..... ..., ~'~.' "'"""'~"" ,~, ••• ;-.-";~~~-; .... -~;;:";'"';"';;';';';,,,.:;;.,-;;,,~ ~,;-; ;,-z:.;-:;.;;.:~';:-';::-';-;;-"';;""'-=~';;-;;:'""~';'""~'";.-~"'~~; ~...;,-~: ~ -~._,-~~ -;::;_-... ..-.. ....--:-:;~=~::r, ';:;..=:;;;t=::;::;;..,,-:z

P~' HOUSE OWNERSHIP

Whole
House
Owned
, ip~~ I-:::~d iou~e . - ~::te_~oo~ ~. llum~:t~~ ~=~~~~on I~=~ontJUY r~nt Pr~Toni' 1- I ---

Il~:::~ Govern_!Pr>vate Govern- Pr>vate 1 I 2 13 14 I 5 I 3 ;3-6 7-10\11-13; 14-11\'18-2~ 22-25\ 26-29i 30-33113"
ment . ment I.. I I !I I I I I

p? HoeSE OWNERSHIP

i
·1 Dat e of owner

I
! Instalment--- -------------------------------_.

House Ownership

1
Privately Government Aid-·--I

ari- built Whoifot Finan- -_.
~ ~ '"'

-- --- ~-
nua -

F;;~ Very Whole: Financ'i~l"" Support: Cost; truc-i
v v

ce without
I.,D. I I ..D.. Ship

aid House cial aid Plot I Cheap IHouse I Support I i ~;~~ \ !
I

-. I Plot .! 1 I

~
I

~ Q L.GE OF HCUSE
Q)

f-----.-· _
iI'

IPre Ii I I Post
i 1920 : 1920-36 . 1936-45 I 1945-56 1956

R. :BUILDING MATERIALS

~~oofing Materials!mn building materials of the House

:Brick ~ stone I Concrete ~ Mud ITimber~ Mud !steel &1 Juss
! 1 I i I and JJoist \I; ;! !brick I !

Timber! Brick &,
and I Steel \
:I1ud ,

I

.
Cement; Tiles &i

steels i
!
I

S. UTILIlJ:Y FACILITIES

• , "1-, , 1

No! Yes No\ Yes ..~. . No i Yes ; Yes I Yes JI II Ji i ; j in thej'in the Ion the 0

J J _ ) ~arden.t courtyardJ roo~ ~
:;. 4

Kitchen Toilet in the 1Separate ~ Separate;
bathroom I Toilet , Bathroom I

t

IYes
l !

Yes NJ/ Yes No llo JYes llo J
_J.I

-,'-.-/ f- -- r~L_ .

Without Store
Bathroom

Yes No Yes

f ..

. Garage i Cattle Section
I I

Tannur (Earth Oven)



Il"\
0'\
co

T. HOUSE MODIFICATION

I Shop on the premises I Number of improvement sIrYes I No
I Twice IThree times

I

Once More thanI I three times. . I I I

U. REQUIRED FACILITIES

, , • -1I EDUCATIONAL l HEAIJrH I SOCIAL I OTHERS I



!:'p:..,;'p_en_d_i_x;;...;;B~.

Urban hierarchy of Mesopotamia.
Classification of centres by adminis
trative status - 1965 Census - See
Fig. 3.15.

Liwa Centre Grade-
1l Baghdad Baghdad 1

B l3asrah l3asrnh 2

Mosul Moaul 2

Kirkuk Kirkuk 2

Arbil Arbil 3a

Karbaln Karbala 30.

SuIaiymaniyah Sulaimaniyah 30.

Hillah Hillah 30.

Amarah Amarah 3b
Diwaniyah Diwaniyah 3b
Naasiriyah Naasiriyah 3b
Kut I<'ut 4
Diyala Bagubah 4
Ramadi Ramadi 4

Total 14

C Qadaha centre Grade Q.adaha Centre Grade

Najaf 2 Halabchah 5
Fallujah 4 M3.khmur 5
Samarra 4 Shamiyah 5
Zubair 4 Rumaithah 5
Kufuh 4 Sug al-Shiyukh 5
Samawah 4 Shatrah 5
Khana.gin 4 Abu al-Khasib 5
Tuz 5 Fao 5
Shahraban 5 Shatt aI-Arab 5
Khalia 5 Sinjar 60.

Mandali 5 'Ainsifni 60.

Rutbah 5 'Agrah 6a

Balad 5 Banjawin 60.

Har 5 Qalah Dizah 60.

Haahimiyah 5 Rawanduz 60.
Hindiyah 5 Shaglawah 60.

Musaiyab 5 Suwairah 60.

Duhuk 5 Kifri 60.
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continued•••

C gadha centre Grade Qadha centre Grade-
~'ll. 5 Tikrit 6a

Jamjamal 6a Tel Afer 6b

Ifak 60. Shirgat 6b

Rifai 60. Jwartah 6b

Ali al-Gharbi 60. Raniyah 6b

Hit 6a Abu Skhair 6b

Hadithah 6a Qalah Salih 6b

'AMh 6a M3.imunah 6b

Rutbah 6a Qurnah 6b

Badrah 6b Makhmur 6b

I lmadiyah 6b Hawijah 6b

Mahawil 6b Husaibah 6b

Total 60.

D Nahiyah Centre Grade Nahiyah Centre Grade

Jalawla 5 Mijar al-Kabir 6a

Habbaniyah 5 Harithah 6a

Qarah Qush 6a Bashigah 6b

Tilka.if 6a Sinuni (Shamal) 6b

Dibis 6a Qaiyarah 6b

Buhruz 6a Al-Qush 6b

Sadiyah 6a Badush 6b

Rawah 6a Shahrazur g~Abu Ghraib 6a Darbandi Khan
Baiji 6a lAin °Qawah 6b

Dijail 6a Daibakah (Kaninawah) 6b

'Aziziyah 6a Harir 6b

Al-'C.asim 6a Tazah Rhurmatu 6b

Madhatiyah 6a Altunnkubri 6b

Saddatal-Hindiyah 6a Qo,rah 'l'abbah 6b

Iskandariyah 6a Daguk 6b

Hamzah 6a .Abu Saida 6b

Dagharah 6a Hibhib 6b

Mishkhab 6a Balad Ruz 6b

Shinafiyah 6a. Karmah 6b
Ghammas 6a Barwanah 6b



continued••••

D Nahiynh Centre .Q!.~de ~iyah Centre Grade

Qa.lat Sukar 60. SalmanPak 6b

Fuhud 60. I.a.tifiyah tJb

Al-'Alam 6b Nasir 6b

Dur 6b Fajr 6b

Dhuluiyah 6b Gharraf 6b

Muwafagiyah 6b Hammar 6b

Jissan 6b Musharrah 6b

ZUbaidiyah 6b Kumait 6b

Ahrar 6b Shaikh Sad 6b

Kifi;L 6b 'Izair 6b

Mussaiyab 6b Kahla 6b

Shithathah 6b Sibah 6b

Bidair 6b Mudainah 6b

Hirah 6b Nashwah 6b

Khidhir 6b

Total 71.
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!EEendix C.

Urban Hierarchy of Mesopotamia. Classification
by size. (Source: Preliminary results of the
Census of 1965).

Population of urban places, i.e. over 2,000: Grade 1 - 5 include all those

over 10,000. Fig. 3.14.

Grade (1 ) Town Population-
Baghdad* 1620,000*

Grade (2) ... 4

(over 100,000) Basrah* 313,327*
Mosu1 243,313*
Kirkuk 167,413*
Najaf 128,096
Total 852,147

Arbi1 90,329*
Karba1a 88,301*
Su1aimaniyah 86,822*
Hi11ah 84,717*

(5000D-70,OOO)b) ... 3
J\marah 64,847*
Diwaniyah 60,553*
Nasiriyah 60,405*
Total 530,065

Grado (4) = 10
(20,000-50,000 ) Kut 42,116*

ZUbair 41,408
Samawah 39,018
Fa11ujah 38,072
Tel Afar 36,837
Bagubab 34,575*
Kufah 30,862
Hamadi 28,723*
Samarra 24,747
Khanagin 23,~22
Total 339,80-

Grade (5) = 23
(10,000-20,000) Shatrah 18,822

Duhuk 16,998
Hai 16,988
Suq a1-Shiukh 16,465
Hindiyah . 16,436
Musaiyab 15,955
Fao 15,399
Zakhu 14,790
Habbaniyah 14,405
Shatt aI-Arab 14,245
Tuz 13,860
Shamiyah 13,334
Jalaw1a 12,298
Abu a1-I<hasib 12,194
Shahraban 12,181
Balad 12,034

* Liwa centre.

%of the Total

19.61%
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Town-...."..

Numaniyah
Khalis
Mandali
Ha1abchah
Mahmudiyah
Koisanjak:
Kumaithah
Total

Population

11,943
11,877
11,262
11,206
10,623
10,338
108222

313,875

%of the Total

3.55%

Grade 6 ... 100 a) III 42
5,000-10,000 Tikrit 9,921

Hamzah 9,611
Hit 9,131
Suwairah 9,108
Mijar a1-Kabir 8,907
Agrah 8,659
Abu Ghraib 8,519
Kifri 8,500
Saddat a1-Hindiyah8,213
Harithah 7,946
Sinjar 7,942
Rifai 7,681
Qara Qush 7,526
Ti1kaif 7,482
Qasim 7,476
Aziziyah 7,450
Jamohama1 7,416
Qa1at Sukar 7,365
Ghammas 7_310
Mishkhab 7,172
Anah 6;884
Hadithah 6,870
Shag1awah 6,814
Baiji 6,785
!in Sifni 6,583
~jai1 6,538
Shinafiyah 6,483
Buhruz 6,441
I~kandariyah 6,419
Qa1at Dizah 6,250
Madhatiyah 6,247
Fuhud 5,854
Rawanduz 5,807
Ali al-Gharbi 5,735
Qurnah 5p638
Sadiyah 5,285
'Ifak: 5,390
Dagharah 5,369
Banjawin 5,309
Rawah 5,133
~bis 5,128
Rutbah 5,091

Total 295,383
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continued•••

~of ilhe Total
';";.

2,356
2,343
2,326
2,326
2,275
2~255

2,252
2,244
2,225
2,218
2,203

PORu1?JJ,,9B:rc:m---
Ba1adruz 4,850
Qa1at Sa1ih 4,812
Hashimiyah 4,619
Altun Kubri 4,581
Khidhr 4~425

Salman Pak 4,419
Abu Sukhair 4,206
'Alam 4,144
Raniyah 4,090
Dur 4,077
'Ain Qawah 3,976
Fajr 3,881
Alqush 3,863
Hirah 3,730
Bashikah 3,728
Badrah 3,564
Sibah 3,538
Nashwah 3,529
Kah1a 3,467
Abusaida 3,443
Jurf a1-Sakhar 3,429
Mahawi1 3,170
Hammar 3,168
Qaiyarah 3,060
Rifi1 2,961
Shaikh Sad 2,958
Qarah Tabbah 2,914
Musharrah 2,839
Husawiat 2,806
Shahrazur (Said Sadiy) 2,700
Barwahah 2,689
Tuzahkhurmata 2,681
Dibkah 2,626
Dhu1uiyah 2,618
Bidair 2,597
lmadiyah 2,578
f>hama1(Sinuni) 2p567
~~ 2,556

. Darbal1di Ehan 2,505
Jissan2,495
Daguk 2,463
Shirgat 2,434
Husaiuih 2,374
Latifiyah
Hal'lijah
Maimunah
Shitha:~hah

Jwartah
Hibhib
'Izair
Harir
Gharraf
Kumait
Mudainah
Mawafaqiyah

oontinued••••

£!~."3 (61 b)~58
2,000 - 5,000



oontinued•••
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Grade (6) b)
Nasr
Ahrar (Husainiyah)
ZUbaidiyah

Total

Population

2,153
2,097
2,081

177,849

~ of the Total

2.15%

Grade (7) ... 88 urban-type settlements below 2,000. They are
distributed according to liwas as followsr

Liwa-
Mosul
Sulaimaniyah
Arbil
Kirkuk
Diyala.
Ramadi
Ba€hdad
Kut
Hillah
Kerbala
Diwaniyah
Nassiriyah
Amarah
:Ba.srah

Total

Number of Settlements

20
13
9
8
7
1
3
3
3
3
8
6
2
2-

88
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Llrpendix D

::Baghdad I s Khans in 1911 (Sourc~: 1"1€ld Survey 1910)
(Figs. IS.l, 15.2).

Khan. Name
No.

Present
Function

Previous
Function

Morphological Structural
Phase Stl:fte*

c
S

u
u
u
u

c

u
u
S
C
C
C
S
U

u

2(1869-1920)

2~1869~1920)
2 1869-1920)
2 1869-1920)
2 1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869';'1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920

2(1869-1920)

Khan for horse- 2(1869-1920)
drawn carriages

Hotel and
Shops

Tobacco Khan Dwelling
Hot el &. Dwelling and
Shops beverage factory 2(1869-1920)
Tobacco and Tobacco khan 2(1869-1920)
carton khan
stores and House, afterward 2(1869-1920)
Offices leather khan
Tobacco Khan Tobacco khan
Tobacco Khan Dwelling
Tobacco Khan Dwelling
Khan for Dwelling
second-hand
clothes

Tobacco Khan Dwelling
Tobacco Khan Tobacco Khan
Tobacco Khan Tobacco Khan
Shops Tobacco Khan
Tobacco Khan Carpet Khan
Tobacco Khan Tobacco Khan
Tobacco Khan Dwelling
Misce11ane- Dwelling
ous goods
Khan
Miscel1ane- Dwelling
ous goods
Khan

Khan a1-Ti~in

Khan al-Arabat
(Horse-drawn
Caffi~feways

Khan al-Zuwali

Xhan aI-Titin

18

2
3

4

5

6
1
8
9

1

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
11

Text ile Khan

General Khan

General Khan

Dwelli:lg
General Khan

D

s
c

s

S

s

s

u

2(186901920)

2(1869-1920)
2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)

2 (1869-1920)Textile and
second-hand cl
othes Khan

Tobacco Khan
Miscellaneo-
us goods
Khan
Two shoe
factories
Leather
Khan
TeJ.'.tile
Khan
Two plastic Textile Khan
factories
Textile
Khan
Textile and
Second-hand
clothes
Khan

Khan al-Qumash

19
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

* U =unmodified; S = Slightly modified; C = considerably modified;
D = Derelict or demolished; R = replaced.
Large khan are underlined.
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Khan Name Present Previous Morphologi- Structur-
No. FunC"~ion Function cal Phase al·state

27 Khan a1-Qumash Textile Khan Dwelling 2 (1869-1920) S
28 Khan al-Qumash Miscellaneous Miscellaneous

goods Khan Goods Khan 2(1869-1920) S
29 Miscellaneous ¥risce11aneous

goods Khan Goods Khan 2 r.869-1920) U
30 Miscellaneous Miscellaneous 2 1869-1920) U

goods Khan Goods Khan
31 Miscellaneous High-class 2(1869-1920) U

Goods Khan dwelling
32 Miscellaneous Dwelling 2 (1869-1920) U

Goods Khan
33 Mis cellaneous Dwelling 2(1869-1920) U

Goods Khan
34 Sa':litaryware Dwelling 2(1869-1920) V

Khan
35 .: Mill cellaneous Dwelling 2 (1869-1920) S

and bui1ding-
materials Khan

36 Textile Khan Dwelling 2 ~1869-1920 ~ S
37 Textile Khan Miscellaneous 2 1869-1920 C

goods Khan
38 Palnting-mater- Miscellaneous 2(1869-1920) C

iels Khan goods Khan
39 m~ops Miscellaneous 2(1869-1920) C

goods Khan
2 (1869-1920)40 T !xtile Khan Miscellaneous 11

goods Khan
2 (1869-1920)41 Khan al-Zuwali I ;arpet Khan Miscellaneous C

goods Khan
1 (Pre-1869)42 A1-Mustansiriyah '!istoric monu- College, Khan, U

lIent Customs Office
43 )lis cellaneous Miscellaneous 2(1869-1920) U

goods Khan goods Khan
44 Khan Dallah Goods Khan, Chapel, prison 2(1869-1920) C

shops, a!ld during the
offices British

occupation I

45 Shops and Offi- 1fuscellaneous ~
ces Goods Khan

4",' Carpet Khan Carpet Khan 2~1869-1920~ U
47 Miscellaneous Dwelling 2 1869-1920 U

goods Khan
48 Departmental :Building-

stores materials Khan 2~1869-1920~ C
49 Miscellaneous Miscellaneous 2 1869-i920 U

goods Khan goods Khan
50 Mis cellaneous D

goods Khan
51 Clothes bales Dwelling 2(1869-1920) U

Khan
52 " " 2fl869-1920j U
53 " " 2 1869-1920 U
54 Jrfiscellaneous Dwelling ,~(1869-1920 S

I -goods Khan
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Khan
No.

. Name Present
Function

Previous
Function

Morphologi
cal Phase

Structur
al State

Ropes Khan Dwelling

"" "
Shops and Off- "
ices

C

C

C

S
S
U

D

C

C

C

S
U

R

C

u
C

C

C

C
S
S
C

R

u

C

C
C
D

R
U

R

2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)
2 (1869·-1920)

2(1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)
2 (1869-1920)

2(1869-1920)

3(1920-1936)

3(1920-1936)

311920_193613 1920-1936
3 1920-1936
3 1920-1936

3 (1920-1936)

3 (1920-1936)

31192O-1936j
3 1920-1936
3 1920-1936

3 (1920-1936)

4(1936-1956)

4(1936-1956)

411936-1956j
4 1936-1956
4 1936-1956

4(1936-1956)

5 (post-1956)

5 (post-1956)

5 (post-1956)
5 (post-1956)

5 (post:"1956)

5 (post-1956)

"

"

"
"

"

""

"

"

" "

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

Spices :Khan

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

" "
Dwelling

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

" "

" "

" "

Dwelling

"

Dwelling
Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

" "

]Melling, then
Khan

" "
" "

Miscellaneous
goods Khan

" "

Tobacco Khan

"

"
"

"

II

"

"
"
"

"

"

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan
Foodstuffs Khan "
Printing Press
Shops and merch- "
ant offices
Miscellaneous
goods Khan
Shops and merch- "
ant Offices

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan
Tobacco Khan

" "Blanket s Khan

stationary and
Confectionary
Khan for Baled
Second-hand
Clothes
Soap Kb.d.n and
offices

Textile Khan

Khan for plas
tics and glass
Shops and
Offices

Khan for baled
clothes
Shops and
Offices
Shops and
merchant
offices

Miscellaneous
Goods Khan
Soap Factory

Khan al-Bah- Spices Khan
arat

55

56
57

58

59
60
61

62

63

64
65
66
67

68

69

70
71
72

73

74

75

76
77
78

79

80

81

82
83

84

85
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Khan
No.

Name Present
Function

Previous
Function

Morphologi
cal Phasa

Struetur-' .
a1 ·Phase

D
C
S
C

S
C

R

c
:p
p
S
S
V
c
u
u
u
u

p
o
R

U
D
C
S
U
U
U
U
S
S

S

u
S
C
C
U
C

u
u

5 (post-1956)

2(1869-1920)

2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869,-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920

211869-1920j
2 1869-1920
2 1869-1920
211869-1920 )
2 1869-1920)
2 1869-1920)
2 1869-1920j
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920

2(1869_1920j
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920
2(1869-1920

211869-1920j3 1920-1936
4 1936-1956
2 1869-1920
4(1936-1956)
2(1869-1920)

3(1920-1936)
3(1920-1936)

2(1869-1920)

"

"
"
"

11

"
"
"

" "
" 11

" "
" 11

" "11 11

" 11
11 11

" 11

Tobacco Khan

Rice and ani
mal oils
Gra:i.l1 alwah

11 "
11 11

" "
" 11

" "
11 11

11 "

11 "

" "

Grain alwah

Corn a1wah
11 11

11 "
11 11

2(1869-1920)
Miscellaneous 2(1869-1920)
Goods ah..ah

II " 2(1869-1920)
Dwelling after- 2(1869-1920)
wards alwah
Miscellaneous
goods Khan
Dates Khan

II 11

Fruit Khan
Corn Khan
Corn Khan
Misca:llaneous
Goods Khan

Shops and Offices

Wheat alwah
Disused

11

Grain and salt
a1wah

Gahwah
Wheat-flour a1wah
Disused

Gahwah
Disused
Miscellaneous
goods Khan
Disused
Tinsmiths Shop

"

Wheat-flour alwah
Wheat-flour and
onion a1wah
Disused

Disused
Timberware House

Wheat-flour a1wah
Vegetable a1wah
Shops and bakery
Disused

"

Disused
Grain a1wah

" "

"

Dates Khan
11 11

" "

Sliops

Dates Khan
Corn and dates
Khan
Miscellaneous
Goods Khan

Wool Khan
Dates Khan
Textile Khan

-----...

86
Karkh

87

88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

108
109
110
111

123
124

125

112
113

114
115

116

117
118
119
120
121
122
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Appendb: E (Fig'. 18.1 ),

The mosques of Baghdad as classified by al-AwqaJ Department, and by

morphological phase. (Source: Field Survey 1971) (Fig. 17.1).

Name Location Morpho1o~ica1- - Phase'-
I. Al-Assafi* RaglLibah Khatun Post 1956
2 Al-Rawas Qahirah Post 1956
3 Al-Dahhan Waziriyah Post 1956
4 Al-Umari Waziriyah Post 1956
5 Al-Ani Waziriyah Post 1956
6 Abu-Ghazi Adhamiyah Post 1956
7 Sabi Iblmr Sabi Ibkar Post 1956
8 Kadhim Pasha Adhamiyah Pre 1920
9 14th July Qanat a1-Jaish Post 1956
10 Al-Imam a1-Adham (Abu- Adhamiyah Pre 1929

Hanifah)*
11 S~id Sultan Ali Al-Rashid Pre 1929
12 Haider Khanah* Al-Rashid Pre 1920
13 Al-Nuradiyah Al-Maidan Pre 1920
14 Al-Fadhil* Al-Fadhi1 Pre 1920
15 Munnawrah Khatun a1-Jumhuriyah Pre 1920
16 Al-Asifiyah Central Bazaars Pre 1929
17 Husain Pasha Haider Khanah Pre 192p
18 Al-Sahrawrdi Rusafah Pre 1920
19 Al-Sarai Al-Sarai Pre 1920
20 Al-Sur North-east Rusafah Pre 1920
21 AI-Wazir Centra; :&.zaars Pre 1920
22 Bushnaq Hammam a1-Malih Pre 1920
23 Adi1ah Khatun Iwadhitah Pre 1920
24 A1-Ahmadiyah* Al-Maidan Pre 1920
25 Al-Azback Bab a1-Mudham Pre 1920
26 Mirjan . Central :&.zaars Pre 1920
27 Salman Pak Salman Pack Pre 1920
28 Al-Qazzaza.~ Army Offi cer town Post 1956

(Rusafah)
29 A1-Khaffafin Central Bazaars Pre 1920
30 Al-Khasaki &s a1-Q,raiyah Pre 1920
31 AI-Khu1afa Central Bazaar Pre 1920
32 Al-Qailani* Al-Kifah Pre-1920
33 Al-Khul1ani
34 14th Ramadhan Al-Jwxli a1-Na:,jhUl Post 1956
35 Baghdad West Al-I.13kan Post 1956
36 Hannan Sahata1-Shuhada 1936-1956
37 Musa al-Juburi Mishahd8h .. Pre 1920
38 Sheikh Sandal Sheikh Sandal Pre 1920
39 Khidhir Ilias Karkh Pre 1920
40 :SheikhDhari Abu Ghraib Post 1956
41 Alan al-Hil1ah Alam a1-Hillah Post 1956
42 Al-Harthiyaha Al-Harthiyah Post 1956
43 Al-Harthiyah al-Harthiyah Post 1956
44 Sheikh Maruf Sheikh Maruf Pre 1920
45 Um al-~ubal (al-Shahada) Qt3,disiyah Post 1956

* Mosque with religious school.
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Name location Morphological- Phase

46 Al-Washash Al-lrlashash Post 1956
47 Buniyah Near Baghdad West Post 1956

Rei1way station
48 Dragh Hai Dragh Post 1956
49 Baratha Ataifiyah Pre 1920
50 Al-Kadhim .Kadhimiyah Pre 1920
51 Abu-Yousif* Kadhimiyah Pre 1920
52 Sheikh Jala1 Raghibah Khatun 1920 - 1936
53 Sheikh Rawi Baghibah Khatun Post 1956
54 Al-Hurriyah Hurriyah Post 1956
55 ..Kanan fub aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
56 Ali Afandi Al-Jumhuriyah Street Ore 1920
57 Al-Sulaimaniyah Al-Sarai Pre 1920
58 Mul1a Muhammad Central fuzaars Pre 1920
59 Sadat fub aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
60 Safafir Central Bazaars Pre 1920
61 othoman Afandi Goldsmith Bazaar Pre 1920
62 Al-Numaniyah al-Sarai Pre 1920
63 Human al-Pachachi Al-Nahr Street Pre 1920
64 Al-Ansari Siraj at Din Pre 1920
65 Al-Jubah Fadhi1 Pre 1920
66 Bishr a1-Hafi Julharoiyah Post 1956
67 Sadr aI-Din Rusafah Pre 1920
68 Khidhir Beg Qamber Ali Pre 1920
69 Al-Masraf Al-Maiden Pre 1920
70 Bier Dawood Al-Moddan Pre 1920
71 l.funl:\warnhKhatun Al-MoUdan Pre· 1920
72 Al-Abarigi Sinak Pre 1920
73 Su1aikh Su1aikh Post 1956
74 Badriyah ai··Rawaf Igari Post 1956
75 Al-Jihad a1-Shaab Post 1956
76 Palestine Palestine street Post 1956
77 a1-Thawrah Thawrah Post 1956
78 Adiliyah al-Kabir a1-Nahr street Pre 1920
79 Al-Numani fub aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
80 Al-Aguli Rusafah Pre 1920
81 Haj Fathi AJ.-Jumhuriyah Street Pre 1920
82 Al-Qib1eniyah Central fuza.ars Post 1956
83 Al-Zufuraniyah the first Zufuraniyah

Post 1956
84 Al-Zui'uraniyah the second Zufuraniyah

Post 1956
85 Siraj aI-Din Siraj aI-Din Post 1956
86 Banat a1-HasaP- Abu Saifain Fre 1920
87 Ismail a1-Nuh Adhamiyah P;t~e 1920
88 Shah Bandar Adhamiyah Post 1956
89 Al-Thuraiyah Sit Nafisah Pre 1920
90 Ata Sheikh Ata Pre 1920
91 Al-Qaimariyah Karkh Pre 1920
92 Habib al-Adjmi Karkh Pre 1920
93 The National Assembly Karradat Mariyam Post 1956
94 Al-Madani Suq Hamadah Pre 1920
95 Al-Shawi Salihiyah Post 1956
96 Sit Nafisah Sit Nafisah Pre 1920
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Name Location Morpho1ogi~1-- Pha.se '

97 Sheikh Bashar Sheikh Bashar Pre 1920
"-

Mosques otj;he Third Category

98 Al-Khaiyah Al-Maidan Pre 1920
99 Baba Kurkur Al-M9.idan Pre 1920 ~

100 Sheikh Wasil Bab aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
101 Al-Dasabi1 rob aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
102 Sheikh MaId l3ab aI-Sheikh Pre 1920
103 Al-Mahdiyah Al-Mahdiyah Pre 1920
104 t::i9l'ah Bier Al-M9.hdiyah Pre 1920
105 Naimah al-Chipachi Al-Mahdiyah Pre 1920
106 1lJ.-Khanini Karkh Pre 1920
107 Saiyd Irbrahim Karkh Pre 1920
108 Adwan Fahamah Pre 1920
109 Tikartah Tikartah Pre 1920
110 Sheikil Ali Sheikh Ali Pre 1920
111 Al-Qtar Rahmaniyah Pre 1920
112 Al-Shami Karkh Pre 1920
113 Al-Swaidi Sug Hamadah Pre 1920
114 Sheikh Dhari the Old Abu-Ghraib 1920-1936
115 Al-Daw1ai Suq Hamadah Pre 1920
116 Haibat Khatun Adhamiyah Pre 1920
117 Nashmiyah Adhamiyah 1920-1936
118 Raj Irzuqi Adhamiyah 1936-1956
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Appendix 1:
The Hammams of Gra~ter Baghdad, their Geographical
Significance and Details of Architecture and Management
(Source: Field Survey 1971) (Fig. 18.1).

-.
I I

Average INo. of
i

INe.me and Tributary Kind Date I Building
Location Area No. of I Emp1oy- IM£+teria1

Daily i ees
Visitors

I i ; I . 1

Kadhimiyah .
i

* bricks/1. Al-Murtadha Kadhimiyah M. 60 7 Perhaps
(a1-Dirwazah) Karkh late ~d

Abbasid

2. Al-Jawadin Kadhimiyah & M. 60 7 1800 It It

Visitors
3. Al-lmamain Kadhimiyah. M, 60 6 1929 b~ioks/

Adhami.;ynh mQrtar

4. Al-IlII8JDain Kadhimiyah F. 60 6 1929 ... It

5· )tusa a1-Kadhim Kadhimiyah & M. 80 8 1954 If "
Villagers

I 6. Musa al-Kadhim Xadhimiyah & F. 80 8 1958 It "
Villagers

fI!7. Al-Mustafa** Kadhimiyah & M. 60 4 1958 Concrete
Hurriyah /bricks

8. Al-Mi1oold Mainly Visi- Me 70 8 1961 bricks/
tors mortar

9. Al-Dijaili Vi1legers & M. 80 10 1963 .. ..
Pilgrims

10. Al-Dijaili Kadhimiyah F. 60 8 1963 It If

11. Haider Kadhimiyah, M. 80 10 1969 bricks/
K;u-kh concrete

.. ivah

12. Al-Adhami;yah Adhamiyah K. 60 6 1970 bricks/
conorete

13. Al-Adhamiyah Adhamiyah F. 60 6 1970 .. It

~~
~4. Al-Saiyd The same area M. 40 6 Medieval bricks/

perhaps mud
late
Abbasid

15. Al-Pasha** The same area M. 60 8 Late bricks/·.~1
Ottoman mud.

l6. Al-M9.lih The same area. M. 70 7 1848 bricks/
mud

~7. Said Rauf The same area M. 60 8 1874 " It

8. Al-Shafa !he SaIne area M. 60 6 1920's " "
L9· Sheikh Ali - M. Demolished by the 1930 -

construction of
al-Jumhuriyah st.

M 1:11 Men F A Female

** Governmental
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h

i I
\ IDateI jTributary Kind IAverage No. of IBuildingI Name and
. Location fArea No•. of Employ- I !Material

I Daily ees I
I Visitors ; !
I

t

f I I

I 20. Al-Shurjah M. Demolished by the j 1930'si

I i
construction Clf i I1 a1-Jumhuriyah st~

I I 1920- !bricks/21. Al-zahawi The same area M. 6.0 I ~

I
I 30 ,mortar

22. AI-Rashid IVarious parts M. 80 10 '1938 bricks/
of Iraq mortar

23. Al-Tella- M. Recently abandoned 1930's
khanah

I
j I

i
I

24. Al-Junir (Pilgrims &from M. 60 6 1942 br~cks/ ::c.:::-.;.Ithe same area mortar
25. Al-Rafi- ,various parts of M. 60 6 1944 bricks/

dain the country ~ mortar
26. Al-Kifah Metropiitan I M. 70 8 1945 br:j.cks/

I I mortar
27. Al-Kifah IThe same area I F. 60 6 1945 " "
28. Al-Haideri Metropolitan M. 80 10 1948 " "
29· Al-Haidari* Metropolitan F. 60 6 1948 " "I 30. Al-Hadi Local M. 80 8 1950 " "
31. Al-Hadi Local F. 60 6 1950 " "

I 32. Al-Timimi Local M. 35 6 1953 " "
1'>·33. Al-Timimi Local F. 15 4 1953 " "
I 34. Al-Jumhuri-IMetroPolitan M. 90 10 1956 " "
I ya I

35. Al-Kulat** :Local M. 3S 6 1956 :Bi"i eks!con
36. Al-Sudah I Local M. 70 6 1958 Bricks!¥lor
37. Baghdad IMetrcpolitan M. 80 8 1961 Bricks!

mortar
38. :Baghdad al- Local M. 80 8 1965 " "

Hadidah

'Tel. Muhammad i
39· Tel-M\1ha.IIl:-l" .Local M. 70 8 1950's lmicks/

I
mad mortar

140. Tel Muham- Local F. 50 6 1950's Bricks/

I mad mortar

Local M. 90 10 1966 Bricks/
mortar

42. Al-Baiya I 80 1966 Bricks/
r"cal

M. 10
concrete I

43. Al-Baiya Local F. 60 8 1966 Bricks/
! concrete _J

* Changed its function recently to furniture 'Workshop and warehouse.
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Bri9ks/
conorete

I

" "

1964

1971

r' ! i : U_ I i

l
Name and I Tributary Kind! Average I No. of I Date I Building
Location Area I' No: of I Emp1oy(. I Material

Dm.1~1T ees .
_ ~ ~ _ Visitors I : I

j I I I I I
i A1-Hurriyah II I' I " :\44. Al··Hurr;.yah Local M. I 90 8
45. Al-Hurriyah I Loc0:.1 I F. I 60 I 6

Karradah a1
Shargiyah

47. Faiz

48. Faiz

Local

Local

M.

F.

70

50

8

6

1951

1971

Bricks/
mortar

Bricks!
concrete

Karkh

" "
Bricks!
concrete

" "

Mud /
bricks
MUd/
bricks
Bricks/
mor.tar
Bricks!
mOI'tar

" "
tI "

" "
" "

49. Aiyoob

50. Aiyoob

51. Al-Jaifir

52. Al-Jaifir

53. Al-Maruf
54. Al-Maruf
55. Al-Timirni
56. Al-Timimi
57. Al-Safa.
58. Al-Jazair

59. Al-Rah
maniyah

60. " "

Local
)

Metropolitan

Local

Local

Local
weal
Metropolitan
Local
Local
Metropolitan

Local

Local

F.

M.

M.

F.

M.
F.
M.
F.
M.
M.

M.

M.

60

70

60

40

80
60

100
80
60
60

80

60

6

8

6

6

8
6

10
8
6
6

8

6

16thC.

16thC.

1938

1938

1958
1958
1951
1951
1958
1960

1960

1960 I "
I "
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